Fig. 669
Türk shaft in the
Schneeberg mining area in 1922
(Reimann)

Fig. 670
Air furnaces at
the Halsbrücke
smeltery in 1924
(Reimann)

Fig. 673 Clemens Winkler (1838-1904)

Fig. 671 Smelters’ parade at the Halsbrücke smelting factory in 1930 (Reimann)

Fig. 672 Muldenhütten smeltery in 1915 (Reimann)
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The tin mines at Altenberg, Zinnwald and
Ehrenfriedersdorf worked continuously over the
whole mining period from 1850 to 1930. At Altenberg the Zwitterstock and the Tiefer Erbstolln
mines (4-DE) produced in 1850 around 120 t tin
which droped to only 17 t in 1898 because of
the falling prices of tin on the world market. This
led in 1889 to an association of both mines and
in 1893 to their socialisation. The raising market
prices for tin after 1898 and the demand for metals
in the First World War rescued the tin production
at Altenberg as well as in the other tin production
areas of Saxon Ore Mountains until the world economic crisis in 1930. The annual tin production
in Altenberg raised between 1900 and 1926 from
22 t to 95 t. The number of miners and workers in
the ore processing sites and smelteries droped
at Altenberg from 444 (1862, 285 miners and 159
workers in the processing sites) to 43 (1899) and
than raised again up to 70 (1910). Since 1850 tin
mining and processing at Altenberg was modernized by the introduction of iron railways with mine
cars (1850), a steam engine as gear for 180 stamps
(1857/58) and a steam engine for hauling (1872)
both for times of low water supply as well as a
turbine with generator (1909) for the production
of electricity for the pumps and the processing
sites. Between 1856 and 1889 in total 15 stamp
mills and ore washers with together 1,078 stamps
processed the tin ore at Altenberg. After a fire
which destroyed seven stamp mills in 1889 a central processing site with more modern machinery
was built in 1892 but did not succeed so that the
old ore washer technology was used further on.

Fig. 676
Diagram of the
development
of the Beschert
Glück mine at Zug
between 1815 and
1920 (Wagenbreth)
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At Zinnwald (2-DE) the manorial tin mines of the
Bünau noble family came in 1818 under the manorial
control of the Earl of Hohenstein. With the new Saxon
mining law of 1851 the small mines went into private
ownership (Eigenlöhnergruben) of several capitalistic companies. In 1851 the Vereinigt Zwitterfeld mine
produced with 72 miners 12.5 t of tin, in 1856 with 53
miners 6.0 t of tin and 65 t of wolfram ore which became more and more importance for steel coating.
After 1856 the mine several times changed the ownership and survived until its close-down in 1922 only
because of its wolfram ore production which had its
peak in 1920 with 150 t. During World War I its tin production raised again temporarily up to 202 t (1916).

mill, ore washer and smelting hut, 1876 railway
transport in the Sauberger Stolln adit, a new waterpowered stamp mill and a further ore washer,
1916 iron pit frame). With this the Sauberg mines
represented the state of art technology of the time
until they were closed down in 1922.
Fig. 674 Miners on their way to the Alte Elisabeth Schacht (shaft)
at Freiberg in 1906 (Reimann)

Fig. 675 Ore transportation by a horse railway at the Reiche
Zeche (mine) nicht shaft in Freiberg in 1906 (Reimann)

Tin mining in the Ehrenfriedersdorf mining area
(13-DE) suffered like the Altenberg mining area under the development of the world market prices
for tin. The mines at the Sauberg (mountain) produced in 1861 with around 150 miners in total 11.1
t of tin. Since 1857 the mines became a capitalistic
company (Ehrenfriedersdorfer Vereinigt Feld) which
often changed its ownership. Until the beginning
of the 20th century the technical equipment of the
mining area was modernized (1857 Sauberger
main and pilot shaft, 1872 steam engine for hauling and pumping, 1872 new sorting house, stamp

Mining activities, Bohemian Ore Mountains
The start of the fifth mining phase in the Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains is defined by several significant events. The reorganisation of mine
administration commenced back as far as 1850.
Four mining districts were established in the Bohemian territories (Jáchymov, Stříbro, Příbram,
Kutná Hora), which from 1872 were consolidated
into one mining district based in Prague, to which
eleven district mining administration offices were
subordinated. This structure endured until 1918.
In 1850, moreover, the state became practically
the sole mining entrepreneur in Jáchymov, having
bought up the Svornost mine. The ensuing reorganisation of the administration and the change
to the technical equipment of the mines existing at
the time, constituted the cornerstone for the subsequent mining of silver ore, but also for the uranium mining now performed to a major extent for
the first time. Another change then came in 1854,
when one general mining act was issued for the
entire Austro-Hungarian territory, bringing to an
end more than three centuries of the dualism in
Bohemian mining law, and which redefined the relationship between state, mining enterprises and
landowners. Whereas the state was the main mining entrepreneur in the preceding phase, the new
law supported the private entrepreneurs, a move
promptly reflected with an increase in the number
of privately owned ore mine works. By the end of
the 19th century almost 90% of the ore mines were
in the possession of private companies.
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Decisive changes were also seen in mining practice, following which water was no longer to function as the main source of energy. Steam engines
were introduced into the mines in the 1860s, and
the electrification of some works commenced before the 19th century had ended. Mine surveying
became more precise than ever before. This all
led to a distinct increase in the effectiveness and
speed of mining operations and of dressing and
processing of ores. Mining was also impacted by
the fact that the upturn in the steel industry and
the development of new smelting technologies
brought a strong increase in interest in various
hitherto ignored non-ferrous metals, particularly
tungsten, zinc, nickel and manganese – alloy admixtures used in the production of refined steels.
Viewed from a general perspective, when compared to the rapidly developing lignite mining industry at the foot of the Ore Mountains, the mining
of ore in the Bohemian Ore Mountains was declining in importance, however.
The most important ore mining district in the
Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains still remained
Jáchymov, where, apart from the extraction of silver ore, the mining of cobalt, nickel, arsenic and
bismuth ore was continued with varying success up
until 1901 in the western and eastern parts of the
district. The two main shafts, Svornost (Einigkeit)
and Werner, were modernised. In 1848 the Svornost mine was equipped with two water-column
engines for the water management system along
with a Rittinger water-column winding machine. In
1866 a steam pump was installed – following the
tapping of a strong water spring beneath the 12th
level at a depth of 532 m – in order to master the
huge volumes of water. In 1851, the western part
of the Werner shaft (originally Rudolph shaft but
renamed in 1850 in honour of the Saxon geologist, Abraham Gottlob Werner) was the site of the
innovative installation of a water inlet adit, which
routed the water to a vertical impulse turbine used
to drive the winding machine. In 1883, the water
turbine was replaced by a twin-cylinder water-column engine based on a system designed by Philip
Mayer. From 1874 onwards, in both the main shafts
of the Jáchymov District, the teams of miners were
transported inwards using baskets and rail-mounted transport of raw ore in box trolleys was introduced on the main extraction levels of the Svornost
and Werner shafts.
The continued development of Jáchymov mining at this point in time was particularly dependent on the uranium ores, which started to be extracted here on a larger scale for the first time in
the world in the late 1840s. In the beginning, the
uranium ore was used for the extensive production
of uranium green and yellow pigment, which, from
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1854/55, was produced in a new state-run factory
(no longer in existence) located directly in the lower part of the town according to a first commercial
method invented by a Czech chemist, Adolf Patera
(1836-1912) and later further improved by his colleague, Arnošt Vysoký (1823-1872). During the second half of the 19th century the uranium pigments
from Jáchymov which were used in particular for
colouring glass and porcelain have won a number
of prestigious international awards.

Fig. 677 Factory for production of uranium dyes in Jáchymov
(pulled down in 1939)

Fig. 678 Uranium glass

The Jáchymov mines got a much greater significance after the French physicist, Antoine Henri
Becquerel, in 1896 demonstrated the radiation emitted by radioactive materials, and once Marie CurieSkłodowska in 1898, had isolated the two new chemical elements, polonium and radium, in the waste
from the Jáchymov uranium pigment factory.
At the outset of the 20th century, the Jáchymov
mines were the only uranium mine works in the
world. A new department was set up in the ura-
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Fig. 679
Map of the Jáchymov mining district
(around 1900)

Fig. 680 The Svornost mine in Jáchymov, the first uranium mine in
the world, on a photograph from 1901

nium factory for the production of radium, which
was commissioned in 1908. In 1910, a state factory
was established in Jáchymov for the production of
radium. The annual radium production, to which
the Austro-Hungarian state held the global monopoly until the outbreak of the First World War,
amounted to several grams. Following the discovery of the healing effects of the radioactive mine
water, the first radium or radon spa in the world
was established in Jáchymov in 1906.
At the start to the second half of the 19th century,
ore mining partially recovered in some other mining districts of the Bohemian Ore Mountains. In
1864, the tin mines in Krupka passed into the ownership of the mining entrepreneurs Schiller and
Lewald. Apart from cassiterite, tungsten and bismuth ores were now also mined for the first time.
The annual tin production increased from 8 tonnes
in 1855 to 150 tonnes in 1875 to 1877, but a portion
of the tin was also produced from imported ores.

Fig. 681 Mouth of the Daniel drainage adit from the 16th century
on a photograph from 1908 when a pipeline was installed in it
delivering radon-rich mineral water to the Jáchymov spa

The promising development came to an abrupt
stop with the collapse of tin prices following the
bankruptcy of the trading house Baring Brothers
in 1890, which, together with the robust competition from East Asian and South American tin, more
or less signalled the end of the road for all Bohemian tin mines. This also affected the tin mines
in Hřebečná, which had been acquired by a British mining company in 1878. Despite an extensive
modernisation of the mines and dressing plants,
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Fig. 682
Map of old mine
workings near the
Kohlreuter mine in
the Zlatý Kopec Kaff skarn district
(1921)

Fig. 683
Svornost uranium
mine in Jáchymov
after modernisation in 1924

Fig. 684
Werner uranium in
Jáchymov in the
late 1920s

Fig. 685
Marie Curie-Sklodowska during her
visit in Jáchymov
in 1925
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which were fitted with steam engines and partially
electrified too, the mining company had to cease
operations in 1891. In Zlatý Kopec near Boží Dar,
investigations were taken out on the skarn ore deposits with tin content.
The economic upswing of the Bohemian territories and, therefore, that of the Ore Mountains too
was heavily impacted between 1914 and 1918 by
the First World War. The militarisation of industry at
the outset of the war did indeed entail a temporary
revival of the tungsten ore extraction in Krupka and
Cínovec as well as the mining of iron and manganese ores in Horní Blatná, but overall the economy
suffered crippling losses as a result of the war. Following the establishment of Czechoslovakia in 1918,
further attempts were made yet again to revitalise
some mines in the Ore Mountains, but, with the
exception of uranium ore mining in Jáchymov, the
mining of ore came practically to a standstill. The
mines in Jáchymov were taken over by the Czechoslovakian State following 1918, which completely
modernised them over the course of the years. In
1924, mining of ore in the Svornost mine, which had
been inundated since 1901, was again resumed.
The radioactive water from the spring escaping on
the 12th level of the shaft was collected and routed
via a pipeline to the state-owned radon baths. In
1925, a large intricate uranium ore dressing complex
was completed. Following the modernisation of the
entire mining operation in Jáchymov, an appreciable increase in the extracted volume was apparent.
In the years from 1926 to 1932 approximately 200
tonnes of uranium ore was yielded, with an average
of 290 workers employed in the mines.

The economic and political changes of the beginning industrial area led in 1851 and finally in 1868
to the new Saxon mining law which now was influenced by the modern liberal mining law of Prussia from 1865. The new Saxon mining law of 1868,
now valid for all kinds of mining, finally replaced
the state control system of mining by an inspection
system with economic freedom and autonomy of
mining. A comparable development happened in
the Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains where
the 16th-century Jáchymov mining ordinance was
replaced in 1854 by the general Allgemeines Berggesetz für das Kaiserthum Oesterreich (Austrian
Mining Law).
The introduction of the new mining law opened
the door for a capitalistic structure of mining in the
Ore Mountains. Such structures developed with
private ownership (mainly companies) especially
in tin, cobalt, bismuth and wolfram mining while
silver mining because of the dramatic drop of the
silver prices on the world market and its importance for the Saxon state developed in the main
mining area of Freiberg like the since a long time
state owned smelting factories into a state owned
company (1886).

Table 11 Demographic development of selected mining towns in the Ore Mountains since 1800

Town

1800

1858

1885

Altenberg

1,374

2,210

1,906

6,586

Annaberg

4,322

9,403

13,824

26,000

Freiberg

8,737

15,771

27,042

51,600

Jáchymov

c. 4,000

5,300

5,700

3,000

Krupka

c. 2,000

2,300

2,900

9,300

Marienberg

2,573

5,121

6,139

16,975

Schneeberg

4,110

7,681

7,949

22,318

With the change from the state directed to the
state inspected mining system in Saxony in 1868
the head mining office and all territorial mining offices were dissolved and a new mining office under
the supervision of the Saxon ministry of finances
at Freiberg was established which now was responsible for all mining activities in the Kingdom
of Saxony. Subordinated Berginspektionen (mining inspections) were founded in Dresden, Leipzig,
Stollberg and Zwickau. In 1923 the Oberbergamt in
Freiberg as well as the regional Bergämter were reestablished.
In Bohemia, the Austrian mining legislation
became valid even after the establishment of independent Czechoslovakia in 1918, with amendments in 1934.

ca. 1989
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Mining organization, and mining law

Fig. 687
Four Freiberg
smelters in their
full dresses in 1905
(Reimann)

Fig. 686 A Freiberg miner in his full dress in 1890 (Reimann)
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Fig. 688
Studio-photo of US
mining students at
the Mining Academy Freiberg in
1877. Left: James
Benton Grant
(1848-1911), later
Governor of Colorado (1883/1885).
Others: Unknown
(Source: Frederick
Gleason Corning: A
Student Reverie. An
Album of Saxony
Days. New York
1920).

Education and know-how transfer
Since the 1850s the Mining Academy Freiberg developed into a more and more international institution for the higher education of experts in mining
and metallurgy. In 1913 around 60 percent of the
students came from foreign countries. The largest
group of student came from Russia followed by
the United States of America, England, Romania,
Austria and the Baltic states but also by students
from Japan, South Amerika, China, South Africa or
Australia. The large group of English speaking students founded in 1856 the Anglo-American Club at
the Mining Academy. Important students from the
United States in this period have been:
• in 1856/58 James Duncan Hague (1836-1908),
later president of the North Star Mining Co. of
California in Grass Valley/USA;
• in 1864 Samuel Franklin Emmons (1841 Boston
– 1911), later president of the Geological Society
of America;
• in 1874/76 James Benton Grant (1848-1911), later one of the founders of lead and silver smelting
in Colorado and governor of Colorado/USA; or
• in 1878/82 Waldemar Lindgren (1860-1939), later
president of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America and of the Geological Society of
America.
Fig. 689
Professor Emil
Bahlsen at the
Freiberg Mining
Academy with his
Japanese students
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A further example is the influence of former Japanese students at Freiberg on the development mining
and metallurgy as well as on the development on
mining education in their country:
• The first Japanese student studied at the Freiberg
Mining Academy in 1873 and 44 further students
from Japan followed until 1939. Among them were
Watanabe Wataru (1857-1919) in 1882 and Yokobori Jisaburo in 1897. Watanabe became later the
first Japanese professor for mining and metallurgy
in Tokyo and Yokobori the rector (1917/25) of the in
1910 after the model of the Freiberg Mining Academy founded mining school of Akita.
But also former German students of the Mining Academy played an important role in the transfer of know
how to foreign countries:
• The former student at the Mining Academy Freiberg (1864/69) Curt Netto (1847-1909) was recruited
in 1873 by the Japanese government as a foreign
expert to modernize the lead, copper and zinc mine
at Kosaka in the Akita Prefecture. Netto was at that
time working as a chemist in the metallurgical plant
at Aue in the Saxon Ore Mountains. Since 1877 he
gave in Japan 1877 the first courses on mining and
metallurgy at the Tokyo Imperial College of Engineering until he returned to Germany in 1886. His
lectures were translated by his students into Japanese in 1887 and became for a long time the most
important Japanese textbook about this topic.
• Between 1896 and 1898 the Freiberg professor for
iron metallurgie Adolf Ledebur (1837-1906) contributed to the development of iron and steel industry
in Japan.
• A protruding example of the early 20th century is
Moritz Hochschild (1881-1965), who studied in Freiberg 1903/05, worked than in a German company
for mining and ore trade and emigrated 1919 to
Bolivia were he founded the in the 1930s largest
tin mining and trading company of South America.
Hochschild, an agnostic Jew, helped during World
War II several thousands of European Jews to emmigrate to South America.
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The development of internationalisation of the Freiberg Mining Academy was abruptly stopped for several
decades by the outbreak of World War I in 1914.

Fig. 690 Curt Adolf Netto (1847-1909), a
German metallurgist from Freiberg Mining
Academy, taught the first courses on mining and metallurgy in Japan

Fig. 693 Netto’s metallurgy lecture notes
translated into Japanese

Fig. 691 Adolf Ledebur (1837-1906)

Fig. 692 Moritz Hochschild (1881-1965)

Fig. 694 Certificate of the appointment of Adolf Ledebur as commander of the Japanese
Order of the Holy Treasure

Table 12 Overview about the development of education and knowhow transfer in the Ore Mountains in the fifth mining period (1850-1930)

Mining period

Education

Knowhow transfer
Foundation of the Anglo-American Club of students at
the Mining Academy Freiberg (1856)
First student from East-Asia at the Mining Academy
Freiberg (1859)

Industrialisation
(mid-19th to 1930)

Mining School Zwickau (1862)
Teaching Mine Himmelfahrt Fundgrube
Freiberg (1919)

First student from Australia at the Mining Academy
Freiberg (1869)
Prof. Ledebur in Japan (1896/98)
31.7 % of the students at the Mining Academy Freiberg
are students from Russia (1900)
Japanese Mining School Akita founded after the model
of the Freiberg Mining Academy (1910)
60 % of the students at the Mining Academy Freiberg are
foreign students (1913)
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Mining technology, inventions and
innovations, scientific discoveries
Until the early 20th century the mining technology in
the Ore Mountains especially in the important silver
and tin mining areas was state of the art technology
of the time. An exception was the widely used water power technology, which was further developed
since the 16th century and embossed the region until the late 19th centuries. Because of the since centuries developed efficient water management systems
pumping, hauling, crushing and air blowing with
countless water wheels up to a diameter of 15 m,
water column engines or Schwamkrug turbines was
in many cases cheaper and even so effective as the
use of steam engines. This was only changed with
the introduction of electric power engines in the
beginning of the 20th century. For example, between
1831 and 1904 37 Radkunstgezeuge (water wheel
driven pump systems) were newly built in the Saxon
Ore Mountains, between 1771/73 and 1886/87 23
water column engines were installed in the mining
areas of the Saxon Ore Mountains and the 1847 at
Freiberg invented Schwamkrug turbine was used in
the Ore Mountains until the end of the 19th century
with a power between 4.5 to 100 hp in 6 cases as
a pumping engine and in 3 cases as a hauling engine. In 1850 for water pumping were used: 74 water

wheel driven pump systems, 5 turbines, 6 water column engines and 6 steam engines; in 1900: 10 water
wheel driven pump systems, 2 turbines, 15 water
column engines and 9 steam engines. And in 1850
in total 28 Kehrräder (water wheel driven hauling engines), 21 horse-gins, 1 turbine and 4 steam engines
were used for hauling in the Saxon Ore Mountains.
Until 1885 the number of the water wheel driven
hauling engines droped to 19 and in 1900 to 3 while
in the same time the number of steam engines increased to 33 (1885) and then droped to 24 (1900).
Between 1850 and 1900 in total 30 steam engines
for pumping and hauling were new installed.
Water power was used in the Saxon Ore Mountains to a large extend for the stamp mills and
ore washers of the ore prosessing sites until the
beginning of the 20th century – but between 1850
and 1900 the number of stamps decreased from
1329 to 720 (mainly wet stamping process), the
number of shaking tables from 396 to 193 and
the number of jiggers from 46 to 58. Most of the
stamp mills and ore washers were located at
the Altenberg tin mining area (1850: 529 stamps
and 66 shaking tables; 1900: 456 stamps and
65 shaking tables, 6 jiggers) and in the Freiberg
mining area (1850: 625 stamps, 199 shaking tables and 46 jiggers; 1900: 210 stamps, 79 shaking
tables and 47 jiggers). Also the cast iron blowing engines for the smelteries at Halsbrücke and
Muldenhütten near Freiberg were driven by water power (water wheels and turbines).
The most important innovations or inventions
in the ore depletion technology in the Ore Mountains were the invention of the first air pressured
drilling machine designed by the master modeller at the Mining Academy Freiberg in 1855, the
introduction of blasting explosives in mining
first in 1847 with guncotton and in 1871 with
dynamite. In the Schneeberg mining area dynamite was used since 1880 regulary. Here also
the first attempts for electrical firing of the ex-

Fig. 695 Classical vibration screens for ore processing at Kleinvoigtsberg (Reiman, 1927)

Fig. 696 Modern ore washing tables of the central ore processing site at Freiberg
(around 1910)
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Fig. 697 Experimental models and the first air pressured drilling
machine of 1855 (Freiberg University Collection)

• Scientists of the Freiberg Mining Academy discovered in the mined ores of the local mines numerous new minerals as well as in 1863 the element
Indium (Ferdinand Reich, Theodor Richter) and in
1886 the element Germanium (Clemens Winkler).
The later confirmed the theoretical work of Dmitri
Iwanowitsch Mendelejew (1834-1907) about the
existence of an element Eka-Silizium and with this
the periodic system of the elements introduced by
Mendelejew.
• In 1898 Marie Curie-Skłodowska (1867-1934, Nobel
prize winner in 1903 and 1911) discovered the elements polonium and radium in the pitchblende
from the uranium mines in Jáchymov.
Fig. 698
Model of a Pilz
blast furnace, 1866
(Freiberg University
Collection)
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plosives were made in 1844. The regular use of
drilling machines started in the Freiberg mining
area in 1873 and the use of air pressured drilling
machines in 1885 at the Weißer Hirsch mine in
the Schneeberg mining area. For shaft hauling
iron cables were first used in the Freiberg mining
area in 1835, one year after their invention in the
Marz mining region.
But most of the inventions in the Ore Mountains
between 1850 and 1930 were made in the field of
metallurgy and chemistry:
• In 1848 Carl Friedrich Plattner (1800-1858), professor at the Mining Academy Freiberg, invented the
gold extraction by chloric gas (Plattner-Extraction).
• After the uranium ore started to be extracted for
the first time in the world in Jáchymov (1-CZ) in the
late1840s, the research made by a chemist, Adolf
Patera (1836-1912) paved way to the first commercial technology of producing uranium dyes (1854).
• In 1857 the mine owner, Joseph Jacobs, while
performing experiments with Cínovec/Zinnwald
wolframite, discovered the aptitude of tungsten for
hardening cast steel.
• In 1865, the Pilz blast furnace developed by the
Oberhüttenmeister (chief smelting officer), Gustav
Julius Pilz, was introduced into the Freiberg smelting works for the processing of low-grade lead
ores, which, as the first rounded shaft furnace in
metal smelting and with water-cooling, became
widely used due to its high performance.
• In the 1870s the famous Freiberg chemist Clemens
Winkler (1838-1904) developed the sulphur acid
contact process for the industrial production of
sulphur acid as well as for the reduction of the environmental damage caused by sulphur dioxide in
the smoke of the smelting works.
• The environmental damage caused by smelting
smoke (arsenic oxide, sulphur dioxide) had strongly increased by the industrialisation of the smelting
works in the 19th century, and to counteract this
development chimney stacks were constructed on
the valley slopes of the river Mulde near Freiberg,
including one in 1858-59 with a 58 m high stack in
Muldenhütten (no longer in existence), and the 140
m high Halsbrück Hohe Esse (smoke stack) dating
from 1888-89, designed as they were to widely
disperse the noxious materials into the higher air
strata. For a long time the famous Halsbrücke Esse
stack was the tallest brick building in the world.
• In the 1875 founded iron smelting laboratory of
the Freiberg Mining Academy Adolf Lebebur (18371906), professor for iron metallurgy, discovered a
fine grained mixture of perlite and cementite which
was named after him as Ledeburit. In 1883 he published his famous book Handbuch der Eisen- und
Stahlgießerei (handbook of iron and steel foundry)
which was translated into several languages.

Fig. 699 Laboratory of Clemens Winkler at the Mining Academy Freiberg where he
discovered the element Germanium in 1886
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Table 13 Overview about mining technologies, inventions and innovations of the Ore Mountains

Technologies/Invented or further developed
in the Ore Mountains

First documented

Notes

1855
1873
1844

until end-20th century
until end-20th century
until end-20th century

1853
1887
late 19th century

until 1880s
until today
until today

1844 to 1882

in use until today

1840s
1855
1857
1857
1862
1863
1865
1876
1878
1922

until today
until 1991
until 1991
until today
until 1991
until 1991
until 1930s
until today
until 1928
until 1991

Depletion and exploitation
Drilling machine
Blasting explosives
Introduction of the theodolite into mine surveying
Hauling and hoisting
Man engine
Electric signal system
Cage hoisting
Water management and infrastructure
Rothschönberger adit
Processing and smelting (Jáchymov/Muldenhütten)
Uranium glass
Pattinson process
Zinc smeltery
Hardening of cast steel by tungsten
Bismuth extraction
Arsenic smeltery
Pilz furnace
Sulphur acid contact process
Sulphur acid factory
Trolley conveyor

Pollution and environmental problems
The increasing production of the smelteries at
Muldenhütten and Halsbrücke in the Freiberg
mining area but also of tin production the Altenberg mining area led to an increasing pollution of the air and the soil and with this to a deforestation of the sourrounding areas since the
1850s. To counteract this development chimney
stacks were constructed on the valley slopes of
the river Mulde near Freiberg, including one in
1858-59 with a 58 m high stack in Muldenhütten (no longer in existence), and the 140 m high
Halsbrück Hohe Esse (smoke stack) dating from
1888-89, designed as they were to widely disperse the noxious materials into the higher air
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strata. For a long time the famous Halsbrücke
Esse stack was the tallest brick building in the
world. To limit the environmental problems
from its starting point on new smelting (e.g.
Pilz furnace) and clearing technologies for the
smoke gas were introduced by chemists of the
Freiberg Mining Academy (e.g. sulphuric acid
contact process by Clemens Winkler) and led
to new products of the smelteries like sulphuric
acid and arsenic. But the import of low grade
ore with the railway connection of Freiberg
since 1862 counteracted these attempts and led
to further damages in the surrounding agricultural and forest areas.

The closing of all mines in the Ore Mountains because of their high production costs and the low
market prices of metals was only delayed by the special market condition during World War I. This
changed after 1933 with the war preparations and the autarchy policy of Nazis in Germany. This led
to a temporary reopening of old mines for non-ferrous ore mining (tin, lead, arsenic, zinc, bismuth,
tungsten) during the time of the Third Reich and continued because of autarchy reasons under the
Communist regime in GDR and Czechoslovakia until the late 1960s for most of the nonferrous ores
and for tin and uranium ore until 1991. The uranium mining of the second half of the 20th century
with its large number of shafts and gigantic waste and slag heaps changed large parts of the mining
landscape in the western Saxon Ore Mountains and the Bohemian Ore Mountains at Jáchymov. In
1991/92, all mines and smelting works were closed after the political change in Germany and the
Czech Republic. Main characteristics of the last mining period are:
• Intense tin (e.g. Cinovec, Altenberg, Ehrenfriedersdorf) and Soviet-controlled uranium mining activities Mountains at Aue and Schlema as well as in the Czech Ore Mountains at Jáchymov in a
number of medieval and some new mining areas during the second half of the 20th century. Tin
and uranium mining, together with processing and smelting of the ores led to large environmental
damages.
• Start of extensive decontamination and redevelopment programs for the polluted mining areas after 1990. After the German reunification the state owned Wismut GmbH started in 1991 the
worldwide largest program for the decontamination and recultivation of the former Sovjet-German uranium sites, creating a new kind of recultivated mining landscape in the western part of the
Ore Mountains. Together with reforestation programs since the 19th century, intensified since the
1930s, this changed the landscape of the Ore Mountains and its mining areas again, so that today
again larger parts of the Ore Mountains are covered by forest and farmland.

Mining activities, Saxon Ore Mountains
Ore mining in the Saxon Ore Mountains again experienced a reactivation only as part of the self-sufficiency ambitions of the National Socialists and
the rearmament of Germany in the second half of
the 1930s. For this aim the Sachsenerz Bergwerks
AG (Saxon Ore Mining Company) was founded in
1937, the purpose of which was to organise the
resumption of non-ferrous metal mining in Freiberg and other mining areas. In the Ore Mountains
this led to the establishment of new mine works
and the reopening of old mines for the extraction of strategically important natural resources,
including various steel stabilisers such as tungsten, nickel and manganese. The first new opened
mine in the Freiberg mining area was in 1935 the
Beihilfe mine at Halsbrücke followed by the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine in 1937 which went into
production in 1944. In 1937 a new blast furnace
for lead production was installed at the smelting
factory of Muldenhütten near Freiberg. Tin mining
together with wolframite mining started at Altenberg-Zinnwald in 1934 and at Ehrenfriedersdorf
in 1936 (201 miners). In 1938 the Zinnwald mines
wer closed again because of the depletion of the
tin deposits. At Altenberg the Römerschacht (shaft)
was fitted out with an electric hauling engine and
in 1937 the underground hauling was electrified. In
the same year all tin smelting activities were translocated to the Freiberg mining area. In 1944 the
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2.b.2.6 Sixth mining period (1930-1990): Modern Times

Zwitterstock AG (public limited company) became
part of the Sachsenerz Bergwerks AG (Saxon Ore
Mining Company). The same company practiced
between 1935 and 1945 mining on a low level in
the Schneeberg cobalt field. In the Marienberg
mining area the Saxonia-Bavaria mining company
practiced research mining between 1936 and 1939.
Ore mining in the Ore Mountains were of great
strategic importance until the end of World War II.
From 1938, following the annexation of the Sudetenland by Germany, there were plans to use some
of the uranium ore in the Ore Mountains for the development of German atomic weapons. However,
unlike in the Czech part, no direct mining of uranium actually occurred in the Saxon Ore Mountains
at this time. Any uranium ore mining performed
here was generally in conjunction with the extraction of other ores. The production was limited to a
small amount of secondary extraction of uranium
from cobalt, bismuth and nickel mines in the Western Ore Mountains.
After the Second World War, apart from the Bohemian ones the Saxon uranium ore deposits of
the Ore Mountains likewise acquired the utmost
strategic significance in connection with the development of Soviet nuclear weapons. With arise
of the Cold War, the Soviet Union needed its own
atomic bomb to maintain the balance of power.
Therefore, the intensive search for uranium ores
commenced immediately after the war, and the
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Saxon Ore Mountains were included. After 1945,
the greater part of the Ore Mountains mine and
shaft installations, which had survived the effects
of war relatively unscathed, was placed under
the control of the Soviet Military Administration in Germany (SMAD), which commenced the
large scale prospection for uranium ore deposits.
Founded in September 1945 by the 9th Administration of the Ministry of the Interior of the USSR,
the Sächsische Erkundungsexpedition/Sächsische
Erzsuchabteilung (Saxon ore exploration department) was made responsible for the exploratory
works. Due to the lack of economic estimates for
the known uranium ore deposits, the professors
Schumacher and Aeckerlein, from their base at
the Mining Academy in Freiberg, were commissioned by the Soviet Union to analyse the uranium
resources of the Ore Mountains. The final report,
dated 16th March 1946, indicated Johanngeorgenstadt as having 22.2 tonnes and Schneeberg having 10 tonnes of uranium. It was recommended
that the extraction of uranium be promptly commenced in both mining districts. Founded in April
1946, the Gewinnungs- und Erkundungsexpedition
(Saxon mining and exploration team) carried on
the work that had been started, and it extended
the exploratory works to the sites of Annaberg
and Marienberg. In the Schneeberg district, the
first uranium exploration work was commenced
in 1946. Under the covert name Staatliche Aktiengesellschaft der Buntmetallindustrie Wismut
(AG Wismut), the state corporation started on the
mining of the rich uranium ore deposits. Some of
these works taking place in the old established
mining districts, and some away from these in
new, deep shafts in the western part of the Ore
Mountains.
With the commencement of uranium ore mining
in 1946, the Saxon Ore Mountains underwent an extraordinary period of mining. The mining operations

in the middle of the densely populated Ore Mountains were unique in the world. They transformed
the region enduringly. For the third time in history,
thousands of people streamed into the Ore Mountains to establish new livelihoods for themselves. In
the nascent years, political prisoners and criminals
were still being forced to work here, but benefits
including better supplies of food and consumer
goods, higher wages and improved healthcare provided by the AG Wismut, also attracted numerous
voluntary workers into the Saxon Ore Mountains
from the very outset. Under the control of AG Wismut, the Ore Mountains became the setting for the
development of a “state-within-the-state” of the
new German Democratic Republic, with its own
communist party and state security apparatus and
its own transport and service institutions.
Whereas 1946 the production of uranium reached
only 15.7 tonnes, just one year later this figure had
increased to 145 tonnes. On the 29th August 1949 the
first Soviet atomic bomb detonated. Its construction
was made possible because of uranium ore extracted
in the Ore Mountains. The AG Wismut came to be the
most important uranium producer within the USSR’s
umbrella of power. The centres of uranium mining for
the time being were the historic mining areas around
Johanngeorgenstadt, Schneeberg and Schlema. Johanngeorgenstadt developed into one of the major
uranium mining centres in the German part of the
Ore Mountains. The consequence of the intensity of
the mining was that many large deposits were mined
out within the briefest of periods. Other uranium ore
deposits were tapped. In Thuringia, in the Ronneburg area, Wismut geologists discovered uranium ore
deposits that could actually be exploited by open
cast mining. The central mining area thus gradually
shifted more and more away from the Ore Mountains
and into Thuringia. In the meantime, AG Wismut was
transformed in 1954 from a purely Soviet company
into a Soviet-German corporation (SDAG Wismut).

Fig. 700
Shaft complex
38 and heaps of
uranium mining,
Schlema

Fig. 701 Radiometric ore sorting of uranium ore by a miner
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Fig. 702
Head frame of
shaft complex 366
near Aue-Alberoda

Until 1953 the revenues generated by the SAG Wismut were paid to the Soviet Union as war reparation
payments. During this period some 10,000 tonnes of
uranium ore had been extracted.
No other region in the world is as closely linked
with the history of uranium as the Saxon-Bohemian
Ore Mountains. In the course of the traditional mining industry of the Ore Mountains, the SAG/SDAG
Wismut uranium ore mining operations, commencing in the latter half of 1945, had to be regarded as
something of a “one-of-a-kind” undertaking. The
production of uranium and its impacts cannot be
compared against normal European benchmarks,
at least not in the first decade after 1945. During this
period, the GDR was the third largest uranium producer in the world. In 1946/47 the Soviets recruited
by force more than 43,000 workers for their uranium
mines. In 1953 the SDAG Wismut had more than
138,000 employees. Until 1962 this number droped
to 45,000 and remained on this level until the end
of the 1980s. The large-scale mining and metallurgy
activities not only led to the building of the first Soviet atomic bomb, but also to enduring changes to
the landscape and the ecological system. Uranium
ore ultimately brought prestige to the Ore Mountains and ensured that mining would continue there
until the start of the 1990s.
With the demise of the GDR and the incorporation
of East Germany into the FRG, the mining operations
of SDAG Wismut were shut down after 1990. On the
one hand, uranium ore was no longer needed in the
hitherto large quantities, while, on the other hand,
it would not have been profitable to continue the
Saxon uranium mining operation within a free market environment. Following the political watershed,
the now federally-owned Wismut GmbH concerned
itself with the unprecedented remediation of the

legacies left by uranium ore mining and the uranium
ore dressing plants. Until 1990 uranium ores were
still only being mined in Schlema and Pöhla. In total,
AG Wismut extracted 231,000 tonnes of uranium ore
from East German uranium mines. A large proportion
of this came from deposits in the Ore Mountains.
Apart from uranium, yet other natural resources
were extracted from the Saxon Ore Mountains in the
years between 1945 and 1990. Directly after the end
of the war the Soviet occupying power did indeed
dismantle much of the technical plant connected
with ore mining, dressing and processing, but this
was soon replaced with new equipment following
the formation of the GDR. Already a philosophy witnessed under the National Socialist regime, it was
the aim of self-sufficiency that once again led to the
revival and continuation of non-ferrous metal ore
mining. In 1950/51, the Vereinigung Volkseigener Betriebe (VVB) Buntmetallurgie (associations of socialowned enterprises) assumed control of ore mining
in the Freiberg, Halsbrücke and Brand-Erbisdorf
Mining District. A decade later this was superseded by Volkseigene Bergbau- und Hüttenkombinat
Albert Funk (a social-owned enterprise), to which
numerous other GDR mining and metallurgical operations were affiliated until the end of the 1980s. In
1968/69, however, due to their lack of profitability,
the Freiberg-based non-ferrous metal mining operations were shut down. Only the smelting factories
at Halsbrücke and Muldenhütten stayed in production until 1990/91. Between 1952 and 1962 a new
zinc smelting factory was built at Freiberg and in
1980/84 a lead scrap smelting factory was built at
Muldenhütten.
On the other hand, the large-scale mining of tin and
other ores continued in Altenberg and Ehrenfriedersdorf from 1945 until 1991. Significant improvements
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Fig. 703
Reiche Zeche mine
in 1974 (Galinsky)

Fig. 704
Lange Hütte (long
smelting hut) at
the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works in 1952
(foundation walls
are preserved)

were made during this time in the problematic dressing of Altenberg tin ores. The mining and processing
of crystalline limestone were carried out at various
locations in the Ore Mountains. In connection with
the extensive exploratory activities performed in the
GDR, countless new deposits and fields were discovered, investigated and evaluated. Over the passage of
time, the historic, traditional metallurgical sites near
Freiberg (Muldenhütten, Halsbrücke) and Aue were
repeatedly adapted and enlarged to meet current
requirements, old smelteries on occasion were torn
down and their site restored or recultivated. They remained operational during the entire time of the GDR,
even if their production was only feasible due to the
self-sufficiency efforts of the socialist regime.

Fig. 705 Underground tin ore mining at Altenberg
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Fig. 706
Abandoned adit
in the Preisselberg
mining district
near Krupka

Mining activities, Bohemian
Ore Mountains
On 1st October 1938, the Germans occupied
the Jáchymov mines, with its administration
passing under control by the Joachimsthaler
Bergbau-Gesellschaft (Joachimsthal Mining Society), Berlin. The secret programme to build an
atomic weapon, in which uranium ore from Jáchymov was to function as the combustion material, could not be successfully completed. During the war the Jáchymov mines were worked
mainly by Soviet, French and Polish prisoners of
war, Czechs and anti-fascists, labouring under
inhumane working conditions. The shipments
of separated uranium ore were dispatched to
private companies in Germany; all non-ferrous
metal were brought to Freiberg for processing.
During World War II, the German companies
exploited approximately 44 tonnes of uranium
from the ore. The interest of the German companies was not only focused on uranium ore, but
on other metals too, resulting, for example, in
the resumption of operations by the tin mines
in Krupka (4-CZ) and Hřebečná (2-CZ). During
World War II tin mines in Krupka reopened in
1940. After the occupation of Bohemia by Germany, a large enterprise was established, Zinnwalder Bergbau, which had branches in Přebuz,
Hřebečná and Krupka. The Martin adit served
to extract tin and tungsten ores from the Lukáš
vein. Extraction of molybdenite started from the
quartz shoot in the Knötel District, which ended
(along with potassium feldspar) only in 1956.
After the end of the Second World War, the restoration of Czechoslovakia was followed by the

deportation of the German population of the
Bohemian Ore Mountains in 1945/1946 and to
the migration of Czechs into the region. Following the seizure of power in Czechoslovakia by
the communists in 1948, a re-orientation of the
raw materials strategy was put in motion. It was
already the case that directly after the war, all
mines were nationalised and private enterprises
were prohibited in this sector of the economy. Attempting to achieve the highest possible level of
self-sufficiency, the Czechoslovak State commissioned wide-ranging geological investi
gations
aimed at verifying the reserves contained in the
known deposits as well as exploring for new
ones. In the Bohemian Ore Mountains during the
1950s and 1960s, the majority of documented
deposits were re-explored and in some of these
mining was indeed recommenced.
In the 1950s and 1960s, investigations were
carried out in the Krupka tin mining district, especially in the area around the Lukas lode and
in the Preisselberg district as well as in the greisen fields on the Komáří hůrka hill. During the
prospection hidden granite stocks were discovered containing greisen tin ores. Extensive mine
analyses were also conducted in the Krupka’s
Knötel mining district, while at Vrchoslav, veins
containing molybdenum were investigated. The
mining was largely discontinued at the end of
the 1960s. In the Preisselberg mining district the
investigations continued into the 1980s.
After World War II, there was also a resumption
of tin and tungsten ore mining in Cínovec, where,
apart from the known deposits, investigations
also discovered extensive deposits of tin ores to
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the south of Cínovec. Mining there only stopped
in 1990, but the ground still holds 75,000 tonnes
of tin waiting to be extracted, not forgetting the
appreciable lithium reserves, the mining of which
is currently under consideration.
The post-war geological investigations concentrated on the previously unexploited skarn
deposits that contain magnetite. The last ore
mine in the Czech part of the Ore Mountains
was the Václav Řezáč mine in Měděnec, in which
skarn ore was extracted between 1968 and 1992.
The mining of uranium ore played a very specific role in post-war time mining history. In May
of 1945 the Czechoslovak State regained control
over the Jáchymov mines. But just a short time
later, on 11th September 1945, they were occupied by soldiers of the Red Army. The whole
operation was organised by the Red Army Commandant’s Office in German Annaberg. This affected not just Jáchymov, but also the wider area
around Annaberg and Johanngeorgenstadt. In
November 1945, the Soviet and Czechoslovak
governments signed a secret treaty on the mining of uranium ore and its shipment to the Soviet
Union. Based on this treaty, in January 1946 a
state-owned company, Jáchymovské doly (the
Jáchymov Mines) with specially created secrecy
and security arrangements was established. The
entire production of this company was shipped
to the Soviet Union. While the Jáchymovské doly
were formally subordinate to the Central Directorate of the Czechoslovak mines, their activities were nevertheless controlled directly by a
combined Czechoslovak-Soviet commission.
Fig. 707
Jáchymov uranium
mines on an aerial
photo from 1952
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The opening of the entire Jáchymov mining district necessitated that a considerable number of
workers be recruited, something that was not
quite so simply achieved after the war however.
For that reason from 1946 onwards, the authorities resorted to methods wholly characteristic of
the Soviet totalitarian power apparatus – substitute deficiencies in mechanisation with a large
number of manual labourers equipped with
primitive tools, and introduce forced labour with
only the slightest nod towards the health and
safety of the workers.
Following intensive recruitment drives more
and more miners arrived in Jáchymov, followed
by new settlers from throughout Czechoslovakia. By the end of 1947 some 3,750 people were
working here. However, even the increase of the
workforce did not constitute any guarantee for
the multiple increases in the extracted output
envisaged by the Jáchymov Commission. Even
before February 1948, German prisoners of war
had been transported here from the USSR to
perform their “service” in the state-owned company, Jáchymovské doly (a total of 12,000 individuals; at the start of 1949 they were gradually
“shifted” back to Germany). In the shadows of
the mine works, prison camps were established,
the internal regime, the entire material basis
and miscellaneous organisational affairs of
which were controlled by members of the security institutions of the Soviet Union.
From February 1948, following the assumption of power by the communist regime, the Jáchymov mines were witness to an unprecedent-

Fig. 708 Waste heaps of uranium mines in the Elias valley near Jáchymov in the 1950s
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ed upturn in ore production, unparalleled in the
history of mining in Bohemia. The manpower
required for Jáchymov was now secured with
the aid of the concentration camps and criminal
detention camps, which were built right alongside the uranium mine shafts. The detainees had
been condemned for criminal offences or political transgressions. During the time of its existence, the state-owned company, Jáchymovské
doly, harnessed the labour of about 65,000 prisoners. A very harsh regime was maintained in
the camps and deaths were not uncommon. In
all, 12 camps were built in the Jáchymov mining
district, the most terrible of which was undoubtedly the camp known as Vykmanov II, where the
prisoners were stationed at the central sorting machines, the crushers and dressing plants
manually shifting and loading concentrated radioactive ore shipped in from all the uranium mineshafts in the Republic. To this very day, the Red
Tower of Death bears witness to this era of mining.
Between 1948 and 1950 in a wave of foundings
many new shafts were established. The lengths
of underground workings continued to rise until 1958, even though production had already
reached its apogee by the mid-1950s. The hunt
for uranium meant that a total of 29 shafts were
sunk and 1,100 km of drifts and steep passageways were excavated within the district. Whereas just one tonne of uranium was produced and
further 30 tonnes of material extracted from
heaps and concentrates for use in pigment production in 1945, in 1947 the figure had already
risen to 60 tonnes of uranium. It was only in 1947
that the Soviet Occupation Zone in Germany
became an even more important source of uranium for the Soviet Union. In the subsequent
years, the production of uranium in Germany
was far higher than in Jáchymov. The largest
output and the greatest expanse of mine works
in Jáchymov was achieved between 1954 and
1958, when over 40,000 workers were employed
there annually, of which 18 to 27% were prisoners. The number of prisoners reached its highest
in 1953, with 13,800 detainees. By 1962 most of
the veins in the district had been mined out. One
by one the mines were closed, the last in 1965
being the Jeroným pit in Abertamy. In 1964 in
Jáchymov, the Svornost mine was transferred to
the ownership of the Czechoslovak state baths
corporation for the extraction of radioactive water for use in spas. So just as ever, the oldest uranium mine works in the world is still in service
– uninterrupted since 1518.
Over the course of the entire history of mining works in the district, more than 8,000 tonnes
of uranium ore were extracted, 7,200 tonnes of

Fig. 709 Three-level waste heap of the Svornost mine in Jáchymov in the early 1960s

which was yielded under the control of the stateowned company, Jáchymovské doly. The search
for radioactive raw materials following the Second World War was not confined to the Jáchymov mining district, of which Abertamy was a
part, but also took place in other districts, but
with only very moderate success however.

Fig. 710
Radon mineral
spring “Běhounek”
on the 12th level of
the Svornost mine
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Mining technologies
During the second half of the 20th century the
technological innovations of the mining region
Ore Mountains are concentrated on large-scale tin
and uranium mining. In the Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Area the shaft Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (2DE) as the new central shaft of the Altenberg tin
mine was the European state-of-the-art shaft for
tin mining. The shaft Schacht 371 (17-DE) of the
SDAG Wismut (Soviet-German uranium company) at Hartenstein with a depth of 1.800 meters
was at a time the deepest European shaft at all.
Especially the decontamination and landscape

redevelopment programs for the former uranium
mining sites in the area around Aue and Schlema are worldwide unique and have set a new
international standard for the redevelopment of
former mining areas as documented by the Uranium Mining Landscape (17-DE) in particular. Further more, between 1949 and 1952 the Freiberg
process engineers Erich Rammer (1901-1986)
and Georg Bilkenroth (1898-1982) developed
the Braunkohlenhochtemperaturkoks (lignite
high temperature coke) which enabled the GDR
metallurgical industry to produce iron, steel and
non-ferrous metals.

Table 14 Overview about mining technologies, inventions and innovations of the Ore Mountains

Technologies/Invented or further
developed in the Ore Mountains

First documented

Notes

1953

until today

1937
1963
1943
1956/59

until 1969
until end-20th century
until today
until 1991

late 19th century

until end-20th century

1922
1937

until 1991
until 1991

Depletion and exploitation
Compressed-air drilling machine
Hauling and hoisting
Modern mine buggy
Grandby mine cart
Electric winding engine
Deepest European shaft
(uranium shaft 371, 1,800 m depth)
Water management and infrastructure
Turbines
Processing and smelting
Electrification
Raquette furnace

Mining administration
With the Gesetz zur Überleitung des Bergwesens auf
das Reich (Law for the Transition of Mining to the
Empire) in 1935 the national government of Germany took over all legal responsibilities for mining
in Saxony like in whole Germany. The supervision
of the Oberbergamt (head mining office) in Freiberg
as well as the regional Bergämter (mining offices)
went from the Saxon ministry of finances ministry of
finances to the ministry of economics and in 1940 to
the German ministry of economics in Berlin. Since
1939 during World War II the head mining office at
Freiberg became 1939 also responsible for the mining offices at Most/Brüx, Teplice/Teplitz, Chomutov/
Komotau and Karlovy Vary/Karlsbad in the occupied territory of Bohemia.
After World War II between 1945 and 1949 all
mining activities in the Saxon Ore Mountains were
controlled by the Soviet military administration.
With the foundation of the GDR in 1949 the administration of mining in Saxony came into the hands
of the Saxon Technisches Büro für Bergbau- und
Brennstoffindustrie (technical office for mining and
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fuel industry). Again in 1946 the head mining office
in Freiberg was closed and the former regional mining offices were reorganized as Technische Bergbauinspektionen (technical mining inspections). These
inspections and the new founded Direktorat für
Kohleindustrie (directorate for coal industry) took
over the responcibilities of the former head mining
office. In 1959 the council of ministers of the GDR
decided to regenerate the supreme mining administration which now became the technical mining
inspection at Leipzig. All other district inspections
(Freiberg, Zwickau, Karl-Marz-Stadt/Chemnitz)
became secondary mining administrations. The
Freiberg inspection was now responcible for main
parts of the Saxon Ore Mountains, the inspection
at Karl-Marx-Stadt for all uranium sites of the SDAG
Wismut. In 1969 the legal responsibility for mining
in the Saxon Ore Mountains was finally regulated
by the central Berggesetz der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik (Mining Law of the German Democratic Republic).
After WWII, all mines in Czechoslovakia were nationalised in 1945 and put under the state control.

The new political and economic situation was reflected by the new mining law issued in 1957 which
also codified, for the first time, the extraction of
radioactive raw minerals. In 1988 a new mining act
was passed which was replaced, after the political
change in 1989, by a new mining act (1991) which
enabled again exploration and extraction of mineral
deposits by private subjects.

Fig. 711
Vietnamese students at the Mining
Academy Freiberg
(1979)

World War I had stopped the development of internationalisation of the Freiberg Mining Academy for
several decades. During the time of the communist
German Democratic Republic the Academy served
again as the only higher teaching and research institution in mining and metallurgy. New teaching and
research facilities were built and the by the state
regulated number of students was raised to more
than 2,000. Mining, ore processing, ore smelting at
various locations, and particularly the mining-related training offered made Freiberg and its surrounds
the most important mining centre in the GDR. It was
considered as the centre for nonferrous metallurgy/

precious metal production in the country. As a further main topic of teaching and research developed
lignite mining because of the importance of the rich
lignite deposits in the GDR for the electrical power
supply and chemical industry. Foreign students
now mainly came from communist countries like
(North) Vietnam (e.g in 1970/75 the later minister for
industry and trade Vu Hu Hoang (b. 1953) studied at
Freiberg) or from Africa and the Middle East. Their
education in mining and metallurgy was a part of
the GDR development program for mining experts
in countries from the Third World.
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Mining education and know-how-transfer

Table 15 Overview about the development of education and knowhow transfer in the Ore Mountains

Mining period

Education

Knowhow transfer

Research and Teaching Mine Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube Freiberg (1969)
Modern times (1930 to present)

Technical University Mining Academy
Freiberg (1993)

22,4 % of the students at the TU Mining Academy
Freiberg are foreign students (2016)

Foundation of the international network
International University of Resources (2007)

2.b.2.7 New “Berggeschrey”: Tradition and Future (1990-the present)
The cessation of the ore mining and smelting operations in the Ore Mountains upon the reunification of
Germany at the start of the 1990s and the toppling
of the communist regime in Czechoslovakia in 1989,
was directly linked to the unprofitable extraction and
processing technologies, the low prices of raw material available on the world market and the comparably high costs of labour on site. However, since the
Ore Mountains continue to store extensive reserves of
ore and because these polymetallic deposits exhibit
large quantities of rare earth elements (e.g. indium), it
was and remains merely a question of demand and
how the price of these raw materials develops, as to
if and when and under what conditions the resumption of mining might be regarded as profitable.
Given the price development and the increased demand at the start of the 21st century, mainly from the
industrial countries for the raw materials also present
in the Ore Mountains, it is scarcely surprising that by
now a new Berggeschrey (mining clamour) can be
felt in these parts. In the past few years, the num-

Fig. 712 Actual situation of the forest and farmland areas in Saxony showing the results of
re-forestation activities in the upper parts of the Ore Mountains since the 1930s
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bers of prospection applications and allocations of
mining fields have multiplied in the Ore Mountains.
Since then there has been a significant increase in
the applications lodged with the Sächsisches Oberbergamt (chief mining office of Saxony) in Freiberg
for the prospection of rare earth deposits in particular, but also for tin, fluorite and barite and even
silver. The Bohemian Ore Mountains too are witnessing a new wave of prospection activity focussing on
various raw materials, especially fluorite, barite and
lithium. Even though the local deposits were already
extensively investigated during the GDR and ČSSR
period, numerous new explorations are well underway to determine the extent of the existing “pay ore”,
i.e. ore that can be extracted at a profit. This is also
linked with new scientific and technological investigations on the dressing of these deposits currently
being carried out, particularly at Technical University
Mining Academy Freiberg, which has worked intensively at being a university that provides resources to
industry. The first few mining permits have already
been issued (fluorite and barite). If, and to what extent these developments will lead to new mining
activity in the Ore Mountains however, is a question
that ultimately depends on developments on the
global commodities market.
Fig. 713
Aerial view of the
city of Freiberg and
the campus of the
TU Bergakademie
Freiberg (2005)

Since the German reunification in 1990 mining
in the Saxon Ore Mountains is regulated by the
Federal Mining Law of Germany. After World War II
the federal states of the FRG again took over the responsibility of mining in their territories until 1982
when the Bundesberggesetz (Federal Mining Law)
restored the responsibility of the German state.
Fig. 714
Muldenhütten
smeltery today
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A significant subsequent development occurred after 1990 in relation to smelting technology in the Saxon Ore Mountains. In Freiberg, following German reunification, the plants of the GDR
semi-conductor raw material production centres
in Muldenhütten, which had belonged to the GDR
Mining Combine, gave birth to Wacker Siltronic
(silicon wafers for the chip industry), Freiberger
Compound Materials (semiconductor devices for
mobile phone technology) and Deutsche Solar
(solar cells and wafer production), all globally successful companies in the semiconductor industry
which have created thousands of new jobs. At the
Muldenhütten location, moreover, the secondary
lead works, already established in the GDR era,
is now a privately-owned company successfully
operating on the market. At the smelting site of
Halsbrücke near Freiberg, the centuries-old metallurgical tradition is today maintained by companies such as SAXONIA Holding GmbH (recovery of
precious metals and production of precious metal
products), SAXONIA Galvanik GmbH, SAXONIA EuroCoin GmbH (manufacture of blanks for coins and
medals) as well as Feinhütte Halsbrücke GmbH
(production of alloys from tin, lead and antimony). In the Western Ore Mountains, companies
such as Nickelhütte-Aue GmbH and the Erla Eisenwerke (ironworks) are carrying on the tradition for
the processing of metals.
The German reunification was also a starting
point for the development of the Mining Academy
Freiberg into a technical university (1993). Despite
the enlargement of its research and teaching topics the TU Bergakademie Freiberg has retained its
scientific mining core until today, as a modern
Ressourcenuniversität (university of resources)
continuing 250 years of researching and teaching in mining sciences and running since 1919 its
own research and teaching mine. The TU Bergakademie Freiberg is today a leading partner in
the international network of the International
University of Resources. Among the around 5,000
students today again more than 20 percent are
foreign students (mainly from China, Russia, Africa and South America).
Despite all political and economic transitions
in the Ore Mountains since 1990, the historic
monuments to its more than 800-year old tradition are thoroughly protected and awareness of
their value and conservation worthiness is embedded deep within the consciousness of the region’s population. So there exists a broad consensus in the Ore Mountains that the all new mining
activity must proceed hand-in-hand with this tradition, and with the protection and preservation
of the mining cultural landscape and its historic
monuments.

Mining landscapes contain and are formed by a
number of specific elements that clearly distinguish
them from any other type of landscape. Aboveground,
these elements include various often time-specific
remains of mining activities but also various mine installations, associated infrastructure as well as typical
miners’ settlements. Moreover, as mining landscapes
are three-dimensional, a number of other elements
can be found below the surface.
In terms of primary mining ensembles, the property’s component parts give examples of early mining landscapes and underground workings dating
back to 12th-15th centuries, landscapes with huge
opencast mines and impressive underground mine
workings from the 16th to the 18th centuries as well as
landscapes dominated by large mine and smelting
complexes from the 19th and 20th centuries. Although a
wide range of ore minerals was exploited in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region in different periods,
as a sum the component parts of the series with their
ore- and time-specific, both relict and evolved mining
landscapes attest illustratively to mining for especially
silver, tin, cobalt, iron and uranium; the exploitation
and processing of cobalt and uranium being not represented on the World Heritage List yet. The successive socio-technical systems specific for each period
of mining and the main ore resources are illustrated
by several landscape types which are characterised
by specific attributes. All known extraction, transportation, hauling, water supply and dewatering, processing, smelting and driving technologies were used
in the Ore Mountains. The elements of the technological ensembles document the different extracting and
processing technologies applied in the course of time
and depending on the ore.
The urbanisation process is particularly related to
the mining of silver ores. A dense settlement pattern
evolved, featuring a close association between the extractive technical components, working spaces, transport infrastructure and the towns. The majority of
mining towns came into existence within just a short
time span from the late 15th to the mid-16th centuries,
which coincides with the most important period of
mining activities. The following elements of the mining landscape are characteristic for the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region.

Key elements of the mining sites include:
• Shaft buildings: Until the 18th century, the prevailing structures to protect the machinery and
miners from weather were wooden structures
that are - except from some archeological traces
ore reconstructions for educational purpose –
not preserved. From the 18th century, stone gin
structures were built instead the wooden ones.
After steam engines started to be used in the 19th
century, the gins were gradually replaced by or
reconverted to stone shaft buildings equipped
with machine rooms and head frames. From
the 18th to 20th century shaft buildings and steel
head frames dating in particular to the last period of non-ferrous, tin and uranium mining after
the second world war still dominate the landscape in several component parts (e.g. 2-DE,
4-DE, 6-DE, 13-DE, 17-DE, 1-CZ).
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2.b.3 Tangible elements that convey
potential outstanding universal
value, and their development

Fig. 715
Head frame of the
Arno-LippmannSchacht (shaft),
Altenberg

Fig. 716
Head frame of
the Josef shaft,
Jáchymov

2.b.3.1 Mining sites and underground
workings
Typical structurs of mining sites include engine
houses, waterwheel-gins, steam or electric hauling
engines, the surface structures of the forge, administration or powder houses.
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• Mine operational buildings: As early as late
medieval times, the mines employed a number
of skilled workers which provided the miners
with necessary tools and equipment, the most
important of them being the carpenters for
building wooden constructions and machinery and timbering the underground passages,
shafts and stopes, blacksmiths who produced
various metal objects needed by the miners
(e.g. hammers, chisels, picks). Their premises
and other auxiliary buildings such as storage
houses were often situated in a close proximity
of the shaft building. A lot of such structures dating back mostly to the 18th to 20th centuries have
been preserved in the property’s component
parts. (e.g. 4-DE, 6-DE)

ing or facility is the ‘Kaue’. Located directly above
or near a shaft it was originally built to protect
the shaft. Later it was also used for storage and
included also changing and washing rooms for
the miners (e.g. 2-DE, 4-DE).

Fig. 719 Huthaus (administration building) of the Alte Hoffnung
Gottes Erbstolln mine, Kleinvoigtsberg

Fig. 717 Mine forge of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 720 Huthaus (administration building) of the Beschert Glück
Fundgrube (mine) in Zug near Freiberg

• Powder houses: Starting with the 18th century,
powder houses were built near the mines to store
the gunpowder that was used for blasting the
rock. For safety reasons, they were usually built at
isolated places. After the dynamite started to be
used in mines in the second half of the 19th century, the explosives were usually stored directly
in mines in underground rooms built specially for
this purpose. (e.g. 2-DE, 4-DE, 16-DE).

Fig. 718
Mining storehouse
of Marienberg

• Social and administrative buildings: Social
and administrative buildings are an importan
part of the mining sites. Typical structures include the central administration and assembly
building (Huthaus) of a mine that mostly houses
several rooms like the prayer room where the
miners met to pray before the beginning of the
shift, storage rooms and residential rooms for
example for the foreman. Another typical build-
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Fig. 721 Powder house of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine,
Kleinvoigtsberg

• Further structures: In some cases the wheel
chambers could be found not only in the underground structures of mines but also in the above
ground structures like the pit heaps (e.g. 4-DE,
6-DE). Further mine structures are ore loading
stations, horse railways and tunnels of wooden
rod systems (4-DE).
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Fig. 724
Ore railway-tunnel
Abraham Schacht
(shaft), Freiberg

Fig. 722 Powder Tower in Jáchymov

• Heaps and shaft collapses: Characteristic elements in all mining periods are large areas with
shaft collapses and heaps. The substances, arrangement, size, shape and interspaces of heaps
allow conclusions about the time and manner in
which they were created. In particular, the mining law strongly influenced the landscape layout
during the history because it defined the size
and layout of the area for each mine (e.g. 4-DE,
12-DE, 1-CZ, 4-CZ). Sometimes their composition also provides indications about the technologies employed and about the mining periods represented by the heaps. The large heaps
of the later mining periods were usually located
in a greater distance from the mines. Slag heaps
are formed of waste material from smelting the
ore minerals. Typically, they consist of partially
molten rock, glassy or porous material. The colour of slags varies according to the type of ore
from which it was derived (4-DE).

Fig. 723 Opencast mine and shaft collapse on the Komáří hůrka hill

For centuries the extraction of the raw materials was performed by hand using tools such as
picks, mallet and gad. Explosives were used in the
Ore Mountains, initially sporadically during the
17th century, then more widespread from the 19th
century onwards. Mechanisation was introduced
with the onset of industrialisation in mining in
the 19th century, followed in the 20th century by
the partial automation of the extraction process.
Apart from the utilised tools and machinery now
to be found in the collections housed in mining
museums and the visitor mines, the outstanding
preserved original monuments to various mining
methods include the underground mine workings
with their traces of work activities. Mining started
in the Erzgebirge in the 12th century with open
surface (silver) and placer (tin) mining followed
by underground sub-level mining and overhead
stoping (silver, tin, iron, cobalt) or by block cave
mining (tin). The surface structures of a mining
site are connected with the underground structures by vertical or inclined shafts as well as by
horizontal drainage adits and galleries. Underground structures include the mine workings, the
galleries and drainage adits, wheel chambers and
machine rooms.
Charateristic elements of the underground
workings include:
• Adits/drifts/galleries/tunnels: These underground workings were driven into the side of
a hill by which the mine can be entered from a
surface and are used for exploring the ore minerals, for draining and ventilating the mines as
well as for haulage of ore and other materials.
The entrance is characterised by a stone portal.
In Medieval and Early Modern times, the adits
used to have mostly a low and narrow profile
in order to save the work of miners, and often
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Fig. 725 Adit in the St. Briccius mine
St. Briccius, Pöhlberg Mining Landscape

Fig. 726 Mining work at the Zwitterstock
Tiefer Erbstolln (mine) , Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

Fig. 727 Gegenbau adit near Jáchymov

Fig. 728
Starý Martin adit,
Krupka Mining
Landscape

a winding course because they tried to follow
the softer parts of the rock. Until the 17th century
they were driven solely by using hammer and
pick or fire-setting; the employment of these
two methods can be easily recognized by the
appearance of the adit walls and roofs (traces of
work with hammer and pick vs. sooted surface)
and their profile (trapezoidal vs. elliptical). Since
the 1640s, the gunpowder started to be used in
the Ore Mountains to drive underground passages that enabled to enlarge the profile of adits
and speed up the work. However, this method
became widespread only in the 18th century and
was replaced by blasting the rock with dynamite
and other explosives in the second half of the
19th century. Since the 12th century, thousands
of adits have been driven in the Ore Mountains.
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A large number of adits are preserved from all
mining periods that are accessible to this day
and bear evidence about the driving and extraction methods of their time. (e.g. 2-DE, 4-DE, 5-DE,
6-DE, 8-DE, 17-DE, 1-CZ, 2-CZ, 4-CZ, 5-CZ)
• Shafts: In all mining periods, shafts were usually the first underground mine workings used
to explore the ore veins or ore bodies and in
the medieval and early modern times their drift
usually immediately followed the near-surface
opencast mining. Until efficient water pumping
machines had been introduced in the 16th century, the depth of shafts was limited by the ability to drain underground water and they usually
did not exceed the first decades of meters. From
the 16th century onwards, the shafts penetrated
to depths of several hundred meters and their

depths further increased with deployment of
steam and later electric hoisting machines in the
19th and 20th centuries, respectively. The biggest
depth, more than 1,800 m, was reached by the
Shaft 371 of uranium mines at Hartenstein (17DE) in the 1980s which was the deepest shaft in
Europe at that time. In the older mining periods,
the shafts usually followed the dip of veins and
therefore they were mostly inclined. Only starting from the 16th century vertical or near-vertical
shafts prevailed. The property’s component
parts display illustrative examples of various
kinds of shafts from all mining periods from the
12th to the 20th centuries. (e.g. 1-DE, 4-DE, 6-DE,
8-DE, 9-DE, 12-DE, 13-DE, 17-DE, 1-CZ, 2-CZ)

Fig. 731
The largest underground chamber in
the Mauritius mine,
Hřebečná
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Fig. 730
Dippoldiswalde
medieval silver
mines

Fig. 729 Head frame and shaft building of the shaft complex 371 ,
Uranium Mining Landscape

• Stopes: Extracting ores or other minerals from
an underground mine often leaves behind open
spaces known as stopes. Stoping is especially
used when the country rock is sufficiently strong
not to collapse into the stope, although in most
cases artificial support is also provided. From
the late medieval times onwards, stoping was
a dominant extraction method especially in tin
mines of the Ore Mountains but was used to extract wider veins and ores bodies too. The earliest forms of stoping were conducted with hand
tools or by fire-setting; later, in the 17th or 18th
centuries, gunpowder was introduced in most
mining districts of the Ore Mountains. From the
19th century onward, various other explosives,
power-tools, and machines came into use. In
old mines, stopes frequently collapse at a later
time, leaving craters at the surface. In the early
mining periods, underhand stoping prevailed,
later overhand stoping became the most used
method. Spectacular huge stopes which document various extraction methods are still preserved underground in many tin mines of the
Ore Mountains which date back mostly to the
16th to 18th centuries (e.g. 2-DE, 2-CZ) but also the
20th century (13-DE). Moreover, stoping was also
frequently used to extract iron ore bodies from
hard skarn rocks (2-CZ, 5-CZ).

Fig. 732
Heaps and shaft
collapses on of the
Komáří hůrka hill

Fig. 733 Large stope in the Johannes mine near Boží Dar
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Fig. 734
Reichtroster cavity
under the Tiefer
Bünau Stolln
(adit) , AltenbergZinnwald Mining
Landscape

Fig. 735
Inscription in
the Thurmhofer
Hilfsstolln (adit),
Freiberg Mining
Landscape
(Kugler)

Fig. 736
Inscription from
1890 in the
water inlet of the
Mordgrube (mine)
at Brand Erbisdorf
Mining Landscape
(Kugler)
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• Inscriptions on walls of mine workings: In
principle, three main kinds of inscriptions or
more typically notches can be found on the
walls of mine workings: geodetic signs showing the advance in constructing the mine workings, surveying marks and the dates that usually
relate to some significant events in the history
of mines (e.g. 4-DE, 19-CZ). Both these types of
signs are important for deciphering the history
of driving the adits and other mine workings.
Sometimes, also initials of miners or mining entrepreneurs or simple figural inscriptions (1-DE)
are preserved.

2.b.3.2 Processing sites

Fig. 739 Pochwerk (stamp mill) in Schneeberg-Neustädtel

• Smelteries: Further processing of the dressed
ore was performed in smelteries with metallurgical processes employed for the separation and
extraction of valuable metals from the ore. Until
the 16th century, the smelting of the dressed ore
was performed in small, independent smelteries
that sometimes belonged to the mines. The location of these sites in the river valley can only be
proven by archaeological or geophysical methods, no structures survived on the surface (e.g.
4-DE). From the 16th century, the smelting of silver
and other ores concentrated to just few smelting
sites (6-DE), particularly to the metallurgical complexes near Freiberg (Muldenhütten, Halsbrücke).
The Freiberg smelting sites evolved to big metallurgical centres in the 19th century including also
administrative and social structures (4-DE).
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The medieval sites for the processing and smelting of silver and other ores can be proven only
archaeologically because over 800 years of mining activity within this region has meant their
built structures were practically completely lost
or subsumed. An exceptional number of sites for
ore dressing and further processing of raw materials in the Ore Mountain from the 16th century onwards has been preserved. From the 19th century
onwards chemical-based processes augmented
the early manual and wet-mechanic processes.
The processing sites were located at the mines
(manual sorting) or in the river valleys because
of the need of water power and raw water for the
staming and smelting processes. Processing sites
from the early period (16th century) are exceptional, and partly valuable machinery was restored
according to traditional techniques. Charateristic
elements include:
• Sorting houses: Typical building or facility in a
building at a mine for the manually separation
of ores from the worthless rock (e.g. 4-DE).

Fig. 737 Sorting house of the Abraham Schacht (shaft) at Freiberg, Freiberg Mining Landscape

• Stamp mills and ore washer: Here the ore was
separated mechanically from worthless rock and
afterwards washed in througs or wooden screens.
At the beginning of the 16th century the wet stamp
process was introduced, followed by vibrating
screens in the 18th century (e.g. 2-DE, 6-DE).

Fig. 738 Stamp mill Wäsche IV, Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

Fig. 740 Muldenhütten smeltery, Freiberg Mining Landscape

Fig. 741 St. Georgenhütte (smeltery), Schneeberg Mining Landscape
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Fig. 742
Lange Hütte
(smeltery building)
of the Grünthal
Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

• Smelteries and colony: A special type of settlement form founded in the Ore Mountains that
had its own unique settlement character are the
mining and metallurgy sites linked to smelting
and processing of mostly other ores than silver –
especially copper, iron and cobalt. These settlements were located in a remote area and therefore own independent accommodate and service
structures were required. Their isolated location
was due to the natural or geographical conditions
they needed for their very existence, such as the
proximity to raw materials or important energy
sources such as wood, charcoal and water. Examples of these are the Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works (14-DE), the Erlahammer Ironworks (16-DE) and the Schindlers Werk Smalte
Works (07-DE). They were often surrounded with
a protective fortified wall (Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works). The actual production facilities
were usually grouped around a courtyard. Other
production processes were established in the vicinity. These settlements also included workers’
homes (Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works,
Schindlers Smalte Works), sometimes along with
corresponding manor houses (Grünthal SilverCopper Liquation Works, Schindlers Werk Smalte
Works). Trading buildings as well as schools

Fig. 743
Nassmühle (wet
mill) of the Schindlers Werk Smalt
Works
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Fig. 744 Courtyard of the Erlahammer Ironworks , Rother Berg Mining
Landscape

(Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works) were
sometimes part of these sites. Frequently employing a considerable number of people, these
mining workshops also usually had their own
agricultural structures. The water supply was secured from the surrounding area by using weirs,
water supply and drainage ditches and sometimes water reservoirs (Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works).
• Mints: The processing of silver in the Ore Mountains for minting coins is documented by several
buildings: the Royal Mint in Jáchymov (1-CZ), in
which the famous Joachimsthal thalers were
minted from 1520; the Alnpeck house on the upper market in Freiberg (4-DE), which served as the
residence of the master of the mint of Freiberg, the
mint in Frohnau (8-DE), the mint in Annaberg (8DE), the mint in Schneeberg (6-DE). Important silver coins such as the Schreckenberger 1498-1571
in Annaberg and Freiberg, the Guldengroschen
1500-1525 in Annaberg and the Joachimsthaler
1520-1671 in Jáchymov were minted here.

Fig. 745 Renaissance oriel window of the Royal Mint, Jáchymov

Water remained the most important source of energy
in mining in the Ore Mountains into the 19th century.
As water energy was abundantly available in the Ore
Mountains, it was used from the very beginning mainly
as an energy resource powering mills, hammer mills,
ore dressing works, smelteries and mining workshops
(Bergfabriken) as well as a transport system.
Characteristic structures of the water supply and
drainage system include water reservoirs (ponds),
the man-made water ditches as well as galleries and
drainage adits but also natural rivers. Up into the 19th
century, in the mines and at the smelteries primarily
water energy was used for driving the engines. To supply the mines and processing sites with waterpower,
extensive water management systems have developed in all major mining districts of the Ore Mountains since the 14th century. These systems were in use
until the late 19th century but many of them are functional today. They consist of natural or artificial water
reservoirs (ponds), various canals, ditches and leats as
well as underground tunnels. Charateristic elements
include:
• Artificial water reservoirs, man-made ditches
and leats: Because the majority of the mines
were not close to the rivers, a water management
system was installed using artificial ponds, manmade ditches or ditch systems. Water ditches
could be found across all the mining areas, some
of these systems still carrying water. The water
management system also includes leats as well as
accompanying structural installations such as adit
mouths, Striegelhäuser (control huts) and administrative buildings. The largest of these still function-

Fig. 746 Dörnthaler man-made pond , Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA, active mining water management system

ing systems is the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt/
RWA Freiberg (mining water management system),
which largely dates back to the 16th to 19th centuries
(4-DE). Further systems are the Aschergraben (ditch)
(2-DE), the Filzteich pond (6-DE), the Röhrgraben
(ditch) (13-DE), the water ditch of the Hoffnung
Gottes Erbstolln (adit) and the Roter Graben (ditch)
(4-DE) as well as the Horní Blatná water ditch (2-CZ)
and the Heinzen pond near Jáchymov (1-CZ).
Fig. 747
Hohe Birke manmade ditch in Zug ,
Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA,
active mining water management
system
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2.b.4.3 Mine water management
infrastructure

Fig. 748
Müdisdorfer leat

• Drainage adits/galleries: During the mining history, thousands of adits were driven to drain the
mines numerous adits that channelled the mining
water from the mines into neighbouring or more
distant low-lying valleys, and the main adits were
often used for hundreds of years. The adits used
to drain the mines have a gentle inclination that
enables the water to flow spontaneously from the
mine. On the other hand, they were also adits with
an opposite inclination which were used as inflow
passages supplying water from outside the mines
to water wheels of pumping or hoisting machines
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(e.g. 4-DE, 8-DE). While the adits themselves usually give good evidence of the period when they
were driven, their portals built of timber or stone
at the immediate entrance to a mine were often
periodically reconstructed so that they met the
actual needs of the mines. Nevertheless, the oldest functional adits date back to the first or second
period of mining (e.g. 2-DE, 4-DE, 6-DE, 8-DE, 9-DE,
1-CZ, 2-CZ, 4-CZ). Of special importance are the
main drainage adits, the so-called Erbstolln (hereditary adits) with a length exceeding sometimes
10 km. They started to be driven in the 14th/15th
century and their construction mainly ordered by
the territorial ruler who paid for it in advance or
ordered other institutions to pay for it. Illustrative
examples of such Late Medieval to Early Modern
drainage adits can be found in many property’s
component parts. The construction of main drainage adits culminated in the mid-19th century with
the drift of the Rothschönberg adit (4-DE).

• Chambers for water wheels and watercolumn machines: Innovations in the field
of water hoisting technologies are tangible
witnessed by the construction of specific undergound structures. The use of pumping engines powered by water enabled mining from
the 16th century onwards to proceed to much
greater depths. The Stangenkunst (system of
rods and levers) and the Ehrenfriedersdorfer
Kunstgezeug (pumping engine) was first used
respectively invented in the Ore Mountains
for the transmission of power. The remains
of these types of water-power installations,
including wheelhouses, leats, Kunstgezeuge
(mine water pumping system) and Kunstkreuze
(rotating cross-shaped levers used for changing the power transmission direction) have
been preserved in numerous mines in the Ore
Mountains. Numerous of these wheel chambers are preserved in the Ore Mountains.

Fig. 749
Krystof adit in
Hřebečná

Fig. 751 Water wheel chamber of the Fundgrube Weißer Hirsch
(mine), Schneeberg Mining Landscape

Fig. 750 Royal stone plate in the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery)
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• Hoisting machinery: From the 19th century
onwards the tasks of hoisting and the drainage of mines besides employing water wheels
also led to the use of other types of engines,
including water-column engines, turbines and,
subsequently, steam engines and electric motors. Preserved remains of water-column engines include those present aboveground at the
Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube (4-DE) in Freiberg and
those below the surface in the Gersdorf Mining
Landscape (4-DE). Dating from 1848, an early
example of steam winding machines in mining

the Abraham shaft. Brand-Erbisdorf is the site
of the 268-metre long ore railway embankment
built in 1828-29 between the Mendenschacht
(shaft) and the ore washer of the Alte Mordgrube
Fundgrube (mine). Dating from the 1920s, in
Muldenhütten Metallurgical Complex the remains of an overhead rail system bear witness
to the former large transport system within the
smelting complex.
• Ore canals and boat lifts: Where applicable,
watercourses were used for the transport of
timber and materials. Examples of these include the driving of timber on the upper Freiberger Mulde (river) downstream to the Freiberg
smelteries and the transport of ores from the
mines of the Freiberg Northern Mining District to
the Halsbrücke Metallurgical Complex. For the
transport of ores the Freiberger Mulde (river) as
well as the ore canals of the late 18th and early
19th centuries running parallel to the river were
used. The remains of these ore canals with two
accompanying boat lifts and locks on the Freiberger Mulde are preserved in the Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE).
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in the Ore Mountains can be found at the Alte
Elisabeth shaft (4-DE) in Freiberg. Examples of
electrical winding machines are preserved at
the Arno-Lippmann shaft in Altenberg (2-DE), the
Drei-Brüder shaft at Zug (4-DE) and the uranium
shaft complex 371 in Hartenstein (17-DE).

Fig. 752 Hosting machine at the Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) in
Zug near , Freiberg Mining Landscape

2.b.3.4 Transport infrastructure
During the course of centuries of intensive economic, infrastructural and settlement developed
of the region only a few relicts have remained. The
relicts include road names such as coal roads and
miners’ path that for example in the Freiberg area
allude to the former charcoal transport routes from
the forests to the smelting sites respectively to the
daily route taken by the miners from the town to
the nearby mines. An old miners’ track between
Krupka and Horní Krupka remains preserved to
this very day, and was used by mining workers at
least from the 16th century onwards to transport
ore and to access the mines (4-CZ). Parts of old
ore transportation routes are also preserved at the
Segen Gottes Erbstolln mine at Gersdorf (4-DE) and
in the Eibenstock mining landscape (15-DE).
• Railways: Early horse powered iron railways
were built for the transportation of ore from the
mines to the processing sites at Freiberg (4-DE).
Original remains of the mining ore transport system from the mines to the processing sites have
been preserved, for example in Freiberg the ore
railway tunnel and the bridge of 1841/42 in the
Himmelfahrt Fundgrube Mining Landscape at

• Miners’ trails: In several places trails are still
preserved that were used by the miners for centuries to access the mines in the past. Some of
them, e.g. in Krupka (4-CZ), date back to the 18th
century at the minimum.

Fig. 753
Remains of the
tub boat lift of the
Ore Canal near
Großvoigtsberg,
Freiberg Mining
Landscape

2.b.3.5 Mining settlements
All large mining towns that became administrative,
economic, cultural and social centres of nearby
mining districts are characterised by representative
residential, administrative, sacred and public buildings. The important mining towns (Freiberg, 4-DE;
Marienberg, 11-DE; Annaberg, 8-DE) or smelteries
(Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works, 14-DE)
were protected by solid town fortifications. Characteristic elements of the mining towns include:
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• Administrative buildings: The development
of the administrative structures for mining was
a multi-layered process that depended on the
particular social relationships as well as the manorial and sovereign owners. This process is particularly reflected in physical structures peculiar
to mining administration that evolved since the
15th century. The administrative buildings include the chief mining office and chief smelting
office (Freiberg, 4-DE), regional mining offices
(Annaberg, 8-DE; Marienberg, 11-DE; Jáchymov,
1-CZ) as well as in the vassal mining offices (Lauenstein Castle, 3-DE; Krupka, 4-CZ).

Fig. 756 Town hall of Jachymov

Fig. 757 Mining office in Krupka

Fig. 754 Oberbergamt Freiberg
(chief mining office)

Fig. 755 Bergamt Annaberg (mining
office)

• Sacred buildings: To be counted among the
remarkable sacred structures of the Ore Mountains are the parish churches of the mining
towns. Built in the 15th to 16th centuries, these
late Gothic hall churches are testimonies to
the wealth of the towns. These structures were
constructed and fitted out with finances largely
sourced from the revenues earned from mining
activity. Impressive late Gothic hall churches
were built in every significant mining town, including such as in Freiberg (4-DE), Krupka (4-CZ),
Schneeberg (6-DE), Annaberg (8-DE), Buchholz,
Jáchymov (1-CZ) and Marienberg (11-DE).
Fig. 758 Dom Freiberg

Fig. 759 Church St. Mary, Marienberg
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Fig. 760 Church St. Annen in Annaberg
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Fig. 764
Church
St. Laurentius in
Horní Blatná

Fig. 761 St. Wolfgangs hall church in Schneeberg

• Public buildings: Elementary buildings found
in mining towns included public buildings such
as granaries and mining storehouses mainly for
the supply of food (Marienberg mining storehouse, 11-DE; Freiberg granary, 4-DE), hospitals (Franciscan Monastery at Freiberg, 4-DE)
and bath houses for public hygiene and for the
care of sick and elderly people (slag bath in the
Halsbrücke smeltery, 4-DE). Other secular buildings such as town halls (Freiberg, 4-DE; Marienberg, 11-DE; Annaberg, 8-DE; Schneeberg, 6-DE;
Jáchymov, 1-CZ) and other administrative building were erected. There were also guesthouses
(Wilder Mann and Goldene Gans in Annaberg,
8-DE), malthouses, breweries and slaughterhouses. Goods and food were traded on the
market places (Freiberg, 4-DE; Marienberg,
11-DE; Annaberg, 8-DE; Schneeberg, 6-DE) or in
special department stores (Freiberg, 4-DE).
Fig. 765
Town hall at the
Upper Market,
Freiberg

Fig. 762 Church in Jáchymov

Fig. 766
Town hall of
Marienberg

Fig. 763 Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary with adjecent
parochial house in Krupka
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Fig. 767 Town hall of Annaberg-Buchholz

Fig. 769 Administration building of the Mining Academy Freiberg

Fig. 768 Town hall of Schneeberg

Fig. 770 Building of the former Mining School Freiberg

• Educational buildings: Many mining towns had
schools, such as the humanist Latin schools in
Freiberg (4-DE) and Jáchymov (1-CZ) that were respected and recognised far beyond the boundaries
of the region. Self-contained settlement like the
Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE)
had their own grammar-schools. From the 18th
century onwards, in all larger mining towns mining
schools for the education of the miners were established. The first state-run vocational mining school,
the world’s oldest, was established in Jáchymov in
1716 in the building of the former Royal Mint (1-CZ).
Particular mention must be made of the Mining
Academy Freiberg, founded in 1765 and now the
oldest mining university still in existence (4-DE).

• Residential buildings: The secular buildings
also included many prestigious residential
buildings represented in the nominated property by castles of the territorial rulers (Freiberg,
4-DE) and noble families (Lauenstein, 3-DE; Jáchymov, 1-CZ; Krupka, 4-CZ), princely buildings
(Marienberg, 11-DE; Schneeberg, 6-DE), splendid burgher houses erected often by rich mining
entrepreneurs and tradesmen (Freiberg, 4-DE;
Annaberg, 8-DE; Schneeberg, 6-DE; Jáchymov,
1-CZ; Marienberg, 11-DE) as well as more modest miners’ living houses (Marienberg, 11-DE).
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Fig. 775
Deanary before
restoration,
Jáchymov

Fig. 776
Museum Horní
Blatná
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Fig. 771 Upper Market, Freiberg

Fig. 772 Marketplace, Marienberg

Fig. 777
Museum, Krupka

2.b.3.6 Landscape features

Fig. 773 Adam Ries house, Annaberg

Fig. 774 Town house Bortenreuther-Haus, Schneeberg

Mining activity has left its enduring and still evident
mark on the landscape of the Ore Mountains, a legacy that has imbued this region with its own quite
unique character. The typical above ground landscape features of underground mining activities
are fall shafts, the shaft collpases of various origin,
e.g. due to collaps of mine workings enlarged by
block cave mining, the heap rows of smaller mines
from the Middles Ages indicating the mining of linear ore veins as well as the larger heaps of deep
mining from the 16th to the 20th centuries.
Charateristic landscape features include:
• Waste and slag heaps: While fall shafts and
heaps are obvious indicators of the mine workings that lead down into the depths, heaps in
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Fig. 778
Heap row of the
Bauer Morgengang (lode), Lauta
Mining Landscape

Fig. 779
Aerial View
Muldenhütten
smeltery with
recultivated slag
heaps

Fig. 780
Heap of the
Sauberger main
and pilot shaft,
Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape

Fig. 781 Terraconic heaps of shaft 116, Buchholz Mining Landscape
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the vicinity of adit mouths are evidence of horizontal headings (4-DE). As most ore deposits in
the Ore Mountains are linked to steep or vertical veins, a primary characteristic of the Ore
Mountains mining landscapes are heaps lined
out like strings of pearls, such as the heaps on
the lode Bauer Morgengang (12-DE). Where
flat lodes were exploited, landscapes with
irregular heaps originated. Slag heaps bear
witness of former processing and smelting
sites and are located mostly along river valleys (4-DE). Large heaps are usually evidence
of an intensive, extensive mining operation
dating from the modern period (e.g. Himmelfahrt Fundgrube Mining Landscape, 4-DE;
Uranium Mining Landscape, 17-DE; Jáchymov
Mining Landscape, 1-CZ). Heaps are typical
for all mining periods, however, their form,
size and location changed with time. Until the
18th century, they were usually small because
the quantity of material removed from mines
was relatively low and a lot of the waste rock
was used in mines themselves to backfill the
old mine workings. Heaps were located either
immediately in front of the adit mouths or
above the mineshafts, the latter having usually a circular form and a flat surface while
the form of the former was often quite irregular depending on the morphology of the surrounding terrain. In Medieval and Early Modern Times, the distance between pit heaps
was often quite regular as it was dictated by
the then valid mining laws which prescribed
how far from each other the mouths of shafts
could be placed. Therefore, the distance between the heaps can be used for dating their
age. From the 19th century onwards, the size of
waste heaps increased continuously up to the
giant heaps of uranium mines of the second
half of the 20th century with volumes amounting many millions cubic metres.

Fig. 782 Aerial View of the Mědník hill
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Fig. 783
Heaps of tin placer
mining, Eibenstock
Mining Landscape

• Placers: Placers are typical for tin mining landscapes of the Ore Mountains as cassiterite, the
main tin ore, is a heavy mineral resisting weathering, and tends to be accumulated in slope and
alluvial sediments in a proximity of tin deposits.
In the landscape, the placer fields are manifested by a large number of small mounds formed
of sand and gravel, sometimes also short water
ditches which were necessary for washing the
soil are present. Panning used to be the earliest
form of mining and therefore placers are usually found in the oldest mining landscapes. Examples are the placer fields of Boží Dar (2-CZ),
Ehrenfriedersdorf (13-DE) or Eibenstock (15-DE).

• Opencast mines: Typical for the Ore Mountains are numerous well-preserved opencast
mines from the Early Modern period of mining which attest, in particular, to tin and,
more rarely, iron mining (e.g. Rote grube
mine and Wolf’s pit, 2-CZ). In the western
Ore Mountains, such opencast mines have
usually a form of narrow usually less than 5
m but sometimes more than 20 m burrows
with steep walls up to 20 m high running over
a distance of several ten or even hundred
metres parallel to the strike of greisen veins.
Fig. 786
Mining works from
the 16th to 18th
centuries in the
Wildbahn mine in
Hřebečná

Fig. 784 Tin placers near Boží Dar

Fig. 785 Tin placers in an aerial photo near Boží Dar
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Fig. 787 Open-cut of the Suzanna mine in Bludná

Fig. 788
Wolf’s Pit in Horní
Blatná
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In the eastern part of the mountains opencast mines with an irregular of quasicircular
form are more widespread (e.g. 2-DE, 4-CZ).
In younger mining periods, mining took place
in deeper parts of the deposits and – with the
exception of the Altenberg surface depression
– opencast mines were not used any more. In
this aspect, the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region differs from many other European
mining regions where opencast mining was a
prevailing mining method in the 20th century.
This is due to the fact that the Ore Mountains
are lacking – again with the exception of Altenberg – deposits of massive ores that are
suitable for opencast mining.
• Shaft collapses: Thousands of shallow depressions caused by mining in different mining periods can be found the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region. In Saxony and
other German mining regions, these landscape forms are called collectively “Pinge”
which is an old mining term adopted later
by many other European languages (e.g.
pinka in Czech). This term can have different
meanings. Firstly, “Pinge” is a funnel-shaped
depression (up to ca. 10 m deep) located in
a place of a caved-in mouth of an old shaft.
Typically, these depressions can be found on
plateaus of pit waste heaps that originated
during all mining periods from the 12th to
the 18th centuries (4-DE, 10-DE, 15-DE, 16-DE,
1-CZ, 2-CZ, 4-CZ, 5-CZ). Secondly, “Pinge” can
mean a linear depression that was caused by
a cave-in of an adit (4-DE, 2-CZ). In the third
place, also opencast mines such as described
above all called “Pinge” (13-DE, 2-CZ). And
finally, “Pinge” can be a true surface depression caused by a collapse of a ceiling of functional or abandoned mine workings especially those which were enlarged using a room
and pillar method. An illustrative example is
the Altenberg surface depression which is a
result of a catastrophic cave-in which happened in 1620 (2-DE).

Fig. 789 Medieval shaft collapses of the Segen Gottes Erbstolln mine

Fig. 795
Shaft-collapse of
the Rote Grube
mine in 1946
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Fig. 790 Alte Thiele mine, Buchholz Mining Landscape

Fig. 791 Shaft collapses of the Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

Fig. 796
Schnepp’s shaft
collapse in
Hřebečná

Fig. 792 Shaft-collapses of the Eibenstock Mining Landscape

Fig. 793 Schweizer lode Shaft collapses on the Schweizer lode,
Jáchymov

Fig. 794 Large shaft-collapse on the Komáří hůrka hill near Krupka

Fig. 797 Altenberger Pinge (shaft collapse) near Altenberg
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• Charcoal platforms: Places where charcoal
was produced can be easily recognized in the
landscape as circular plateaux with a diameter
up to 10 m; usually fragments of charcoal can
be found nearby. Numerous charcoal pile places
can be identified in terrains that escaped subsequent landscape modifications (e.g. the Zlatý
Kopec mining district, 2-CZ; Eibenstock mining
landscape, 15-DE) or near the smelting works
(e.g. at the Mulde river, 4-DE). The technology of
producing charcoal remained unchanged from
the Middle Ages until the early 20th century. At
the Freiberg smelting works charcoal was replaced in the 1830s by coke.

• Modified vegetation: Whereas heaps and surface-depressions originally were free of any vegetation, they are today mostly overgrown and
are often conspicuous because of their unusual
flora including pioneer plants or rare heavy-metal flora. Therefore nearly all heaps and surface
depressions of the nominated property are not
only under heritage but also under environmental protection.

Fig. 798 Charcoal platforms in the Eibenstock Mining Landscape

• Polluted areas/bare slopes: Several hundred
years of mining and smelting led to the gradually pollution of the soil and the air around the
mines and the smelting works by heavy metals
and sulphor dioxide. Air pollution over a long
time caused deforestation and a change of vegetation to more resistant plants. After the end of
mining and smelting natural recovery processes
but also systematic reforestation since the 17th
century, changes of mining and smelting technology since the late 19th century or decontamination programs for polluted areas in the late 20th
century led to a recovery of forests, farmland and
other polluted areas. Only in some regions bare
slopes still can be seen (e.g. in the surrounding of
Halsbrücke and Muldenhütten smelteries, 4-DE).
Due to the introduction of modern forestry between the 17th and 19th centuries all forests in the
Ore Mountains are now cultivated forests (e.g. Altenberg-Zinnwald mining landscape, 2-DE).

Fig. 800 Steinrückenfelder (stone ridge fields) at the Eastern
hillside of the Pöhlberg mountain, Pöhlberg Mining Landscape
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Fig. 799 Lines of heaps at the Hauptstollngnag Stehender (lode),
Freiberg Mining Landscape

• Agricultural structures: As mining was the
prevailing economic system agricultural activities had during the heydays of mining only little impact on the landscpes next to the mining
places. Morover, the Ore Mountains region is an
agriculturally unfavourable area due to its natural
conditions. Nevertheless, the growing number of
miners increased the need of food and agricultural activities by miners and their families can be
proven at some places (2-DE, 9-DE, 15-DE).

Steinrücken: The landscape is characterised by
so-called Steinrückenfelder (stone ridge fields),
an agricultural structure of fields characteristic for
medieval and early modern times farming in the
upper parts of the Ore Mountains. In mining areas each miner was allocated a field and meadow
to enable a better food supply for his family (2-DE,
9-DE, 2-CZ).

Mountain lawns: In some high mountain areas far
from any farmer villages the miners began to lay out
their own fields for grain and vegetables or mixed
farming (15-DE).
Town gardens: The miners living in the new mining
towns cultivated gardens. An example of this is the
quarter structure of the Sächsstadt (Saxon town) as the
oldest living quarter of the mining town Freiberg with
the gardens behind the houses of the miners (4-DE).

Table 16 Overview of the landscape development from the 12th to the 20th centuries in the Ore Mountains

Tangible attributes

Intangible attributes
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Impact on the landscape

12th to mid-15th centuries – Middle Ages
Farming and mining activities

Rural and mining settlements

First mining laws

Placer mining and near-surface
underground mining

First mining towns with administrative and social structures

Social structures: first miner’s associations

Abandoned mining settlements
Placer mining fields
Opencast mines
Shafts and stopes of the underground mining
Medieval pit heaps
Early water management structures
Stone ridge fields
Late 15th to mid-18th centuries – Early modern times
Mining boom – extensive
opencast and deep underground
mining
Placer mining
Numerous town foundations
Creation of water management
systems
Forest clearance and first reforestation programs

Numerous well-preserved mining attributes aboveground and
underground (opencast mines,
shafts, adits, stopes, depressions
and sink-holes, heaps)
Placer mining fields
High number of new mining towns
with their administrative (mining
offices, mints), religious, public and
residential structures
New large water management
systems or extension of existing
systems

Early Modern mining laws
First treatises on ore geology, mineralogy, mining and smelting
Reformation in the administrative
structure of mining organisation and
management (Direktionsprinzip)
Beginning of lower mining education
Scientific and technological research
Hierarchic organized staff of mining
experts
First miners’ traditions

Mining factories (Bergfabriken)
Central smelting places
Mining technology underground
First vocational mining school
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Impact on the landscape

Tangible attributes

Intangible attributes

Mid-18th to mid-19th centuries – Early industrialisation
Renewal of mining operations in
many areas
Intense mining for cobalt ores
Creation of early mine complexes
with their administrative and
social structures
New Baroque and Classicist
styles structures in old mining
cities
Reforestation programs

Mining attributes aboveground
and underground (shafts, adits,
heaps)

Beginning of academic mining
education

Shaft buildings and mine premises,
powder houses
Assembly buildings
Hammer works
Manor houses
Ore processing sites (stamp mills)
Smelting sites
Blue dye factories
Mining academy in Freiberg

Mid-19th to 1930 centuries - Industrialisation
Industrialisation of mining,
processing and smelting

Aboveground and underground
installations of combined mines

New mining law (change from Direktions- to Inspektionsprinzip)

Increasing pollution

Centralized shafts and new deep
adit

Revival of the tradition of miners’
parades

Reforestation programs
Switch to extraction of new ores
Closing of smaller mines

Large pit heaps of main hoisting
shafts
Extension of the water management systems
Mining technology - steam engines,
water column machines and
turbines
Industrialised smelting works at
Muldenhütten and Halsbrücke

1930 to present – Modern Times
Temporary reopening and modernisation of old mines
Extensive uranium mining in old
as well as new mining areas
Further increase in industrial
pollution
Closing down of all mines
Reforestation and extensive landscape redevelopment programs

Headframes and administrative
buildings of new uranium and tin
mines
New mining technology underground
New ore processing technologies
Huge pit heaps of main
hoisting shafts
Industrialised smelting works
Research and teaching mine
Freiberg
Recultivated waste heaps of uranium mining
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Autarky policy as driving force for
mining
Soviet-German and Soviet-Czech
administration of uranium mining
(state within a state)

2.b.4.1 Silver mining landscapes
The oldest and, for a considerable period of time,
the most important mining operation in the Ore
Mountains was the mining of silver ore. Silver
mining was performed almost continuously from
1168 to 1913 and was the starting point for ore
extraction at several important mining places in
the Ore Mountains. With the exception of the historical continuing Freiberg Mining Landscape (4DE), at the end of the 16th century silver grades in
the polymetallic deposits decreased substantially
with depth and mining switched mainly to cobalt
and bismuth, later to tungsten and uranium in
the western Ore Mountains and to lead/zinc ores
in the eastern Ore Mountains (Schneeberg Mining
Landscape, 6-DE: cobalt and uranium; Annaberg
and Frohnau Mining Landscape, 8-DE: cobalt, bismuth, nickel and uranium; Lauta Mining Landscape,
12-DE: uranium; Jáchymov Mining Landscape, 1-CZ:
cobalt, bismuth, nickel, arsenic and uranium). Silver
ore became only a side product of mining
Up until the mid-19th century silver was subject
to the mining sovereignty which among others
decreed that the territorial lords had sole power
of disposal over it. For many mining landscapes in
the Ore Mountains, the silver ore deposits formed
the starting point for mining activities. These
mining activities fundamentally shaped the landscape and led to the establishment of numerous
towns. In the early years, some of these towns
were abandoned due to unfulfilled expectations
(Dippoldiswalde, 1-DE; Hoher Forst, 5-DE) or they
remained small-sized localities. Others developed
at a barely credible speed into large urban centres
such as the towns of Freiberg (4-DE), Schneeberg
(6-DE), Annaberg (8-DE), Jáchymov (1-CZ) or Marienberg (11-DE). Silver was the most important
minting metal up to the final third of the 19th century. By the 15th century at the latest, the pits in the
mining centres of the Ore Mountains were boasting
technology that was state-of-the-art for the time,
and regarded as paradigms of their kind the world
over. Sophisticated systems for the extraction and
water management were installed depending on
the anticipated prospects for the mines and within
the prevailing financial constraints.
Mining in the silver mining landscapes of the Ore
Mountains in the late 15th and the 16th centuries is
characterized by the transition from near surface to
deep level underground mining up to 400 metres
depth. The aboveground elemnts of mining in this
period are larger pit heaps (for horse gins) of the main
hauling shafts and smaller waste heaps of the ventilation shafts as well as large systems for the supply of

water power for the new introduced water pumping
systems (Ehrenfriedersdorfer pumping engine) with
their water reservoirs, water ditches and water tunnels, financed in many cases by the territory rulers (e.g.
Freiberg Mining Area, 4-DE). The mined silver ore was
smelted in regional silver smelteries (e.g. St. Georgenhütte, 6-DE; Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works,
14-DE) and also minted in the local minting places
(e.g. Annaberg, 8-DE; Jáchymov, 1-CZ). In Saxony the
Saxon Elector concentrated minting in 1556 at the
central mint in his capitol Dresden. With the foundation of the Oberhüttenamt (chief smelting office) in
Freiberg in 1555 (4-FG), the acquisition of the Muldenhütten smelteries (4-DE) in the second half of the 16th
century and the establishment of the smelting works
at Halsbrücke (4-DE) in the early 17th century the
Saxon Electors started the concentration process of
all Saxon silver smelteries at the Saxon mining capital of Freiberg. At the same time with the foundation
of the Oberbergamt (chief mining office) at Freiberg
(4-DE) and the Bergämter (district mining offices) at the
main silver mining towns Schneeberg (6-DE), Annaberg (8-DE) and Marienberg (11-DE) the state controlled mining system was introduced.
Aboveground testimonials of the development
of the Renaissance silver mining landscapes are the
building structures of the mining towns (e.g. mining offices, town halls, mints, churches, burgher and
merchant houses) as well as the sink holes, pit heaps
and waste heaps, Huthäuser (administration and assembly buildings) and social buildings of the mines
and smelteries or the ponds and ditches of the water management systems. Remaining underground
structures are drainage adits, galleries and mine
workings (sub-level mining and overhead stoping)
with wheel chambers for the water pumping or hauling machines.
Silver was also secondarily used for jewellery,
utensils and medals. From the second half of the 19th
century, it began to be used in industry and chemistry, for example as a contact material or for the production of photo materials.

Chapter 2

2.b.4 Summary of principal
mining landscape types

2.b.4.2 Tin mining landscapes
After silver, tin was historically the second most important metal that was mined and processed in the Ore
Mountains. From the 13th century onwards, tin was
mined until the 20th centuries in the Ore Mountains,
the last mines on both the Czech and Saxon side were
closed in 1990/1991.
Tin placer mining started in the 13th century in the
western part of the Ore Mountains close to the Sauberg Mountain near Ehrenfriedersdorf and in the eastern part in Krupka. In the 13th century, near-surface underground mining activities started highly increasing
the amount of tin output. The export of tin from Bo-
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hemia has been recorded in accounts of the town of
Brugge and the Chronica Majora written by an English
monk who mentions that the tin from Germany broke
the English (Cornwall) tin monopoly on the Cologne
metal market in 1241. As in Germany tin deposits occur only in the Ore Mountains, this record undoubtedly refers to tin from this region. Underground mining
did not start probably sooner than in the 13th century
when two main mining centres developed near Krupka (4-CZ) in the Bohemian and at Ehrenfriedersdorf
(13-DE) in the Saxon Ore Mountains. The main heyday
enjoyed tin mining in the 14th and 15th centuries but
especially in the 16th century when the discovery of
new deposits in the highest parts of the mountains
contributed to that the total Bohemian and Saxon
tin production exceeded that of England and the Ore
Mountain were biggest tin producer in the world. After
the decline caused by the Thirty Years’ War, the output of tin did not reach its 16th century peak until the
second half of the 20th centuries when the production
rose rapidly as a consequence of new mining activities
especially in Altenberg, the largest deposit of tin ore in
Central Europe.
Tin was mined in the Ore Mountains during the history by placer mining, by underhand stoping methods
in steep or vertical greisen veins, which were often excavated directly from the surface, or by underground
mining of stockwork deposits or flat-lying greisen
veins by shafts or galleries. The traditional Saxon mining term “greisen” applied to highly altered granitic
rocks rich in tin ore became a general name for this
type of rock. In the case of placer mining tin ore was
obtained primarily by panning the weathered outcrops of tin deposits and/or colluvial (down-hill) and
alluvial (stream) sediments during the early mining
periods. Typical landscapes attributes are numerous
heaps of waste rock and series of artificial ditches that
brought the necessary water to the placer fields. The
underground mining of tin ore using fire setting as the
extraction method led to the creation of appreciablysized underground chambers (e.g. Zinnwald, 2-DE;
Hřebečná (2-CZ), the collapse of which often led to
the creation of large surface depressions that impressively shape the mining landscape (e.g. Altenberg,
2-DE; Horní Blatná and Hřebečná, 2-CZ; Krupka, 4-CZ).
The use of tin was very multifaceted. Sheet iron has
been tin-plated in the Western Ore Mountains since
the 16th century. The manufacturers in the Ore Mountains enjoyed in the 19th century a monopoly position
in Europe with tinplate produced in this manner.

2.b.4.3 Cobalt mining landscapes
The extraction of cobalt ores constituted a partial
regional substitute for the mining of silver, which
was beginning to decline in importance at the end
of the 16th century, before replacing it complete-
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ly. In 1470 the area of Schneeberg was the first
place in the upper Saxon Ore Mountains where
rich silver deposits were discovered and which
led to the development of the dispersed mining
settlement at the Schneeberg (mountain) into a
mining town in 1481. During the 16th century silver
mining declined and was replaced by cobalt mining after the discovery that the simingly useless
cobalt ore (the German world ‘Kobold’ is the term
for gnomes and goblins and was for the first time
mentioned in 1530 in connection with minerals
in Agricola’s book Bermannus) could be used
to produce blue pigments. In the middle of the
16th century (c. 1540), the glass-maker, Christian
Schürer in his Eulenhütte (plant) near Nové Hamry in the Bohemian Ore Mountains discovered a
process for producing blue dye from cobalt ores,
making cobalt from the Ore Mountains a coveted
export product. Cobalt was regarded as a primary
product particularly in mining around Schneeberg in the 17th and 19th centuries. The extraction
and dressing of cobalt ores was largely similar to
that of silver ores (Schneeberg-Neustädtel, 6-DE;
Jáchymov, 1-CZ). Whereas the ores or ore concentrate were exported at first, the processing
and smelting of cobalt ores was subsequently
performed in the Ore Mountains in the blue dye
works (Zschorlau in the Saxon and Horní Blatná
in the Bohemian Ore Mountains). Sophisticated
technologies were developed for the technical
smelting and processing of the dressed ores. The
most important products of these works were
smalt, cobalt blue and cobalt glass.
Main products were zaffers (Safflor), cobalt oxides of different colours, and smalte (Smalte), a
mixture of cobalt oxides with quartz. Between 1568
and 1687, based on the mining of cobalt ore in
the Schneeberg mining landscape, several cobalt
smalt works were founded in the western part of
the Saxon Ore Mountains. Under the leadership of
the Saxon Elector the Saxon cobalt smalt factories
founded in 1641/49 a cartel for the production of
cobalt blue dyes which from now on controlled the
European cobalt blue dye market for more than
100 years. The central role of Saxony in the production based on the rich cobalt ore deposits of the
Schneeberg mining landscape, a sophisticated
economic strategy and the education of highly
skilled experts including miners, smelters as well
as managerial staff. The cobalt-resources were so
profitable that the Elector of Saxony privileged the
trade and imposed taxes on cobalt ore. Private export was strongly prohibited and cobalt thiefs were
sentenced to death. In 1654, 34 mines produced
over 260 t cobalt ore per year. Until 1718 this production rose to more than 400 t. Besides the Saxon
colour-industry the colour-industry in Holland was

2.b.4.4 Iron mining landscapes
Iron ore mining and processing played an important
role in the Ore Mountains, especially in the western
part of the Saxon Ore Mountains with its many iron
ore deposits, forest areas suitable for the production of charcoal and many rivers necessary for the
supply of water power for the smelteries and hammer mills (16-DE, 2-CZ, 5-CZ). The demand for iron
tools, appliances and products greatly increased
hand-in-hand with the rapid development of silver
mining and frequent town foundations. One of the
initial wide-ranging structural changes came with
the general introduction of blast furnaces and refineries from the mid-15th to the 16th centuries. This
led to the transition from iron hammer works to iron
smelting works that produced their own pig iron.
Iron was important for producing mining tools and

machinery (chisels, hammers, twist drills, cast iron
machinery like water column machines, turbines,
steam engines and blowers or as construction material for conveyor technique). Every mine had its
own forge for tool making and repair works. Iron
mining and processing was not part of the mineral
royalty but was greatly influenced by the Wald- und
Holzordnungen (forest laws) of the Saxon Electors
because of their great demand on wood for the
smelteries and hammer mills.

2.b.4.5 Uranium mining landscapes
Uranium was discovered for the first time in the
Ore Mountains, and it was here where the uranium
ores started to be extracted and processed for
the first time in the world. Uranium subsequently
moved on to shape the recent history of mining in
the Ore Mountains like no other raw material.
The black, heavy mineral, particularly known
from the silver-cobalt mines of the Western Ore
Mountains, was called pitchblende since the 16th
century. Mining for uranium ore started towards
the end of the 18th century after the element uranium was discovered in 1789 by the chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth in the Saxon Ore Mountains.
In 1898, Marie Sklodowska-Curie discovered the
chemical elements radium and polonium in the
waste from the Jáchymov uranium dyes factory.
Since the middle of the 19th century, uranium ore
was mined here for the dye prodution for the first
time in the world. Until the end of the century uranium mining as well as the production of uraniumbased dyes and radium developed in Jáchymov
into a large-scale industry. In 1906, the world’s first
radium spa was opened in Jáchymov/Joachimsthal, which triggered the search for further radioactive sources in the Ore Mountains.
Heydays of uranium ore mining started immediately after the end of World War II. The uranium
mining in the Ore Mountains following the Second
World War, shaped as it was by the atomic armament of the Soviet Union and by the Cold War, was
a phenomenon unique anywhere in the world.
From 1950 onwards, the mining gradually developed into a planned, subsequently highly modern and centrally managed mining operation. The
45-year ongoing uranium mining activities constituted a unique economic, social and political-historic phenomenon. Uranium ore mining changed
the Ore Mountains mining landscape mainly in
its west part in a very short time to a great extent.
Prospection for uranium was conducted throughout the whole Ore Mountains. But the particularly
important mining areas were those around the historic mining sites and mining towns of Jáchymov
(1-CZ), Johanngeorgenstadt, Schneeberg (6-DE),
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the greatest trade partner but Saxon cobalt blue
dyes were sold also as far as Venice. With the discovery of cobalt ore deposits in other European
countries (e.g. Norway) and the development of
cobalt blue dye factories in these countries during the 18th century and the production of the less
expensive artificial ultramarine since the early 19th
century cobalt mining and the cobalt blue dye production in Saxony lost its leading position. Then in
the middle of the 19th century still existing blue dye
works like Niederpfannenstiel at Aue or like Schindlers Werk at Albernau changed to the production
of nickel or ultramarine pigments. Schindlers Werk
(smalt works) is still in operation today.
Cobalt blue was originally used for colouring
glass, then as glaze colours for ceramic and porcelain, as well as wall paint and for colouring paper,
cotton fabric and linen. As early as the 16th century,
but more intensively in the 17th and 18th centuries,
cobalt achieved a high level of importance from
the time of the discovery of European hard-paste
porcelain and the establishment of numerous porcelain works. Even China itself at the time imported
cobalt blue from Saxony for its own porcelain. The
production of cobalt blue in the Ore Mountains
was therefore highly important for Saxon and Meissen porcelain. Venetian and Bohemian glass, Delft
ceramics and porcelain be it Chinese or Saxon, all
ensured that cobalt pigment from Saxony was distributed all over the world. The Saxon cobalt blue
dye factories and cobalt mines founded in 1659
a cobalt cartel to achieve a monopoly for cobalt
trade in Europe. This cartel agreement of was only
dissolved in the middle of the 19th century as a consequence of the invention and manufacture of the
cheaper, synthetic ultramarine. The ensuing fall in
the demand for raw material led to a decline in the
mining of cobalt ore in the Ore Mountains.
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Schlema, Aue and Hartenstein (17-DE), Annaberg
(8-DE) and Marienberg (12-DE) in the Central and
Western Ore Mountains.
The Soviet- (SAG) and since 1954 the SovjetGerman (SDAG) Wismut company, which controlled all the secret uranium mining and processing
activities in the Saxon part of the Ore Mountains,
developed into the third-largest uranium mining
province of the world (after the US and Canada).
The central administration of the uranium ore
mining operations was located in Karl-Marx-Stadt
(today Chemnitz) as well as in Moscow and Berlin.
The Wismut company owned not only the mines
and ore dressing works, but also supply operations, utility infrastructure, living accommodation
and social facilities and had its own communist
party and intelligence corps. Large numbers of
workers had to be brought in from other districts
of the GDR, which necessitated the rapid construction of adequate accommodation facilities and installations. After 1960 uranium ore mining reached
its maximum output of nearly 7,000 tonnes. The
company grew to become the third largest uranium producer in the world. In 1953 the SAG Wismut
employed more than 130,000 people and in 1989
the SDAG Wismut was still employing more than
43,000 people. Until 1990 the SDAG Wismut produced more than 230,000 tonnes of uranium.
There was also intensive uranium ore mining activity performed in the Czech part of the
Ore Mountains, particularly in the area around
Jáchymov between 1945 and 1965, with some
40,000 miners working there in 1955, 12,000 of
whom were prisoners. More than 7,000 tonnes
of uranium was extracted from these deposits.
Immediately after the end of World War II, on 11
September 1945, Russian troops occupied all
three uranium mines in Jáchymov. The Soviet
Union was in urgent need of uranium for its nuclear research and the Jáchymov uranium deposit
was the only open deposit in the Soviet sphere of
influence. In November 1945, an agreement was
signed between the governments of the Soviet
Union and Czechoslovakia on the extraction of
radioactive raw materials and on their supplies
to the USSR. Under this agreement, as of 1 January 1946, the Czechoslovak state transferred all its
mining assets and mining rights to the National
Enterprise of the Jáchymov Mines, whose entire
production was shipped to the Soviet Union. The
uranium ores from the Czech and later, to a much
greater extent, from the Saxon Ore Mountains
helped bridge the critical period of the project
to produce Soviet nuclear weapons, when their
rapid development was hampered by their lack of
uranium resources. The first Soviet atomic bomb
exploded near Semipalatinsk on 29 August 1949.
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However, the need for a high production of uranium ore was limited by the labour shortage. Therefore, in 1948, the Communist regime started to solve
this shortage by setting up labour camps. In the
area of Jáchymov, gradually ten labour camps were
built. In 1953, almost 14,000 political prisoners were
held in the Jáchymov area, and in total, over 70,000
political prisoners went through the local uranium
mining labour system. According to official figures,
229 prisoners died in industrial accidents and 31
were shot on the run. This number does not include
those who died at a later stage as a result of irradiation or the inhumane conditions in the camps.
The Red Tower of Death was part of the Vykmanov
II labour camp, established in early 1951. Around
300 particularly politically inconvenient prisoners
used to work there, among whom there were many
Catholic priests and participants in the Western
World War II resistance. The main seven-storey red
brick tower became one of the most dangerous
workplaces in the Jáchymov area, because everyone who worked there, without any protective
equipment and clothing, got into direct contact
with the radioactive material and inhaled radioactive dust. As a result, the tower also received its designation as the death tower.
For subsequent processing, all uranium produced was delivered to the Soviet Union. Initially,
the uranium produced was exclusively used for nuclear weapons and was used to build the first Soviet
atomic bomb in 1949; later it was also used for nuclear power plants.
The mining of uranium was ceased in 1990 with
the political reunification of Germany. The following up company Wismut GmbH, owned by the German state, had to decontamine and redevelop the
remains with a large scale and worldwide unique
remediation program. In particular in the Saxon
part of the Ore Mountains, large decontamination
and landscape redevelopment programs were
startet leading to the demolition of most technical
structures and the creation of a large uranium waste
heap landscape in the western Ore Mountains.

2.b.5 Intangible mining heritage
of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is last not
but least a unique testimony to living cultural traditions emanated from mining activities. The Ore
Mountains region is tangibly associated with the
culture of an old mining territory perceived not
only in Europe but also elsewhere in the world. In
particular, the mining towns, the miners’ churches
and the mines themselves bear witness to this

2.b.5.1 Miners’ associations, miners’
traditions and miners’ parades of the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region
The miners themselves, organised in associations,
were a crucial part of this society and became
subordinated organisations of the mining authority. Founded by miners in medieval times mainly
because of religious reasons the miners´ associations developed into a more general social insurance system for miners and their families and also
into an organisation for the representation of the
special interests of its members. As the first miners’ association of the Ore Mountains the association of the Freiberg miners’ is documented in 1426.
The oldest still existing miners’ association of the
Ore Mountains is the Berggrabebrüderschaft (miners’ burial association) of Ehrenfriedersdorf first
documented in 1338. First founded for the social
safeguard of the miners and their families in the
case of diseases, accidents and death the miners’
associations developed since the late 15th century
also into special interest groups and fighting organizations for special their special rights against
the mine owners and the state. As guild like organi-

zations the miners’ associations developed their
own rites and traditions. Habits and customs such
as the miners´ celebrations of the last shift before
the Christmas (Mettenschicht), miners’ sermons,
miners’ poetry, miners’ music, folk song festivals
or the traditional wooden handicraft with motifs
inspired by the miners’ world evolved and give a
comprehensive insight into the working and living conditions of miners and their families. Many
of the miners’ cultural traditions have their roots
in the Lutheran religion which became widespread
among the miners in the Ore Mountains in the
early 16th century. Even the tradition of the miners’ parades with their groups of uniformed miners
and smelters is going back to the 16th century and
is closely connected to the administration of the
Saxon mining state.
With the Annaberger mining law of 1509 the
integration of the miners into the developing
state-controlled mining organisation started in
the Saxon Ore Mountains. To get control over the
associations the Saxon Elector raised himself in
1546 into the position of the first and most important member of the miner’s associations in
his territory. The art and culture of mining ultimately found their way into the festive culture
of the ruling Wettins, where, in the 16th century,
they began to play a role in the “Inventionen”,
i.e. of complex artistic stages of the ring games
(ring races), that emerged from the knights’ tournaments. Thus, in 1561 miners and mining singers from the Ore Mountains paraded for the first
time on the occasion of a “ring race” arranged
for the wedding of William of Orange to Anna of
Saxony in Leipzig, as arranged by August, Elector of Saxony. In 1574 it was August, Elector of
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strong mining tradition. The miners’ associations,
going back to medieval times and between the 16th
and 19th centuries an integrated part of the statecontrolled mining organisation, still function since
their revitalisation as ‘Traditionsvereine‘ (associations of tradition) in 1990 with several thousands
of members as an important part of the cultural
life in the Ore Mountains region and are actively involved in preservation of the mining heritage and
the conservation of the local traditions.

Fig. 801
Draft of a smelters
group carrying
a furnace at the
Saturn festival in
Dresden 1719
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Saxony himself, dressed as the god Mercury,
who appeared among a group of miners, smelters and coiners at a Shrove Tuesday “ring race”
in Dresden. The stylisation of Mercury as the god
of metal and patron of mining was the crystallisation of an idea crucial to Electoral Saxony, and
which underlined the great importance, economically and politically, of mining for the State.
Under Christian I, Elector of Saxony (1560-1591),
the Mercury “invention” of 1591 was augmented
by two additional “invention” wagons carrying a
visitor mine, a model smelting furnace and exhibitions of various phases of the work performed.
The most sophisticated depiction of mining to
appear at a Mercury parade as part of a mining
“invention” at the court of the Elector of Saxony
occurred in 1678, under Johann Georg II, Elector
of Saxony, when his court members appeared
dressed as miners at the banquet table and for
the royal dance, which was followed by operatic
and ballet performances incorporating mining
as its theme. The inclusion and illustration of
the significance of mining in the Ore Mountains
reached its zenith, however, at one such Saxon
court festival, which was organised under Augustus the Strong, upon the wedding of the
Saxon Prince Friedrich August to the Emperor’s
daughter Maria Josepha in September 1719 in
Dresden, celebrated as it was with a four-week
“Festival of Saturn”. In the evening of the 26th
September, in Plauensche Grund near Dresden,
Augustus the Strong was acclaimed before the
wedding guests and thousands of eager onlookers as the Lord of Saxon mining and patron of
the invention of European porcelain. Led by
sumptuously uniformed senior mining officials,
some 1,500 miners and smelters paraded past
the guests to the feast, carrying mallets and
gads and smelting implements, as well as numerous models of the “machines” common to
mining and metallurgical activity, including a
“high furnace” (smelting furnace) and a “minting machine”, minecart, and specimens of ore
including gold, silver and glassware. As part of
this stupendous mining parade, there were stagings of mining scenes and the working conditions underground were demonstrated to the
onlookers. As ordered by the court, the miners
wore specially designed clothing, which, much
to their chagrin, and against the views of the
chief mining office, was not actually suitable for
working underground. Nevertheless, the parade
made vividly clear to all the guests and the common population the enormous economic significance that mining had for the State of Saxony,
and the particularly high esteem in which the
mining folk were accordingly held by the rul-
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ing dynasty. And in return, the special honour
accorded with a request to parade before the
ruling House and its wedding guests, combined
with the manner of its setting, was designed to
bind the miners ideologically to the House of
Wettin royal household.

Fig. 802 Mining suit of the Saxon Elector (Camber of Arts, Dresden)

Until 1668 there were no formal regulations
about the clothing of the miners. In this year the
Saxon Elector issued an order that miners had to
wear a black jacket on churchgoing. In 1719, on
the occasion of the prince Electors wedding at
Dresden for the first time extensive regulations
were introduced for the clothes (Habit) the miners had to wear during their parade. In 1768 this
regulations led to a uniform-order which in detail mirrored with 11 ranks the hierarchic structure of the mining state in Saxony. With this, the
miners’ uniform and the military like order of the
Saxon miners’ parade was finally fixed and the
miners and their associations became finally
integrated into the hierarchy of the Saxon mining state. From now on until 1868 the miners’
parade including all ranks of mining officials of
the state mining and smelting offices, the miners
of the several mining districts and the smelting
workers of the state owned smelting factories as
well as the students with Saxon state grants of
the Freiberg Mining Academy became part of the
official celebrations for the House of Wettin and
their mining state. Together with the distribution
of the state-control mining system the Saxon
uniform-regulations for miners and the tradition of miners’ parades were adapted in regional
varying form in most of the other continental European mining regions.
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Fig. 803
Miners’ parade
2010 in Freiberg

After the liberalization of the mining law and
the liquidation of the mining state this tradition
lived on in the jubilees of the Mining Academy of
Freiberg, the celebrations of the mining towns as
well as in the still active mining regions in the Ore
Mountains as well as in most continental European mining regions. During the time of National
Socialism and the communist time of the German
Democratic Republic the miners’ associations
were temporarily suppressed or forbidden but the
tradition of the miners’ parades sporadically revitalized on special occasions like the celebration
of the 800 years jubilee of Freiberg in 1968. Since
the mid-1960s first miners’ association were now
re-established or newly found in the Ore Mountains under the supervision of the ‘Kulturbund‘ of
the GDR. With the German reunification in 1990
the existing 13 miners’ associations founded the
‘Sächsische Landesverband der Bergmanns-, Hütten- und Knappenvereine‘ (confederation of the
Saxon miners’ associations) which today counts
more than 60 local associations with more than
3,000 members. Taking up with volunteers the
miners’ music, vocalist and parade tradition of the
18th and early 19th century these associations are
organizing every year and especially during Christmas time hundreds of traditional events in the Ore
Mountains which keep the cultural traditions of
mining in the Ore Mountains alive. In 2016 the miners’ parades in Saxony became part of the German
list of the intangible cultural heritage.

2.b.5.2 Folk art and the customs of the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region
Folk art counts as one of the principal cultural traditions of the Ore Mountains. The term describes
all visual and creative work outside of the realms
of classic or modern art, and created by traditional
handcrafts or domestic production. It includes
tangible items such as pictures, sculptures and
figures, but also oral forms such as folk poetry
and folk literature, music and songs. Practically all
these forms are represented in the Ore Mountains,
where they are connected and shaped in so many
ways by the mining tradition of the region. This applies particularly to the folk arts of wood-working
and textile-making as well as to folk poetry and
folk music. Testimony to these traditions, many of
which endure to this day, and their history is provided not only by important ethnological collections, such as that housed in Freiberg’s Stadt- und
Bergbaumuseum (Town and Mining Museum), the
Museum für bergmännische Volkskunst (Museum of
Mining Folk Art) in Schneeberg or the Manufaktur
der Träume in Annaberg (Manufactory of Dreams),
but also by the observed traditions of the mining parades, the Mettenschicht (celebratory final
pre-Christmas shift) and the mining singers, legacies upheld especially by the mining and smelting
guilds and other associations and groups.
The mining-related development of the entire
Ore Mountains is replayed out on the folk art artefacts, with woodwork and textile-making ini-
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Fig. 804
Folk art made in
the Ore Mountains

tially being a largely evening-based or secondary
employment pursuit, before gradually developing
into a new commercial source of income for many
people. Rendered inevitable by the local or regional decline of mining and the ever reoccurring
crisis in mining resulting from military conflicts,
some places, especially various locations in the
Central Ore Mountains such as Marienberg, Olbernhau and Seiffen, and the area around Schneeberg, Annaberg and Zwönitz in the Western Ore
Mountains, developed into commercial centres
for wood-working and textile-making from the
17th and 18th centuries onwards. With the area now
synonymous the world over for its “Ore Mountains
Folk Art”, based on the abundance of wood in the
region, wood carving and Reifendrehen (a form of
wood turning only practiced in the Ore Mountains
region) emerged, which, from the very outset, took
up motifs from the daily life, work and legends associated with mining in the Ore Mountains and still
cherish these motifs down to the present day.

Fig. 805 Miner with a Buckelbergwerk - a mechanically driven model of a moving mine,
around 1910
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It is assumed that it was as far back as the 16th
century, when miners transferred the skills they
had acquired in hewing stone to working with
wood in their free time or in times of unemployment. Motifs associated with the working lives of
miners, the miners themselves or events special to
them, such as the Feast of Christmas for example,
were harnessed to produce toys for the family or
even for sale. Geduldflasche (impossible bottles
with mining wood-carvings inside) and numerous
varieties of Buckelbergwerke (mechanically driven
models of moving mines) illustrated in the form of
miniature reproductions or models of the technical equipment inside a mine the historic working
environment of the miner in every detail. Of all
the individual figures to feature in Ore Mountains
wood-carving, it is the miner who appears most
frequently. In the 19th century, wood-carving expanded to become a folk art that went beyond the
(initial) influences from mining, and which was increasingly practiced in groups or by wood-carving
associations. In this respect, the art of making nativity scenes, which had become increasingly widespread since it emerged from Bohemia around
1830, was a particular expression of traditional
popular religious beliefs and combined the daily
and working lives of miners with sacred motifs.
Alongside the nativity scenes, the Heimatberge

Fig. 806 Folk art of the 19th century: A miner as a candleholder

Wood-turning
Wood-turning is the predominating production
technique used in Seiffen wood craft and toy
manufacturing. The first documented evidence of
wood-turners – known as Tellerdreher and Spindeldreher (plate turners and spindle turners) – operating in Seiffen can be traced to the middle of the 17th
century. With the downfall and the end of tin mining in this area during the Seven Year War (17561763), the second half of the 18th century witnessed
a gradual shift from mining to the commercial
manufacture of wood products. The initial products made included plates, spindles and pin-boxes
or pen cases. Toys were manufactured in increasing numbers from the middle of the 18th century.
One important reason for this was the conversion
of 17 stamp mills with their water wheels, dotted
around the Seiffenbach stream, to wood-turneries.
Alongside the change of use of the existing stamp
mills, new water-powered wood-turneries were
constructed.
One very special artistic form of wood-turning
is Reifendrehen, totally unique to this part of the
world, and which emerged in the Ore Mountains
after 1800 and in all probability developed from
Glasformdrehen (glass form turning). Since the 19th
century Reifendrehen technology has only been
practiced in the localities of Seiffen, Deutschneudorf and Deutsch
einsiedel bringing them fame
and notoriety. The Reifendrehen method was principally applied to the manufacture of the wooden
toys so typical of Seiffen. Apart from the technological uniqueness, it was the economy of this turning technique that made it so vital to the Seiffen
toy-making area, because it enabled relatively
large product lots to be made in a short time with
a relatively low rate of raw material consumption.
To this very day, the Reifen-dreher profession is a
uniquely localised craft, which has helped make
Seiffen famous throughout the world as “Germany’s toy box”.

Fig. 807
Semi-finished
products of the
Reiffendrehen
(wood turnery) in
Seiffen

Some of the most frequently used and most
popular shapes and motifs of the contemporary
folk art of the Ore Mountains to this day are the
turned figures of the miner and the angel, which
symbolise mining on the one hand and the piety
of the people of the Ore Mountains on the other.
At the middle of the 19th century other typical Ore
Mountains motifs were added with the adoption
of the nut-cracker and the Räuchermann (incense
smoker figure) from other regions. Together with
the Weihnachtsberge, the Schwibbögen and Pyramiden, they embodied the typical paraphernalia
for an Ore Mountains Christmas feast, with the
Christmas celebrations and events traditionally
concentrated on the period between Christmas
Eve night and the Feast of the Epiphany. But yet
other annual feast days had a close connection
with the mining traditions of the Ore Mountains.
Shrove Tuesday, for example, for a long time was
a significant date in the mining folk’s calendar. The
feast and dance, which ushered in the Lenten period, were preceded in the mining towns by mining parades and mine sermons. This tradition is
carried on to this very day in the form of mining
parades, large and small, organised by the local
miners’ guilds and associations in the towns and
communities of the region, and which take place
especially at Christmas as well as on certain other
days of the year, or if there is a special occasion.
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(miniature models of miners at work), the Schwibbogen (decorative arched candle-holders) and the
Pyramide all emerged as artefacts peculiar to folk
art in the Ore Mountains. These Heimatberge (or
the Christmas themed version, the Weihnachtsberge) and the Schwibbogen are folk art forms
unique to the Ore Mountains region. Similar to the
Buckelbergwerke, the likewise mechanically-powered Heimatberge displayed complicated combinations of nativity scenes, mining scenes and pyramid forms, whereas the Schwibbogen can actually
be traced back to the miners’ custom of placing a
candle arch above the adit mouth or the Huthaus
(administration and assembly building) during the
last shift before Christmas (Mettenschicht).

Textile folk art
The textile folk art indigenous to the Ore Mountains includes bobbin lace-making and passament (the decoration of garments with braids and
tassels). These are among the oldest commercial
trades in the Ore Mountains not related to mining
and not being classic mining successor industries,
but which instead emerged parallel to mining in
the area around Annaberg and Geyer. The history
of these activities, nevertheless, is tightly bound
to that of the development of mining in the Ore
Mountains. The relatively quickly acquired prosperity brought about by mining led to a high demand for luxury goods, so for that reason cord,
braid and lace were produced in Annaberg back
at the outset of the 16th century. From this initial
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starting point, the craft of braiding and bobbin
lace-making spread out across the entire Ore
Mountains and the entire German-speaking region. Starting out in Saxony, the industry then
proliferated into Bohemian territory, especially
after the Thirty Years’ War. From there it caught
hold throughout the rest of Bohemia and subsequently – apparently due to individuals with a
connection to mining – spread into other parts of
the Austrian Empire, including Tyrol and particularly Idria. With mining having noticeably declined
from the end of the 16th century, bobbin lacemaking proved to be one activity that generated
waged labour to bridge the times when there was
less work available. The trade in products was an
economically significant factor. In the 16th century, the trade in goods produced by bobbin lacemaking and braiding crafts was dominated by
people known as Bortenschotten, itinerant traders who carried pattern books so as to advertise
their goods. The towns of Annaberg, Schneeberg,
Scheibenberg and Schwarzenberg developed into
important centres for lace trading and bobbin
lace manufacture. This then earned the towns of
the Ore Mountains a Europe-wide prestige. Lacemaking as a craft spread quickly and was not the
preserve of woman, with men, invalided miners
and seasonal workers likewise busily engaged
in it. Lace-making was even practiced in the rural areas of the Ore Mountains. The result of this
was a lack of labour available to agriculture. The
labour shortage was stemmed by a decree issued
by the Electoral government in 1609. It was herein
declared that rural dwellers were required to pay
a lace tax as a way of ensuring lace-making was
an unattractive proposition for them. In order to
withstand the competition coming from lacemakers in Belgium and the Netherlands, as early
as the start of the 19th century the Bohemian Ore
Mountains witnessed the establishment of state
lace-making schools, such as the one at Jáchymov in 1813 and at Abertamy, Horní Blatná, Boží
Dar and other locations in 1818. Since the end
of the 19th century, the Saxon government, with
the assistance of out-sourcing merchants, began
funding the numerous lace-making schools that
had been established. Thereby, lace-making has
been preserved and developed as a handicraft to
the present day. In 1877, the Königlich-Sächsische
Spitzenklöppelmusterschule (Royal Saxon bobbin
lace-making school) was established in Schneeberg. Lace-making has remained a traditional
trade up to the present day. The Ore Mountains is
nowadays counted among the oldest and largest
contiguous bobbin lace-making areas in Germany
and Bohemia. One of the outstanding personalities in the production of textiles and smelting
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in the Ore Mountains was Barbara Uthmann (c.
1514-1575), daughter of the mining entrepreneur
and the hammer mill master Heinrich von Elterlein, and wife of Christoph Uthmann, the owner
of the Grünthal Liquation Hut Areal. As a textile
entrepreneur, at times she employed up to 900
braiders organised in the Verlagssystem (literally:
putting-out system (or outsourcing to artisans)) in
the Annaberg area and, following the death of her
husband, she ran the Grünthal Liquation Hut Areal
from 1553 to 1567 together with her sons, until it
was sold to Augustus, Elector of Saxony.

Fig. 808 Bobbin lace-making in the Ore Mountains

Music
Mining played a central role in the development
of musical folk art in the Ore Mountains. Alongside
sacred and school music, mining music had generally established itself across the Ore Mountains by
the 16th century. Everyday mining music included
the “Bergreihen”, folk songs with a utilitarian function, in the main composed by miners or lay persons, and sung by miners when at work or during
their leisure time but also at court festivals. One of
the oldest songs from this legacy is the “Bergreihen
von Joachimsthal”, a folk song from Jáchymov/
Joachimsthal, and dates back as far as 1519. The
range of themes of these miners’ songs extended
from love songs, to the miners’ working existence to
drinking songs, with attention equally split between
miners’ worries and plights, on the one hand, and
their joie de vivre, pride in their work and their easily
carried courage on the other. The first collections of
such Bergreihen were published in Zwickau in 1531,
in Annaberg in 1533 and around 1700 in Freiberg.
The Zwickau Collection dating from 1531 may also
be regarded as the source of the Steigerlied (mine
foreman’s song), now so well known throughout
the world, and which was mentioned for the first
time in 1678 in Schneeberg in a miners’ parade programme, and the complete lyrics of which, including the opening line “Wache auff, wache auff, der
Steiger kömmt” (literally “attention, attention, the
foreman is coming”), were for the first written down
and passed down with the Bergliederbüchlein (little
book of miners’ songs) of Freiberg around 1700.
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Fig. 809
Alive miners’ folk
music tradition in
the Ore mountains

In order to keep a lid on the occasionally inappropriate excesses of the miners’ folk music tradition, the chief mining official, Abraham von Schönberg, issued a Bergsänger-Ordnung (mine singers’
ordinance) in 1693, which not only defined the role
and organisation of the miner singers, but also set
out rules for the instrumental accompaniment
– with the initial permitted instruments being restricted to work implements, such as the mallet
and gad, but with triangles and impromptu horns
made from miner’s rolled-up leather apron also allowed. Only the miner singers were permitted to
use conventional musical instruments (such as the
cither, a stringed instrument not unlike the guitar).
Prescribed since 1595 to take place before the start
of the shift, from the 16th century onwards the miners’ daily devotional prayers became increasingly
underscored with evangelical hymnal music set to
lyrics incorporating mining-related themes, a phenomenon that gave birth to countless spiritual Bergreihen that were still being sung in the Betstuben
(prayer-rooms) of the larger mines until the end of
silver mining in 1913.
The Ore Mountains miner singer tradition that
still lives on today developed out of sacred music.
Thus, in the mining town of Schneeberg, since 1500
it had been customary for the mine shift foremen,
if suitably talented, to commit themselves to be
singers at church services, where they would lead
the church choir as the “official assistant to the
cantor”. The tradition of miner singers in the Ore
Mountains is supposed to stem from the venerable
associations of singing stone hewers, who would
perform at every available opportunity including
at guild celebrations, parades, miners meetings,

visits by the territorial lord to the district, public
holidays and even private weddings, but may actually date from much earlier. From the 16th century
onwards, the miner singer tradition, protected as
it was by constitutional by-laws, established itself
in all the larger mining towns of the Ore Mountains
and even at the court of the ruling House of Wettin.
As with all uniforms in the mining state, the clothing of the miner singers was regulated by official
ordinance, with one special attribute being their
permission to wear a long hunting-knife style dagger. They were a permanent fixture of ceremonial
miners’ parades up until into the 18th century, before they were gradually superseded by the newly
established groups of Bergoboisten (mining instrumental bands). These bands preferred the woodwind instruments prohibited and much hated by
the miner singers, instruments such as the oboe,
bassoon, clarinet and flute, which were subsequently supplemented by brass instruments, such
as the Russian horn introduced in 1826. It was the
tradition of the Bergoboisten from which today’s
Ore Mountains’ colliery brass bands ultimately
emerged.

Poetry
Closely linked with the folk music tradition of
the Bergreihen is the development of vernacular poetry recitation in the Ore Mountains. There
are two kinds of dialects in the Ore Mountains,
the Western Ore Mountains dialect inflected by
Upper Franconian migration, and the Eastern
Ore Mountains dialect influenced by Bohemian migration. Both have become increasingly
pushed to the side as vernacular languages
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due to the increasing tendency towards oral
linguistic standardisation witnessed in the 19th
and 20th centuries, so much so that they have
become spoken rarities, the Western Ore Mountains dialect, in particular, has been successfully
preserved through the tradition of vernacular
poetry. An early form of this poetry came in the
form of the lyrics of the Bergreihen and miners’
songs of the 15th and 16th centuries, which were
revitalised in the 19th and 20th centuries through
the poetic songs of Christian Gottlieb Wild, Max
Schreyer, Arthur Schramm and Anton Günther,
the latter probably being the most famous
“Heimat” (country) singer of the Ore Mountains.
Alongside lyricism, the prose of short stories,
anecdotes, tales and myths has also maintained
the oral and written legacies of the Ore Mountains dialects. Only written down at a relatively
late stage, it is the myths that particularly reflect
the life and world of imagination of mining and
the mining folk in former times in the Ore Mountains. This may indeed be typical for other mining regions as well, but in the Ore Mountains it
led to a wholly special richness of forms.

stuben (living rooms in which lace-makers worked
together) and Hutzenabende (social evenings with
singing) and the idiosyncratic cuisine of the Ore
Mountains with their Fratze and Klitscher, buttermilk and blueberries Getzen (different types of Ore
Mountains savoury and sweet potato cakes and
pancakes) or the Neinerlaa (literally “nine kinds of”,
a dish containing varying ingredients and eaten on
Christmas Eve Night).

Fig. 811 Mettenschicht (last shift) in the Ore Mountains

Fig. 812 Schwibbogen made in the Ore mountains region from
the first half of the 20th century

2.b.5.3 Arts, crafts, music and literature of
the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

Fig. 810
Anton Günther’s
memorial plaque
in Boží Dar
(famous poet and
vocalist of the Ore
Mountains)

Christmas traditions
The products of folk art emerging from mining
or shaped by it, such as mining figures, Schwibbögen (wooden arches with candles as symbol
of the mine entrance), Weihnachtsberge (Christmas mountains), Weihnachtspyramiden (Christmas pyramids), Buckelbergwerke (mechanical
mine models carried on the back), Räuchermänner (smoke men) and Nußknacker (nutcrackers)
belong to the unique traditions of the Ore Mountains which reach their high-point at Christmas
and which have therefore also contributed to the
Ore Mountains now being known as the “Land
of Christmas”. This applies also to the miners’
parades, Mettenschichten, choir singers, Hutzen-
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Mining and smelting have enduringly influenced
the artistic, musical and literary creative performance of the people in the Ore Mountains. For centuries, the mining and metallurgical activity created both the economic basis for artistic activities
as well as being a primary motif to be depicted
in the sacred and secular art of the region. In this
respect the spectrum encompassed the visual
arts including architecture, painting and graphic
art as well as sculpture (both modelling and conventional sculpture) to handicrafts and as far as
music and literature.
Mining activity established the financial basis
for the building of elaborate castles and churches. Direct influences are apparent particularly in
relation to painting and sculpture. Around 1500,
the revival of mining in the Ore Mountains facilitated the development of local centres of upper
Saxon art that then began to reflect ever more

greatly the people of the time. Mining and the
lives of the mining folk were themes that likewise
became incorporated into painting and sculpture. This is especially apparent in the painted
and carved winged altars of the churches in the
region, in which Anna, the patron saint of mining,
assumed the central position ahead of the Mother of God. Aside from Anna, miners also venerated
Wolfgang and Daniel. One of the most outstanding examples of this type of altar is the altarpiece
created in 1515 and today installed in the funeral
chapel in Buchholz, featuring St. Wolfgang, the
patron saint of miners, depicted prominently in
the foreground set against a mining landscape in
the distant background. This, the oldest pictorial
representation of mining in the Ore Mountains,
is the work of the painter Hans Hesse (c.1470c.1542), a resident of Buchholz at the time, and
who in 1521 also created the famous paintings on
the altar of the miners’ guild chapel at Annaberg.
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Fig. 813
Annaberger
Bergaltar: Whereas
the front of the triptych altar features
representations of
the birth of Christ
and life of the Virgin Mary, the rear
side is dedicated
to depictions of
the processes of
mining such as the
discovery, prospection, acquisition,
extraction, dressing and smelting
of ores and even
the coining of
metal, together
with portrayals of
the Ore Mountains
mining landscape
at the start of the
16th century.

The importance of mining is likewise emphasised
in the sacred sculptures of the time. For example
the sculpture of a miner created around 1520 for
the wing of an altar is ascribed to the wood-carving
school of Freiberg. There is a vigorous debate about
the meaning of the man sitting at the foot of the ornate Tulpenkanzel (tulip pulpit) – created between
1508 and 1510 by the master sculptor “H.W.” in
the Freiberg Cathedral – and supporting the pulpit
steps, with some interpreting it as the visual realisation of the legend of the discovery of ore. What is not
in doubt, on the other hand, is the representation of
the Story of Daniel on the keystone created by the
master “H.W.” in the vault of the northern side choir
of the Church of St. Annen in Annaberg. Again in St.
Annen, on the rise to the pulpit, is a relief created
in 1516 by Franz Maidburg, which depicts a miner
working “in-situ”, a work that constitutes the first
plasticised (modelled) interpretation of this theme
in Saxony. Then there are mining figures from the
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17th and 18th centuries incorporated as pulpit supports, such as at the miner pulpit in the Freiberg
Cathedral donated by the mayor of Freiberg in 1638
and those in the churches of Glashütte (1650) and
Oberwiesenthal (1668).
Fig. 814
Miners’ pulpit at
the Freiberg
cathedral (1638)

Fig. 815
Representations
of miners are also
featured on the
miners’ pews in
the church e.g. in
Annaberg (1715
and 1723) and
Marienberg (1743)

Moreover, in relation to the sacred context of
mining, there are also the miners’ tombstones,
particularly the sepulchre of the Oberberghauptmann (chief mining official) Sigismund August
Wolfgang Freiherr von Herder, in the heap of the
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Heilige Drei Könige mine (Herders Ruhe) near Freiberg or the slab tombstone of Nikel Korb (dec. 1509)
in the Freiberg Cathedral adorned with mallet and
gad, as well as the tomb slab of the mine master
Christoph Finke (1549-1615) in Altenberg, who is
depicted there wearing vestments of office and
leather apron and kneeling before a crucifix. In the
Church of St. Marien in Marienberg, the Baroque
epitaph of Susanne Siegel (dec. 1706), the wife of
the Marienberg Bergmeister (mining master) Leonhardt Siegel, is flanked by two miners.
Numerous mining motifs featuring in sculptures and paintings are likewise to be found in the
secular and residential buildings in the mining
towns of the Ore Mountains. The spectrum of the
representations ranges from mallets and gads to
prestigious gateway portals featuring scenes connected with mining and miners, to the municipal
coats of arms and the depictions painted on the
walls and ceilings of the town houses. Just some of
the outstanding examples referred to here are the
mallet-and-gad adorned keystone of the roundarched gateway of the house at Kesselgasse 4 in
Freiberg dating from 1534, the 1539-built gateway
to the town hall in Marienberg, the gable relief with
depictions of mining, similar to those of the Annaberg mining altar, found on the early Renaissance
gateway (1528/30) of the house at Obermarkt 17 in
Freiberg and the ceiling paintings dating from 1630
to be found in the house of the mayor of Freiberg, Jonas Schönlebe, at the Freiberg Obermarkt
(upper market) with their depictions of a water
wheel based on a motif of Agricola’s work “De re
metallica”. Similar modelled and painted depictions of mining are likewise preserved from the
subsequent mining periods in the Ore Mountains.
One notable example taken from sculpture is the
Bergmannsherme (pier shaft with fitted head and
shoulders of a miner) on the shelter over the Goldene Pforte (golden gateway) of the Freiberg cathedral dating from 1903.

Fig. 816 Miners’ sculptures on a house in Freiberg

Fig. 818 Wall painting in a house in Freiberg using the drawing of
a hauling water wheel of Agricola’s De re metallica from 1556

There are yet more extensive examples in the
form of the painted and graphic art representations of mining in the Ore Mountains as well as
photos and film documentaries today housed
in collections, libraries, museums and archives
throughout the region. These include maps, layout
plans and pictures housed in the Freiberg Mining
Archive, which contains a heritage dating back into
the 16th century, as well as watercolours, sketches
and paintings of mining and smelting sites dating
from the 18th to 20th centuries, among which are
the drawings made by Eduard Heuchler (18011871), professor of civil building works, geometry,
freehand and mechanical drawing at the Mining
Academy Freiberg, with its countless details of the
technical plant dating from the period around the
middle of the 19th century, or the more than 3,500
pictures in the broad art collection curated by the
Wismut GmbH (company), which present an artistic
documentation of uranium ore mining in the Ore
Mountains in the second half of the 20th century
from the perspective of artists as well as miners
with artistic inclinations.
There are also numerous motifs referencing
mining and smelting in the Ore Mountains to be
found on objets d’art, creatively designed utensils
as well as coins and medals. Numbered among
such articles to be found in the Freiberger Stadtund Bergbaumuseum (Freiberg municipal and
mining museum) there is the wine goblet of the
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Fig. 817
Gable relief with
mining illustrations
on a renaissance
gateway in Freiberg (1528/30)

Freiberger Bergknappschaft (miners’ guild) dating
from 1679, the ceremonial cup of the Grünthal Liquation Hut Areal on view in the Grüne Gewölbe
(Green Vault) in Dresden dating from 1625, and
the privately-owned 138-piece preserved “Herder
Service” made from Meissen porcelain, commissioned by a Gesellschaft Bergherren (guild of
mining rights owners) around 1830 as a gift for
the Saxon chief mining official, Sigismund August Wolfgang Freiherr von Herder, and which
is abundantly adored with depictions of miners
and smelting workers, mining towns, mines and
smelteries as well as scenes from the everyday
work and lives of the mining folk in the Ore Mountains. Altogether, on the luxury articles made from
Meissen porcelain – the very roots of which are, of
course, so closely intertwined with mining in the
Ore Mountains – numerous 18th and 19th centuries
depictions of mining and smelting activity can be
found. There are also numerous figurines made
from Meissen porcelain depicting mining folk as
individual figures, figurine sequences, groups of
figures and putti. In addition to that there are examples of prestigious articles made from Meissen
porcelain featuring mining scenes, including the
“Saturnvase” dating from 1745 and “Das Bergwerk” (A mine), a table centrepiece. Finally there
Fig. 819
Plate of the
Herder-Service
(Meissen porcelain,
1830s)
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scenes, this equipment and dress set is an impressive illustration of the importance of mining activity to Saxony and its ruling House.
This appreciation from the territorial lordships
for the mining activity carried on in the Ore Mountains is finally again underlined by the commemorative medals minted in the Dresden Mint, with
their representations of mine work sites: In 1690
for the St. Anna-und-Altväter-Fundgrube (mine), in
1786 for the Beschert-Glück-Fundgrube (mine), in
1818 for the Himmelsfürst-Fundgrube (mine) and in
1847 for the Himmelfahrt-samt-Abraham-Fundgrube (mine).
Fig. 820
Miners’ group
(Meissen porcelain,
19th century)

are yet more countless mining and smelting motifs of the Ore Mountains to be found engraved
and painted on glass goblets, glass beakers and
glass cups as well as on glass bottles, or in the
artistically worked windows of churches and administrative buildings in the Ore Mountains.
Some of the most outstanding objects d’art
referencing mining in the Ore Mountains are the
artefacts contained in the Grüne Gewölbe of the
Dresden State Art Collections. Built in 1560, the
Dresdner Kunstkammer (chamber of arts) of the
House of Wettin contained seven rooms within
the walls of Dresden Palace, the artefacts in the
sixth room including “pur gewachsen Silber aus
hiesigen Land-Bergwercken” (pure silver produced
from local mines), tin, four specimens of ore from
the Ore Mountains as well as vessels made from
Ore Mountains’ serpentine. These and other objets d’art, particularly ones made from silver from
the Ore Mountains, were included in the Grüne
Gewölbe, conceived as a Gesamtkunstwerk (synthesis of many individual pieces of art) and chamber of treasures of the House of Wettin, and built
between 1727 and 1730 in the Palace of Dresden
as commissioned by Augustus the Strong. Housed
in the Grüne Gewölbe since 1733, one of the most
notable items in this respect is the magnificent
Bergmannsgarnitur (decorative set of mining implements and garb) that once belonged to Johann
Georg II, Elector of Saxony (1613-1680). Created
between 1675 and 1677, it was worn by the PrinceElector on 21st February 1678 at a Ringk-Rennen
(literally: ring race, a horse racing gathering) organised for the Feast of Mercury and comprising
a “Hutzier” (decorative hat piece) with hat tie,
broach, sabre with buckles for the scabbard, mining lamp with wick cleaner, clips and hooks, utility
sack for storing tallow and light, utility knife, two
oval plates for the knee caps as well as a pair of
shoe buckles and spurs. Richly decorated with
silver, gold-plated silver, jasper, rock crystal, amethyst, garnet, smoky quartz and milky quartz
as well as enamel engravings depicting mining
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Fig. 821 Medal of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) near Freiberg
and Medal with the Altväterbrücke aqueduct near Halsbrücke

In the broadest sense, the visual art of Ore Mountains mining also includes the mining axes created by
artists and craftsmen for prestigious ceremonial purposes, artfully crafted mine surveying instruments as
well as historic models of mines and smelteries, on
view today in the collections in the Royal Cabinet of
Mathematical and Physical Instruments in Dresden,
the Stadt- und Bergbaumuseum (municipal and mining museum) of Freiberg and the Mine Surveying and
Model collections housed in the Technical University
Mining Academy Freiberg. Added to that, there are
the “mining artworks” created by nature in the form
of minerals and samples from ore veins of the Ore
Mountains to be found in the collections of the Dresden Museum for Mineralogy and Geology and the
Institute for Mineralogy at the Technical University
Mining Academy Freiberg.

ing so, to create a romantic visualised world, which
is critically consciously contrived as a counterpoint
to existing society. His portrayal, in particular, of
the miner in the fifth chapter of “Heinrich von Ofterdingen”, in which Hardenberg at the same time
established a memorial to his academic teacher
Abraham Gottlob Werner at the Mining Academy
in Freiberg, had the effect of establishing a tradition for all romantic literature that took up mining
as a theme. A direct line can be traced from him to
the works of Theodor Körner, Henrik Steffen, Franz
Dingelstedt, Clemens Brentano, Ludwig Tieck or
E.T.A. Hofmann.
Fig. 822
Friedrich von Hardenberg (Novalis)
(1700-1801)
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The literary examination and exploration of
mining and the lives and the work of the people
engaged in it is not a phenomenon unique to the
Ore Mountains or even Germany, but instead is
one reflected internationally. The fascinating and
secretive world of the underground has been a reoccurring theme through the history of literature.
Nevertheless, on at least two occasions, mining in
the Ore Mountains has provided a motif and the
inspiration that have enduringly influenced German literature – the first occasion being the early
Romanticism shift that occurred from the 18th to
the 19th centuries and the second occurring in the
second half of the 20th century, at a time when the
world was preoccupied with the atomic bomb,
the Cold War and the ecological consequences of
mining. At the end of the 18th century, the Freiberg
mining student (1797-1799) and future salt-mine
inspector and Amtshauptmann (an administration official) in the District of Thuringia (a territory
belonging to Saxony), Friedrich Freiherr von Hardenberg (1772-1801) became one of the founders
of German Romanticism literature under his pseudonym “Novalis”. From about 1790 to 1840 there
was something resembling a “mining boom” in
German literature, manifested not only in the literary work of the sometime head of the mining commission for the Grand Duchy of Saxony-WeimarEisenach, a certain Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
(1749-1832), but in other works too, especially
Novalis’ “Heinrich von Ofterdingen” (1802), Ernst
Theodor Amadeus Hofmann’s (1776-1822) “Bergwerke zu Falun” (1819) and Ludwig Tieck’s (17731853) “Der Alte vom Berge” (1828). These Romantic
poets were less concerned about portraying mining work per se, but were instead more interested
in “mining as an allegory for life” (Novalis) or in the
mine itself as the “image of the soul”, as the American literary scholar Theodore Ziolkowski put it so
succinctly in 1990. In taking up mining as a theme,
Romanticism was not concerned in any way with
technology, but rather in fundamental aspects of
the human experience such as sexuality, history
and religion as well as problems connected with
economics, the treatment of the environment and
the arts. Familiar as he was with the practical aspects of mining, mining student and official Novalis was a particularly apt figure for adopting mining
as a theme with which to access a “deeper”, better
world with ambivalent experiences and insights
like rapture and threat or the possibility of destruction and displaying religious devotion. The mine
is transformed into a place and starting point for
examining the fundamental psychic experiences of
conflict. As the first poet of early romanticism, Novalis was able, in this respect, to connect the world
above-ground with the world below it, and in do-

Fig. 823
Theodor Körner
(1791-1813)
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Fig. 824
Painting of the
Freiberg mining
landscape (19th
century)

Fig. 825
Painting of the art
collection curated
by the Wismut
GmbH, Werner
Petzold (1972)

Theodor Körner (1791-1813), like Novalis, was a
student at the Mining Academy (1808-1810) and,
similar to him, was mentored there by Abraham Gottlob Werner. In 1810, he promptly published his first
volume of poetry, “Knospen” (buds) and was already
a celebrated dramatic poet and dramatist before, in
1813, he joined the Lützowsch Freikorps (volunteer
corps), among whose ranks he was killed in battle
on 13th August 1813 fighting against the French. Influenced by Novalis as well as his own experiences
as a Freiberg mining student, Körner particularly
incorporated the theme of mining into his poems
the “Bergmannsleben” (miner’s life), the “Berglied”
(miners’ song) and “Der Kampf der Geister mit dem
Bergknappen” (the struggle between the spirits and
the miners) and into his libretto for a “romantische
Oper in zwey Abtheilungen” (romantic opera in two
acts) entitled “Die Bergknappen” (the Miners). The
wide-reaching influence of Novalis on German literature can be readily seen in the GDR author, Franz
Frühmann’s fragmentary texts that posthumously
appeared under the title “Im Berg” (in the mine). As
Novalis once did, so too the author here, through
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physical labour – in his case in the copper and potassium mines – searches for himself and the counterimage as well as for an affirmation of his life as an
author strictly committed to achievement within a
socialist society that exists in reality. And in so doing,
he arrives at a general reckoning, at a collision and
ultimately at a split from the social system of the GDR.
Mining in the Ore Mountains again found itself
adopted as a theme into German literature, once more
during the period of the “real existing socialism” of the
GDR, in this context in connection with and ultimately
in confrontation with the political, social and ecological consequences of the uranium mining carried on
by SDAG Wismut in the Ore Mountains. This theme is
closely bound with one Werner Bräunig (1934-1976),
the Chemnitz-born author who worked for a time in
a uranium mine in the Ore Mountains at the start of
the 1950s, in 1957 joined the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
junger Autoren (study group of youth authors) of
SDAG Wismut and from 1958 to 1961 studied at the
Johannes R. Becher - Institute of literature in Leipzig.
In 1959, Bräunig attended the 1st Bitterfeld Conference, where under the motto “Bitterfelder Weg” (Bitterfeld path), the authors of the GDR were to sworn to
the cultural politics of the SED (Socialist Unity Party)
and its amalgamation of the arts and life and artists
and the people in the system of socialism. The appeal
jointly announced at the conference by Bräunig and
the author Jan Koplowitz, with the words “Greif zur
Feder, Kumpel” (grasp the pen, pitman), entered the
annals of literary history and, with the imperative demand to all heads of the party and the unions and all
persons of authority in the GDR’s industrial undertakings and administrative high offices, triggered a “mass
movement for the adoption of the socialist national
culture” and the “artistic and productive activation
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of the workers” within literature as well as the visual
arts (cf. the Wismut Collection containing the documented artistic painting and graphic arts activities by
mine workers of the SDAG Wismut corporation). In his
1965 manuscript for a novel, “Der eiserne Vorhang”
(the iron curtain), Bräunig employed crass realism to
portray conditions in the uranium mines of the Ore
Mountains in the 1950s. Despite his avowal of socialism, the official literary critics of the GDR loudly objected that the work was not optimistic enough and
so declined to approve its publication. Only in 2007
was the novel – still incomplete – posthumously published under the title “Rummelplatz”, whereupon this
time it was greatly lauded by critics as one of the great
novels of German post-war literature, due to its use of
the authentic language of miners, its realistic dialogue
and its empathy in its depiction of the mining world.
The very reference to Theodor Körner’s libretto
for the romantic opera “Die Bergknappen” (the miners), intimates that the mining in the Ore Mountains
also influenced German musical culture in general,
and that of the Ore Mountains in particular. Between
1813 and 1848, Körner’s libretto was set to music
fifteen times – including by Friedrich von Flotow
(1812-1882) to name just one. Of course there is a
musical tradition directly connected to mining in
the Ore Mountains – the Bergreihen (miners’ songs),
miner singers and colliery music corps – all aspects
classifiable as folk culture.
But there is also a very noteworthy, highly developed sacred music tradition in the Ore Mountains,
particularly evident since the time of the Reformation. The music directors and organists of the late
Gothic hall churches in Annaberg, Freiberg, Marienberg and Schneeberg, including figures such as
Christoph Demantius (1567-1643) and Andreas
Hammerschmidt (1611-1675), were themselves
active composers, with the Freiberg Cathedral
cantorate developing into an outstanding centre
of sacred music during the 17th and 18th centuries,
second only to Leipzig’s Thomasschule in Saxony.
Aside from Demantius and Hammerschmidt, the
flourishing church choir tradition of the Ore Mountains spawned numerous other eminent church
musicians and composers, such as the musical directors of Leipzig’s St. Thomas’ Choir or of Dresden’s
Church of the Holy Cross, Johann Hermann Schein
(1586-1630), Johann Schelle (1648-1701), Johann
Kuhnau (1660-1722) and the brothers Rudolf (18891971) and Erhard Mauersberger (1903-1982). The
tradition of musical instrument making is likewise
closely linked with the economic and cultural conditions in the Ore Mountains. One notable name in
this respect is that of Klemm, the Randeck-based
violin and lute making family, but particular mention must also go to the organ-making workshop of
Gottfried Silbermann in Freiberg.

21 of the 30 Renaissance plucked, stringed, wind
and percussion instruments, dating from the period
1585 to 1595, and held in the hands of angel figures
in the vault of the choir of Freiberg cathedral, originate from the workshop of the Klemm Family. The
grand organ (1714) and the minor organ (1717) in
Freiberg cathedral, the organs in the Johanneskirche
(1719) and in the Petrikirche (1735) in Freiberg, as
well as other Ore Mountains organs found in Pfaffroda (1715), Forchheim (1726), Oederan (1727),
Helbigsdorf (1728), Großhartmannsdorf (1741), Zöblitz (1742), Nassau (1748) and in Frankenstein (1753)
were created in the Freiberg workshop of the organmaker to the court and State of Saxony, Gottfried
Silbermann (1683-1753), who, during over 40 years
working in Freiberg, built a total of 46 organs installed
in Central Germany. Constructed between 1732 and
1736, the three-manual organ of the Dresdner Church
of Our Lady came from Silbermann’s workshop. Born
in Kleinbobritzsch in the Ore Mountains as the son
of a master carpenter, his talents extended beyond
organ building to include harpsichords, clavichords
and piano-fortes. But, first and foremost, it was the
masterly way in which he created a synthesis of the
elements native to the French-Alsace and Saxon traditions in realising his organ building concept, that
placed him among the pantheon of the foremost organ builders of his time and ensured he is regarded as
one of the most outstanding organ builders in Central
Germany during the Baroque period. No other organ
builder shaped an entire organ-making industry as
enduringly as Silbermann, with his workers and pupils ensuring that the lessons and style behind his
work were carried far beyond the borders of Saxony.
The harmonious blend of metal, wood, and leather
materials, typical for Silbermann’s organ building
style, must very well have been substantially shaped
by the traditional use of these materials in the mining performed in the Ore Mountains. The enduring
aspect of his influence in the region can still be readily

Fig. 826
Miners‘ songbook
from the 19th
century
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seen today with the bi-annual International Gottfried
Silbermann Organ Competition, the Gottfried Silbermann Tage (a festival dedicated to Silbermann) as
well as Freiberg’s membership of ECHO (European
Cities of Historical Organs).
Sacred music aside, the bourgeois musical culture, which developed from the second half of the
18th century, has also shaped musical life in the Ore
Mountains. It especially flourished in the 19th century,
a phenomenon driven by the financial possibilities
and the representative interests of the mining authorities as well as by the assumption of mining traditions
and elements into concerts and compositions. Thus
in Freiberg in 1790, public subscription concerts were
introduced for the first time and the town theatre
Fig. 827
Great Silbermann
organ at the
Freiberg cathedral
(1711/14)

Fig. 828
Performance of the
miners’ greeting at
the Herder house
in Freiberg at the
beginning of the
20th century
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was established there just one year later. It was here,
in 1822, that August Ferdinand Anacker (1790-1854)
took up his office as town cantor (head of music),
later becoming its musical director. Just four years
later in 1826, at the request of the chief mining official von Herder, Anacker assumed the directorship of
Freiberger Bergmusik (colliery music institution), and
in 1829, once again proposed by von Herder, he became a member of the board of the Freiberger Bergmusiverein (the Freiberg mining music association).
Anacker then began to stage regular “mine concerts”,
the works he composed for these including the 1831
cantata “Bergmannsgruß” (miners’ greeting) for solo
voice and choir with orchestral accompaniment. The
libretto to this composition, which was played on 27th
January 1833 as part of the ceremonial opening of the
first constitutional state parliament of the Kingdom
of Saxony, convened in the Palace of Dresden, was
penned by the Freiberg-based deputy rector, Moritz
Wilhelm Döring (1798-1856). In the following years
and decades this melodramatic work commenced a
triumphant march throughout the Ore Mountains and
far beyond, remains popular right to this very day, and
has even performed in the Gewandhaus Leipzig concert hall. This astounding success can be explained,
above all, by the close affiliation the people of the
region have with the culture and the tradition of mining in the Ore Mountains. The second bourgeois multi-genre repertoire theatre of the Ore Mountains, the
Annaberg Theatre (official city theater since 1919) was
established in 1893 by a theatrical society, and today
the building bears the name Eduard-von-WintersteinTheater. To this day, the theatres in Freiberg and in Annaberg represent the close connection that the civic
musical culture of the Ore Mountains has with mining.

Chapter 2
Fig. 829 Tulpenkanzel (tulip pulpit) at the Freiberg cathedral (around 1505)
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Fig. 830 Ore canal Gersdorf mining landscape, Freiberg Mining Landscape
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Fig. 831 Water wheel in the Markus Röhling mine, Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape
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3.1.a Brief synthesis
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a transboundary cultural landscape located in the
southeast of the Federal Republic of Germany
and the northwest of the Czech Republic. It comprises a series of twenty-two component parts
that represents the spatial, functional, historical
and socio-technological integrity of the territory
known as the Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge = German, Krušnohoří, Krušné hory = Czech). This geologically, geomorphologically and geographically
distinctive low central European mountain range
stretches from the southwest to the northeast for
150 km, with an average width of 40 km. It is broadly a self-contained landscape unit that has been
profoundly and irreversibly shaped by 800 years of
almost continuous polymetallic mining, from the
12th to 20th centuries. The component parts of the
series represent the most important mining areas
of the region, and include the highest density of attributes and values.
The relict structure and pattern of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region remains highly
legible and is characterized by specific and formative contributions made by the exploitation
of different metals, at different times, in unevenly
distributed locations defined by an exceptional
concentration of mineral deposits. Separate mining landscapes emerged on both sides of the Ore
Mountains, characterized by exchange of technical know-how, miners and metallurgists between
Saxony and Bohemia. These deposits became
key economic resources that were exploited
during crucial periods in world history, events
that were dictated by evolving empirical knowledge and exemplary practice and technologies
devised or improved in the Ore Mountains, the vagaries of global markets impacted by new mineral
discoveries, politics and wars, and the successive
discovery of ‘new’ metals and their uses. The Ore
Mountains was the most important source of silver in the Old World, particularly in the century
from 1460 to 1560 when the value of Saxon-Bohemian silver output increased by over 600% and
European silver production was unprecedented
in its domination of international precious metal markets; silver was also the trigger for new organization and technology. Tin was produced in
a steady manner throughout the long history of
the Ore Mountains, and at times during the 14th
to 16th centuries it outranked Cornwall in Southwest England, the world’s dominant producer until the second half of the 19th century. Rare cobalt
ore, that was mixed with the silver ores in the Ore
Mountains, made this region a leading European,

if not world, producer from the 16th to 18th centuries. Finally, the Ore Mountains became a major
global producer of uranium in the late 19th and
20th centuries; the early period being one of original discovery and development whilst the latter
50 years exploitation took place within the political framework of the former Democratic Republic
of Germany and the former Czechoslovakia.
The combination of shifting geographical mineral output, topography and a mining system
predominantly under state control, dictated
land-use: mining, water management and transport, mineral processing, settlement, forestry and
agriculture. The latter, and all other use was subordinated. Due to the longevity, and intensity, of
mining, the entire cultural landscape of the Ore
Mountains is largely impacted by its effects. But it
is the density of the most significant attributes reflected in specific well-constrained landscapes, of
the best monuments, sites and tangible examples
of interconnected processes that have guided the
robust selection of the series. These landscapes
are anchored by: the mines themselves (above
and below ground, with all ore deposit types and
principal exploitation periods represented, and
with exceptional equipment and structures remaining in situ); pioneering water management
systems (of water supply, for power at the mines
themselves and for drainage and ore-processing);
transport infrastructure (road, railway and canal);
innovative ore-processing and smelting sites that
possess an exceptional variety and integrity of
equipment and structures; mining towns that
developed spontaneously with, and adjacent to,
the silver bonanzas of the 15th and 16th centuries,
their original urban layout and architecture reflecting their importance as administrative, economic, educational, social and cultural centres
and retained as the basis for embellishment in
the 18th and 19th centuries; agriculture that was
contemporary with the earliest silver strikes in the
12th century and a well-established forerunner of
large-scale mining; and sustainably managed
forests that occupy traditional spaces in the landscape that were also subsidiary to the mining industry (the Ore Mountains were once somewhat
impenetrable forest but, due to the mining boom,
became one of the most densely populated regions in Europe).
The value of the cultural landscape is based on
the interaction between people and their environment, not only attested by the physical elements of
the property, but also by intangible aspects that are
manifest in them. Such attributes include education
and literature, traditions, customs and artistic de-
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velopments as well as social and political influences that both originated in the mining phenomenon,
or were decisively shaped by it. They collectively
provide testimony to the first stages in the region,
in the early 16th century, of the early modern transformation of mining and metallurgy from a smallscale craft-based industry with outdated medieval
origins to a large-scale state-controlled industry
fuelled by industrial capitalists that both preceded,
and enabled, continuous and successful industrialization that continued into the twentieth century.
State-control of the mining industry, with all its administrative, managerial, educational and social dimensions, together with technological and scientific achievements which emanated openly from the
region, influenced all continental European mining
regions from the Carpathic Arc to eastern France,
and beyond. Indeed, the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region is seminal in this respect.

3.1.b Criteria under which inscription is proposed
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is considered
to possess outstanding universal value by meeting
the following three criteria (Op. Guide. 2016).
Criterion (ii): Exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span
of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture
or technology, monumental arts, townplanning or landscape design.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is exceptional testimony to the outstanding role and strong
global influence of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore
Mountains as a mining centre for technological innovation and interchange.
The growth of lucrative mining activities based
on exceptional metalliferous resources set the
conditions for pioneering achievements in the
region. These were subsequently, and openly, diffused to strongly influence developments in other
mining regions, both European and worldwide.
This included large-scale water management for
power (Freiberg, from 1558 onwards), broadly contemporary with the Harz, but replicated in Banská
Štiavnica (present-day Slovakia) and Kongsberg
(Norway). Enduring inventions of mining equipment appeared, such as: ‘Ehrenfriedersdorfer
Kunsgezeug’ (mine water pumping system, 1540,
Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape); wet stamping for ore-processing (Dippoldiswalde, 1507);
‘Stangenkunst Feldgestänge‘ (wooden rod system,
Jáchymov/Joachimsthal, 1551) which followed in
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the Harz Mountains in the 1560s, Kopparberg Sweden around 1590 and in England by 1600; and the
hanging compass for mine surveying and mapping
(Balthasar Rößler, 1633). Other mining innovations
attributed to the Ore Mountains include: the concept of drilling holes in rock for blasting (Freiberg,
1613, Martin Weigel, mine superintendent); the
Schwamkrug turbine (Freiberg, 1846, pioneered
extensively in the Rothschönberg Adit); even boat
lifts for ore transport (1788, Freiberg). Ore processing and smelting inventions include: the chlorination process for gold extraction (Freiberg, 1848)
and the Pilz Blast Furnace (1865; Freiberg). Even
the application of tungsten to hardening cast steel
(1857, Jacobs) was conceived over a decade before the initiation of the era of modern tool steels
by alloying. Some inventions originated elsewhere
and were swiftly assimilated in the Ore Mountains,
and then rapidly diffused to other mining regions:
gunpowder for blasting, and the water-column engine, for example.
Global influence also derives from pioneering literature of the Ore Mountains, including: the
first printed book on mining (Bergbüchlein, 1505,
by Ulrich Rülein von Calw of Freiberg, 1465-1523,
a mathematician, mining engineer, surveyor and
town planner who surveyed and planned the two
new mining towns of Annaberg and Marienberg);
the works of the exceptional Georgius Agricola
(1494-1555) who came from the region and depicted aspects of its mineralogy and geology, mining,
ore-processing and smelting in the earliest systematic mineral treatise (beginning 1530 with Bermannus sive de re metallica dialogus), a foundational
work on physical geology (De ortu et causis subterraneorum, 1546) and another on the discovery and
occurrence of minerals (De natura fossilium, 1546)
and lastly the most influential mining and metallurgical treatise of all (De re metallica, published
1556). Agricola was followed by Lazarus Ercker
(c.1530-1594) of Annaberg with what may be regarded as the first manual of analytical and metallurgical chemistry (Beschreibung allerfürnemisten
mineralischen Ertzt und Berckwercksarten, 1574).
Still connected to, and arising from, the mining
industry of the Ore Mountains is the first comprehensive technical treatise of forestry management
(Sylvicultura oeconomica, 1713) by Hans Carl von
Carlowitz (1645-1714), mining chief of the Principality of Saxony in Freiberg, regarded as the “father
of sustainable yield forestry”
The continuous worldwide emigration of highly
trained Saxon-Bohemian miners (15th to the 20th
century) played a key role for the interchange on
developments in technology. However, in 1765,
Freiberg Mining Academy was founded as the
world’s first still existing university of mining and

Criterion (iii): Bears a unique or at least
exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living
or which has disappeared.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region bears exceptional testimony to technological, scientific, administrative, educational, managerial and social
aspects that underpin the intangible dimension of
living traditions, ideas and beliefs of the people associated with Ore Mountains’ culture.
Technology is at the centre of Ore Mountains’
culture and is pervasive in the landscape: at the
landscape scale, such as in the ‘fire-set’ excavation
of the Altenberger Pinge and the extensive water
management systems for power supply, ‘dressing’
water and water drainage, to the human scale of
the original equipment at mines, ore-processing
and smelting sites such as the tin stamping mills
and ore washers, and the water-column engines
underground.
Along with technology comes science and education, again an outstanding trait of the region
and particularly associated with Freiberg and its
great research and educational tradition of global repute.
Organisation and a hierarchical administration
and management are fundamental to understanding the mining tradition of the Ore Mountains that
developed from the beginnings of the 16th century;
a tradition developed by the mining bureaucracies of absolute rulers to maintain strict control of
the work force and to induce a favourable climate
for an early-capitalistic system of financing. This
almost militaristic tradition is powerfully evoked
by the leaders and rank-and-file uniformed and
costumed miners’ parades that originated in the
Saxon Ore Mountains in the 17th century and which

are depicted in paintings, carvings and cast works,
intangible heritage of the first order. This special
form of procession was organized to march past
important dignitaries assembled in the administrative centres of the industry – the mining towns
of Annaberg, Freiberg, Marienberg, Schneeberg
and others, a tradition maintained today. Such
tradition, emulated by other German states and
central European countries in successive centuries (present-day Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Poland, for example), illustrate how the model of
a state-controlled mining system was exported
with great success. Mining law, organisation and
state financing of high-cost large-scale developments that benefited many but could be afforded
by few (water management for power supply, adit
systems, centralized ore-processing and smelting,
etc.), were key to economic progress. Such an approach influenced the economic, legal, administrative and social system of mining in all continental
Europe mining regions. Moreover, the state-controlled mining organisation strongly influenced the
development of Early Modern monetary systems,
particularly witnessed by the royal mint in Jáchymov. The heavy silver coins known as ‘thalers’ first
minted in Jáchymov from 1520 became a standard
for the monetary systems in many European countries for several centuries and became also a predecessor of the oversea ‘dollar’.
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metallurgy. From the 18th to the early 20th centuries it served as a leading training institution for
mining experts from many parts of the world (e.g.
Spain, Russia, South and Central America, Japan,
China, United States). Furthermore, because of its
combination of practical and scientific studies the
Freiberg Mining Academy became the archetype
for the foundation of mining schools, mining academies and mining universities all over the world
(e.g. Berlin/Prussia 1770, St. Petersburg/Russia
1773, Madrid/Spain 1777, Paris/France 1783, Mexico City/Mexico 1792, Colorado School of Mines/
USA 1873, Akita/Japan 1910). The TU Bergakademie Freiberg has retained its scientific mining core
until today, as a modern Ressourcenuniversität
(university of resources) continuing more than 250
years of teaching and researching.

Criterion (iv): Be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural or technological ensemble or (and)
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a series
representing a coherent mining landscape with
specific proportions of land dedicated in specific places to mining (dictated by the uneven distribution and concentration of ore deposits, and
exploited in different periods) and processing operations, to water management and forestry, to
urbanization, agriculture, transport and communications - a pattern of nodes and concentrations,
of linear connecting features, all developed in
successive phases under increasing state control.
This is an outstanding, indeed unique, example of
a transboundary region transformed by mining
activities from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
The richness and variety of ore mineral deposits allowed the Saxon and Bohemian parts of
this mountain region to thrive as an exceptional mining region as tangibly demonstrated by
the extensive mining heritage above and below
the surface as well as the urban and landscape
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development strongly tied to mining activities.
Well-preserved mine workings, technological ensembles and landscape features bear witness to
all known extracting and processing technologies applied since the late medieval to modern
times as well as to the development of extensive
sophisticated water management systems both
above- and underground. The mining activities led
to the unparalleled development of a dense settlement pattern both in valleys and very high harsh
upland positions, featuring a close connection
to the surrounding mining landscapes. From the
12th to the 17th centuries, more than 50 privileged
mining towns were established in the region, the
most important of which are included in the nominated property - Freiberg, Schneeberg, Annaberg,
Marienberg and Jáchymov - thus giving rise to a
phenomenon that predates, yet parallels, the great
mining towns of a different culture – those of New
Spain (Mexico, such as Zacatecas and Guanajuato,
established in the 1540s) that spontaneously developed with similar great silver strikes. They feature a specific infrastructure reflecting the needs
of the mining industry, miners and their families
such as mining administrative buildings, mining
storehouses, churches, hospitals, schools and
bath houses. The foundation of mining towns culminated in the 16th century as evidenced in particular by the planned creation of the mining towns
of Marienberg and Horní Blatná, in accordance
with the theoretical principles of town planning in
the Renaissance, which were used here for the first
time in the founding of a city north of the Alps.

3.1.c Statement of Integrity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a specific,
discrete, mountainous mining landscape with corresponding shared, transboundary, cultural origins
and characteristics. Whilst there is a substantial
core of relict elements, the Ore Mountains remain,
overall, a living and evolving cultural landscape.
The property is of a sufficient size to contain all
the necessary attributes of proposed outstanding
universal value that are manifested in a regional
spatial range and contained within twenty-two
component parts (17 in Germany and 5 in the
Czech Republic; influenced by territorial split of the
tilted fault-block with the very steep scarp slope in
Bohemia and the gentle and laterally extensive
dip slope in Saxony). The spatially discontinuous
pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements conveying attributes and
values, is due to the natural uneven distribution –
and variable density and concentration – of mines,
both above and below ground (in their different
types and successive phases, with integrity of un-
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derground systems being carefully considered,
and indeed sometimes forming component part
connections in the third dimension), the catchments and channels of landscape-scale water
management for industry (often forming narrow,
linear, but laterally extensive property), of ore-processing and smelting sites, settlement and social
infrastructure, agriculture and forestry.
In general, all component parts and elements are in good condition, including the majority of built structures, whilst potential threats remain wholly under control due to comprehensive
legal protection. Concerning the latter category
of forestry, some traditional forest with ‘original’
species is contained within the property, whilst
in many cases, elsewhere, forestry continues adjacent to the property in modified locations and
with a modern species mix, and so is appropriately covered by buffer zone with accompanying
setting policy.
The boundary of the nominated property is
drawn according to the rationale of a cultural landscape, which brings with it the need for contextualization and which encompasses its functional, spatial and historical integrity, both above and below
ground. Buffer zones have been applied to protect
the nominated property from adverse impacts,
and additionally to protect important setting.
The selection of sites and landscapes has to
ensure the complete representation of the determining features and historical processes that contribute to outstanding universal value, in a holistic
way. Each component part has a specific combination of attributes portrayed by remains of its mining function as well as significant elements of the
social and cultural development. The component
parts document the cultural, functional, social and
administrative interaction both within, and between, the individual mining areas. Together, they
bear witness to the dynamic functions of a transboundary mining region in all significant phases
of development, encompassing the complete
context of a discrete transboundary mining civilization. Buffer zones have been applied to protect
the nominated property from adverse impacts,
and additionally to protect important setting and
visual interrelations.
A serial nomination was further necessary to
appropriately represent the scale, diversity and
optimum concentrations of attributes and values
across the cultural landscape. Critical selection
was made of distinctive and discrete component
parts that together (and individually) are large
enough to satisfy integrity, each embrace a density and quality (with a focus on the outstanding/
exceptional) of attributes and elements that justify a substantial contribution to outstanding uni-

versal value by demonstrating a major role in the
understanding of a given socio-technical system
of the mining industry and a clear and valuable
contribution to a given local cultural landscape.
All selections were tested to meet the conditions
of authenticity.
In the future, rising prices of raw materials and
new technologies may result in the resumption
mining in the Ore Mountains. As far as can be ascertained, however, no threat is visible, or likely,
that will negatively impact upon any component
part of the nominated property. New mining activity elsewhere in the Ore Mountains might even contribute positively to sustaining mining tradition.

scapes in which the mining activities have stopped
long ago show how the processes were organized
and how the original landscape was transformed.
The property - as a whole, at the level of component parts and their constituent elements - meets
the conditions of authenticity necessary to qualify
for inscription, the principal attributes tested
against each of the justification criteria.

Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a discrete
cultural landscape shaped by 800 years of technologically innovative exploitation of polymetallic
ores, particularly silver, tin, cobalt and uranium.
The relict, and continuing transboundary mining landscape comprises 22 component parts.
These contain the densest physical manifestations
of the attributes of proposed outstanding universal value that, together and as a whole, provide
geographical cohesion as representative of the uneven distribution, and distinctive concentration,
of exceptional mineral resources and the credible
evidence for how their exploitation – as complete
socio-technical systems – was sustained in, and
by, the landscape and its transboundary community. The nominated property further embodies the intangible cultural tradition of the original
model of central European state-controlled mining
together with all its administrative, technological
and educational prowess; linked to which is an
exceptional body of movable technological and
scientific collections, archives and a prolific and
enduring academic corpus.
The nominated property is a well-preserved
classic central European metal mining landscape.
Its explicitly determined system of land-use and
socio-technical processes retain an unusually
high degree of legibility. Attributes and their pattern of distribution, combination, connectivity and
interrelationships are clearly identified and dated.
They are further sustained by a highly authentic
and credible location and setting that combine
to convey clarity of meaning and understanding.
These derive from phased activity that is inextricably linked to a rare exploitation suite of ores and
which combines to create a series of cultural landscapes that reveal consistent functional, historical
and visual relationships. Essential features remain
distinctive and are visually unimpeded by modern
intrusive development. Even those parts of land-
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3.1.d Statement of Authenticity

Further detail on authenticity is elaborated in
section 4, but a brief summary of specific aspects
is provided here:
Form and design of elements are for the most
part original; from the numerous technical installations and technological ensembles, their equipment and layout, to the original structure and
spatial plans of the mining towns and their successive architectural ensembles. The consistent large
scale of form and design of applied technology is
evident through successive phases as new technologies are invented, imported and improved,
whilst often preserving the precursor technology
side-by-side.
There is a general high level of authenticity in terms
of materials, such as the architecturally fine masonry of huge waterwheel pits and chambers (above
and below ground) and the meticulously maintained
buildings of stamping mills and ore washers with
their massive wooden construction, their broad shingle roofs and low walls, internally their wooden components subject to centuries of daily water use and
gritty attrition requiring the repeated replacement of
degraded wood under normal industrial operations
that maintain a total respect for materials and techniques used by generations of skilled carpenters and
ore ‘dressers’. Repairs and conservation works carried
out at any of the elements use traditional materials
and appropriate skills provided under ‘monument
protection’ guidance. Any restricted reconstructions
are based on detailed records that on no account
leave any detail to conjecture.

Fig. 832
View from the
Arno-LippmannSchacht (shaft)
to the Altenberger
Pinge (shaft
collapse), Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape
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Use and function remains faithful in continuing elements that also demonstrate technological processes, techniques and management
systems, such as the sustainable water management networks for power, ore-processing and
mine drainage that are still-functioning today in
terms of flow; but now supply potable water and
ample recreational opportunities for communities across the Ore Mountains. The 16th century
mining ‘boom’ towns, with their churches, town
squares, administrative, commercial and educational foci, still fulfil the purpose for which they
were designed, whilst co-located buildings that
are rare testimony to the global significance of
the minting of silver specie in the mining centres
survive, with adaptive re-use that preserves a
degree of authenticity that maintains a full and
ready understanding of their purpose and significance.
The location and setting of component parts
and their constituent elements – and the wider
setting of the Ore Mountains as a whole - is remarkably authentic, and will continue to benefit
from existing protective designation that will be
supplemented by additional controls in buffer
zones.
Intangible attributes such as the lively, and
indeed thriving, mining culture of the Ore Mountains is sustained by new generations, a striking
testimony to the ongoing significance and currency of this proud history, one embodied comprehensively by the robust selection of component parts and the application of well-resourced
and sophisticated protection and management.

3.1.e Protection and management requirements
Protection mechanisms
The basis for the legal cooperation and the
protection of the nominated serial property between the two State Parties is established at an
international level by international conventions
and charters. At a national level, both sides have
a combination of various legal instruments within the nominated serial property and the buffer
zones that provide a broad spectrum of legal
means, in order to prevent harmful interference
and to protect the nominated property (cf. chapter 5.b).
In Saxon, all necessary measures for the protection of the Saxon component parts and its
buffer zones are in place. An established framework of legislation and planning policy exists
within which management of the nominated
property will take place. Supra-regional, region-
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al and communal legal provisions that are described in the following subchapters are applied
to protect the nominated property. The built
structures, and mining-related landscape features are in general protected by the Monument
Conservation Act of Saxony. Larger landscape
units are mostly protected by the Act on Nature
Conservation and Landscape Protection of Saxony either as nature conservation areas, landscape protection areas or nature parks. That
gives them the highest level of statutory protection in Saxony. Changes to and building projects
on the cultural monuments and in the natureprotected area are subject to authorization according to the respective legal regulations.
A number of legal, regulatory and planning
tools exist that can be used in an integrated
manner to ensure the required protection for
the component parts and buffer zones. Alongside possible protection of the environs pursuant to Section 2(3) no. 1 SächsDSchG and/
or existing protection under Sections 16, 19,
26 SächsNatSchG available to landscape and/
or nature conservation areas or biotopes, the
use and development of buffer zones and view
perspectives are in particularly regulated by existing plans and statutes such as regional plan,
land-use plan, development plan, landscape
plan, statutes on design and preservation (cf.
chapter 5.d.1). Legal provisions are in particular
provided by the Federal Building Code (BauGB),
the Ordinance for the guarantee of radiation
protection in relation to heaps and industrial
tailing ponds and with the utilisation of the materials stored there, the Saxon Building Regulations (SächsBO), the Saxon Water Act (SächsWG)
and the Saxon Forestry Act (SächsWaldG).
For the future monitoring of the state of preservation of the nominated property, indicators
have been developed in cooperation with the
State Office for Historic Preservation in Saxony,
the Saxon Archaeological Heritage Office as
well as the local monument conservation authorities. This monitoring will be evaluated and
further developed as time progresses. Another
important, significant preventative protective
measure comes in the form of the strong awareness of the population for their historic mining
heritage and their resultant commitment to its
protection and preservation.
In the Czech Republic, the individual component parts of the nominated serial property as
well as their buffer zones are protected either
in the form of area-wide heritage protection
(protected cultural landscape, urban heritage
zones), or as individual properties (cultural
property or national cultural property) in ac-

Administration and management system
The institutions responsible for the conservation
of cultural heritage in the Czech Republic and in
the Free State of Saxony – the Ministry of Culture
of the Czech Republic and the Saxon Ministry of
the Interior – have signed a Memorandum of Understanding, in which both sides declared their
common desire to carefully manage the nominated property in accordance with the Operational
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World
Heritage Convention and to establish a Bilateral
Steering Group and a Bilateral Advisory Group for
this purpose (cf. chapter 5.e). Both committees
will evolve from the structures developed during the nomination phase. At a national level, the
World Heritage managing institutions - the Saxon
“Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.” and the
Czech “Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge
o.p.s.” - are the coordination offices for all World
Heritage activities within their regions. They work
closely together through regular exchanges of information and transboundary transfer of knowledge. They work closely together through regular
exchanges of information and transboundary
transfer of knowledge. A contract respectively
statutes on both sides regulate the organisation
and the remit of the relevant institutions. The
administrative system of the serial property is described in detail in the Management Plan.
A Management Plan has been drafted for the
nominated serial property for the years 20132021, updated 2017, and contains an international section and two national parts. The primary
objective of the Management Plan is the preservation, the protection, the sustainable development and the long-term management of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region from the very
beginning. The Management Plan was developed
in consultation with all stakeholders such as municipalities, nature conservation and monument
preservation authorities, regional planning institutions, museums, associations, the tourism

industry organisations as well as the responsible
ministries. The Management Plan should be understood as a rolling document, which is continuously updated to reflect the current status
of the work. An evaluation and a review will be
performed within a fixed timeframe.

Long-term challenges for the protection and management
Long-term preservation of the cultural landscape
relies on the continued integration of sustainable
development according to World Heritage Sustainable Development Policy (WH-SDP). Challenges
may arise from new development proposals, including the resumption of, or new, mining activity. The aim is the full protection of the nominated
property, whilst guiding and enabling appropriate
development. A key task, therefore, is the coordination and matching of development interests of
various stakeholders. Measures were already taken
during the nomination process including the involvement and active participation of a range of
stakeholders, and beyond as part of the management structure. All planned development projects,
including the construction of new wind farms and
mining activities, were identified and their possible impact on the nominated property and its setting is assessed continuously basing on existing
planning documents. A focus of management is
to guide future developments and interventions.
Therefore, an agreed procedure to mitigate potential threats was established to provide the framework for long-term protection involving all planning authorities at an early stage, and integrating
a heritage assessment approach.
The future vision is to receive a shared responsibility for the protection and preservation of the
common cultural heritage and for sustainable development among all generations. The management plan improves the active network between
all stakeholders and allows an active participation in particular of the local communities. Actions set up in the Management Plan aim at the
empowerment of the people in the region to protect and preserve their tangible and intangible
heritage long-term. A large number of awareness
activities have already taken place to involve the
local communities. Moreover, capacity building activities are on-going. A long-term goal is to
prepare a joint sustainable tourism strategy to
provide a long-term transboundary framework
for the further development of sustainable tourism at the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region
focusing especially on its meaning and the obligations as a World Heritage Site.
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cordance with Act No. 20/1987 on state heritage
preservation. The individual component parts of
the serial property are also protected from the
perspective of nature conservation, which, in the
Czech Republic, is based on Act No. 114/1992 on
the conservation of nature and the landscape.
Aside from the applicable legislation, the protection of the public interest is also secured by
a structure of heritage preservation authorities
and agencies, the measures and decisions of
which ensure the conservation, the restoration
and the preservation of the extensive inventory
of cultural heritage. Monitoring provisions for
the property are securely in place.
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3.2 Comparative Analysis
3.2.1 Framework for comparison

A comparative analysis, both at a global and national level, has been undertaken for Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region in order to test the values of the property against similar or potentially
comparable listed World Heritage sites, selected
properties on State Parties’ tentative lists, and selected worldwide properties not listed in either.
The Comparative Analysis also justifies the selection of component parts of the serial nomination Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region on a
regional scale.

Category of Property

The category of cultural landscape has been applied
to the nomination, as per Operational Guidelines for
the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention,
UNESCO, 2016 (hereafter referred as Op. Guide.), Para.
47, based on Definition, point 6 in Annex 3: Cultural
Landscapes are cultural properties and represent the
“combined works of nature and man” designated in
Article 1 of the Convention. They are illustrative of the
evolution of human society and settlement over time,
under the influence of the physical constraints and/
or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive social, economic and cultural
forces, both external and internal. Point 7 guides the
selection of cultural landscapes …on the basis both
of their Outstanding Universal Value and of their representativeness in terms of a clearly defined geo-cultural
region and also for their capacity to illustrate the essential and distinct cultural elements of such regions.
Point 10 states that cultural landscapes fall into three
main categories, Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region being appropriate to category (ii) organically
evolved landscape. Importantly, however, when
considering the further two sub-categories, then Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is anchored as a
substantially relict landscape – in which an evolutionary process came to an end at some time in the past,
but is also partly relevant as a continuing landscape
in that parts of the landscape retain an active social
role in contemporary society that is closely related to
a traditional way of life and in which the evolutionary
process is still in progress.

Type of Property

Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a serial
transboundary property comprised of twentytwo component parts in accordance with Op. Guide.
2016 Para. 137 and where it is the series as a whole
– and not necessarily the individual parts of it – which
are of Outstanding Universal Value.
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What is intended by the definition mining landscape?
There is no definition in the Op. Guide. 2016 for
a mining landscape. The framework for how the
property is defined needs to reflect the specificity
of the cultural landscape dimension that is represented by the series in its entirety. Geography,
geology, geomorphology and landscape specificities can form the basis as a unifying narrative
that is explicitly and effectively linked to phases
of socio-technical development as a mining landscape. The natural features are important not in
themselves but as the natural resources that allowed the region to thrive as a mining landscape,
which in turn has been irreversibly shaped by
this large-scale activity. The selection of component parts has been guided by clear rationale
and methodology, in direct association with the
central theme of the actual exploitation of polymetallic ores (particularly silver, tin, cobalt and uranium) and where each component part makes a
clear and direct contribution to each of the justification for inscription criteria, and the series as a
whole (its potential Outstanding Universal Value).
Component parts are of a sufficient size, and their
boundaries have been drawn using the rationale
of a cultural landscape – large enough to reflect
the landscape dimension and that also encompass functional, spatial and historical integrity of
the significant surviving characteristics of mining,
ore-processing, smelting, transport and settlement.
The justification for the selection of component parts, an explicit requirement for any serial
nomination, is presented as part of the National
Comparative Analysis.

Size of Property
The extent of a cultural landscape… is relative to
its functionality and intelligibility… The sample selected must be substantial enough to adequately
represent the totality of the cultural landscape
that it illustrates.
The property illustrates a transboundary mining
landscape on a regional scale. The Ore Mountains span parts of southeast Germany and the
northwest Czech Republic and stretch from the
southwest to the northeast for 150 km, with an
average width of 40 km. It has a powerful and
readily recognizable landscape dimension. It is
for this reason that 22 component parts – totalling 19,783.850 hectares (including buffer zones)
– is necessary and, further, that a consistent and
characteristic trait of the buffer zone and its policy is to protect landscape setting.

Periodisation in this context refers to when the cultural landscape acquired its overall characteristic structure and layout. Criteria selected for the assessment
of Outstanding Universal Value are (ii), (iii) and (iv).
Criterion (ii) requires “a span of time” which is determined as around 800 years from the 12th to 20th
centuries: as a mining region it was the most important source of silver in the Old World, particularly
from 1460 to 1560 when European silver output was
unprecedented and dominated international precious metal markets, whilst its polymetallic deposits
are further distinguished by the historically significant
exploitation of, in particular: tin (15th to 16th centuries),
cobalt (16th to 18th centuries) and uranium (19th to 20th
centuries); though mining continued for each, except
the late-comer uranium, through much of the 15th to
19th centuries.
The long-lasting mining process “defined the civilization” in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region.
According to criterion (iii), the region bears an exceptional testimony to technological, scientific, administrative, educational, managerial and social aspects
that underpin the intangible dimension of living traditions, ideas and beliefs of the people associated with
Ore Mountains’ culture.
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is also nominated under criterion (iv), that in this case requires the
illustration of “…significant stages in human history”.
These stages are different, for example: from the period 1460-1560 when European silver production
dominated the world precious metals market, to the
post World War II period when global powers sought
uranium for a very different purpose.

Protection and management
Within the nominated property there is a variable history of conservation and management of individual
elements, and of specific measures for the conservation and management of landscapes through existing
regulation and specific conservation plans. All historic
monuments are protected and managed, a significant majority having been subject to extensive conservation. A management structure was established
to coordinate all matters and interests related to the
nominated property including representatives of all
responsible ministries and authorities, technical and
scientific institutions, and regional stakeholders.

Relevant cultural-historical context
As ore mining is a global phenomenon, the geo-cultural area is global. However, considering the span of
time and the values of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, Europe is the principal area of reference,
especially during the Middle Ages.
Mining started with the silver mines in Melle in western France (7th to 8th centuries) and iron ores mines at
Erzberg in Styria (8th century) but in particular with

the foundation of numerous silver, lead and copper
mines in the Harz, the Schwarzwald and the Vosges
from the 10th century and in the Ore Mountains, Central Bohemia and Slovak Ore Mountains from the 12th
to 13th centuries. Due to many reasons such as the depletion of near-surface deposits, lack of drainage and
smelting technologies, in particular, epidemics, wars
and climate deterioration, this late medieval mining
phase ended by the mid-15th century in most European mining regions. Between 1470 and the mid-16th
century, the mining and smelting industry propelled
the Ore Mountains into a leading position in the European economy. New technological inventions,
practices, mining laws and administration principles
which were established in the Ore Mountains in this
period set standards for the mining industry in all continental Europe as well as in more distant places such
as Central and South America which largely outpaced
Europe in the output of precious metals starting from
the mid-16th century. Apart from the Ore Mountains,
there were only a few mining regions in Europe during
the late 15th to 16th centuries which can demonstrate
a significant contribution to the development of mining technologies, administration and science, the
most important of which are the Harz, Tyrol, Central
Bohemia, and the Slovak Ore Mountains. After a break
caused by the Thirty Years’ War, the Ore Mountains
started to play an important role in the mining industry and mineralogical and geological sciences again
in the 18th and 19th centuries becoming temporarily
the world’s leading educational centre for mining. The
20th century witnessed an unprecedented boom of
uranium (and tin ore) mining in the former Democratic Republic of Germany and in former Czechoslovakia
that influenced the global balance of military power
after the Second World War.
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Periodisation and criteria

Attributes and values of the nominated property, for comparison
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is nominated as
a paramount example of a highly legible, transboundary mining cultural landscape that is testimony to
innovation and interchange in mining-related developments from the 16th to the 20th centuries in the field
of technology, science, mining organisation and education, and which diffused to become of worldwide
significance.
Therefore, and in particular consideration of the
cultural landscape category, comparison is made at
a regional level with its specific combination of attributes according to the central theme of the exploitation of polymetallic ores (metallogenic affiliation,
types of deposits and extracted ores) under increasing state control, and the spatial and historical context
(mining centres, periodicity and heydays of mining,
socio-technical systems developed for different metals in successive phases, and exceptional spontaneous polycentric urban development).
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3.2.2 Methodology – sites
selected for comparison
64 of the current 1073 World Heritage sites belong
to the category of industrial and technical heritage
(as of July 2017)1 of which 26 are located in Europe.
Of these 26 properties, only eight2 were inscribed
for their importance in mining of polymetallic ores
and/or for the importance of related mining settlements and landscapes. Parts of these regions
are already World Heritage listed, but their wider
(spatial and historical) context was also taken into
consideration. However, only one European site, the
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom) was inscribed as a cultural landscape
on a regional scale and on the combination of values and attributes similar (but also very different)
to the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region. Two
further properties, Mines of Rammelsberg with the
Historic Town of Goslar and Upper Harz Water Management System (Germany), and Historic Town of
Banská Štiavnica and the Technical Monuments in
its Vicinity (Slovakia), whilst not inscribed as cultural
landscapes or ‘mining region’ properties are nonetheless closely relevant comparative properties.

Comparators
A principal framework for comparison is at the scale
of the cultural landscape3. In the case of a regional
mining landscape it is also at the scale of a metallogenic province, since the type of metalliferous mineralization, and its spatial concentration, is one of the
determinants for development to be compared along
with the socio-technical phenomenon that ultimately
shaped the regional mining landscape. Appropriate
use of the cultural landscape category brings with it
the need for contextualisation, spatial continuity and
complexity of components in terms of density of attributes, including processes and interrelationships.
It is crucial to analyse factors of the cultural, historic,
technological and socio-economic phenomenon of
polymetallic ore exploitation in like-with-like comparisons. The comparative analysis was first elaborated
at the level and scale of the overall region – limited

primarily to the specificity of polymetallic ore exploitation, with additional consideration of mining landscapes within central Europe, and then within Europe,
and finally worldwide.

Sites selected for comparison –
most relevant comparators
The closest comparable sites, inscribed as cultural
landscapes or being mining landscapes located in
the same geo-cultural region, are: Mines of Rammelsberg with the Historic Town of Goslar and Upper Harz
Water Management System (Harz region, Germany),
Historic Town of Banská Štiavnica and the Technical Monuments in its Vicinity (Slovakian Ore Mountains), Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the
Church of St. Barbara and the Cathedral of Our Lady
at Sedlec (Czech Republic), and Cornwall and West
Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom)4. Where
appropriate, the regional level and scale of inscribed
World Heritage sites was taken into consideration. On
state parties’ tentative lists, the sites considered relevant comparable in terms of similar attributes and
values include Roșia Montană Mining Cultural Landscape (Romania) and Sulcis Iglesiente (Italy).
At the European level, there are a number of historic mining regions with a varying degree of significance,
both in terms of history and surviving heritage. Only in
a few regions has the mining and technical heritage
remained preserved to such a high level of integrity evident within the nominated serial property. Except the
already included consideration of mining regions in
World Heritage context, the next closest comparisons
in terms of mining regions are: Tyrol region (Austria),
Black Forest Mountains and Mansfeld-Sangerhausen
(Germany) and Příbram-Březové Hory region (Czech
Republic) and the Vosges (France).

1
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region belongs to the category of “agricultural, industrial and technological properties” (ICOMOS 2005: The World Heritage List:
Filling the Gaps – an Action Plan for the Future, p. 33). This category includes, inter alia, vineyards, agricultural landscapes and settlements, water-management
systems as well as mines, mining landscapes, factories, associated transport systems and industrial settlements. In 2009, 2011 ICOMOS published an “Industrial
and Technical Heritage in the World Heritage List”. This list contains 51 World Heritage sites that from a typological point of view have to be considered as industrial and technological properties (ICOMOS September 2009, August 2011). The authors augmented the list with the further industrial and technological properties
inscribed until July 2017.
2
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region belongs to the category of “agricultural, industrial and technological properties” (ICOMOS 2005: The World Heritage List:
Filling the Gaps – an Action Plan for the Future, p. 33). This category includes, inter alia, vineyards, agricultural landscapes and settlements, water-management
systems as well as mines, mining landscapes, factories, associated transport systems and industrial settlements. In 2009, 2011 ICOMOS published an “Industrial
and Technical Heritage in the World Heritage List”. This list contains 51 World Heritage sites that from a typological point of view have to be considered as industrial and technological properties (ICOMOS September 2009, August 2011). The authors augmented the list with the further industrial and technological properties
inscribed until July 2017.
3
To date, six mining-related properties were inscribed as cultural landscapes: Nord-Pas de Calais Mining Basin (France), Hallstatt Dachstein/Salzkammergut
Cultural Landscape (Austria), Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (Japan), Blaenavon Industrial Landscape, the Cornwall and West Devon Mining
Landscape (UK), and Fray Bentos Industrial Landscape (Uruguay).
4
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape is inscribed as cultural landscape. The remaining sites might be acknowledged as mining landscapes or industrial
landscapes shaped by mining.
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Table 17 Brief characterisation of the most relevant comparators on the World Heritage list (describing the listed property, the regional level and scale is consid-

World Heritage sites (country, year of
inscription, criteria)
Mines of Rammelsberg and Historic and
Town of Goslar and Upper Harz Mining Water
Management System, Germany, 1992/2010
(i, ii, iv)

Time period

Main ores

Brief characterisation

11th - 20th

Lead, zinc,
copper, silver

Mining network constitutes an comprehensive
technological ensemble in the fields of mining
techniques, non-ferrous metallurgy and the
management of water with a history of about
1000 years of continued use.

Historic Town of Banská Štiavnica and the
Technical Monuments in its Vicinity, Slovakia, 1993 (iv, v)

12th - 20th

Gold, silver

Property comprises the urban centre and the
surrounding landscape representing the evolution of the town and its industrial past from the
Middle Ages featuring vital relics of mining and
metallurgical activities.

Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the
Church of St. Barbara and the Cathedral of
Our Lady at Sedlec, Czech Republic, 1995
(ii, iv)

13th - 19th

Silver

Town centre with many buildings of high
architectural and artistic quality constitutes
an outstanding example of a medieval town
whose development based on its silver mines.

Copper, tin,
arsenic

Property reflects the prolific innovation that
enabled the region to produce two-thirds of the
world’s supply of copper, and is an outstanding
testimony to the fundamental influence the
area had on the mining world at large.

Lead, silver,
zinc

Property is a masterpiece of mid-16th to mid-19th
centuriers underground hydraulic engineering. It
represents an outstanding technical solution of
mastering a high influx of water in a difficult flat
terrain. The site includes the entire underground
mine with adits, shafts, galleries and water management system.

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape,
United Kingdom, 2006 (ii, iii, iv)

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and
its Underground Water Management System,
Poland, 2017 (i, ii, iv)

18th - 20th

16th - 19th
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ered in the comparison below)

Table 18 Brief characterisation of the most relevant comparators (tentative lists and other sites)

Tentative lists (country, date of submission, country, proposed criteria)
Roșia Montană Mining Cultural Landscape,
Romania, 2016 (ii, iii, iv, v, vi)

Roman period
-20th centuries

Gold, silver

Mining landscape, extraction and mining settlements, water management system, main focus
on gold mining in Roman and early modern
times

Sulcis Iglesiente, 2016, Italy (ix, x)

Prehistoric
times, Roman
period, 19th- 20th

Lead, silver,
zinc

Mining landscape, extraction sites and settlements, natural landscape, forests

Tyrol mining region, Austria

Prehistoric; 13th
- 20th

Silver, copper

Several mining areas and mining settlements,
alpine region, extraction and processing sites

Black Forest mining region, Germany

11th - 15th; 18th
- 20th

Silver, lead,
cobalt

Several mining areas and mining settlements,
low mountain range, extraction and processing

Mansfeld-Sangerhausen mining region,
Germany

13 - 20

Copper, silver

Mining landscape and extraction sites, mining
settlements, mining schools and, administrative buildings, predominantly early modern
times

The Vosges, France

Prehistoric; 11th
to 16th; 18th to
20th

Silver, lead,
zinc, cobalt

Several mining areas and mining settlements,
mining landscape, extraction and processing
sites

Příbram mining region, Czech Republic

16th; 18th - 20th

Silver, lead,
zinc, uranium

Mining landscape, mining town, extraction and
processing sites

Other mining landscapes

th

th
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Sites selected for comparison – relevant comparators
Comparison with properties was included in certain cases on the basis of specific and particularly

exceptional attributes, even if they are located
within a different geo-cultural context and/or relate to a different time horizon (cf. table below).

Table 19 Brief characterisation of relevant comparators

Site name

Time period

Main ores

Brief characterisation

World Heritage sites (country, year of inscription, criteria) – European scale

Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in,
Sweden, 2001 (ii, iii, v)

Røros Mining Town and the Circumference,
Norway, 1980 (iii, iv, v)

13th - 20th

mid-17th to 20th

Copper

Property comprises the Great Pit, the town
and the remains of a number of settlements
spread over a wide area of the Dalarna region providing a vivid picture of what was for
centuries one of the world‘s most important
copper mining areas (influenced by German
technology).

Copper

Property encompasses the town and its industrial-rural cultural landscapes, the smeltery Femundshytta, and the Winter Transport
Route. It bears testimony to the adaptation
of technology to the requirements of an
unfavourable natural environment. Røros
Mining Town and the Circumference constitute a totality that is an outstanding example
of traditional settlement and land-use.

World Heritage sites (country, year of inscription, criteria) – World scale

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural
Landscape, Japan, 2007 (ii, iii, v)

16th - 17th

Silver

Property bears testimony to the economic
development of Japanese silver mining,
and its contribution to exchange of values
between East and West. The ensemble, consisting of mining archaeological sites, settlements, fortresses, transportation routes, and
shipping ports represents distinctive land
use related to silver mining activities.

City of Potosí, Bolivia, 1987 (ii, iv, vi)

16th to 18th

Silver

Potosí is the an outstanding example of a
major silver mine of the modern era, reputed
to be the world’s largest industrial complex
in the 16th century.

Tentative sites (country, year of inscription, proposed criteria) – World scale

Ancient Lavrion, Greece, 2014 (ii, iv)

Prehistoric
times to 3rd
century AD;
1860-1970

Silver, lead

Mining landscape (important for steam
technology), extraction and processing sites,
villages, secular and religious buildings,
workers’ housing

Mining Historical Heritage, Spain, 2007 (i,
ii, iv)

Prehistoric
times, 17th - 20th

Lead, zinc,
silver, copper,
gold, tin, tungsten

Mining landscape, several mining areas,
extraction and processing sites (including
smelting)

Sado complex of heritage mines, primarily
gold mines, Japan, 2010 (ii, iii, iv)

Mid-16th to 20th

Gold, Silver

Mines (alluvial gold, openworks for gold and
silver, underground networks), ore processing and transport, mining settlements

Tr’ondëk-Klondike, Canada, 2004 (iv, vi)

Neolithic Age
- 20th

Gold

Mining landscape (alluvial), settlement, trading routes, indigenous culture

Silver

Mining landscape, settlement, technology
and entrepreneurial structure, including
underground, with important technical
equipment surviving

Pulacayo, Industrial Heritage Site, Bolivia,
2003 (iii, iv, vi)
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19th - 20th

Site name

Time period

Main ores

Brief characterisation

17th - 20th

Silver, cobalt

Discrete mining area, mining town and mining landscape, extraction sites

Other mining landscapes

The Namaqualand Copper Mining Landscape, South Africa

Pilgrim‘s Rest Reduction Works Industrial
Heritage Site, South Africa

19th to 20th

19th to 20th

Sites not considered for comparison
The property is a serial transboundary nomination, the series as a whole being deemed to
demonstrate outstanding universal value. It is
therefore appropriate to focus on polymetallic
mining regions (where relevant cultural landscapes survive intact) but broadly exclude comparisons with other sites simply on the level of
each nominated component part. However, in
certain cases, discrete comparisons have been
made at the component part scale, and even
at the site scale, in order to underline the exceptionality of certain attributes conveyed by
uncommon elements of the nominated property (for example the rare uranium and cobalt
landscapes, or the 16th/17th century tin processing technological ensembles and in situ equipment).
Some mining-related properties have been
excluded from the comparative analysis because comparison is not typologically relevant
on the basis of values and attributes expressed:
• The period of contribution to outstanding
universal value in the nominated property is
broadly 800 years, from the 12th to 20th centuries. It would therefore be appropriate to
exclude comparisons with ‘ancient’ mining
properties inscribed on the World Heritage
List, such as Las Médulas (Spain), and inscribed on the national tentative lists, such as
Timna (Israel) and other sites such as Site of
Ancient Copper Mine in Tongling (China)
• The property is a cultural polymetallic mining landscape, and it would therefore be appropriate to exclude comparisons with coal,
salt and primarily iron mining landscapes
inscribed on the World Heritage List, such as:
Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex in
Essen (Germany); Nord-Pas de Calais Mining
Basin (France); Major Mining Sites of Wallonia (Belgium); Sites of Japan’s Meiji Industrial
Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and

Copper

Gold

Industrial landscape, copper mines, ore-processing and smelting sites, mining settlements, transport infrastructure (railways,
roads and ports)
Industrial landscape, alluvial mines, oreprocessing works, hydro-electric power
station and power route, railway and settlement.

Coal Mining (Japan); coal and clay extraction
in Ironbridge Gorge (UK); salt mining in Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines (Poland);
Hallstatt-Dachstein/Salzkammergut Cultural Landscape (Austria); and From the Great
Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains to the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, the Production of
Open-pan Salt (France).
• The very different geo-cultural region, and the
dissimilar values and attributes expressed by
the mining-related colonial Spanish and Portuguese towns of South America inscribed on
the World Heritage List, such as Ouro Preto
and Potosí, makes a comparison not especially relevant (primarily inscribed for architectural values of the urban ensembles). Concerning
the mining-related Spanish colonial towns
of Gunajuato and Zacatecas in Mexico (‘New
Spain’), which include some of their associated mines and processing sites, again the
geo-cultural region and principal attributes
make a comparison of little relevance. However, with these Spanish (and some Portuguese)
colonial mining towns there is one similarity
shared with the Saxon-Bohemian silver mining towns: their spontaneous establishment
as a direct result of ‘boom’ silver mining activities, and that demonstrate exceptional
architectural wealth directly derived from
the mining industry. However, development
in a very different geo-cultural context, society and geographical setting, combined with
physical form and architecture does not make
comparison especially meaningful.
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Kongsberg mining region, Norway
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Table 20 The following sites were not considered because comparison is not typologically relevant

Site name

Time period

Main ores

Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines, Poland)

13th - 20th

Salt

Hallstatt-Dachstein/Salzkammergut Cultural Landscape, Austria

Prehi storic times; 14th - 19th

Salt

From the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains to the Royal Saltworks of
Arc-et-Senans

13th-20th

Salt

Major Mining Sites of Wallonia, Belgium

19th - 20th

Coal

Nord-Pas de Calais Mining Basin, France

18th - 20th

Coal

Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex in Essen, Germany

19th - 20th

Coal

Heritage of Mercury. Almadén and Idrija, Slovenia/Spain

Roman period - 21st

Mercury

Ironbridge Gorge, United Kingdom

18th - 19th

Coal, iron, clay

Blaenavon Industrial Landscape, United Kingdom

18th - 20th

Coal, iron

Las Médulas, Spain

1st - 3rd AD

Gold

Historic Town of Ouro Preto, Brazil

18th - 19th

Gold

Historic Centre of the Town of Goiás, Brazil

16th - 18th

Gold

Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines, Mexico

16th -18th

Silver, gold

Historic Centre of Zacatecas, Mexico

16th - 18th

Silver

Sewell Mining Town, Chile

20th

Copper

Sites of Japan’s Meiji Industrial Revolution, Japan

19th - 20th

Coal

Timna, Israel,

Prehistoric times

Copper

The Industrial Complexes at Ostrava, Czech Republic

19th

Coal

Iron Trail with Erzberg and the old town of Steyr, Austria

Prehistoric times, 10th -20th

Iron

Site of Ancient Copper Mine in Tongling, China

Prehistoric times

Copper

Hoge Kempen Rural-Industrial Transition Landscape, Begium

19th - 20th

Coal

Historic Town of San Sebastián del Oeste, Mexico

17th - 20th

Silver, gold

Historic town of the royal of the eleven Thousand virgins of Cosalá in
Sinaloa, Mexico

16th - 19th

Silver

Historic Town of Àlamos, Mexico

2nd half of the 17th -19th

Silver

World Heritage Site (country) – European scale

World Heritage Site (country) – World scale

Tentative Lists (country) - European scale

Tentative Lists (country) - World scale
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The main outcome of the comparative analysis is that none of the compared ‘mining regions’ and sites possess
the exceptional combination of attributes and values strongly displayed by the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region.
The closest comparable sites, inscribed as cultural landscapes or being mining landscapes located in the
same geo-cultural region, are the Harz, Slovak Ore Mountains, Tyrol, and Cornwall and Devon. These share at
least some of the attributes and values of the nominated property, they also likewise had a substantial impact
on European polymetallic ore mining in early modern times, but they differ fundamentally in certain key aspects in every case.
The nominated serial transboundary property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is exceptional for the
following key attributes:
• The mines, including the underground workings and in situ equipment, are testimony to outstanding technological achievements and applications of global importance (especially the 16th century technologies of water
pumping, water management and ore processing). The associated and well-documented interchange, application, improvement and diffusion of such technology and knowledge from the Ore Mountains region – worldwide
– is unparalleled in the period from the 16th to 2th centuries.
• Mining schools and one of the earliest and most world-renowned Mining Academy (associated with many famous personalities e.g. Franz von Baader, Alexander von Humboldt, and Novalis), as well as the mines themselves which were the grounds for pioneering experimentation, learning and training, bear exceptional testimony to technological and scientific achievements of worldwide importance from the 16th to the 2th centuries.
This made essential contributions to the universal disciplines of economic geology, mineralogy, ore prospecting
and metallurgy. The development of this early, enduring and pre-eminent mining educational system is unparalleled in global comparative terms, a model demonstrably transplanted to other countries (e.g. Mexico, Japan,
Russia).
• Mining offices, administrative and educational buildings, large-scale water management systems (supply and
drainage), and state-of-the-art mines bear testimony to arguably the model of state-controlled mining organisation. Its administrative, managerial, educational and social aspects established in the mid-16th century were
subsequently adopted in most mining regions in continental Europe.
• Of additional and particular importance are the mints that complete the socio-technical system of precious
metals exploitation (silver) and are testimony to the profound influence of the Ore Mountains region on the
development of early modern monetary systems. The famous silver ‘thaler‘ (“Joachimsthaler”, first minted in
the Ore Mountains in 1520) met the demand for a coin of reliable value (1 ounce silver, the standard of the Holy
Roman Empire in 1500) and was adopted not only in Europe, where it prevailed for almost 400 years, but also in
Latin and North America;
• The technological ensembles, distinctive to specific polymetallic ores mined at different periods, demonstrate
in an outstanding manner the profound impact of mining activities on the development of a classic European
mining region, both above- and below-ground. The Ore Mountains can be counted among the World’s leading
historic mining regions and, exceptionally, includes mining landscapes that fully illustrate the mining and processing of cobalt and uranium ores that are associated with very different and significant uses within society
and that are not yet represented on the World Heritage List;
• A group of closely related mining towns (a ‘specific type’ of town for the first time established in the Ore Mountains) that developed in parallel (chronologically and spatially) with a succession of polycentric silver strikes
spread across the region and that demonstrate an exceptional mining-related urbanisation process from the
end of the 15th to the mid-16th century with all its economic, social and cultural consequences.
• Exceptional and very rare ore- and metal-processing ensembles (accompanied by their source mines) include: a
liquation complex and copper hammer mill (16th century, to separate silver and copper from argentiferous copper ores, and to process copper) that is an extremely rare testimony to one of the most significant new European
technologies (developed in Germany) in the second half of the 15th century and from which the Ore Mountains
was the first main mining region to benefit; cobalt smalt works (17th to 19th centuries) that is testimony to the
leading production area of ‘cobalt blue’ in Europe, and possibly the world.
• Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a unique example of a coherent transboundary mining landscape with
specific proportions of land dedicated in specific places to mining and processing operations. The selected,
principal, mining landscapes tangibly bear testimony to all developments, and achievements of global importance including all principal elements related to the different socio-technical system developed in successive
phases including not yet on the World Heritage List presented ores (cobalt, uranium), and ores (silver, tin) complimentary to sites already inscribed.
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3.2.4 Comparison between
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region and most direct comparators
A. World Heritage List
Mines of Rammelsberg, Historic Town of
Goslar and Upper Harz Water Management
System, including consideration of the
wider Harz Mountains region (Germany)
Mines of Rammelsberg, Historic Town of Goslar
and Upper Harz Water Management System was
inscribed on the World Heritage list in 1992, with
an extension in 2010 under cultural criteria (i),
(ii), and (iv), and as five main groups of buildings.
OUV relates especially to important interchanges
(notably with the Erzgebirge) in the development
of mining technology, especially drainage, and
water-powered pumping and winding systems,
for which the water management system was
developed; contemporary with that in the Erzgebirge. Considering the wider context, the Harz
(approximately 30 kilometres by 90 kilometres)
includes in addition to Rammelsberg several mining districts located in the Middle and Lower Harz.
It is therefore appropriate to compare the Harz region as a whole (an organically evolved and relict
mining landscape). It is a close comparator to the
nominated property in terms of typology and history, and close in that is not only located in the
same geo-cultural region (and in Germany), but
is separated by less than 300 kilometres. The Harz
region shares with the Ore Mountains a comparable physical geography: a fault-block mountain
range that rises abruptly from the surrounding
lowlands in the west and northeast and which
gradually dips towards the south, dissected by
numerous deep valleys. It receives similar high
levels of precipitation (snow and rain). Further,
both regions are discrete polymetallic provinces
in a Variscan mountain belt, with silver production in the Harz only second in Europe to the Erzgebirge. Both mining provinces feature among
the most important historic mining regions in
continental Europe, and the world.
On a regional scale and level, the Harz Mountains differ significantly from the Ore Mountains:
The Harz, most importantly the Upper Harz, is
characterized by the exploitation of lead, silver,
zinc and copper as opposed to tin (main output
15th/16th centuries), silver (main output 15th/16th
centuries), cobalt (main output 17th/18th centuries)
and uranium (main output 19th/20th centuries).
From the Middle Ages, the Rammelsberg and Upper Harz constituted a unified centrally administered mining region and a single economic area,
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whereas the mines located in the Middle and
Lower Harz region never reached the same importance, and were administered separately. This
is in contrast to the series of Ore Mountains mining landscapes specific to a type of ore and time
period, connected by a common administrative
system that developed in the 16th century, and that
emerged to enable the region to count among the
world´s leading producers.
Settlement development in the Upper Harz
follows the Ore Mountains exemplar. The new
mining activities triggered the establishment of seven mining towns in the Upper Harz in the 16th to 17th
centuries (St. Andreasberg, Clausthal, Zellerfeld, Bad
Grund, Wildemann, Lautenthal and Altenau). The
towns were inhabited mostly by miners coming from
the Ore Mountains as evidenced also by their architecture and language peculiarities typical for the Ore
Mountains which in part have survived in the Harz until present. Since the 16th century, the Ore Mountains’
town and mining laws were frequently transposed
into the legislation of the Upper Harz towns that,
however, neither achieved the number nor the significance, size or population compared to their 15th
to 16th centuries’ counterparts in the Ore Mountains.
The Upper Harz and the Ore Mountains are historically connected in terms of migration of miners and interchange of technology: In the late 12th
century, it was the miners from the Harz (Rammelsberg) who largely contributed to the first “Berggeschrei” (silver rush) in the Ore Mountains. However, the
mid-14th century crisis caused a sudden and over 150
years-lasting disruption of medieval mining activities
in the Harz, whilst the Ore Mountains (after Freiberg’s
12th century boom) achieved its first regional heyday
in the 15th to 16th centuries. It was mining technical expertise of the Ore Mountains region – highly appreciated as the most advanced mining region in the world
from which new mining technologies spread to other
mining centres at that time – that enabled the renewal of mining activity in the Harz at the beginning of the
16th century. Following the Saxon-Bohemian example
the duke issued mining privileges (Bergfreiheiten) and
a request for miners from the Ore Mountains who
brought fresh impulses and techniques for renewed
mining, dressing and smelting. This applied in particular to water pumping technologies, many of which
were introduced in the Harz from their origins and
designs in the Ore Mountains, including the reverse
wheels, the Ehrenfriedersdorf pumping machine or
the flat rod system. During the most important Harz
mining period (17th to 18th centuries), the direction of
technological transfer became opposite – from the
Harz to the Ore Mountains. From the 19th century onwards the technological development was comparable in both regions.

schools and higher mining education. The first
mining school was founded in Clausthal in the
Upper Harz in 1775, almost 60 years after the
world’s first mining school in Jáchymov and the
foundation of the Mining Academy in Clausthal
followed a century later (1869/1873) compared
with the Mining Academy in Freiberg (established 1765).
In terms of mining heritage, whilst different,
they are also complementary. Except a few medieval underground structures, water management installations and archaeological remains,
the majority of the mining heritage in the Upper
Harz Mountains dates from the 17th to the 19th
century when the Harz took over, together with
the Slovak Ore Mountains, the role of a leading
mining centre (however, the Ore Mountains kept
its lead for instance in the cobalt production as
evidenced by the Schneeberg mining area). The
Ore Mountains mining heritage includes, in particular, underground structures, early water management structures, landscape features due to
mining such as heaps, and processing sites - from
the 12th century onwards, and notably from the
15th/16th centuries.
The Upper Harz shares some similarities with the
nominated property particularly in terms of water
management systems: large water management
systems for water supply and sophisticated mine
drainage systems (predominantly installed from
the 16th century onwards) exist in both regions as
a result of comparable geological conditions and
intense interchanges between miners from both regions. The total length of the underground drainage
galleries in the Ore Mountains (about 180 km) exceeds that of the Harz (about 160 km). The longest
drainage adit of the Ore Mountains, the Freiberg’s
Rothschönberger Stolln, is by all means comparable to the Ernst-August-Stollen in the Harz with
the main part of the Rothschönberger Stolln (1844
to 1882) totalling 25 km (complete system 50.9 km)
while the length of the Ernst-August-Stollen (1851 to
1864) is 22.7 km (complete system 40 km).
In both regions, the long-lasting influence of
mining is still visible. However, in the Harz the
evolution of the folk art with close links to mining did not approach the extent and significance
of these developments in the Ore Mountains.
Despite the existence of several specific mining
traditions such as the celebration of the end of a
mining year (‘Bergdankfest‘ which had its roots in
Jáchymov in the 16th century) in the Upper Harz,
mining traditions seem to be more rooted in the
Ore Mountains culture as manifested by much
more numerous miners’ associations, miners’ parades and other events that form the daily life in
the Ore Mountains to date.
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Influence of the Ore Mountains mining administration and monetary system on the
Upper Harz: The mining organisation that
evolved in the Ore Mountains as the main administrative principle in the 16th century became
a model for the mining system in the Upper Harz
once the mining activities resumed from the
1520s with the help of miners and mining expertise from the Ore Mountains. This is clearly
illustrated by the mining ordinances issued by
the duke Heinrich II of Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel and other territorial rulers for the newly
established mining towns in the Upper Harz according to the example of Annaberg and Jáchymov mining ordinances (e.g. the 1524, 1532 and
1556 mining ordinances for Grund, Zellerfeld and
Wildemann or the 1521 mining ordinance for St.
Andreasberg). The system of mining offices established in the Ore Mountains was adopted in the
Harz with chief mining officers coming often from
the Ore Mountains. Until 1613, the supreme mining courts in Freiberg and Jáchymov had a function of appeal courts for the Upper Harz mining.
The minting system was influenced by the
Ore Mountains exemplar after the resumption
of mining in the Harz region by Saxon-Bohemian mining experts and miners since 1527: Saxon-Bohemian minting experts, among others the
first Jáchymov minting master Ulrich Gebhardt,
were involved in introducing the ‘thaler’ into the
Upper Harz. Next to the old municipal Goslar mint
(which declined in importance due to the changing power structure in the Harz region in the early
16th century), further important mints were founded by the different territory rulers in Riechenberg
(new ducal mint, later relocated to Goslar, 1531 to
1675), St. Andreasberg (1535 to 1804), Clausthal
(1617 to 1849) and Zellerfeld (1601 to 1789). All of
these coined ‘thaler’ although, as opposed to the
nominated property, they had only a regional significance in northern Germany without any major
influence on the European monetary system. The
buildings of the former mints in Goslar, Zellerfeld
and Clausthal are preserved.
In comparison with the Upper Harz, scientific achievements and the development of an
educational system are exceptional in the Ore
Mountains: The importance of the Ore Mountains in the development of mining science and
pioneering world mining educational systems is
unparalleled, globally. This applies not only to
the 16th century when the global contribution
of the Ore Mountains is indisputable, but also
largely to the pre-industrialisation period of the
18th century when despite the leading role of the
Harz in mining technologies, the Ore Mountains
outpaced the Harz in the introduction of mining
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Table 21 Overview main drainage adits in the Ore Mountains and the Harz till 1560. This highlights the pioneering and intense development of adit drainage
(coupled with water-powered pumping) that makes the two regions pre-eminent in this aspect of mining technology.

District (ID Component part)

Adit name

Construction

Total length (km)

Alter Tiefer Fürstenstolln

before 1384

10

Hohbirker Stolln

before 1516

3

Brandtstolln

before 1467

5

Thelersberger Stolln

before 1526

6.7

Anna Stolln

before 1470

5

Zwitterstocks-Tiefer Erbstolln

1491-1545

1.9

Tiefer Bünausstolln

about 1550

1.4

Tiefer Sauberger Stolln

1536-1570

2.3

Marx-Semmler-Stolln

1503

7.7

Griefner Stolln

about 1490

3

Bierschnabelstolln

about 1493-1560

4.5

Reitzensteiners Stolln

about 1493-1570

1.7

Dorotheastolln

about 1500-1560

1.5

Gläserstolln

1522-1550

0.75

Weißtaubnerstolln

1523-19th century

8.4

Felberstolln

1529

4.1

Barbora Adit

from the 1520s

8.5

Daniel Adit

from the 1520s

10.6

Rathstiefster Stolln

about 1140

over 1

Julius-Fortunatus Stolln

1486-1585

2.2

St. Johnannisstolln

1529

1.15

Spötterstolln

1536

1.23

Fürstenstolln

1540-1554

1.1

Frankenscharrner Stolln

1548

8.5

Tiefer Wildemann-Stolln (= 13-LachterStolln)

1524

8.9

19-Lachter-Stolln

1535-1551

8.8

Tiefer Sachsenstolln

1549

1

Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

Freiberg (4-DE)

Altenberg-Zinnwald (2-DE)
Ehrenfriedersdorf (13-DE)
Schneeberg (6-DE)

Annaberg (8-DE)

Marienberg (11-DE)

Jáchymov (1-CZ)
Harz region
Goslar

Andreasberg

Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Wildemann

Lauenthal
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Historic Town of Banská Štiavnica was inscribed
on the World Heritage list in 1993 under cultural
criteria (iv) and (v). The property name was justifiably changed in 2006 to include the ‘Technical
Monuments in its Vicinity’. Additional to the town,
the surrounding area contains important remains
of early mining and metallurgical operations and
includes large historic mining waterpower supply networks at surface. OUV relates to the town’s
role as an outstanding example of a medieval
mining centre of great economic importance that
continued into the modern period and assumed
a characteristic and distinctive form. It is an outstanding example of mining centre which has
become vulnerable to the potential erosion of its
character and urban fabric following the cessation of mining activities as well as the removal of
the function of the Mining Academy.
At the regional scale, the central Slovakian mining region (covering around 4000 km²) is a part of
the European Variscan metallogenic province as
well as much younger Alpine-Carpathian metallogenic province and was the most important centre of precious metal mining in the Hungarian and
Austro-Hungarian empires. Driven by miners and
mining entrepreneurs, especially from Saxony and
Tyrol, the main mining phase started in the 13th
century and took place continuously to the beginning of the 20th century; heydays were in the 13th
and 14th centuries in Central Slovakia and again in
the 18th century. Main mining centres were Banská
Štiavnica (silver), Kremnica (gold), and Banská
Bystrica (copper, main European producer 1494
to 1526). Mining is characterised by silver, gold,
and copper as opposed to silver, tin, cobalt and
uranium in the Ore Mountains. The early modern
period of the late 15th and 16th centuries which was
so important in the Ore Mountains represented a
period of stagnation in many of present-day Slovakia’s mining districts with the exception of copper
mining near Banská Bystrica during the existence
of the Thurzó-Fugger mining company.
The medieval settlement development and
administrative organisation of the Slovak Ore
Mountains differs substantially in comparison
with the nominated property despite a comparable regional scale, and ore production.
Between 13th and 14th century, seven mining towns
were established in Central Slovakia (latter two
more in the eastern part, and a number of smaller mining settlements) as opposed to the much

denser network of 16th century often planned
mining towns. The seven mining towns formed
an alliance on the basis of the Banská Štiavnica
mining law and mining was organised privately as
opposed to the state-controlled mining system in
the Ore Mountains. However, mining operations
were centralised and controlled by the state from
the mid-16th century onwards following the statecontrolled mining administration of the Saxon
Ore Mountains. The ‘Golden Age’ of mining in the
Slovak Ore Mountains was in the 18th century as a
result of the state´s mining administration concentrating on the Banská Štiavnica mining district,
and is distinguished by innovative technology, important mining education, and prolific output.
In terms on minting, they are complementary
– but with distinct difference in influence on the
global monetary system. Both regions played an
important role in minting. Minting gold and silver
coins started in 1326 in Kremnica (oldest still existing mint in the world), the golden ducats which
were minted here belonged to most sought-after
coins in Europe from the 14th century onwards.
However, in everyday life silver coins were much
more widespread than gold coins, and therefore
the silver standard established by the thalers minted in the Ore Mountains was of much higher importance for the development of European monetary
systems than the gold-based Hungarian standard.
In terms on mining heritage, the Slovak Ore
Mountains and the nominated property are
partially complementary. However, mining heritage above and below ground of the early modern
mining period and the mining during the time of
industrialization in the 19th century are much better documented by the mining elements in the Ore
Mountains. Moreover, no heritage related to tin, cobalt or uranium exists. The mining towns exhibit a comparable architectural wealth derived
from mining activities (mainly 14th to 16th centuries Slovak Ore Mountains, Saxon-Bohemian
Ore Mountains 15th to 17th centuries). All towns
were founded between the 13th and 15th centuries,
afterwards no new mining towns and settlements
developed as opposed to the outstanding urbanisation process in the Ore Mountains.
In terms on mining technology, they are complementary – but with distinct differences. The
level of the 15th/16th century water technology in
the Slovak Ore Mountains was quite low compared
to the nominated property. While the Ore Mountains pioneered in the introduction of new mining
water pumping technologies in the 16th century,
Banská Štiavnica (together with the Harz) was an
innovative centre for new drainage technologies
based on the use of water energy in the 18th. The
development of mining technology in the vicini-
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Historic Town of Banská Štiavnica and
the Technical Monuments in its Vicinity
including a wider consideration of the
Slovak Ore Mountains region, Slovakia
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ty includes the first global use of black powder in
mining (1627), the water column pumping engine
(1749) – that was further improved by Saxon mining engineers – and first turbine (1840s) and steel
winding rope (1837). In the mid-19th century with
the decline of mining in Slovakia, its role of technological leader diminished compared to the Ore
Mountains.
In comparison with Historic Town of Banská
Štiavnica and the Technical Monuments in its
Vicinity, scientific achievements are exceptional in the nominated property. No early scientific publications are known from the Slovak
Ore Mountains from the early modern period, as
opposed to pioneering literature of the nominated
property. In comparisons of the educational system, they are supplementary. Both properties
played an important role in the development of
an educational system. The first mining school in
Banská Štavnica was established in 1737 according to the model of a state-run school in Jáchymov
(1716). Established in 1763, the Mining Academy
of Banská Štiavnica was followed by the Freiberg

Mining Academy in 1765. The Freiberg Mining
Academy was organised substantially differently,
a system that was subsequently replicated by the
Mining Academy of Banská Štiavnica (in 1770),
whilst Freiberg also became a more important
centre of mining education on the European and
global scale in the subsequent years. The Banská
Štiavnica Mining Academy ceased to exist soon
after the decay of the Habsburg monarchy (1919)
whilst Freiberg Mining Academy continues today
(including since the 1920s incorporating a dedicated teaching and training mine).
The principal water management system of
Banská Štiavnica is broadly derivative. Following the model of the Saxon water management
system, the heydays of mining (18th to 19th centuries) saw the installation of the large-scale water
management system (though part originated from
the 16th century). It also contains a system of drainage adits, the most important of them being the
still functional Voznická adit which was constructed between 1782 and 1878 and reached a length of
more than 16.5 km.

Table 22 Overview of the successive, sometime parallel, development of complementary large-scale water management systems in major European mining
regions, and the ‘positioning‘ of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

Mining district
Upper Harz,
Germany

Freiberg (4-DE), nominated
property, Germany

Kongsberg, Norway

Banská Štiavnica,
Slovakia

(Main) Construction time

1520 to 1949

1524 to 1882

1660 to 1957

17th to 19th centuries

Ditches and adits (km)

500

135

50

130

Ponds (number)

143

18

65

59

Ponds still “in use”

63

15

16

23

Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with
the Church of St. Barbara and the Cathedral of Our Lady at Sedlec (1995),
Czech Republic
Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the
Church of St. Barbara and the Cathedral of Our
Lady at Sedlec located in the Central Bohemian Region of the Czech Republic was inscribed on the World
Heritage list in 1995 under cultural criteria (ii) and (iv),
and as a group of buildings. OUV relates to the profound influence on subsequent developments in the
architecture of Central Europe, and the built heritage
of the medieval town.
The property differs in comparison with the
nominated property. It is a discrete mining area of
about 40 km2 (the centre of which lies beneath the
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town) as opposed to a transboundary mountain
range characterized by the concentration and uneven distribution of various mineral deposits. Its mineral deposit is characterized by silver, zinc and lead
ores, as opposed to major silver, tin, cobalt, and uranium deposits in the Ore Mountains. Kutná Hora was
the world´s leading silver producer in the 14th century
but mining heydays ended in the early 16th century
when the Ore Mountains overtook its role as a leading
mining region, and the main silver ore producer. No
comparable interchange, adoption, improvement
and influence through diffusion and scientific
achievements emanated from Kutná Hora in early
modern times. Both regions are complementary in
the development of early monetary systems: The
Prague Groschen (one of the Europe’s most popular
early Groschen-type coins) was minted in Kutná Hora
from 1300, and substituted by the ‘thaler’ (Royal Mint

Cornwall and West Devon Mining
Landscape (2006), United Kingdom
Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape was
inscribed on the World Heritage List in 2006, under criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv) and as an organically
evolved and relict cultural landscape (polymetallic mining landscape). Although the region includes extensive medieval remains of alluvial tin
mining, and to a much lesser degree silver-lead
shaft mines, it focusses on the British industrial
revolution period of 1700-1914, deemed in Cornwall’s case to be the most universally significant.
Therefore, a direct comparison is especially relevant.
The property is located within, and indeed
represents, a discrete metallogenic province
(Cornubia), so necessarily comprises a series of
ten areas amounting to almost 20,000 hectares.
It includes the mining region’s eight most significant historic metal mining districts, together
with mining ancillary industries, mining towns
and villages, mining ports and other mineral
transport infrastructure, smallholdings and great
houses and gardens, distributed over a 100-kilometre peninsula. OUV relates especially to the
globally significant production of tin, copper
and arsenic, the region’s prolific innovations in
mining engineering – particularly high-pressure
steam for pumping (and subsequently winding
and crushing) and the impact this had in the development of global mining, and for the way the
landscape was re-written and further replicated
overseas by generations of emigrant miners and
their families.

The region’s tin mining tradition spans thousands of years, from prehistoric and Romano-British times, to the Middle Ages and onwards to the
industrial revolution and beyond (ceasing in 1998).
However, although metals other than tin were produced in a small way, it was only after 1700 that
copper, arsenic and a dozen other metals were
mined. Consequently, the rich industrial mining
heritage of Cornwall and West Devon is confined
mostly to tin, copper and arsenic from the period
1700 to 1914.
The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape differs substantially in comparison with
the nominated property. It is a peninsular, maritime location (which gave it great connectivity by
sea with other British industrial regions, particularly South Wales) as opposed to a central European land-locked, transboundary mountain range
with mineral deposits exploited by two countries;
its mineral deposits (other than tin which is shared
with the nominated property, though with greater
diversity of tin deposits in the latter) are significantly characterized by copper and arsenic ores
(though 15 metals were commercially mined in
total in Cornwall and scientific discoveries have
some parallels with the nominated property), as
opposed to major silver-cobalt, and uranium;
Cornwall and Devon’s tin mining history includes
significant exploitation during the Middle Ages
that is closely related to the nominated property,
but it was not part of the UK inscription; the predominance of built mining heritage – including
the mining towns – date predominantly from
the 18th to 20th centuries, as opposed to the late
15th/16th century silver boom towns of the nominated property; an open capitalist mining model
of private enterprise, as opposed to a statecontrolled and heavily regulated mining system;
technological development primarily limited
to the 18th and 19th centuries (most significantly
high-pressure steam), as opposed to innovation
(particularly in water powered pumping, and ore
processing) of the 15th/16th centuries during which
the Ore Mountains led the world in mining technology; no large-scale surface water management
systems to compare with the scale of the German
systems; late-coming (late 19th century, mostly)
and small-scale of mining education compared
to that which distinguishes the nominated property; and no mints within the property.
The Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape also shares some similarities with Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region: a discrete polymetallic Variscan metallogenic province that was
predominantly the leading global producer of tin
until the second half of the 19th century; a long
mining tradition that continued to the late 20th
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Jáchymov) in the mid-16th century. In terms of mining heritage, they are different: Kutná Hora represents a single type ore deposit located on a relatively
small area as opposed to the coherent Ore Mountain
region; consequently, the mining landscapes and
heritage is much more diverse in the Ore Mountains.
Remains of late medieval mining activities, and from
the modern mining period (19th-20th century) are preserved in the area around Kutná Hora (not part of the
nominated property) while medieval mining heritage
aboveground largely disappeared in Kutná Hora. No
large-scale water management systems exist comparable to the German systems.
Kutná Hora also shares some similarities with the
Ore Mountains: the town foundation based on the
discovery and exploitation of rich veins of silver ore
(after Freiberg mining town 1168); an early mining law,
and a rich architectural heritage as well as medieval
underground heritage (not part of the nominated
property).
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century; a prolific innovator in mining techniques,
mining engineering, ore-processing and ancillary
industries; migration of mining skills and culture
that impacted globally; and a highly legible and
diverse regional mining heritage that vividly illustrates a re-written landscape in all its facets from
mines, ore-processing and mineral transport, to
mining settlement and social infrastructure.
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine
and its Underground Water Management
System including the consideration of
Upper Silesia, Poland (2017)
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and
its Underground Water Management System
was inscribed - as a site - on the World Heritage
list in 2017 under cultural criteria (i), (ii) and (iv);
therefore, a direct comparison is not especially
relevant with such a large transboundary cultural
landscape. The majority of elements that display
attributes of OUV in the Tarnowskie Góry World
Heritage Site are located underground. OUV relates to the extensive underground water management system of the Tarnowskie Góry mine, a
masterpiece of mid-16th to mid-19th century underground hydraulic engineering. It represents
an outstanding technical solution of mastering
a high influx of water in a difficult flat terrain by
developing a dual function of mine drainage and
potable water supply (intercepting/abstracting
naturally filtered water from an aquifer in dolomite that also hosted the lead-silver ore deposit).
Unlike the Ore Mountains and other European
water management systems for mining, water
was not used as a primary power source.
Located in Upper Silesia, it is appropriate to include Tarnowskie Góry in combination with several other historic metal mining districts as part
of a wider Upper Silesia series to be considered
as a whole. Upper Silesia is one of Europe’s classic
lead-zinc-silver mining regions with a mining tradition established more than 700 years ago. The Upper Silesian Orefield extends for more than 80 km
from east to west, with a width ranging from 10 to
over 20 km.
Upper Silesia differs substantially from the
Ore Mountains: its non-ferrous ore deposits are
significantly characterized by lead, silver (from
argentiferous galena), and zinc ores, as opposed
to major silver-cobalt, tin and uranium; different
type and character of ore deposit (mostly subhorizontal, strata-bound), therefore a low variety
of mining and processing methods, and a limited
and quite uniform range of mining-related landscape features compared to the Ore Mountains;
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different topography (flat terrain as opposed to
mountainous terrain in the Ore Mountains); a different development of mining-related settlements (only two or three significant mining towns
with associated administrative, social and cultural
structures); no comparable scientific and technological achievements emerged (although local innovation and early adoption stemmed from
German and Hungarian influences); the mining
educational system (School of Mines, 1803)
was modelled on, and developed by mining
personalities from Freiberg (such as Heinitz
and Reden, who were also at the forefront of
Prussian mining); predominantly late-coming
(end-16th century, enlarged 18th century; though
12th to 15th century evidence survives to a far lesser
extent) and generally smaller scale drainage galleries compared to the Ore Mountains; and no mints
within the property.
Tarnowskie Góry water management system shares some similarities with Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region (apart from administration, organization, technology and finance
sourced from Germany), particularly in the largescale underground mine drainage network that
is comparable to the size of the Rothschönberg
adit. However, the major part of the Freiberg water management system was constructed earlier
than that in Tarnowskie Gory (16th vs. 19th century),
and the reason for its construction was not only to
drain the mines but also to provide them with motive water for water-powered pumping, winding
and ore processing.

B. State Party´s Tentative Lists
Roșia Montană Mining Cultural Landscape
including the consideration of the entire
Golden Quadrilateral in the Apuseni Mts.,
Romania (2006)
Roșia Montană Mining Cultural Landscape was
placed on the Romanian tentative list in 2016 under
cultural criteria (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), and submitted in 2016; Romania’s Carpathians, a territory with
rich deposits of precious metals (gold and silver),
known and worked since very early in history. Potential OUV relates especially to the outstanding
Roman mining heritage. However, mining activities
took place here over the past 2,000 years.
Considering the wider context, located in the
same geo-cultural region as the ore Mountains, the Golden Quadrilateral (including Roșia
Montană) is first of all an outstanding testimony of
extracting gold during the Roman times. However,
the Golden Quadrilateral is significantly different to the nominated property. The Golden

Sulcis Iglesiente, Sardinia, Italy (2006)
Sulcis Iglesiente was placed on the Italian tentative list in 2006 under natural criteria (ix) and (x),
only; therefore, a direct comparison is not especially relevant.
However, combined with several other historic
metal mining districts, spread across several hundred kilometres of the island, it is appropriate to include Iglesias as part of a wider Sardinia series to be
considered as a whole (an organically evolved and
relict cultural (mining) landscape): Montevecchio
and Monteponi (opened 1849 and 1851 respectively); Malfidano (1866); and Iglesias (1871). Whilst
there is a long polymetallic mining tradition from
prehistoric to Roman, and the Middle Ages to modern, Sardinia’s industrial age (mining was its only
significant industry) begins only from the second
half of the 19th century and is confined predominantly to lead-zinc. Consequently, the rich industrial
mining heritage of Sardinia is confined mostly to
lead and zinc from the period 1850s to the 1990s.
Sardinia is fundamentally different to the
nominated property when considering certain
factors: its geographical character as a large,
western European, Mediterranean island (one
of Italy’s five autonomous regions) with a warm
Mediterranean climate, as opposed to a central
European land-locked, transboundary mountain
range with high precipitation (snow and rain),
severely cold winter temperatures, and mineral deposits exploited by two countries; mineral
deposits predominantly characterized by strata-bound lead-silver-zinc ores (sulphides and
carbonates, with some copper and other metals),
as opposed to silver-cobalt, tin and uranium, in
steep vein systems; Sardinia’s mining history of
fervid activity in the Bronze Age, Punic and Roman times, with further significant exploitation
during the Middle Ages, but its industrial age of
lead-zinc-silver mining that only begins from the
second half of the 19th century, and lasts until the 1990s; a corresponding predominance of
built mining heritage from the 19th-20th centuries;
a ‘colonial’ mining model with Italian but many
foreign (especially English and French) companies
that undertook the management of the mines, as
opposed to a state-controlled and heavily regulated mining system; technology imported by
foreign companies and from foreign countries
(e.g. 18th century from the Ore Mountains), as
opposed to innovation within the region (the period of the 15th/16th centuries during which the Ore
Mountains led the world in mining technology was
also a period of stagnation in Sardinia and therefore little in the way of technological or scientific
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Quadrilateral (located in the Apuseni Mountains,
approximately 130 kilometres by 150 kilometres)
is composed of several mining districts characterised primarily by gold mining, and placer/alluvial/
gold-washing sites as opposed to silver, tin, cobalt and uranium mining and a large number of
underground workings in the Ore Mountains. The
development of mining administration, and in the
late medieval times, the small-scale settlement
pattern was largely influenced by immigration of
miners from Saxony as early as the 13th century (in
medieval times the village Roșia Montană was part
of the Saxon mining settlement Großschlatten)
and the same applies to the boom mining period
of the 18th century when also experts from other
mining regions of the Habsburg monarchy were
invited to run the mines and the state-controlled
administrative system of mining developed earlier
in the Ore Mountains was adopted; Roșia Montană,
first mentioned in 1592, is the main mining town
with settlement structures only from the 18th to
20th centuries, several much smaller ones are located in the Apuseni; in terms of settlements the
miners’ villages differ in mode of development,
scale, form and layout, architecture and materials, and the Saxon mining towns developed in
a very different time in a very different environmental context; and no major technological,
scientific or educational achievements were
made in the Golden Quadrilateral region; and
no mints. Therefore, a direct comparison is not especially relevant.
The district of Roșia Montană might be considered to be most relevant for comparison as it was
worked almost continuously (also starting much
earlier) from medieval to modern times. Roșia
Montană was by far the most significant district –
both historically and the major one with surviving
remains (Roman and 18th to 20th centuries). Roșia
Montană differs significantly in comparison with
the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region: mining activities are characterised by solely gold-silver
mining opposed to mining of multiple ores in the
Erzgebirge and the principal contribution to proposed OUV is the Roman era (with 18th/19th centuries mining technology and settlement influenced
by German/Austro-Hungarian). Traces of medieval
mining activities are scant as opposed to the exceptional 15th to 17th centuries mining heritage of
the nominated property; the 18th/19th century
heritage features underground galleries and a water
management system surrounding the town of Roșia
Montană not comparable in size and importance
to the Ore Mountains system (the water system, as
it substantially survives, is mainly attributed to the
reign of Empress Maria Theresa).
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achievements comparable to those of the Ore
Mountains were made); much of the concentrated
ore was shipped to Italy for smelting; one major mining town, Iglesias, was established and remained throughout, with no other major mining
settlements established in the Late Medieval or
Early Modern period, as opposed to a string of
15th/16th century silver boom towns in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region; Sardinia established a mining school (Asrproni, 1911) but did not
compare in the tradition or achievements of the
mining schools and great Mining Academy of the
Ore Mountains; at the beginning of the 20th century, Sardinia was still the most economically backward region of Italy and its least populous, again
as opposed to the highly populous Ore Mountains
where mining sustained vast numbers.
However, Sardinia shares some similarities with
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region: a discrete
metallogenic province that in the 14th century was
the second most important mining centre (silverlead) in Europe after Bohemia; a long mining tradition continued to the late 20th century; silver
minting (the first silver coins minted in Italy were
in Sardinia).

C. Other mining landscapes
Tyrol and Schwaz mining region, Austria
In the first half of the 16th century, there were three
European ‘silver’ mining regions of outstanding
importance: the Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge) belonging partly to Saxony and partly to Bohemia,
the Harz Mountains, and the Tyrol region in the
Alps. Mining in the Tyrol experienced a first major
boom during High Middle Ages. The Tyrol region
is composed of several mining districts (namely
Imst, Schwaz, Rattenberg, Kitzbühel and Sterzing), spread across an area about twice as large
as the Ore Mountains region. Tyrol is fundamentally different to the nominated property when
considering certain factors: its topography as a
large Alpine region with an average altitude between 1000 to 2000 m above sea level, as opposed
to a low mountain range of the Ore Mountains; the
most important ore mined was the copper-silver
fahlore hosted mostly by the sub-horizontal carbonates which required different mining technologies from those used for extracting predominantly
vein deposits in the Ore Mountains. Consequently,
the mining landscapes and heritage is much more
diverse in the Ore Mountains than in Tyrol. On a regional comparison, the Tyrolean region differs
significantly from the Ore Mountains. Except the
Schwaz mining district, none of the Tyrol mining
districts was of European importance. The settle-
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ment pattern differs substantially as no urbanisation process comparable to the Ore Mountains took place in Tyrol; the five mining towns
(Imst, Schwaz, Rattenberg, Kitzbühel und Sterzing)
were established before the onset of mining activities, as opposed to the mining-related foundation
of more than 50 mining towns and settlements in
the Ore Mountains.
Administration of the Tyrolean mining districts was organised individually as opposed
to the state-controlled mining organisation
of the Ore Mountains; no technological, scientific or educational achievements of global
importance comparable to the Ore Mountains
emerged. The liquation process (‘Saigerprozess‘),
however, diffused from Nurnberg simultaneously
to the Tyrol and the Erzgebirge, and was improved
locally (‘Tiroler Abdarrprozess‘), a measure of the
importance of the two mining regions in terms of
their ability to secure a coveted, vigorously protected and valuable process that unlocked silver
from prolific argentiferous copper ores. No liquation sites survive in the Tyrol, however. In terms of
minting, they are complementary. The richness
of silver deposits in Schwaz gave rise to the mint
in Hall near Innsbruck where Archduke Sigismund
of Tirol started to mint large silver coins in 1486 for
the first time in Europe that became a model for
the Saxon ‘Guldengroschen’ and the Jáchymov’s
thaler. The production of these coins was only limited and never reached the volume of the Jáchymov production.
The Schwaz mining district shares some similarities in comparison to the nominated property: In the 16th century, Schwaz was the most
important centre of the Tyrolean mining district.
The town of Schwaz experienced a raise from a
small market place on the shores of the river Inn to
a European copper and silver mining centre, leaving other European silver-producing centres such
as the districts in Mansfeld (today: Saxony-Anhalt),
Oberungarn (today: Slovakia), as well as the towns
in the Saxon and Bohemian Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) behind. In terms of silver production, they
are partially comparable: Schwaz was a leading
European and world silver producer at the turn of
the 15th and 16th centuries. However, on a regional
scale and level the total output of silver was higher
in the Ore Mountains where several silver mining
centres existed at that time. Technological progress increased production capacity enormously,
and provisions issued by the ruling prince comparable to the Ore Mountains mining freedoms
(‘Bergfreiheiten’) created a stable organisation and
legal framework (mining ordinances - ‘Bergordnungen’) as well as incentives to invest. 1/6 of the
overall European silver production, and 1/10 of the

overall European copper production was mined in
Schwaz between 1470 and 1530. The Schwaz mining district eventually reached its peak (regarding
the quantity of ore mined) in the 1520s. The decline of mining activities in Schwaz started from
the second half of the 16th century onward. In 1657

the Fugger, the last private ‘Gewerken’ (mining operators), sold their mine-holdings to the sovereign
and in 1827 the state-operated silver and copper
production was finally abandoned.

Fig. 833 Comparison of silver production in the Ore Mountains and Schwaz between 1470 and 1600 in kg (compiled from different sources)
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In terms of scientific literature, Schwaz and
the nominated property share similarities: In
both mining regions, early mining books were published at the same time: the ‘Schwazer Bergbuch’
(1556, Tyrol) and Agricola´s De re metallica (1556,
Ore Mountains). However, the two books came
into being for very different reasons, and are
not comparable in consideration of the global
influence. While Agricola’s book is a rare example
representing sixteenth-century technology and
served generations of mining experts as a guide
well into the18th century worldwide, the Schwaz
book is a kind of aide-memoire set down by the
local mining administrators who wished to exert
influence on imminent decisions by the superior
political authorities. It is, thus, at the same time a
document of a very critical moment in the development of the Tyrolean mining industry, which in
the 1550s experienced fundamental changes in its
economic structure as well as serious technical
limitations. The different intention gets quite clear
when looking at the illustrations. When comparing
the illustrations in Agricola’s book to those in the
Schwazer Bergbuch, one can see that they differ
considerably with respect to technical details. It is
obvious that the draftsman of the coloured drawing was less interested in conveying details than
were the artists who created the woodcut.

Schwaz

The Black Forest Mountains, Germany
The Black Forest (German: Schwarzwald) is a
large forested mountain range in the state of
Baden-Württemberg in south-western Germany.
The Black Forest (covering around 6,000 km²),
combining several mining districts, is similar
to the Ore Mountains considering certain factors: It is located in the same geo-cultural region
(and in Germany), and shares with the Ore Mountains a comparable topography and a long mining history; both regions are discrete polymetallic
provinces in a Variscan mountain belt, with silver
production in the Black Forest of minor importance compared to the Erzgebirge.
On a regional comparison, the Black Forest
is fundamentally different to the nominated
property: Mining activities in the Black Forest
were mostly interrupted in the 15th and 16th
century, as opposed to the heydays of mining in
the ore Mountains at that time, and continued
again from the 18th century onwards. Accordingly,
the majority of preserved mining heritage reflect
the later phase of mining from the 18th century onwards, as opposed to the rich 12th to 20th centuries
mining heritage of the Ore Mountains. The settlement pattern differs significantly, as no urbani-
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sation process comparable to the Ore Mountains took place in the Black Forest: Four mining
towns in the Schwarzwald (Münster, Neubulach,
Prinzbach and Freudenstadt) and several other
mining-related settlements like Todtnau, Haslach,
Sulzburg (the oldest German town with mining
motives in its coats of arms, dated 1283), however,
none of them reached the size and importance of
the large mining towns in the Erzgebirge. Administration of the Black Forest mining districts
was different, and partially influenced by the
Ore Mountains. From the 16th century onwards,
administration was inspired by Tyrolean (Schwaz)
or Saxon mining legislation depending on to which
seigniorial territory the relevant mining district
belonged. The Saxon mining law influenced the
Baden mining order of 1604 for Sulzberg, and the
state-controlled organisation was implemented in
this mining district until 1890. Moreover, no technological, scientific or educational achievements of global importance comparable to the
Ore Mountains emerged.
Mansfeld-Sangerhausen mining region,
Germany
The region around Mansfeld and Sangerhausen
includes an area of approximately 200 km² where
copper mining from Permian copper slate (“Kupferschiefer“) has been traced back at least 800
years. The sedimentary deposits within this area
contain 20 other workable raw materials besides
copper, among which silver and later lead, zinc,
molybdenum, vanadium, selenium and gold were
the most important. Between 1200 and 1849 in total around 290,000 t copper and 1,465 t silver were
produced with heydays at the end of the 16th century and, after a break caused by the Thirty Year’s
War, in the 18th/19th centuries. The main development came with the industrialisation in the second
half of the 19th century and after the Second World
War when the production increased to 1,520,400 t
copper and 8,655 t silver between 1850 and 1950
and decreased at least to 818,300 t copper and
4,093 t silver between 1951 and 1990. The depletion of the deposit and the growing production
costs especially since 1967 led to the closure of all
mines in 1990.
There are some significant differences compared to the Ore Mountains with regard to deposit type and metal content, mining and processing techniques, and mining heritage: The
Mansfeld-Sangerhausen copper-silver deposit is
strata-bound to flat-lying black slates in which the
ore is finely dispersed, therefore the technology
of mining and ore processing was largely differ-
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ent from that used for the exploitation of the Ore
Mountains vein deposits; no significant tin, cobalt,
and uranium deposits occur near Mansfeld. Also
the administrative system differs fundamentally from the Ore Mountains: The mines belonged to the smelting huts, owned and controlled
in the Mansfeld mining area by the Earls of Mansfeld and in the Sangerhausen mining area successively by the Dukes of Brunswick, the Landgraves
of Thuringia and the Dukes of Saxon-Weißenfels
as the owners of the mineral royalty. In 1576 the
Saxon Elector took over the control of the Mansfeld mining area. Therefore no similar state-controlled mining system like in the Ore Mountains
developed in the region; moreover, no miningrelated urbanisation process comparable to the
Ore Mountains took place in Mansfeld-Sangerhausen mining areas; and no scientific or educational achievements of global importance
comparable to the Ore Mountains emerged.
In terms of mining heritage, they are different: With the exception of the old waste rock heap
and shaft collapse areas the mining heritage is predominantly only to the 19th/20th centuries, the mining landscapes and heritage is much more diverse
in the Ore Mountains. Introduced in 1464, only remains of the liquation works are preserved; of
the mine water management system only two
ponds (17th/18th century, 1849) and one dam
(1950/52) as well as nine adits are preserved;
and no mint.
Příbram mining region, Czech Republic
Located in Central Bohemia some 50 km southwest of Prague, the town of Příbram and its broader surroundings represent a prominent polymetallic ore mining region known above all for mining of
silver, lead and zinc ores, and after Second World
War for extensive mining of uranium ores. Contrary
to the Ore Mountains, no tin or economic cobalt
deposits occur in this area.
Although the history of mining activity in Příbram
stretches back to the 14th century at least, no important mining monuments or technological
and scientific achievements document mining
in the 15th/16th centuries when the Ore Mountains
excelled as the world’s leading mining centre. The
majority of monuments date only from the 19th
century when Příbram was one of Europe’s most
significant silver mining centres, and from the period of uranium mining in the second half of the
20th century.
As the Příbram mining region covers a much
smaller area than the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří mining region, no urbanisation process comparable

The Vosges, France
The Vosges is a range of low mountains in eastern
France, near its border with Germany. Together
with the Palatine Forest (Pfälzer Wald) to the north
on the German side of the border, they form a
single geomorphological unit of around 8,000 km2
of which more than a half is located on the French
side. The hydrothermal lead-zinc-silver and
silver-cobalt deposits of the Vosges resemble
in several aspects similar deposits of the Ore
Mountains as they belong to the same Variscan
metallogenic province but they were of much
smaller size and importance. Silver mining has
started as early as 10th century and reached its first
heyday in the 13th and 14th centuries. Subsequently, it came to an end almost everywhere but was
revived during the “Golden Age” of Vosges min-

ing in the 16th century (1530-1570) with the help
of miners from Saxony and Bohemia. Further
flourishing period can be traced from the beginning of the 18th to the 19th centuries. Many galleries,
tailings and waste heaps from different periods of
the mining history (16th-20th century) are still visible in the landscape and underground including
e.g. the 16th century mine workings of the Gabe
Gottes and Sankt Jacob mines at Neuenberg near
Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines which are protected as a
archaeological mining site. No industrial deposits of tin and uranium ores occur in the Vosges.
The 18th-century production of cobalt pigments
in Echéry near Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines (not preserved) was comparatively small, and largely influenced by the technology and expertise of the
smalt works in the Ore Mountains.
The Vosges mining region differs significantly
from the Ore Mountains: no comparable development of mining-related settlement network (mining settlements such as Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines,
La Croix-aux-Mines and Sainte-Croix-aux-Mines in
Val d’Argent or Plancher-les-Mines in BourgogneFranche-Comté never reached the size and importance of their counterparts in the Ore Mountains);
the main mining districts of the Vosges Mountains (Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines and Plancherles-Mines) were operated individually and by
private concession granted by nobility and other owners, as opposed to the state-controlled
mining organization in the nominated property; no comparable scientific and technological
achievements emerged; no educational system
was established; and no mints were located
within the property.
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to the Ore Mountains took place here. The settlement pattern is characterised by two formerly
independent mining towns which now form one
agglomeration: the older town of Příbram and the
close mining town of Březové Hory/Birkenberg
which was established in the 16th century and inhabited largely by miners from the Ore Mountains.
Since 1689 Příbram has been a seat of the region’s state-controlled mining administration and
since 1814 a seat of the supreme mining office. The
importance of Příbram as a mining and administrative centre was confirmed in 1849 when a mining university was established here which continued until 1945 when it was relocated to Ostrava.
Experts from all Bohemia and other parts of the
Austrian-Hungarian monarchy, and later Czechoslovakia, were trained there. Although a number of
mining technologies (such as drilling with the use
of steam compressors, improvements of steam
engines or man engines) were developed, it never
achieved the technological significance of its
Freiberg counterpart.
Despite some demolitions in the second half of
the 20th century, a number of aboveground and underground mine installations have been preserved
in the Příbram mining district including the shaft
building of the Vojtěch mine where a vertical depth
of 1,000 metres was achieved for the first time in
the world in 1875, or the Ševčín mine shaft building
built in the 19th century in the Malakoff style which
has a special architectural significance. In part the
water management system from the 18th and 19th
century consisting of a system of water reservoirs
and ditches and underground tunnels has also
been preserved, however, its size and significance cannot be compared with the Freiberg’s
water management system.

3.2.5 Comparison between
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region and relevant comparators
A. World Heritage List
Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain
in Falun, Sweden (2001)
The Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in
Falun differs fundamentally in comparison with
the nominated property. Falun mining site is located over a huge, but geologically uniform ore
deposit, as opposed to the polymetallic ore deposits in the Ore Mountains. The Ore Mountains
consequently display a much wider spectrum
of mining heritage related to a specific ore and
time period; no major technological, scientific
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and educational achievements; and no influence
on the European monetary system. A direct comparison is not especially relevant.
Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in
Falun was inscribed on the World Heritage List
in 2001, under criteria (ii), (iii) and (v) as a site.
OUV especially relates to the role of copper mining (major producer in the 17th century) and the
related profound influence on mining technology in all parts of the world for two centuries. The
World Heritage site includes the town established
in the 17th century, which together with the industrial and domestic remains of various settlements
across the Dalarna region provides a representation of what was once one of the world’s most
important copper mining areas. The successive
stages in the economic and social evolution of
the copper industry in the Falun region, from a
form of “cottage industry” to full industrial production, can be seen in the abundant industrial,
urban, and domestic remains characteristic of
this industry that still survive.
Røros Mining Town and the Circumference, Norway (2010)
Røros Mining Town and the Circumference differs fundamentally in comparison with the
nominated property. Mining in the Røros region
focused on extracting a single type (Cu-Zn) deposit, as opposed to polymetallic ore deposits
in the Ore Mountains and started much later
than in the Ore Mountains, only in the mid-17th
century. Røros cannot witness such a complex
socio-technical history as the Ore Mountains;
no technological, scientific or educational
achievements emerged. A direct comparison is
not especially relevant.
Røros Mining Town and the Circumference
was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1980,
with an extension in 2010 under cultural criteria
(iii), (iv) and (v); it is a series of three sites. OUV
especially relates to mining activities in a remote
region and its adaption to the an unfavourable
natural environment. The first mining activity in
Røros was undertaken by miners from throughout Europe from the 17th century onwards. The
town of Røros was originally established with
foreign capital as a mining settlement connected
with the local mining activities. This World Heritage site consists of a historic old town, the related cultural landscape, the most significant mining areas, the mining landscape of Femundshytta
with remains of a smelter, the water management
system and the associated settlement and the
Winter Transport Route.
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Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural
Landscape, Japan (2007)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. It is located in a very different geo-cultural context, society and geographical setting, and combined with significantly
different technological and administrative peculiarities and different chronological depths
that does not make comparison especially
meaningful.
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine (inscribed 2007 under
cultural criteria (ii) (iii) and (v) as a series of sites
and a cultural landscape) located in the southwest of Honshu Island in the midst of a cluster
of mountains, rising to 600 m and intersected by
deep river valleys, pioneered the development of
silver mining in pre-Modern Asia and contributed to the exchange of values between East and
West by achieving the large-scale production of
high quality silver through the development of
the Asian cupellation techniques transferred from
China through Korea. Archaeological remains date
from the 16th to 20th centuries, and include silver
mines, smelting and refining sites and mining settlements, and transport infrastructure including
roads and ports. Elements of the property collectively demonstrate the original mining land-use
system and the whole process ranging from silver
exploitation to shipment.
City of Potosí, Bolivia (1987)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. It is located in a very different geo-cultural context, society and geographical setting, and combined with physical form
and architecture that does not make comparison especially meaningful.
The City of Potosí was inscribed 1987 under cultural criteria (ii), (iv) and (vi). OUV especially relates
to architectural values of the urban ensembles.
The site consists of the silver mines of the Cerro
Rico, notably the Royal mine complex, an ore-processing water management system comprising an
intricate system of aqueducts and artificial lakes,
the colonial town with its Royal Mint (reconstructed in 1759) and no less than 22 parish or monastic
churches and a cathedral, patrician houses and
the barrios where the workers lived. Following a
period of disorganized exploitation of the bonanza
of near-surface pure native silver lodes, the Cerro
de Potosí reached full production after 1580 when
the patio amalgamation process was implemented and it became one of the world’s largest indus-

B. Tentative Lists
Mining Historical Heritage Spain, Spain,
tentative listing in 2007 under cultural
criteria (i), (ii) and (iv)
The proposed property(ies) comprises a total of
17 sites documenting the history of mining of
various raw materials: iron and non-ferrous ores,
coal, salt and stone. Of these 17 sites, eight bear
evidence of non-ferrous ore mining. These sites
are located all over Spain but mostly in its southern and south-eastern part (Andalusia, Castile-la
Mancha and Murcia) and which contain a large
number of ore deposits hosted by volcano-sedimentary and igneous rocks of the huge Variscan
Iberian Massif or its Permian and Mesozoic sedimentary cover. In Castile-la Mancha, the Almadén
mining site inscribed on the World Heritage list in
2012 under cultural criteria (ii) and (iv) as part of
the “Heritage of Mercury. Almadén and Idrija” was
included in this large tentative listing. The most
important deposit (including several single deposits) is Rio Tinto, located in the deposit of the huge
‘Faja Pirítica Ibérica’, or Iberian Pyrite Belt (230 km
by an average of 50 km), situated between Spain
and Portugal and one of the largest polymetallic provinces worldwide (82 deposits were/are
mined). Considering the wider context, Mining
Historical Heritage Spain differs fundamentally
in comparison with the nominated property.
Spreading across an area that is ten times larger
than that of the Ore Mountains – and without geological or mineralogical provincial continuity – the
Spanish mining districts are located in administrative regions without historically distinct socioeconomic links, as opposed to the state-controlled
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region. Whilst there
is a long polymetallic mining tradition from prehistoric to Roman, and the Middle Ages to modern,
the main heyday of mining came only in the 19th
and 20th centuries (except of the mercury mining in
Almadén which flourished, apart the Roman times,
from the Middle Ages until the 20th century). Consequently, the principal industrial mining heritage
of Spain is confined mostly to lead and copper
from the 19th and 20th centuries.
A closer comparison with the polymetallic Linares-La Carolina Mining District (Andalusia) and
the Mining basins on the Tinto River and the
Tharsis River (Andalusia) might be considered to
be appropriate. The Linares-La Carolina Mining

District covers an area of 40 x 30 km, and is located
in Jaén province in Andalusia. The Mining basins
on the Tinto River and the Tharsis River is located within the Iberian Pyrite Belt (IPB) which is an
arcuate belt, 250 km long and 25 to 70 km wide, in
the southwest of the Iberian Peninsula (the South
Portuguese Zone) stretching from Spain to Portugal. Both mining districts differ substantially
in comparison with the nominated property:
its mineral deposits are significantly characterized by massive sulphides of lead (Linares-La
Carolina) and copper (Rio Tinto and the Tharsis
River) as opposed to major silver, tin, cobalt,
and uranium; mining history includes significant
exploitation during several periods, but its industrial age of lead and copper mining only begins
from the 1840s, and lasts until the 1990s; a corresponding predominance of built mining heritage
from the 19th-20th centuries; mining during industrialisation was an open capitalist mining model of
private enterprise (especially English companies
that undertook the management of the mines), as
opposed to a state-controlled and heavily regulated mining system; technology imported by foreign companies and from foreign countries, as
opposed to innovation within the Ore Mountains
region; several progressively enlarged mining
towns as opposed to a string of spontaneous
and contemporaneous 15th/16th century silver
boom towns in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region; no large-scale water management
systems, at all, to compare with the scale of the
German systems; no educational system or scientific achievements compared to that which
distinguishes the nominated property.
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trial complexes. Production continued on a large
scale until the 18th century, slowing down only after
the country’s independence in 1825. It continues
on a small scale today.

Ancient Lavrion, Greece, tentative listing
in 2014 under proposed cultural criteria
(ii) and (iv)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. It is located in a predominantly different geo-cultural context, and combined with significantly different technological
and administrative peculiarities and different
chronological depths that does not make comparison especially meaningful.
Like the Romans, the Greeks began their rise
to power in antiquity with very little gold in their
natural resources. Under Greek rule there was a
little active gold mining taking place in the Thrace Mountains located in the northern part of the
country but, overall, it was massively subordinate
to silver production – which was centred upon Ancient Lavrion, the largest silver-mining centre in
both ancient and modern Greece. During the Clas-
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sical period (5th and 4th centuries BCE), exploitation
of the mines by the city of Athens became extremely important to the creation of the great Athenian
fleet and the financing of the major building projects of the Athenian Hegemony. The silver of Lavrion literally set the foundations of the city-state
of Athens, building the Acropolis and Parthenon
and making it possible to mint silver coinage as
amongst the first widely used international coins.
Scattered settlements-industrial villages, secular
and religious buildings (including the Temple of
Poseidon at Cape Sounio), fortifications and cemeteries make up the overall operation of the site:
economic, military, religious, cultural and administrative. From the 3rd century CE the mines entered
a period of decline, and in the 6th century CE the
mines were abandoned, with substantial renewed
activity only resuming in the 1860s and continuing
through to the 20th century. Extensive remains also
survive from this era.
Tr’ondëk-Klondike, Canada, tentative
listing in 2007 under cultural criteria (iv)
and (vi)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values as well as the chronological
depth. It is located in a predominantly different
geo-cultural context and setting, and combined
with different technological and administrative peculiarities and different chronological
depths that does not make comparison especially meaningful.
Centred on the Yukon and Klondike rivers in
northwestern Canada, Tr’ondëk-Klondike is an
exceptional living cultural landscape that reflects
the enduring coexistence of Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
and newcomer populations, which were brought
and bound together by an iconic nineteenthcentury gold rush. The Klondike Gold Rush took
place between 1896 and 1898 and saw approximately 30,000 people from all over the world travel
north to the Klondike in search of gold. Located in
a rugged subarctic environment, the nominated
property includes a wide variety of heritage elements found along an 85-kilometre stretch of the
Yukon River, in the historic Gold Rush-era town of
Dawson City and in the Klondike goldfields. The
elements include Indigenous sites, camps, and
settlements such as Tr’ochëk and Moosehide; the
layout, streetscapes, and extensive vernacular
building stock of Dawson City; and the landforms,
infrastructure, machinery, and compounds associated with over a century of continuous placer gold
mining in the goldfields.
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The Sado Complex of Heritage Mines, Primarily Gold Mines, Japan, tentative listing in 2010, under proposed criteria (ii),
(iii), and (iv)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. Due to its technological,
administrative and cultural particularities and
due to different chronological depths, it cannot
be relevantly compared with the nominated
property.
The Sado complex is composed of heritage mines,
primarily gold mines. The historic gold-silver mines
are located on Sado Island in the Sea of Japan. It
was originally considered as a joint nomination with
Iwami Ginzan silver mine. Its values relate to 400 years
of gold-silver mining and its socio-technical and economic impacts. An extensive underground system is
included, together with a comprehensive socio-technical ensemble. The impact of Japanese gold (half of
which came from Sado) on the international economy during the 17th century was significant.
Pulacayo, Industrial Heritage Site, Bolivia, tentative listing in 2003, under proposed criteria (iii), (iv) and (vi)
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. It is located in a very different geo-cultural context, society and geographical setting, and combined with physical
form and architecture that does not make
comparison especially meaningful.
Pulacayo is an important mining centre of the
second half of the 19th century. Proposed OUV
especially relates to architectural values of the
urban ensembles. Apart from the settlement, the
site includes Huanchaca, the main silver mine in
Bolivia and the second largest in the world, which
belonged to Aniceto Arce, former president of Bolivia. It was in Pulacayo that Bolivia, for the first
time, steam engines and other modern machines
of the industrial revolution as well as the first railroads were used. Today the numerous cultural
legacies bear witness to this mining centre’s immense significance, which endured for almost
300 continuous years. It was the principal mining
centre of Bolivia, not only in terms of being an unparalleled industrial settlement, but also because
it was the cradle of the union movement in the
country. Pulacayo is also the best example of private mining enterprises in Bolivia.

Kongsberg, Norway
The Kongsberg silver mines (located in the south
of Norway in Saggrenda, about 8 km in distance
from Kongsberg town centre) constitute the largest
mining field in Norway including about 80 different
mines spread over an area of 30 km². By its mineral
assemblage (native silver, Ag-sulphosalts, Co-Ni arsenides), the Kongsberg silver deposit resembles,
in certain aspects, the famous five-element association of the silver deposits in the Ore Mountains. However, contrary to the Ore Mountains, no
bismuth and uranium ores occur in Kongsberg.
The Kongsberg’s mining was primarily orientated
towards silver, as opposed to silver, tin, cobalt and
uranium of the nominated property.
Kongsberg documents the silver mining from
the 1620s to the mid-20th century, as opposed
to the medieval mining activities and the main
silver mining period of the Ore Mountains in the
15th and 16th centuries; and a corresponding predominance of mining heritage from the 17th to
the mid-20th centuries. The more than 300-yearslong history of Kongsberg’s mining is documented
by a number of aboveground and underground
remains such as waste dumps, mouths of adits
and shafts, shaft buildings as well as artificial water
works (some 80 dams supplying water to mine facilities), the variety and extent of which is, however,
by no means comparable to the much larger Ore
Mountains region. From the very beginning until
the 19th century, the mines in Kongsberg were run
predominantly by German mining engineers including miners and mining experts from the Harz
and the Erzgebirge (reason for German names of
mines and streets in Kongsberg), and consequently
the organisation of mining operations and the techniques used were close to those employed in the
Ore Mountains. Together with Røros, Kongsberg
was one of only two towns in Norway that enjoyed
special “bergstad” (mining town) privileges, derived
from the German influences. In comparison to the
educational system, they are complementary:
Kongsberg was site of one of the world’s first mining schools (established in 1757 as the first centre of
higher education in Norway, closed in 1814). Its significance in developing the mining educational
system and in inventing new mining technologies was limited compared with the Ore Mountains, but the 18th century mining school building
survives, however. In comparison to the monetary
system, they are complementary: Kongsberg is
home to the former Royal Norwegian Mint (now the
privately-owned Mint of Norway, which mints Norwegian coins). It was established in 1686, and from

1686 until 1873 the large silver Speciedalers were
minted here resembling in their appearance, size
and silver content its predecessor, the Jáchymov’s
‘thaler’.
Pilgrim´s Rest Reduction Works Industrial Heritage Site, South Africa
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. The main aspect of the site is
gold mining in the 19th-20th centuries.
It is small but well-conserved gold mining settlement and outstanding Central Reduction Works,
built in the late-1890s to serve surrounding gold
mines and powered by hydro-electricity from plants
located in the spectacular Blyde River Canyon. During the course of this first great gold rush in South
Africa, the historic village of Pilgrim´s Rest was
founded. The area was declared a gold field on 22nd
September 1873 and by the end of that year there
were some 1500 gold diggers working 4000 claims
in and around Pilgrim’s Rest. A tremendous quantity
of gold was mined during the first seven years of alluvial mining in the Pilgrim’s Rest valley. In 1881, the
first gold mining company consolidated with several other smaller enterprises to form the Transvaal
Gold Mining Estates (TGME) which became the sole
owners of Pilgrim’s Rest and the Ponieskrantz Farm.
The history of this company and of Pilgrim’s Rest
was inseparably linked as both shared the fluctuating fortunes of the mines. By 1971 the gold reserves
were exhausted and operations were closed down.
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C. Other mining landscapes

The Namaqualand Copper Mining Landscape, South Africa
The property is not comparable in terms of attributes and values. The main aspect of the site is
modern copper mining in the 19th-20th centuries.
Namaqualand, the oldest mining district in South
Africa, with its integrated copper mining-railway-port
landscape that mark the beginnings of the country’s
industrial mining phase, its first speculative boom in
stocks and shares and the establishment of its first
industrial towns. The mining industry shaped society by prompting the migration and settlement of
people, the development of the transport system,
other infrastructure and industries as well as the development of technical and scientific methods, and it
continues to do so today. The landscape also reflects
the very close links between the development of the
Southern African mining industry and mining technology pioneered in Britain, particularly in the counties of Cornwall and Devon, and the landscapes and
social structures that went with them.
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3.2.6 Comparison between
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří mining landscape types (uranium,
cobalt and tin) and relevant
European comparators
A. European uranium mining landscapes
Outside of the Ore Mountains, European uranium
mining was concentrated in just a few other mining
regions the most important of which were located
in Thuringia (Germany), Central and Northern Bohemia (Czech Republic), and France (in particular
Massif Central – Limousine, and Languedoc-Roussillon in southern France).
Ronneburg in Thuringia became the centre of
uranium ore production from 1950 onwards, it was
the largest uranium deposit in Europe. In the 2nd
half of the 20th century other significant deposits
exhausted by the SDAG Wismut (Soviet-German
mining corporation) included the Königstein deposit in the Saxon Switzerland area, Culmitzsch
in Thuringia, Zobes/Bergen in Vogtland and Freital/Dresden-Gittersee. Following the cessation of
uranium production in 1990, Wismut GmbH commenced with the remediation of all sites. These
redevelopment measures comprised, among others, the complete dismantling of the former mining
installations and the remediation of the heaps and
open cast mines. Therefore, there are only very few
relicts of uranium extraction and processing still
extant. This applies also to the extraction of uranium ores from the large uranium ore sedimentary
at Hamr in Northern Bohemia, which was decommissioned in 1993.
In Příbram in Central Bohemia uranium ores
were extracted from 1948 to 1991, during this period over 50,000 tons of uranium were produced,
roughly one half of the total SAG/SDAG Wismut
production from deposits in the Ore Mountains.
As in the Ore Mountains, the uranium ore was extracted from great depths. For a time, the Příbram
mines were the deepest in Europe before the shaft
complex 371 in Niederschlema in the Saxon part of
the Ore Mountains became the deepest mine. In
1960, the administrative centre of the Czech uranium industry was relocated from Jáchymov to
Příbram. The entire landscape around Příbram is
still shaped by the huge heaps from the uranium
ore mining operation and several preserved head
frames of uranium shafts. One of the preserved relicts is also the uranium shaft complex with the former Vojna prison camp (1949), which now houses
a Uranium mining museum.
In France, uranium was mined at about 210 sites
in 23 mining districts across the country between
1947 and 2001, with production totalling nearly
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76,000 tonnes and the French Massif Central being until the end of the 1980s one of the world’s
major uranium producing areas. The total French
uranium production was, however, lower than of
the Ore Mountains which, on a much smaller area,
yielded more than 110,000 tonnes of uranium
between 1945 and 1991. Many French uranium
deposits are bound to late Variscan granites similarly to situation in the Ore Mountains, however,
contrary to the Ore Mountains, Permian sedimentary deposits (e.g. Lodève, Rabejac) are important
too. Large opencast mines (as opposed to deep
underground mining in the Ore Mountains) still
document the extent of uranium mining as well
as remains of the aboveground mine facilities. The
former uranium sites are being remediated and
reclaimed by the Areva company in order to decrease the environmental damage.
To conclude, the uranium mining is represented in the best way by the preserved uranium sites of the Ore Mountains which are
the only ones which document extraction and
processing of uranium ores from the very beginning in the mid-19th century until the end of
the 20th century. Like no other uranium mining
region, the Ore Mountains also document the
wide-scale rehabilitation programs which followed the termination of mining in the 1990s.

B. European cobalt mining landscapes
The increasing demand of cobalt blue dyes (smalt)
in the 17th/18th centuries led to an intensification of
cobalt mining activities in several European mining areas (such as Schladming in Styria, Dobšiná
in Slovakia between 1763 and the 1830s in the
mountain areas at Salzburg and in the Steiermark
(Schladming) as well as between 1780 and 1800
in Lower Austria with Hungarian cobalt ore, St.
Andreasberg in the Harz, Modum in Norway, Wittichen in the Black Forest, Sweden, Schweina in
Thuringia, Sainte-Marie-aux mines in the Vosges)
and in some of these areas cobalt ores were also
processed to produce cobalt dyes while in other
cases such as Schladming or Dobšiná the extracted cobalt ore was sold and processed elsewhere.
However, compared to the Schneeberg mining
area most of these mining areas had only regional
importance, evident by a corresponding small
amount of mining heritage, as opposed to the rich
cobalt-related mining heritage of the nominated
property. The worldwide leadership of Saxon cobalt production in the 17th/18th centuries is evident in the numerous preserved cobalt mines
and processing sites in the Schneeberg mining
area covering a larger time span from the late
16th to the early 19th centuries. In Europe, a number of smalt works were established until the end

duction site of especially 19th century, as opposed to the older (16th to 19th centuries) cobalt
mining related heritage of the Ore Mountains.
On a worldwide scale, Modum started to compete the Saxon blue dye production only in the
19th century, i. e. in the period when the smalt production in the Ore Mountains was already ending.
The Schindlers Werk Smalt Works is a rare example of a well-preserved 17th to 19th centuries
smalt works with all production facilities as well
as social and administrative infrastructure which
until today produces ultra-marine pigment.

C. European tin mining landscapes
The only close comparison with the nominated
property is Cornwall and Devon (UK): The ‘Cornubian’ metallogenic province (as a tin province)
shares similarities in terms of geological origin and
geographical spread (not size, as the ‘Cornubian’
tin province is much larger and with output that is
magnitudes greater).
Cornwall and Devon was, for the most part, the
leading tin producer worldwide, until the later
1870s. Only in the 15th/16th centuries was their output eclipsed by the Erzgebirge. In terms of landscape evidence today, there is extensive survival
of medieval and early modern alluvial tin ‘streamworks’ (mostly outside the Cornwall and Devon
Mining Landscape World Heritage Site, as this is
focussed mostly on 18th and 19th century remains),
of openworks (from the 16th to 19th centuries) and
of deep shaft mines (predominantly 18th to 20th
centuries). In addition, ore processing and smelting is substantially evidenced in field remains from
all periods.
In terms of comparative differences, the
nominated property contains a greater range
of tin deposits/style of mineralization – and
consequent morphology of exploitation, both
underground and at surface – all of which is
represented by component parts in Saxony and
Bohemia. Further, although Cornwall contains
rare ore processing equipment from the 19th
century, in Saxony there are unparalleled examples of much earlier (16th century onwards)
tin ‘dressing’ ensembles of stamping and concentration (washers; ‘wet stamping’ was developed in the Erzgebirge in the 16th century).
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of the 18th century, most of these were producing
only for a short time period due to lack of the ores
(e.g. Wittichen in the Black Forest) and the lack of
skilled staff. With the exception of smalt works in
the Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains which,
however, have not been preserved, none of
the other works reached the worldwide importance of the Saxon smalt production of the
17th and 18th centuries. After the invention of synthetic ultramarine in the late 1820s, the number of
smalt works started to decrease rapidly. However,
between 1830 and 1837 20 European smalt works
were still in operation producing 1852.65 t smalt
(31 % were produced by the five Saxon works)
and 170.0 t safflor (73 % were produced by the five
Saxon works).
The only close comparison with the nominated
property is Norway. Cobalt mining in the Skutterud mining district near Modum started only in
1772, as opposed to the Saxon cobalt mining
and producing from the 16th century onwards.
Mining of cobalt ores in Modum lead to the establishment of ‘Blaafarveværket’ as a royal company
for the production of the dye “cobalt blue” receiving the monopoly for the smalt production in
Norway and Denmark in 1776. After 1822, mining
continued in private ownership, but closed in 1898
after periods in British and German ownership,
mainly due to competition from alternative types
of dye. At its peak, in the 1820s and 1830s, the company was Norway’s largest industrial corporation.
Blue dye from Norway was exported worldwide
(e.g. 1788 to China and Japan). In terms of processing technologies, Norwegian production
was influenced by the Ore Mountains. The Norwegian smalt production shares close economic
and personnel relationships with the Ore Mountains. Saxon experts, mainly trained at the Freiberg
Mining Academy, were employed at the cobalt
mines and the smalt works. The technology of producing cobalt blue dye was influenced by the Ore
Mountains. In 1869, the smalt works were closed
after they were taken over by a Schneeberg-based
smalt company. In terms of the smalt works mining heritage, the Ore Mountains and Modum
are complementary. The Modums Blaafarveværk
(smalt works) was one of the most technological
advanced works in the middle of the 19th century,
and is one of the best preserved technical monuments in Norway. The site comprises the buildings of the smalt works (e.g. ore processing, glass
works), former directors house, workers houses
and the water power supply system at the ‘Haugfossen’ (waterfall). Additionally, it comprises above
and underground structures of the cobalt mines
(open cast and underground mine). Modum is a
well-preserved cobalt mining and smalt pro-
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Fig. 834 Stamp battery Wäsche IV (processing site), Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
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Table 23 Overview of the comparison of the nominated property with the most relevant and relevant European comparators highlighting tangible evidence, interchange and principal differences

Conclusion in comparison to the attributes and values of the nominated property, and principal differences

Irrelevant comparison

Partially comparable but with major differences

Comparison

Closely comparable wth some major differences

Exceptional urban ensembles (chronologically and spatially)

Exceptional technological ensembles (relating to different ores, and time periods)

Exceptional (European) monetary system

Distinct administration model

Exceptional mining education

Exceptional scientific developments

Exceptional technology

20th

19th

18th

17th

16th

15th

14th

and values (surviving elements)

13th

Relevant comparable in terms of attributes

tangible property (dark colour)

12th

Main ores

Mining period (light colour) and principal phases represented by

11th

Main ores

Transboundary

Cultural landscape

Tentative List site

World Heritage site

Name and location

Other mining areas or regions (regional landscape scale)

and type

Prehistoric/Roman

Category,

Status

Silver, tin,
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

cobalt,
uranium

Most relevant comparators - Europe, polymetallic
Mines of Rammelsberg and Historic and
Town of Goslar and Upper Harz Mining
Water Management System, Germany (and
wider Harz region)

No coherent mining region; no tin, cobalt and uranium mining; mining heritage dates predominantly from the 17th to the 19th centuries, partly complementary; continuous

Lead,silver,



zinc and







migration of miners and interchange of technology; settlement development follows the Ore Mountains exemplar; mining administration and monetary system influenced by
the Ore Mountains; scientific achievements and educational system complementary.

copper

No coherent mining region; no tin, cobalt and uranium mining; mining heritage partially complementary (little evidence from 15th to 16th centuries), mining technology com-

Historic Town of Banská Štiavnica and the
Technical Monuments in its Vicinity, Slovakia





Gold, silver

plementary; medieval settlement development and administrative organisation differs substantially (later following the Ore Mountains exemplar); minting had no influence

(and wider Slovak Ore Mountains region)

on global monetary system; Banská Štiavnica - scientific achievements and educational system are supplementary; water management system is broadly derivative.

Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the

Discrete small-sized mining area; no tin, cobalt, and uranium mining; mining heritage predominantly focuses on medieval architectural ensembles (14th to 17th centuries); no

Church of St. Barbara and the Cathedral of
Our Lady at Sedlec, Czech Republic

Silver, zinc,



lead

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Land-

Copper, tin,

scape, United Kingdom

arsenic

comparable technical and scientific achievements in early modern times; no influence on educational system, complementary in the development of early monetary system;
no large-scale water management systems.
No comparable cobalt, uranium, and (alluvial) tin mining (not part of the property); mining heritage predominantly from 18th to 20th centuries; capitalist mining model of



private enterprise; technological development primarily limited to 18th and 19th centuries; interchange of technology; no large-scale surface water management systems; latecoming and small-scale of mining education; and no mints.

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine
and its Underground Water Management

Lead, silver,

System, Poland (and wider Upper Silesia

zinc

No coherent mining region; different topography, and type of ore deposit; no tin, cobalt, and uranium; mining heritage predominantly from 16th to 19th centuries; no compa-





rable scientific and technological achievements emerged; the mining educational system influenced by the Ore Mountains; different development of mining-related urban
ensembles; generally smaller scale drainage galleries; and no mints.

region)
Roșia Montană Mining Cultural Landscape,
Romania

No coherent mining region; no tin, cobalt and uranium; mining heritage predominantly from Roman times and 18th to 20th centuries; not relevant comparable in terms of

Gold, silver

technology, science, education; different development of mining-related urban ensembles; drainage galleries limited and very short; and no mints.
No coherent mining region; mining heritage predominantly from 19th to 20th centuries, and no smelting sites; ‘colonial’ mining model; technology imported by foreign
companies and from foreign countries (e.g. 18th century from the Ore Mountains); mining education late (Asrproni, 1911); no major mining settlements established in the Late

Sulcis Iglesiente, Sardinia, Italy (and whole

Lead, silver,

Sardinia)

zinc

Medieval or Early Modern periods; not relevant comparable in terms of technology, science, and education.No coherent mining region; mining heritage predominantly from



19th to 20th centuries, and no smelting sites; ‘colonial’ mining model; technology imported by foreign companies and from foreign countries (e.g. 18th century from the Ore
Mountains); mining education late (Asrproni, 1911); no major mining settlements established in the Late Medieval or Early Modern periods; not relevant comparable in terms
of technology, science, and education.

Tyrol mining region, Austria
Black Forest mining region, Germany

Silver,



copper
Silver, lead,

Mansfeld and Sangerhausen mining region,

Copper-

Germany

silver

or Early Modern period; not relevant comparable in terms of technology, science, education.
Different deposit type and metal content, mining and processing techniques; no tin, cobalt, and uranium mining; mining heritage predominantly from the 19th to 20th centuries; different technology; not comparable in terms of science, education and development of urban ensembles.

Silver,
Příbram mining region, Czech Republic

Discrete small-sized mining area; mining heritage predominantly from the 19th and 20th centuries; not comparable in terms of technology, science, education and development

lead, zinc,

of urban ensembles.

uranium
Silver,
The Vosges, France

bles established in the Late Medieval or Early Modern periods; not relevant comparable in terms of technology, science and education.
No coherent mining region; mining heritage predominantly from the 18th to 20th centuries; no comparable development of urban ensembles established in the Late Medieval



cobalt

No coherent mining region; no tin, and uranium mining; different topography, type of ore deposits and mining technologies; no comparable development of urban ensem-

No tin and uranium, cobalt mining; largely influenced by Ore Mountains technology and expertise; no comparable technological and scientific achievements, or developments

lead, zinc,

in the educational field, and development of mining-related urban ensembles.

cobalt
Relevant comparators - Europe
Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in
Falun, Sweden
Røros Mining Town and the Circumference,
Norway
Ancient Lavrion, Greece
Mining Historical Heritage, Spain
Kongsberg mining region
Key:

Geologically uniform ore deposit, and very different type of ore deposit; mining heritage from 17th to 20th centuries; no comparable major technological, scientific and educa-

Copper

tional achievements.
Single type deposit, mining heritage from the mid-17th to 20th centuries; no comparable major technological, scientific and educational achievements.

Copper
Silver, lead

Different geo-cultural context, combined with significantly different technological and administrative peculiarities and different chronological depths.
No coherent mining region; no historic tin, cobalt and uranium mining; most industrial mining heritage of Spain from 19th and 20th centuries (except of the mercury mining in

Lead, zinc

Almadén).

Silver,



cobalt

Shading blue
Dark blue: relevant comparable attributes and values, complementary/supplementary to the nominated property
Light blue: not closely relevant comparable attributes and values

Symbols
- significant interchange with/influenced by the nominated property

Discrete small-sized mining area; not relevant comparable in terms of achievements in technology, science or education or in the urbanisation process.

Revision of the series
The justification of the selection of component
parts is the result of a number of years of joint
collaboration between German and Czech colleagues, substantially amended following an
intervention of the ICOMOS Midstream Process
that took place in 2016. According to the ICOMOS
recommendations, a further rigorous analysis of
relevant mining areas in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region was undertaken, with the objective
of a substantial reduction in individual component parts (compared with the 2014 nomination)
through the creation of large enough component
parts to give good concordance with the cultural
landscape category, and a redefinition of the serial property in terms of composition, with a clearer
focus on cultural mining landscape resulting from
polymetallic ore mining. The initially 85 component parts were reduced to 22 – explicitly representative of the specificity of the Ore Mountains,
especially in comparison to (polymetallic) mining
landscapes in the same geo-cultural region.

Justification of the series
A serial nomination was necessary to appropriately represent the scale, diversity and optimum
concentrations of attributes and values across the
cultural landscape. Critical selection was made of
distinctive and discrete component parts that to-

Chemnitz

gether (and individually) are large enough to satisfy integrity; each embrace a density and quality
(with a focus on the outstanding/exceptional) of
attributes and elements that justify a substantial
contribution to the outstanding universal value by
demonstrating a major role in the understanding
of a given socio-technical system of the mining industry and a clear and valuable contribution to a
given local cultural landscape. However, the large
spatial spread of the deposits (which is the result
of uneven concentration of ores), and the resulting
location of the significant historic mining areas demand a serial approach per se.

Methodology of definition of component part boundaries
The density of attributes, and a sufficient size according to the rationale of a cultural landscape –
large enough to reflect the landscape dimension
and encompass functional, spatial and historical
integrity of the significant surviving characteristics
of mining, ore-processing, smelting, transport and
settlement – determined the revision of boundaries. When it was not substantially reasonable to
increase the size of the components, the following
methodology was adopted as a result of the midstream process: major physical linkages represented by underground structures (drainage adits and
tunnels, network of exploitation galleries) were used
to connect neighbouring mining sites of the same
socio-technical system; and/or a unique buffer zone
was defined to sustain relevant setting that contributes character and understanding, and provides visual connection, in terms of the cultural landscape.
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3.2.7 Selection of the
component parts of the
nominated property

Fig. 835
The main historic
administrative
mining districts
(from Wagenbreth,
1989) including Altenberg,
Zinnwald, Krupka,
Seiffen, Freiberg,
Marienberg, Geyer,
Ehrenfriedersdorf, Annaberg,
Schwarzenberg,
Johanngeorgenstadt, Eibenstock,
Schneeberg, Boží
Dar, Jáchymov,
Hora Svaté
Kateřiny
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Mining elements and/or areas degraded in terms of
authenticity and integrity were not included in the
nominated property. However, they are included in
the buffer zones in certain cases, not for their values
per se but for their contribution to setting (cf. chapter 0 and 5.c.1). The boundaries were determined
based on mapping ‘historic’ site perspectives,
current airborne laser scans and on-site visits, all
guided by the revised cultural landscape approach
agreed during the ICOMOS mid-stream process.

• technological ensembles, distinctive to specific
polymetallic ores mined at different periods;
• architectural ensembles that demonstrate an
exceptional mining-related urbanisation process;
• exceptional and very rare ore- and metal-processing ensembles;
and, at the same time, meet the conditions of authenticity and integrity (of the component parts,
and the nominated property as a whole).

Methodology applied for selection of the component parts

The administrative mining districts defined in
the 19th century provided the basis for selection
(cf. Fig. 835). In addition, rare uranium ore mining
landscapes were taken into consideration. An outline of each of the 16 historic mining areas and the
uranium sites, their degree of preservation, and
their significance in relation to the series and its
outstanding universal value were evaluated on the
basis of the State Parties’ monument preservation
lists, the research work performed at the Mining
Academy Freiberg, the specialised knowledge of
regional and local experts and a review of specialist literature. All selections were tested to meet the
conditions of authenticity and integrity.
As a rule (and result of the midstream process),
small and isolated properties, as well as smaller
mining districts of less importance, were taken into
consideration only if they are closely related to a
given socio-technical system, contribute significantly to the overall selection criteria, and fulfil the
conditions of authenticity, and integrity. Therefore,
in certain cases, selections have been made at the
site scale, in order to underline the exceptionality
of certain attributes conveyed by uncommon elements of the nominated property (e.g. liquation
and smalt works).

A principal framework for comparison is at the
scale of the cultural landscape. Five ‘mining landscape types‘ (silver, tin, cobalt, uranium and iron)
determine the evolution of the nominated property. Each Ore Mountains’ ‘mining landscape’, in
direct association with the central theme of the
exploitation of polymetallic ores, was considered
with a reference to a range of criteria. These include a clear and direct contribution to each of the
justification for inscription criteria and to the proposed outstanding universal value of the series as
a whole, and are composed of
• mining sites (in particular pioneer and innovative sites) relating to outstanding technological
achievements and applications of global importance;
• mining sites that demonstrate the development
of various mining methods and techniques pertaining to individual socio-technical systems;
• educational sites relating to technological and
scientific achievements of worldwide importance from the 16th to the 20th centuries;
• administrative and educational sites, large-scale
water management systems (supply and drainage), and state-of-the-art mines related to the
model of state-controlled mining organisation
• mints (complete the socio-technical system of
precious metals exploitation) related to the development of early modern monetary systems.

Table 24 Historic mining landscapes and specific mining sites not included in the nominated property

Name (location)

Brief summary, state of preservation, significance in relation to the series and its OUV
Tin mining from 14th/15th centuries (placer mining and underground mining), declined in the mid-18th
century, subsequently wood-carving became a primary economic activity instead of mining

Seiffen tin mining district

Cínovec tin mining district
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Assessment: No pioneering or innovative site; authenticity of the mining remains impacted, tin mining is better represented by other component parts of the series; wood-carving is not closely related
to the proposed OUV.
Tin mining from the 14th to the 20th centuries, closely related to the mining in Zinnwald across the
border
Assessment: Aboveground mine installations were completely removed after mining had ceased,
and the authenticity and integrity lost. The underground is not accessible.

Name (location)

Geyer tin mining district

Hora Svaté Kateřiny copper
mining district

Schwarzenberg iron/tin
mining district

Brief summary, state of preservation, significance in relation to the series and its OUV
Underground mining of massive tin ores as well as, on a minor scale, of silver, copper and other ores
between the 14th and the 19th century.
Assessment: Geyer was an important tin mining district in the past but tin mining is better represented by the selected component parts of the series.
Argentiferous copper ores were mined in the Hora Svaté Kateřiny (St. Katharinaberg) mining district
from the 16th to the 19th centuries, the mining town of Hora Svaté Kateřiny was founded in the early
16th century.
Assessment: The authenticity and integrity of the mining town was unfortunately lost after World
War II due to numerous demolitions of built structures. The aboveground remains of mining are
relatively scarce; the mining of argentiferous copper ores is better represented by the Pöhlberg Mining Landscape component part.
In the vicinity of Schwarzenberg, there existed numerous iron and tin mines which flourished in particular from the 16th to the 19th centuries, Schwarzenberg was one of the seats of mining administration.

Johanngeorgenstadt
(Schwarzenberg Mining Area)

Johanngeorgenstadt was the last mining town founded in the Ore Mountains in 1654 by the Protestant refugees from the neighbouring mining town of Horní Blatná in Bohemia. From the mid-17th
century to the 19th centuries, silver and cobalt ores were mined in the vicinity; after World War II
Johanngeorgenstadt became an important centre of uranium mining.
Assessment: The historic centre of Johanngeorgenstadt was largely demolished after WWII as it had
to free space to uranium mines; its authenticity and integrity have been lost. Extensive remains of
uranium mining were mostly redeveloped after 1990 and lost their authenticity.

Pöhla mining district
(Schwarzenberg mining
district)

Local tin deposits were already known in the 16th century but they were largely explored only during
a short-lived period of SDAG Wismut uranium prospection between 1967 and the 1980s.

Pfeilhammer hammer mill,
Pöhla (Schwarzenberg
mining district)

The Pfeilhammer (hammer mill) at Pöhla near Schwarzenberg was built around 1525. The ensemble of the iron works comprised like other ironworks of the region production buildings (e.g. blast
furnace), manor house, living quarters and additional structures.
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Assessment: The authenticity and integrity of mining remains was in many cases impacted by modern development. The iron and tin mining is better represented by the selected component parts of
the series (2-CZ, 4-CZ).

Assessment: Though impressive in their size, the underground “tin chambers” of the Pöhla mine do
not show any major contribution to the proposed OUV of the series.

Assessment: In 1802 a fire destroyed the whole historic complex that was newly built until 1806. In
1872 the last blast furnace was shut down and in 1968 the production of cast iron ended. During this
development the remaining buildings lost their authenticity and integrity.
Zschopenthal smalte works
[Annaberg mining district]

The Zschopenthal smalte works was built in 1684 and was converted into a modern weaving mill in
1848. The production building, the manor house and the stable are preserved.
Assessment: Comparing to the older and more complete preserved Schindlers Werk smalte works
at Albernau this site lost most of its authenticity and integrity with its conversion into a weaving mill.

Nickelhütte Aue (smeltery,
former smalte works)

The smalte works at Niederpfannstiel was founded in 1635 and developed into an important cobalt
blue dye production site during the 17th century. The whole complex burnt down in 1714 but was
rebuilt and changed its production since the second half of the 19th century to nickel and non-ferrous
metals. During the 20th century it developed into a modern factory for the recycling of non-ferrous
metals and a today worldwide leading producer of nickel-copper basic alloys.
Assessment: During the growth and modernisation of the site mainly in the second half of the
20th century nearly all historic structures of the old smalte works (e.g. manor house, 1954) were
destroyed. Some remaining parts are used for modern production until today but lost most of their
authenticity and integrity.

Treppenhauer near Frankenberg [Marienberg mining
district]

Treppenhauer, located at the outskirts of the northern Ore Mountains, is an archaeological site
documenting mining for silver in the 13th and 14th centuries which lead to the establishment of later
abandoned mining town of Bleiberg.
Assessment: The archaeological medieval silver mining landscapes of the Ore Mountains are better
represented by the Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines (1-DE) and the Hoher Forst Mining Landscape (5-DE) in the nominated property.
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Justification for selection of the
component parts included in the
nominated property
The component parts of the nominated property
were chosen as part of a comprehensive, structured process. This involved selecting the best
examples and avoiding the duplication of sites
with similar values in line with the Article No. 137
of the Operational Guidelines. Corresponding to
the common history and geology of the Saxon and
Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains – and the key
attribute of a transboundary metallogenic province - it was quite clear from the beginning that the
serial property should include component parts
on both the German and the Czech sides of the
Ore Mountains. Accordingly, the whole selection
process took place in an agreed and coordinated
manner and considered the same set of criteria.
As a result, the nominated component parts of
the series represent the most important mining
areas of the region, and include the highest density of attributes and values. The density of the
most significant attributes is reflected in specific
well-constrained landscapes, of the best monuments, sites and tangible examples of interconnected processes that have guided the robust
selection of the series. Each component part has
a specific combination of attributes portrayed
by remains of its mining function as well as significant elements of the social and cultural development. The component parts document the
cultural, functional, social and administrative interaction both within, and between, the individual mining areas developed in successive phases.
Together, they bear witness to the dynamic functions of a transboundary mining region in all significant phases of development, encompassing
the complete context of a discrete transboundary
mining civilization.
Silver mining landscapes: The selected, principal, silver mining landscapes bear tangible testimony to the developments and achievements of
global importance and include all principal elements related to the socio-technical system of silver ore mining from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines:
Outstanding archaeological remains of underground silver mining from the late 12th and early
13th centuries bearing an exceptional testimony
to medieval mining technology in-situ, and of the
desertion process of the first mining phase when
mining ceased in the 14th century.
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4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape: Outstanding
testimony to the predominant influence of silver
mining. This is the location of the first major silver
strike in the region, and the landscape contains exceptional multi-layered evidence of silver mining
activity, and related developments in an almost
continuous succession from the 12th to the 20th
centuries.
5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape: Remarkable archaeological remains of Late Medieval mining activities for silver ore in the 14th and 15th centuries and of a late medieval fortified settlement
providing outstanding testimony to the miningrelated urbanisation process of the first mining
phase, and the role of the territory rulers within the
mining industry.
8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape:
Outstanding testimony to the second phase of
silver mining activities reaching the upper parts
of the Ore Mountains at the end of the 15th century. Annaberg is the first planned mining town in
the region and is characterised by an exceptional
town layout and architecture, with mine workings
located directly beneath the town. The Frohnau
silver mining landscape, immediately associated
with the town, has been shaped by a large number of historic mines from the late 15th to the 20th
centuries. The technological ensembles above
and below ground document the transition from
silver ore mining to bismuth, cobalt and nickel ores
in the 18th century, through to uranium ore mining
in the most recent period of mining activity in the
central Ore Mountains.
9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape, and associated 14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works: Exceptional testimony to the mining and
processing of argentiferous copper ores. Owned
by the Annaberg mining entrepreneur family of the
Uthmanns, the mines at the Pöhlberg Mountain
developed from the late 15th century into an important group of silver-copper mines. The argentiferous copper ores extracted here were processed
30 km away at the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE), owned by the Uthmann family (from 1550). Substantial preservation of much
of the smelting complex represents an exceptionally rare example of a pre-industrial centralised
metallurgical site (that served the nearby mining
landscape) for the dressing and smelting of argentiferous copper ores into silver and copper by the
crucial invention of liquation (Saigerprozess).

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape: Outstanding
testimony of a 16th century mining landscape in
the western Bohemian Ore Mountains characterized by cross-cutting lines of heaps and depressions following the trend of main silver-ore-bearing veins. There are just few towns in the world
that played such a fundamental role in the development of mining and metallurgy as Jáchymov/
Joachimsthal, the prominent Renaissance mining
town, which for a short period of time in the 16th
century represented the most important silver
mining district in the Ore Mountains, Europe, and
the world.
Tin mining landscapes: The selected, principal
tin mining landscapes tangibly bear testimony to
the broad variety of tin ore deposits mined in the
Ore Mountains (including secondary placer deposits as well as primary deposits bound to flat or
steep lying greisen veins, extensive stockworks or
skarn rocks, and, correspondingly, the broad variety of mining technologies applied); specific tin
mining landscapes mirroring the type of deposit
and mining technologies applied including placer mining fields, large open cuts, heaps and shaft
depressions as well as impressive underground
stopes; and the worldwide important inventions
in the field of mine drainage and ore processing.
2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape:
Outstanding example of a multi-layered tin mining
landscape that gives evidence to the extraction of
different types of tin ore deposits pioneering water management structures, and pioneering technologies in ore processing from the 15th century
onwards. The closely related Lauenstein Administrative Centre (3-DE) is a fine example of the
colonisation of the transboundary region in the
Eastern Ore Mountains, and in particular of the
Saxon-Bohemian interconnection and of manorial
tin mining at Zinnwald.

10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape: It testifies
with its relict mining landscape of tin placers, shaft
collapses and underground mine works southwest
of the Buchholz mining town tin mining from the
15th to the late 18th century within a surrounding
silver mining landscape. The mining activities gave
rise to the foundation of the mining town ‘St. Katharinenberg im Buchholz’ in 1495 which developed
in competition to the neighbouring silver mining
town Annaberg.
13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape:
Outstanding testimony to tin mining operations including archaeological remains and technological
ensembles from early placer mining (13th century),
medieval near-surface and opencast mining (14th),
and large-scale underground mining (15th century
to 20th centuries) at the Sauberg (mountain). It was
here that the pioneering water pumping system
‘Ehrenfriedersdorf Kunstgezeug’ was invented in the
16th century that was the dominating water hoisting
technology worldwide for about 200 years.
15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape: Remarkable archaeological site of tin mining operations
including technological remains of the 14th to the
19th centuries. The density of vast areas of collapsed shafts, the placer fields, the open-cast and
underground mines, the dressing works and relicts
of several ditches as well as the archaeological remains of ore crushing places, charcoal places, ore
transportation routes interconnected with small
agricultural fields is exceptional.
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11-DE Marienberg Mining Town, and related 12DE Lauta Mining Landscape: Marienberg mining
town is exceptional testimony of a planned mining town for the first time founded on the “green
field” in the neighbourhood of rich polymetallic
ore deposits; in this case located near Lauta and
initiated by the local territorial ruler. It is the first
town founded north of the Alps following theoretical principles of town planning in the Renaissance.
Both Marienberg and its directly associated mining
landscape document the final stage of urban and
landscape development related to 16th century silver mining in the Ore Mountains.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining
Landscape: As a relict landscape, it provides outstanding evidence of the methods of early tin placer
mining, of cassiterite mining from steep greisen veins
especially from the 16th to the 18th centuries as well
as of extracting tin from polymetallic skarns from the
16th century until the 1860s; the landscape’s huge
early modern open cast tin mines and giant underground stopes have no match in the series and the
world. The mining town of Horní Blatná is the only example of a 16th planned foundation of a mining town
in a vicinity of other than silver deposits.
4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape: The medieval
mining town of Krupka and its relict mining landscape gives an outstanding evidence of exploiting
different kinds of tin deposits from the 13th to the
20th century. It is extraordinary by the density of
late medieval to early modern mine workings the
distribution of which was dictated by the then valid mining law.
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Cobalt mining landscapes: The selected, principal, cobalt mining landscape and processing site
tangibly bears testimony to the leading role of the
Ore Mountains in mining and processing cobalt
ores in the 17th to 18th centuries.
6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape: Outstanding testimony to the leading role of the Ore Mountains
in mining and processing cobalt ores in the 17th to 18th
centuries. The preserved technological ensembles including mining sites, water management structures,
and processing sites are exceptional examples of the
developments related to the mining and processing
of cobalt ores. Schneeberg mining town, closely associated to the surrounding mining landscape, was established due to silver ore mining but its today´s Baroque appereance is a result of the revenues gained
from cobalt ore mining. The associated Schindlers
Werk Smalt Works (7-DE) is a rare example of an extraordinary well-preserved processing site and colony
(Bergfabrik) for cobalt blue production of the 17th to
19th centuries with all production facilities as well as
social and administrative infrastructure.
Iron mining landscapes: The selected, principal, iron mining landscapes bear tangible testimony to the importance of iron for producing
mining tools and machinery (chisels, hammers, twist drills, cast iron machinery like water column machines, turbines, steam engines
and blowers or as construction material for
conveyor technique) which greatly increased
hand-in-hand with the rapid development of
silver mining and frequent town foundations.
The pioneering tinplate production of the area
in the 17th/18th century gave further impulses
for iron ore mining and processing.
16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape: Testimony
to the important role of the iron ore mining and industry in the Ore Mountains that was closely connected to
the silver mining activities, and the high demand for
iron tools, appliances and products. The Erlahammer
(hammer mill) is a one of the rare preserved examples
in the Ore Mountains from the 17th to the late 19th century. The hammer mill together with the relicts of iron
ore mining at the Rother Berg (red mountain) are the
last example of the socio-technical system of iron ore
mining in the Ore Mountains.
2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining
Landscape: The principal elements, Bludná tin and
iron ore district and Zlatý Kopec – Kaff district in the
western part of the Bohemian Ore Mountains bear evidence to iron ore mining from the both main types of
iron deposits in the region: the hydrothermal quartz
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veins and polymetallic skarns, respectively, from the
16th to the 20th centuries.
5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape: It represents
an authentic mining landscape of the central part of
the Bohemian Ore Mountains documenting illustratively the gradual prospection and extraction of iron
and copper ore deposit bound to skarn rocks from the
15th to the 19th centuries.
Uranium mining landscapes: The selected,
principal, uranium mining landscapes tangibly
bear testimony to the outstanding role of the Ore
Mountains in the exploitation of uranium ores.
10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape: The last preserved example of vast conical waste heaps which
were typical for uranium mining in the Saxon Ore
Mountains after World War II.
17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape: Outstanding
testimony to the large-scale uranium mining activities
and the handling of the environmental impacts of uranium mining. Located in the largest and most important Saxon uranium mining area, Schlema-Alberoda,
the component part bears witness to the leading role
of the Ore Mountain region in the uranium ore production as well to the worldwide unique large-scale
decontamination and landscape redevelopment program which started after the closure of mines in the
early 1990s and set a new international standard for
the redevelopment of former mining areas.
1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape: Outstanding
testimony to the uranium mining from its start in
the mid-19th century (the Svornost mine – the oldest
uranium mine in the world) until the early 1960s. The
component part is closely associated with the discovery of the radioactive elements of radium and polonium by Marie and Pierre Curie and the subsequent
start of the uranium era at the turn of the 19th and 20th
centuries. Vast heaps of uranium shafts and preserved
underground mine workings document the huge extent of uranium mining after World War II.
3-CZ The Red Tower of Death: This rare example of a
uranium ore crushing and sorting plant bears witness
to the dark side of uranium mining during the period of
cold war after World War II. It serves as a symbol of suffering of political prisoners of the Communist regime
who, in the 1950s, were forced to work in this dressing
installation under inhumane conditions, having been
exposed not only to maltreatment in forced labour
camps but also to lethal doses of radiation.

a. Brief synthesis
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a transboundary cultural landscape located in the southeast of the
Federal Republic of Germany and the northwest of the
Czech Republic. It comprises a series of twenty-two
component parts that represents the spatial, functional, historical and socio-technological integrity of
the territory known as the Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří). This geologically, geomorphologically
and geographically distinctive low central European
mountain range stretches from the southwest to the
northeast for 150 km, with an average width of 40 km.
It is broadly a self-contained landscape unit that has
been profoundly and irreversibly shaped by 800 years
of almost continuous polymetallic mining, from the
12th to 20th centuries. The component parts of the series represent the most important mining areas of the
region, and include the highest density of attributes
and values.
The relict structure and pattern of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region remains highly legible and
is characterized by specific and formative contributions made by the exploitation of different metals,
at different times, in locations defined by an uneven
distribution, and exceptional concentration, of mineral deposits. Separate mining landscapes emerged
on both sides of the Ore Mountains, characterized by
exchange of technical know-how, miners and metallurgists between Saxony and Bohemia. For significant
periods of time the region played a major role in the
production of tin (15th/16th centuries), silver (15th/16th
centuries), cobalt (16th to 18th centuries), or uranium
(19th/20th centuries) both on a European and worldwide scale.
The value of the cultural landscape is based on
the interaction between people and their environment, not only attested by the physical elements of
the property, but also by intangible aspects that are
manifest in them. They collectively provide testimony
to the first stages in the region, in the early 16th century, of the early modern transformation of mining
and metallurgy from a small-scale craft-based industry with out-dated medieval origins to a large-scale
state-controlled industry. State-control of the mining
industry, with all its administrative, managerial, educational and social dimensions, together with technological and scientific achievements which emanated
openly from the region, influenced all continental
European mining regions from the Carpathic Arc to
eastern France, and beyond. Indeed, the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region is seminal in this respect.

b. Justification for criteria

Criterion (ii)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is an exceptional testimony to the outstanding role and strong
global influence of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains as a centre for technological and scientific
innovations from the Renaissance up to Modern
Times. During several periods of mining history
significant achievements related to the mining industry emanated from the region and were successfully transferred or influenced subsequent developments in other mining regions.
The enduring growth of mining activities set the
conditions for the appearance of innovations such
as water hoisting or processing technologies, the first
geological maps, the early printing of technological
books, the foundation of the first mining high school,
the development of the economic geology itself and
establishment as a distinct discipline, the discovery
of chemical elements as well as scientific research inspired by mining. The continuous worldwide emigration of highly trained Saxon-Bohemian miners (15th
to the 20th centuries) played a key role for the interchange on developments in technology and sciences.
Additionally, early scientific works (16th/17th centuries)
and a sophisticated educational system for mining experts (from 18th century onwards) enabled the worldwide transfer of knowledge. In this regard, of particular
importance is the Agricola´s “De re metallica” (1556)
based on experiences and inspirations gained from
the Ore Mountains region and the founding of the
Mining Academy in Freiberg (1765). The Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region played a strategic role for
the development as well as improvement of mining
technology and related sciences. The exchange and
influences are evident on the heritage created by mining along history.
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3.3 Proposed Statement of
Outstanding Universal Value

Criterion (iii)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region bears exceptional testimony to technological, scientific, administrative, educational, managerial and social
aspects that underpin the intangible dimension of
living traditions, ideas and beliefs of the people associated with Ore Mountains’ culture.
Organization and a hierarchical administration
and management are fundamental to understanding the mining tradition of the Ore Mountains that
developed from the beginnings of the 16th century;
a tradition developed by the mining bureaucracies
of absolute rulers to maintain strict control of the
work force and to induce a favourable climate for
an early-capitalistic system of financing. Mining law,
organisation and state financing of high-cost largescale developments that benefitted many but could
be afforded by few (water management for power
supply, adit systems, centralized ore-processing
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and smelting, etc.) were key to economic progress.
Such an approach influenced the economic, legal,
administrative and social system of mining in all
continental Europe mining regions. Moreover, the
state-controlled mining organisation strongly influenced the development of Early Modern monetary
systems, particularly witnessed by the royal mint in
Jáchymov. The heavy silver coins known as ‘thalers’
first minted in Jáchymov from 1520 became a standard for the monetary systems in many European
countries for several centuries and became also a
predecessor of the oversea ‘dollar’.
Criterion (iv)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a series representing a coherent mining landscape with specific
proportions of land dedicated in specific places to
mining dictated by the uneven distribution and concentration of ore deposits, and exploited in different
periods and processing operations, to water management and forestry, to urbanization, agriculture, transport and communications - a pattern of nodes and
concentrations, of linear connecting features, all developed in successive phases under increasing state
control. This is an outstanding, indeed unique, example of a transboundary region transformed by mining
activities from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
Well-preserved mine workings, technological ensembles and landscape features bear witness to all
known extracting and processing technologies applied since the late medieval to modern times as well
as to the development of extensive sophisticated
water management systems both above- and underground. The mining activities led to the unparalleled
development of a dense settlement pattern both in
valleys and very high harsh upland positions, featuring a close connection to the surrounding mining
landscapes. They feature a specific infrastructure reflecting the needs of the mining industry, miners and
their families.

c. Statement of Integrity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a specific,
discrete, mountainous mining landscape with corresponding shared, transboundary, cultural origins
and characteristics. Whilst there is a substantial core
of relict elements, the Ore Mountains remain, overall,
a living and evolving cultural landscape.
The property is of a sufficient size to contain all
the necessary attributes of proposed outstanding
universal value that are manifested in a regional
spatial range and contained within twenty-two
component parts. The spatially discontinuous pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements conveying attributes and values, is due to the natural uneven distribution – and
variable density and concentration – of mines, the
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catchments and channels of landscape-scale water
management for industry, of ore-processing and
smelting sites, settlement and social infrastructure,
agriculture and forestry.
In general, all component parts and elements are in
good condition, including the majority of built structures, whilst potential threats remain wholly under
control due to comprehensive legal protection. The
boundary of the nominated property is drawn according to the rationale of a cultural landscape. Each
component part has a specific combination of attributes portrayed by remains of its mining function as
well as significant elements of the social and cultural
development. The component parts document the
cultural, functional, social and administrative interaction both within, and between, the individual mining
areas. Together, they bear witness to the dynamic
functions of a transboundary mining region in all significant phases of development, encompassing the
complete context of a discrete transboundary mining
civilization. Buffer zones have been applied to protect
the nominated property from adverse impacts, and
additionally to protect important setting and visual
interrelations.

d. Statement of Authenticity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a discrete
cultural landscape shaped by 800 years of technologically innovative exploitation of polymetallic
ores, particularly silver, tin, cobalt and uranium.
The relict, and continuing transboundary mining landscape comprises 22 component parts.
These contain the densest physical manifestations
of the attributes of proposed outstanding universal value that, together and as a whole, provide
geographical cohesion as representative of the uneven distribution, and distinctive concentration, of
exceptional mineral resources and the credible evidence for how their exploitation – as complete socio-technical systems – was sustained in, and by,
the landscape and its transboundary community.
The nominated property further embodies the intangible cultural tradition of the original model of
central European state-controlled mining together
with all its administrative, technological and educational prowess; linked to which is an exceptional
resource of movable technological and scientific
collections, archives and a prolific and enduring
academic corpus.
The nominated property is a well-preserved
classic central European metal mining landscape.
Its explicitly determined system of land-use and
socio-technical processes retain an unusually high
degree of legibility. Attributes and their pattern of
distribution, combination, connectivity and interrelationships are clearly identified and dated. They
are further sustained by a highly authentic and cred-

e. Protection and Management
Requirements
The competent ministries of both State Parties
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding in
which they declare their common will to protect
the nominated property in accordance with the
World Heritage Convention. International conventions and charters respected by both States
Parties provide the basis for the cooperation between the two State Parties and the protection of
the nominated property on the international level.
As nature conservation is anchored in European
law, the protective measures are the same in both
countries.
On the national level, all component parts and
buffer zones of the serial property benefit from protection guaranteed by various legal instruments anchored in the respective protective mechanisms of

the State Parties. As a rule, changes to and building
projects on cultural monuments and in the natureprotected areas are subject to authorization according to the respective legal regulations.
A management structure was established to
coordinate all matters and interests related to the
nominated property including representatives of
all responsible ministries and authorities, technical
and scientific institutions, and regional stakeholders. A Management Plan was elaborated to provide
basic objectives and a working framework on the
international and national level. The Management
Plan aims to safeguard the attributes and values, integrity and authenticity of the nominated property.
Modern developments, including in particular
the possibility of new mining activities, are the main
long-term challenge for the protection and management of the property. All relevant stakeholders were
included in the management structure to secure a
constant flow of information regarding potential
new developments in the region and to assess their
impact on the nominated component parts, and to
mitigate negative impacts on outstanding universal
value of the property, its integrity and authenticity.
Long-term expectation is to reach a shared responsibility among all generations for the protection and
preservation of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region and to establish a common sustainable regional strategy specifically addressing the needs
of the nominated property from a World Heritage
perspective.
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ible location and setting that combine to convey
clarity of meaning and understanding. These derive
from phased activity that is inextricably linked to a
rare exploitation suite of ores and which combines
to create a series of cultural landscapes that reveal
consistent functional, historical and visual relationships. Essential features remain distinctive and are
visually unimpeded by modern intrusive development. The property - as a whole, at the level of
component parts and their constituent elements
- meets the conditions of authenticity necessary to
qualify for inscription, the principal attributes tested
against each of the justification criteria.
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Fig. 836 Head frame of the Josef shaft, Jáchymov Mining Landscape
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4. State of Conservation
and factors affecting the Property
The following subchapters contain a description
of the present state of conservation of the 22
component parts of the nominated serial property on the Saxon and the Czech sides of the Ore
Mountains. Measures for heritage protection in
both countries have already been undertaken at
any early stage. Even though continuous structural building maintenance and the financing
of preservation measures were complex at certain periods, a number of historic mining sites
were restored in exemplary manner over the last
years. Strict conservation standards required by
the respective laws were awpplied to these sites.
From an overall perspective, the nominated serial property is in a satisfactory and stabilised
condition. Preservation of the historic fabric and
the landscape features are ensured through a
combination of legislation aimed at cultural heritage protection and nature conservation.

4.a Present state
of conservation
4.a.1 Free State of Saxony,
Federal Republic of Germany
4.a.1.1 Conservation history
The conservation history of the mining heritage
starts as early as at the beginning of the 20th
century. Saxony was one of the leading states in
Germany protecting its rich industrial heritage.
In Saxony as early as in 1830 a first draft of a
heritage law for the protection of historic monuments was discussed. 1881 the inventory of
historical buildings and arts started by decree.
A commission for the preservation of cultural
monuments was founded in Saxony in 1891. In
1909 a law against the deformity of towns and
countrysides was issued and led in the same
year to the protection of the historic complex of
the Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill) located
in the Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape (8DE) as the first protected technical monument in
Germany. In 1917 the commission for the preservation of cultural monuments was converted
into the Saxon Heritage Preservation Office at
the Saxon capitol Dresden in 1917. During the
late 1920 a first survey of technical monuments
took place and led to further protection acts. In
1934 on national level the law for the protection
of arts, cultural and natural monuments was issued by the national socialistic government, the
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so called Heimatschutzgesetz (homeland protection law). It was the legal basis for the protection of Alte Elisabeth Schacht (shaft) in the Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE) and the Grünthal
Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE) in the Ore
Mountains during the 1930s.
During the Second World War, only a few
towns and municipalities in the Ore Mountains
such as Altenberg, Schneeberg or Buchholz were
heavily affected. After the Second World War, the
scarce financial resources of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) government were allocated primarily to the conservation of prestige heritage properties including a number of technical
monuments. On the other hand, the lack of financial resources for the modernisation of listed
monuments, particularly in the commercial and
industrial sectors, had the effect that the monuments had to be reused and therefore remained
preserved to a very large degree. The monument
protection in the Saxon Ore Mountains owes a
great deal to the State Office for Historic Preservation in Dresden which intensified its commitment in the area of technical and mining heritage from the 1950s onwards. From the 1960s, the
stock of monuments was classified into a centralised national list, into district lists and into
municipal lists. The Monument Conservation Act
of 19th June 1975 introduced further categories
of monuments. Thereby especially technical
monuments were recognised. These included
the mining monuments in the Ore Mountains.
In 1980, the VEB Denkmalpflege (socially-owned
enterprise monument conservation) was established as a special operation for heritage
preservation in order to counter the declining
construction capacity and the gradual loss of
knowledge and skills in the traditional crafts in
the GDR. Due to the commitment and technical
skills of the conservationists a considerable part
of the cultural architectural heritage has been
preserved. The State’s efforts at monument conservation were assisted by the numerous committed members of the Kulturbund (cultural
volunteer association) of the GDR, established
in 1945, in which a working group for technical
monuments was also formed. Coming into existence at the start of the 1980s, the Gesellschaft
für Denkmalpflege (society for monument conservation) raised awareness among large parts
of the population of the value of the rich stock
of monuments in the GDR. Nevertheless, due to
neglect, four decades of the GDR’s construction

highly contaminated plants that had previously
been used for ore dressing and processing operations. Large-scale ensembles were often reduced
to just a few individual objects. Privatisation and
changes of ownership, viable financing options
and a targeted funding policy however led to
positive developments particularly in the historic
town centres (cf. chapter 5.f.1). Due to these efforts about 90 per cent of urban monuments in
the mining towns of the Saxon Erzgebirge are currently in a good structural condition.
A similar development took place outside of
the historic centres. It is due to private, municipal
and state efforts, combined with the targeted use
of funds, that a large number of mining monuments could be preserved. For example, many
new visitor mines were established, often including the historic structural fabric. At the same
time, there has been an increase in the number
of museums dealing with the history of mining.
However, the amount of restoration works since
1990 does not compare with the restoration undertaken in the historic centres. The possibilities
of private owners are often restricted, for example
due to the conditions for the allocation of grants.
Nevertheless, the owners preserve the majority
of the historic mining monuments in a structurally good condition. This is a result not at least
to the close affinity that the region’s population
have with the history and tradition of mining.
The original appearance of many historic mining
monuments is preserved despite modern modifications. The state of conservation of the majority
of the monuments can be described as good to
very good.
The new survey of monuments post-1993 underlines that, in proportion to its size and population, Saxony is home to the largest number of
technical and industrial monuments in Germany.
It is not only the quantity of the objects that is
noteworthy, but also their quality. The legacy extant in Saxony covers practically every period and
stage of development of technical and industrial
heritage. The preservation of this heritage still
focuses on conserving important monuments
to industrialisation and infrastructure, thereby
contributing to raising awareness of the historical
technical development that continues to shape
the Free State of Saxony.
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policy resulted in a desolate condition of many
historic buildings.
However, a comprehensive stock of technical
monuments from various eras is preserved in Saxony. Efforts to protect technical monuments were
ongoing in Saxony as far back as the outset of the
20th century. The awareness of the history and the
significance of Saxon trade and industry for the
development of the European economy brought
Saxon entrepreneurs, engineers, architects and
historians together. In the late 1920s, a partnership between the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure
(Association of German Engineers), the Deutsche
Heimatschutzbund (German Homeland Protection Confederation) and the Deutsche Museum
von Meisterwerken der Naturwissenschaft und
Technik (German Museum – Masterpieces of Science and Technology) in Munich, led to the first
inventory being taken of the technical cultural
monuments in Germany, and among these were
a series of mining monuments in the Ore Mountains. In the 1930s, professors at the Mining Academy Freiberg were actively working for the preservation and protection of mining monuments such
as the mine Alte Elisabeth in the Freiberg Mining
Landscape (4-DE). In 1951, a systematic identification of technical monuments was commenced
in the GDR, with a leading role played by the Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation. In many
instances new possibilities for use enabled the
preservation of these monuments. The preservation and the reuse of mining monuments in the
GDR, in particular, were due to the Institute for the
History of Mining and Metallurgy founded at the
Mining Academy Freiberg in 1954. Series D of the
Freiberger Forschungshefte (research volumes),
published by this institute, contained numerous
research findings into the history of mining activity and its historic monuments. The institute also
played a central role in relation to the relevant
publications about the technical monuments
and the history of Freiberg mining activity (1986),
mining in the Ore Mountains (1989) as well as on
technical monuments in the GDR (1973).
After the political reunification of Germany in
1989, despite frequent instances of continued
use, many historic buildings were threatened due
to economic changes, including cessation of production and the associated dissolution of numerous enterprises. The demolition affected numerous physical structures associated with mining
activity after the nearly complete cessation of the
mining and ore dressing in the Ore Mountains in
1990. In the case of many individual properties,
their condition decayed dramatically and numerous historically significant properties were
lost as a consequence. Some of these included

4.a.1.2 Present state of conservation
of the Saxon component parts
During the nomination process, the state of conservation of all listed monuments related to mining
within the nominated component parts was evaluated regularly in close cooperation with the monument protection authorities. The evaluation includ-
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ed also landscape features related to mining such
as heaps and shaft collpases as they are frequently
also protected under monument protection law. In
2015, the Institute of Industrial Archaeology, History
of Science and Technology (IWTG) at the Technical
University Bergakademie Freiberg implemented a
monitoring process on behalf of the World Heritage
association. Together with the site managers, municipalities and monument protection authorities
all sites were visited and the state of conservation as
well as necessary measures were recorded. Basing
upon the evaluation an action plan was set-up to
ensure long-term protection. Additionally, regular
meetings of the monument preservation working
group ensure a constant flow of information related
to the state of conservation of the nominated component parts. Care and maintenance is provided in
line with accepted conservation practice.
As a result, the present state of conservation of the
majority of the built structures is good. With 74.6 %
of the monuments, the necessary conservation
measures have been completed in the recent years

or no preservation measures are required in a medium-term. Regular maintenance work is performed.
Further 19.6 % of the monuments are in a satisfactory condition. These monuments are not threatened
at the moment, but conservation measures are necessary in certain areas and partly already ongoing
or prepared. Some buildings of the Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works (7-DE), the Muldenhütten smeltery
and the crew´s house of the Abraham Shaft (both
located in 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape) are currently in a poor condition (5.8 %). First safety measures were already implemented. Landscape features such as heaps, man-made ditches or surface
depressions are partly affected by vegetation that
should be removed regularly but does not impact
on the state of conservation. These sites are regularly monitored to react if necessary. The following
chart provides an overview of the built structures in
a fair or poor condition that require maintenance
measures in short to medium-term. The present
state of conversation of each component part is described below.

Table 25 Overview of built structure of listed monuments in a fair or poor condition

Component part

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Condition

Rothzechner hoisting shaft

fair

Ore washer (Wäsche IV)

fair

Aschergraben (ditch)

fair

Agricultural buildings of the castle

fair

Abraham Schacht (shaft): crew´s house, jig washing station

poor, fair

Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube (mine): mine forge

fair

Roter Graben (ditch)

fair

Muldenhütten smeltery

poor

Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft): underground power plants

fair

Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine): mine ore railway
embankment

fair

Halsbrücke smeltery: slag bath, workers‘ housing 3 and 4

fair

Ore Canal: Lock

fair

Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln (mine):
administration building, mine forge, stamp mill

fair

Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln (mine):
administration building and assembly building,
foreman´s house

fair

Gersdorf mining landscape:
mine forge, hoisting house, Krebsteich (pond)

fair

Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery):
Shaft building (Kaue) Lichtloch VIII

fair

Component part

Listed monuments, landscape features

Condition

St. Georghütte (smeltery)

fair

Gesellschaft Fundgrube (mine): mine forge, carpenter‘s
workshop

fair

Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube (mine): pump engineer house,
mine forge, administration and assembly building, foreman’s
house

fair

7-DE Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works

Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

poor

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Annaberg mining town: Lazarus Ercker house

fair

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

1-DE Dippoldiswalde
Medieval Silver Mines

Providing evidence from the 12ᵗʰ to the 13ᵗʰ centuries, the mine was discovered just a few years ago
during constructions works carried out by the chief
mining office of Saxony. Extensive archaeological excavations were undertaken as part of these
works and are continuing today. Further findings
may be anticipated during subsequent archaeological excavations. The whole underground structures are protected as an archaeological site.

Fig. 837 Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines, protected as
archaeological site (© Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen)
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The site is secured, well-researched and the
finds will be displayed.

2-DE Altenberg–Zinnwald
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short
or medium-term risks. All historic fabric as
well as landscape features related to mining
are heritage listed. The component part and
the buffer zone are located in a landscape
protection area and partly also in a nature
conservation area.

Partly dredged, the Aschergraben ditch is in an
overall good condition still serving as a functional
waterway. The artificial watercourse was restored
between 1995 and 1997. Continuous maintenance works include the control and the removal
of the vegetation.

Fig. 838 Rothzechner hoisting shaft at the Neufang mines

At the Neufang mines, the building above the
Rothzechner hoisting shaft is in a fair condition and
the substance has to be controlled regularly. Currently no maintenance works are required. The adit
Zwitterstock-Tiefer-Erbstolln to this day continues to
serve as upper, natural pit water drain from the mines
of the Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape. The
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heaps are overgrown by vegetation. The Altenberger
Pinge (shaft collpase) is fenced for security reasons
and the edges are regularly controlled to evaluate
possible erosion by the competent company.
The ore washer (Wäsche IV) was restored between
1983 and 1994 in accordance with monument protection requirements including the careful restoration of
the wood constructions and wood machines of the
stamp mill. The maintenance, restoration and additions of technical installations, which partly originate
from other sites, are wholly in line with the tradition of
early efforts to preserve technical monuments. Res-

toration and maintenance works of the shingle roof
of the ore washer and the wooden installations are
currently ongoing.
The Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft) is in a good
overall condition. Structural modifications were performed so that the property could continue to be
used. A new housing was constructed for the large
direct-current hauling engine dating from 1983.
The preserved main buildings of the mine Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald were restored in the
1990s and the underground mine workings are
open to the public.

Table 26 Overview of the state of conservation, Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape (2-DE)

Listed monuments, and landscape features

Date

Condition

Heaps landscape, Neufang mines

est. from 15th to 18th centuries

good

Powder house, Neufang mines

est. 1793

good

Ventilation shaft 20, Neufang mines

est. 1967, converted 1982

good

Ventilation shaft 32, Neufang mines

est. 1974

good

Rothzechner hoisting shaft, Neufang mines

est. 1958

fair

Zwitterstock-Tiefer-Erbstolln (adit)

est. from 1491 to 1543

good

Agricultural areas, Geisingberg (mountain)

est. from 1440

good

Altenberger Pinge (surface depression)

est. from 1440

good

Wäsche IV (ore washer)

est. 16th century

fair

Aschergraben (ditch)

est. 1452 to 1458

good

Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1961/1962

good

Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. 1917

good

Underground structures,
Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. from 1686

good

Tiefen Hilfe Gottes adit,
Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald (mine)

est. from 1749

good

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre
The present state of conservation
is overall good. The component part is protected under monument protection law.

Lauenstein historic centre has preserved its medieval layout, and the building fabric from the 17th
to the early 19th centuries. The church was rebuilt
at the end of the 16th century after the first church
building was destroyed by fire. The galleries were
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Fig. 839 Buildings at the gate of Lauenstein Castle

4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape
The component part is mostly in a good
condition apart from a few exceptions that
are either in a satisfactory or in a poor condition. All historic fabric as well as landscape
features related to mining are heritage
listed. The Mulde river is protected under
nature conservation law.

In the Gersdorf mining landscape, located next
to the Mulde river in a forest area, the archaeological remains of early mining activities such
as water management installations, transport
infrastructure, heaps and shaft collpases are
well-preserved. The underground structures are
partly accessible and further areas are currently
researched. Extraordinarily well preserved are
two water-column engines located in the machine room of the Joseph shaft. Only a few of the
surface buildings of the Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln
mine are remaining. These include the mine forge
and the former gin houses as well as the administration and assembly building (Huthaus) above
the hoisting shaft. Restoration works at the administration and assembly building are currently
ongoing. The site is maintained by a miners’ club
which constantly implements maintenance mea-

sures. The site is protected as a monument protection area.
In the Northern mining district the ore canal is
dredged but clearly visible. The remains of the partly
reconstructed two boat-lifts are preserved. The administration and assembly building, the mine forge
and the stamp mill of the Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln (mine) are in fair condition. In particular the
stamp mill and the administration building require
maintenance measures in the short-term. First measures to secure the buildings were already undertaken. An expertise of the building fabric was done by
the competent monument preservation authorities.
Minor maintenance work was already financed and
undertaken by the owner. Various surface buildings
of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln were restored
and are in a good condition. The administration
building (Huthaus) and the foremen´s house are in
a poor condition and need to be monitored in the
short-term. The buildings of the Halsbrücke smeltery
are in a fair condition or currently restoration works
on the workers houses 3 and 4 are ongoing. The
houses 1 and 2 are already restored.
From 1990 to 2010, of the some 800 buildings in
the historic centre of Freiberg 515 were completely
restored and 154 partially. That corresponds to a restoration rate of 83 % respectively 64 %. Freiberg currently has about 520 listed monuments in its town
centre. The large restored monuments in Freiberg,
many of which were converted to a new or supplementary use, include the church of St. Nikolai, Freudenstein castle, buildings of the mining academy,
the miners’ school, the granary and the buildings of
the chief mining office. Besides this, the majority of
historic town houses have been restored, as is impressively evident when looking at the Freiberger upper and lower market quarters. Due to the functional
change of use buildings are affected to a certain
amount by development pressure. Here solutions
have to be found in consultation with the competent
monument protection authorities.
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incorporated in 1655. Further construction took
place on the galleries in 1774 and 1871, and in 1896
including a reduction of the galleries/extension of
the organ loft, replacement of the patronage’s box
with a balcony, and the addition of three stained
glass windows. To the north-east of the chancel is
the Bünau chapel, erected in 1609. It houses the
sandstone epitaph of the von Bünau family, and
has an elaborately decorated sandstone entrance
designed in late-Renaissance style. The church was
restored after an organ fire in 2003.
The Renaissance castle joins parts of the medieval fort ruins perched high above the Müglitztal
valley, on a steep rocky outcrop in the northern
districts. Between the castle and the marketplace
lies the castle courtyard, also known as the manor
courtyard or farmyard. Clustered around the castle
are numerous gardens, such as the baroque castle
garden in the north-east, and the herb harden in
the west. The farm buildings of the castle are in a
fair condition. Maintenance works are planned for
2018/19. The buildings located at the gate are currently under restoration.

Fig. 840 Assembly building (Huthaus) of the Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln (mine)
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The heritage listed heaps that illustrate the layout of
the Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode) aboveground
are overgrown with trees. The heap row is located in
an agricultural area.
The Roter Graben (man-made ditch) in part still carries water and features several directly adjacent adit
mouths, the heap and the hoisting house of the Hoffnung shaft, and the former ore washer of the Oberes
Neues Geschrei mine. Restoration and maintenance
works are currently being discussed for the Roter
Graben. One challenge here is the siltation of the ditch
by mud polluted with heavy metals. All works should
be defined in close cooperation with the monument
protection and environmental protection authorities.
Upgrade and restoration works are currently ongoing
at the hoisting house of the Oberes Neues Geschrei
mine.
Most of the buildings of the Abraham shaft were
restored since 1990. Some surface installations still
need attention. The jig washing station is secured and
further restoration measures are required. The crew’s
house is increasingly at risk of collapse due to the fact
that it has been empty for years. The building is now in
private ownership and maintenance work will be carried out in short-term. The Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube
(mine) is in a good condition.
Largely dating from the 18ᵗʰ and 19ᵗʰ centuries,
the monuments of the Muldenhütten smeltery have
remained unused for several years now. Restoration
works have already taken place here at the administration and assembly building several years ago.
Maintenance works for some safety measures have
taken place at the Pattinson plant. An assessment of
the state of conservation with a definition of the necessary preservation measures was implemented in
2013. The state of conservation of the physical structures is very different and all buildings need to be
restored. Only the shaft furnace building is currently
threatened and needs to be secured in a short term.
Since 2016 a programme financed by the Ostdeutsche Sparkassenstiftung (East German Savings Bank
Foundation) has been launched to collect the necessary information for future conservation and restoration work. An investigation of the pollution of the site
has been made in early 2017 and the results led to a
temporary stop of all further investigations. The heavy
pollution of the dust and the plaster within the site
by heavy metals, especially lead, must be cleaned up
before any further documentation, preservation and
restoration work can be started again. In the moment
plans for the decontamination are being defined in
close cooperation with the monument protection
and environmental protection authorities.
The surface buildings at the shaft Drei-Brüder-Schacht and the mine Fundgrube Beschert Glück located
in the Zug mining landscape are overall in a good
condition. In 2017, restoration works and shaft up-
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grade works were completed under the supervision
of the Saxon chief mining office to secure the access
to the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) for a
constant monitoring of the drainage system. Because
of this works the historic underground power plant is
now accessible again.
Following the cessation of mining in 1896, an extensive stock of historic surface installations was preserved at the mine Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube in the
Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape. The early change
of use and the restoration works, ongoing for some
years now through a private initiative, together with
the conversion for residential purposes preserved the
overall complex of the mining site. Due to the state of
conservation, measures to preserve the ore railway
embankment of the Mendenschacht (shaft) are needed over the medium-term.
The Goldbachtal mining landscape encompasses
the mine Einigkeit Fundgrube, the Thelersberger adit
and a large heaps’ landscape. The mine installations
include the administration and assembly building
(Huthaus), the powder house and the heap of the
Hörnigschacht (shaft). The shaft was safe-kept in 1906
when mining ended. A mining museum was established in the administration and assembly building in
1931. From 1997, the mine complex was restored and
the museum was redesigned. Commenced in the 16ᵗʰ
century, the Thelersberger adit is among the earliest,
most extensive and important drainage systems in the
southern Freiberg Mining Landscape. It is still draining
the Goldbachtal mining landscape. The keystone of
the adit mouth was newly installed in 1838 and, in
2006, a part of the portal face was newly extended.
The Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) is
still operational across its entire length for the dewatering of the mines in the Freiberg Mining Landscape.
All Lichtlöcher (air shafts) are preserved as relict
heaps or in case of the shaft IV, VII and VIII including
the related historic shaft, administration and ancillary
buildings. The preserved buildings are partly used
as museums. Care and maintenance work required
to achieve functionality, including the costly restoration following the flooding in 2002, do not impair the
authenticity and integrity of the entire system. Particularly noteworthy here are the exemplary maintenance works at the shafts IV and VII. Both mining sites
are maintained by miners’ clubs and were carefully
restored in recent years supported by the municipality. Maintenance work is required in a midterm at the
shaft building (Kaue) at the VIII. Lichtloch to secure
the preservation. The hoisting house of Lichtloch VII
requires also maintenance work.
Today, a significant part of the water system, including ditches, leats and ponds, is used as Aktive
Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA (active mining water
management system) to supply drinking and service
water for the cities of Freiberg and Dresden and to

and modify the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA
and its buffer zones in the future. The modifications
and modernisation works resulting from operational requirements should – in line with the protection
and preservation of the historic installations of the
nominated property – ensure the functionality of the
active RWA within the terms of the statutory remit
of the LTV. All future measures performed in relation
to the water management system are subject to the
currently applicable provisions of the Water Act, the
Nature Conversation Act and the Monument Conservation Act of the Free State of Saxony and the Federal
Republic of Germany. The provisions of the financial regulations for Saxony (Sächsische Haushaltsordung - SächsHO), the administrative regulations
for the presentation of budgetary plans for the water
industry (VwV Planvorlagen) and the administrative
regulations for the presentation of budgetary plans
for storage reservoirs (VwV Stauanlagen) including
DIN 19700 and other applicable technical regulations must likewise be observed and taken into consideration. The definition of a conservational target
is recommended in order to implement future measures in respect of the active RWA and in accordance
with its protected heritage status. The integrity of the
overall system is not endangered; the primary significance lies in the history.

Table 27 Overview of the state of conservation, Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE)

Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Freiberg mining town

Historic centre

est. from 1168

good

Hauptstollngang
Stehender (lode)

Heaps landscape

est. from 14ᵗʰ to 19ᵗʰ
centuries

good

Heap masonry

est. from 1753

good

Ore pass openings and ore railway
tunnel

est. 1846

good

Carpenter´s workshop

est. after 1839

good

New administration building

est. 1846

good

Old administration and
assembly building (Huthaus)

est. 1843

good

Jig washing station

est. 1834

fair

Hoisting house

est. 1839

good

Sorting house

est. 1842

good

Crew´s house with horse stable

est. around 1790

poor

Mine forge

est. around 1834

good

Heap with ore passes

est. from 1808

good

Alte Elisabeth shaft complex

est. from 1808

good

Underground mine workings

est. around 1511

good

Mine forge

est. around 1850

good

Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Alte Elisabeth
Fundgrube (mine)
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provide protection against flooding. The active RWA
is owned by the Free State of Saxony. The management of the property is the responsibility of the state
dam administration (Landestalsperrenverwaltung LTV). As the bodies of water of the active RWA are
classified as waters of the 1st category, because of
their significance and state of development in accordance with the definitions of the Saxon Water
Act (SächsWG), the duty for their preservation, upgrade and maintenance lies with the Free State of
Saxony. The Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA is a
system of man-made and water-management storage ponds and transport structures, which entails
continuous upkeep, maintenance and repair works.
According to law, this must be performed taking into
account the generally accepted rules of technology
and economic considerations. It is only through the
active operation by the state dam administration of
the active RWA’s water supply systems that these
can be sustainably preserved along with their multifunctional uses. The operation encompasses the
maintenance of the installations and systems, including the necessary maintenance and modernisation works, as well as the provision of drinking and
service water, the use for flood protection, fisheries
and for leisure purposes. As in the past centuries
operational and technical demands will influence
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Reiche Zeche (research and
teaching mine)

Roter Graben (ditch)

Grube Oberes Neues Geschrei
(mine)

Muldenhütten smeltery

Zug mining landscape
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Date

Condition

Waste rock heap

est. 1841 to 1969

good

Hoist frame

est. 1953

good

Smoke stag

est. 1898

fair

Machine house

est. 1898

good

Crew’s house

est. 1898

good

Pit foremen house

est. 1898

good

Ore filling station

est. 1898

poor

Underground wheel chamber

est. 1846

good

Roter Graben (ditch)

est. 1614/1615

poor

Adit mouths (five mouths)

est. since 1614/1615, renewed 1st half of 18th century

good

Administration and assembly building, Thurmhofer Hilfsstolln (adit)

from 18th century

good

Ore washer

est. around 1840

good

Heap

est. from 1844 to 1850

good

Hoisting House

est. around 1840

good

Huthaus I (administration and assembly building)

est. in 2nd half of 17th century

fair

Shaft furnace building

est. 1886/1887, restructured
1938/1939

poor

Refining complex

est. around 1855/56 to 1886

poor

Water barrel hoist

est. in 2 half of 19 century

fair

Slag stone wall of former furnaces

est. in 2nd half of 19th century

poor

Heap with wall and ore passes,
Beschert Glück Fundgrube (mine)

est. from 1697

good

Huthaus (administration building),
Beschert Glück Fundgrube

est. 1786

good

Sorting house and shaft building,
Beschert Glück Fundgrube

est. around 1800

good

Shed complex,
Beschert Glück Fundgrube

est. around 1900

good

Heap with masonry and ore passes,
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. from 1791

good

Shaft building,
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1913

good

Machine house,
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1915

good

Sorting house,
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)

est. 1820

good

Underground power plant

est. 1913/1914

fair

Heaps’ Landscape

est. from 16th to 19th
centuries

good

nd

th

Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine)

Goldbachtal mines

Ore Canal with related mines

Date

Condition

Heap

est. from 1516

fair

Administration and assembly building

est. 1820

good

Prayer house

est. 19 century

good

Mine forge

est. 1856

good

Coe (Kaue)

est. 19th century

good

Hoisting house

est. 1854

good

Charcoal house

est. 1906

Leat mouth and ore railway mouth

est. in 1st half of 19 century

fair

Ore railway embankment

est. 1829/30

fair

Junge Mordgrube Stehender (lode)

est. from 16th

fair

Huthaus Einigkeit Fundgrube (mine)

est. 1837

good

Powder house Hörnig shaft

est. 1840

Heap of the Hörnig shaft

est. 18 /19 century

fair

Leat Mouth of the Hörnig shaft

est. 1845

fair

Thelersberger adit

est. 16th to 18th centuries

good

Heaps' Landscape Goldbachtal

est. 16 to 18 centuries

good

Ore canal

est. 1788 to 1789

fair

Tub boat lift Rothenfurt

est. 1788/1789

good

Remains of the Altväter bridge

est. from 1680 to 1715

good

Lock of the Ore Canal

est. 1823

fair

Remains of the tub boat lift,
Großvoigtsberg

est. 1791/1792

good

Administration and assembly building
(Huthaus), Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln (mine)

est. around 1700, reconstructed 1747

fair

Guard house, Churprinz Friedrich
August Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1820

good

Forge of the Churprinz Friedrich
August Erbstolln (mine)

est. 18th century

fair

Carpenter’s workshop of the Churprinz
Friedrich August Erbstolln (mine)

est. 18th century

good

Stamp mill, Churprinz Friedrich August
Erbstolln (mine)

est. in 18th century

fair

Powder house, Churprinz Friedrich
August Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1795

good

Heap Einigkeiter Schacht (shaft) of the
Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln (mine)

est. from 2nd half of 18th
century

good

Surface buildings Einigkeiter Schacht
(shaft), Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln
(mine)

est. 18th century

good

Administrativ building, Alte Hoffnung
Gottes Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1874

good

Miners’ house, Alte Hoffnung Gottes
Erbstolln (mine)

est. 18th century

good

th

good
th

th

th

fair
th

th
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Ore Canal with related mines

Halsbrücke smeltery

Segen Gottes Erbstolln
(mine), Gersdorf mining
landscape

Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery)
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Date

Condition

Huthaus of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes
Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1769

good

Powder House, Alte Hoffnung Gottes
Erbstolln (mine)

est. 1795

good

Slag bath

est. 1804

fair

Workers’ housing 1-4

est. 18th century

good, fair

Aqueduct

est. from 1787 to 1791

good

Ore washer of the Oberes Neues
Geschrei (mine)

est. around 1850

good

Slag Heap

est. 18th to 20th century

good

Mine forge

est. 18th century

fair

Hoisting house

est. 18th century

fair

Krebsteich (pond)

est. 1743

fair

Upper man-made ditch

est. 1844

good

Lower man-made ditch

est. 1743

good

Motive-water leat

est. 18 century

good

Adam adit

est. from 17th century

good

Ore Canal

est. 1811

good

Flatrod-system tunnel

est. 1810

good

Weir

est. end of 18th century

good

Medieval surface depressions and
heaps

est. 12th to 19th century

good

Underground wheel chamber

est. 1778

good

Underground machine chamber with
two water column machines

Est.1826/33 and 1863

good

Main adit mouth

est. from 1844/1845

good

Lower leat mouth

est. from 1844 to 1877

good

Lichtloch I (shaft)

est. from 1844 to 1864

fair

Lichtloch II (shaft)

est. from 1845 to 1873

good

Lichtloch III (shaft)

est. from 1845 to 1873

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - heap

est. from 1844 to 1873

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - administration
and assembly building

est. 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - mine forge

est. 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - carpenter’s house

est. 1844

good

Lichtloch IV (shaft) - hoisting house

est. 1847

good

Lichtloch V (shaft)

est. from 1844 to 1873

fair

Lichtloch VI (shaft) - heap and shaft
superstructure

est. from 1845 to 1875

good

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - hoisting house
with wheel chamber

est. 1850

good

th

Listed monuments, landscape features

Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery)

Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA (mining
water management system)

Date

Condition

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - mine forge

est. 1850

good

Lichtloch VII (shaft) - powder house

est. 1850

fair

Lichtloch VIII (shaft) - heap

est. from 1865 to 1877

good

Lichtloch VIII (shaft) - shaft building
(Kaue)

est. 19th century, shaft building extended 1938

fair

Grabentour (motive-water system)

est. from 1844 to 1847

good

Dittmannsdorfer pond

est. 1826

good

Dörnthaler pond

est. 1788

good

Obersaidaer pond

est. 1727

good

Oberer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1590

good

Mittlerer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1732

good

Unterer Großhartmannsdorfer pond

est. 1562

good

Erzengler pond

est. 1570

good

Rothbächer pond

est. 1565

good

Hüttenteich (pond)

est. 1558/60

good

Constantinteich (pond)

est. 1922

good

Chapter 4

5-DE Hoher Forst
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks. The mining landscape
is located within a lager archaeological
relevance zone.

The silver mining proven to have performed here
back in 1306 and the mining of argentiferous copper ores undertaken from the 15th century onwards
have left a visible legacy in the form of shaft collapses running alongside the ore lodes. The mining town was abandoned back in the second half
of the 14th century due to the decline in mining. The
Martin Römer adit was constructed at the end of
the 18th century. The Engländerstolln (adit) was developed during the Second World War, and the adit
is currently opened up for the public. The development will allow to see the earlier mine workings as
well. The area in and around the deserted mining
town of Fürstenberg, with its motte and bailey castle, was designated as an archaeological site back
in 1940. An association takes care of the area including its natural features.

Fig. 841 Mouth of the Engländerstolln (adit)
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6-DE Schneeberg
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks. The main elements are
protected as an ensemble (Sachgesamtheit).

After the town fire of 1719 Schneeberg mining town
was rebuilt incorporating Baroque elements which
make this settlement distinct from other mining
towns. Many structures in the old town are declared
listed monuments. The Church of St. Wolfgang was
burned out in the Second World War. In 1952 work
started on its reconstruction with the use of historic
building materials. The reconstruction was completed in 1996. Since 1990, more than 65 % of the buildings in the historic centre were restored, among which
are numerous baroque town houses.
The mine Weißer Hirsch Fundgrube consists of the
heap and the hoisting house sitting atop it. The hoisting house with several annexes is in a very good condition. The preserved interior and technical equipment
is particularly valuable even if not all the parts are authentic. Particularly noteworthy in this context is the
well-preserved historic water wheel chamber located
under the hoisting house.
The Siebenschlehener Pockwerk (stamp mill) consists of the actual stamp mill building, which was in
use until 1929 and – following repairs and additions –
is now used as a technical museum and was recently
restored. The smeltery St. Georgenhütte was established in the 17th century. Extensive renovation and
reconstruction works are currently ongoing here, taking into account conservational considerations and
widely retaining the original structural fabric.
A large number of the buildings of the mine Gesellschaft Fundgrube including the administration
Fig. 842
Administration and
assembly building
of the Daniel Fundgrube dating from
the 19th century
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and assembly building, mine forge, well house and
powder house have been almost originally preserved.
The turbine shaft is covered and protected by a modern shaft building, while the carpenter’s workshop,
now used as a residence, was only slightly modified.
The ensemble also includes the meridian stone installed in 1838.
The mine Sauschwart Fundgrube is a smaller ensemble dating from the 19th century. The surface installations sitting atop a heap and the technical plant,
consisting of a winding machine and a minecart conveyor system, form part of the museum exhibit setting. The shaft building (Kaue), the administration and
assembly building, the foreman’s house and the old
carpenter’s workshop exist in their original state and
have been fully restored according to their listed historic status. Renovation works are currently ongoing
at the stamp mill. Work is also being planned to make
the wheel chamber accessible to the public.
The preserved buildings of the mine Daniel Fundgrube include the administration and assembly building and the mine forge dating from the 19th century.
The wooden block construction style of the store is
notable. The buildings are in a very good state of conservation. Perched on the dominating spoil heap, a
newly constructed shaft building (Kaue) protects the
shaft above which a horse gin was previously located.
Established in the 15th century and expanded at
the start of the 18th, the Filzteich (pond) consists of
the pond with dam, the sluice, the overflow, the main
man-made water ditch and a leat. The technical installations are preserved originally. Since 1933 the
pond has been used as a natural bathing facility and
local recreation area. It is listed as a technical monument in the cultural monument list. The bathing use
does not present any risks. The installations are controlled regularly. The pond is emptied all three years
for controlling and maintaining the installations below the water surface. Water inlet is provided by the
neighbouring peat bog that is protected by nature
conservation.

Restoration works are ongoing at the stamp mill of
the mine Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube including the
underground stamp wheel house since 2004. A miners’ association is responsible for the care and maintenance for the mill. About 600.000 € were already
spent in recent years. The hoisting house and power
house are preserved as a ruin. All other buildings of
the ensemble are used for residential purposes; the
stamp mill is currently being restored.

The 16th century underground working of the mine
Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein including a
wheel chamber are in a good condition.
Markus-Semmler-Stolln (adit), built from 1503
onwards until the end of the 20th century and with
around 220 km length the largest adit system in Germany is still in use by the Wismut GmbH and drains
the whole former silver, cobalt and uranium mining
area between Schneeberg and Aue-Schlema. It is
maintained by the Wismut GmbH.

Table 28 Overview of the state of conservation, Schneeberg Mining Landscape (6-DE)

Listed monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Historic Centre of Schneeberg -

est. from 1471

good

est. 1852

Heap

est. from 17 to 20
centuries

good

Wheel house

est. 1853

good

Stamp mill

est. 1752/1753

good

Foreman’s house

est. 1830

good

Cobalt chambers

est. 1830

good

St. Georgenhütte

Smeltery

est. 1665

fair

Knappschaftsteich (pond)

Pond

est. 1684

good

Heap

est. 17th to 18th centuries

good

Hoisting house

est. 1949

good

Griefener adit

est. 1852

good

Foreman’s house

est. 1837

good

Administration and assembly building

est. 1835

good

Heap

est. around 1500

good

Shaft superstructure

est. from around 1500

good

Administration and assembly building

est. 1730

good

Mine forge

est. 1838/1840

good

Heap

est. from 15th century

good

Mouth of the leat

est. 1854/1855

good

Shaft building (Kaue)

est. 1984

good

Administration and assembly building

est. 1830

good

Mine forge

est. 1839

good

Carpenter’s workshop

est. 19th century

good

Powder house

est. 1844

good

Well house

est. 19th century

good

Weißer Hirsch Fundgrube
(mine)

Siebenschlehener Pochwerk
(stamp mill)

Sauschwart Fundgrube
(mine)

Daniel Fundgrube (mine)

Gesellschaft Fundgrube
(mine)

good
th

th
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Listed monuments, landscape features

Filzteich (pond)

Wolfgang Maßen Fundgrube
(mine)

Date

Condition

Water supply and gathering ditches

est. 15th century

fair

Pond with dam

est. from 1483 to 1485, enlarged 1708

fair

Control hut

rebuilt 2nd half of 20th century

fair

Sluice (Striegel)

est. 15th, enlarged 18th century fair

Spillway

est. 1783-1786

fair

Main man-made-ditch

est. around 1817

fair

Leat

est. 19th century

Heaps‘ landscape

est. from 16th to 20th centuries good

Shaft with shaft masonry

est.1784

good

Stamp mill with underground stamp
wheel house

est.1816 to 1818

Fair

Pump engineer house

est. around 1820

fair

Foreman’s house

est. around 1820

fair

Administration and assembly building

est. around 1820

fair

Mine forge

est. 19th century

fair

est. from 1503 to 20th century

good

St. Anna adit

est. from 1502

good

Troster Stolln (adit)

est. 1526

good

Quarzzeche (pit)

est. in 18th century

good

Heap, St. Anna shaft

est. from 1518

good

Markus-Semmler-Stolln (adit) Markus-Semmler-Stolln (adit)

Fundgrube St. Anna am
Freudenstein nebst Troster
Stolln (mine)

7-DE Schindlers
Werk Smalt Works
The present state of conservation is predominantly poor. Some of the buildings are
exposed to short or medium-term risks. A
first program for the preservation and reconstruction of the static structures and the
roofs is initiated.

Numerous production buildings from various
mining periods are located in the factory area
of the Schindlers Werk Smalt Works. Practically
wholly preserved, the factory is a historic production site with accompanying social structures. The factory served for the production of
blue dyes until the middle of the 19th century,
before being converted to the manufacture of
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ultramarine, which is still continuing today. An
assessment of the state of conservation with a
definition of the necessary preservation measures was implemented in 2013. The state of conservation of the physical structures is very different and most buildings need to be restored.
Alongside the repaired and restored buildings
and residential houses – now integrated into the
production process – there is also a large number of buildings that are unused and which are
in a structurally poor condition. In particular, the
furnaces of the smelter are threatened and it will
only be possible to preserve exemplary parts.
The federal state of Saxony supports the securing measures financially. A sustainable concept
for the reuse of the whole area is necessary to
preserve the unique factory.

Fig. 843
Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works with
wet mill (Nassmühle), dressing works
(Schlämmerei) and
Manor house

Table 29 Overview of the state of conservation, Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE)

Date

Condition

Manor house

est. 17th century, restructured 19th century

fair

Laboratory building

est. 17th century

fair

Storehouse

est. 18th century

fair

Wet mill (Nassmühle)

est. 19th century

poor

Dry mill (Trockenmühle)

est. before 1910

fair

Dressing works (Schlämmerei)

est. 19th century

fair

Blue mill (Blaumühle)

est. before 1900

fair

Packing, bathing and despatching building

est. late 19th century

fair

Magazine building

est. first half of 18th century

fair

Smeltery (Große Hütte 1)

est. around 1900

poor

Smeltery (Große Hütte 2)

est. around 1900

poor

Round chimney

est. around 1900

fair

Octagonal chimney

est. second half 19th century

fair

Stable building and carpenter’s workshop

est. first half 19th century

poor

Coachman’s house

est. first half 19th century

poor

Director’s villa

est. late 19th century

poor

Residence house No. 2

est. late 19th century

poor

Residence house No. 3

est. around 1840

poor

Residence house No. 4

est. late 19th century

good

Residence house No. 5

est. around 1890

poor

Residence house No. 6

est. around 1840

poor

Factory canteen (Schwarzes Kasino)

est. late 19th century

poor

Official´s residence house

est. late 19th century

fair
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8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation is overall
good. None of the buildings is exposed to
short or medium-term risks.

Numerous historic buildings of the component
part historic centre of Annaberg including large
parts of the town wall are preserved. The townscape constitutes an authentic legacy with valuable individual monuments. Extensive restoration
measures have been carried out in the Historic
Centre of Annaberg since 1990. Commenced about

40 years ago, the renovation and restoration of the
Church of St. Annen have now been completed.
In 2005, the extensive renovation and restoration
work on the Miners’ Church of St. Marien have
been largely completed. Extensive efforts also
went into securing and repairing the town fortifications, including the historic green belt. Likewise
noteworthy is the upgrading and restoration of the
majority of the important late medieval or early
modern town houses such as the Adam-Ries-Haus
and the Annaberg town library. Mention must also
be made of the rearrangement of the marketplace
in Annaberg, the comprehensive restoration of
the town hall and the change of use of the former mining storehouse. The majority of the listed
monuments in the Historic Centre of Annaberg are
currently in a good structural condition. Within the
redevelopment area, the proportion of restored
monuments by now exceeds 85 %.
Dating back to 1831 the numerous heaps and
the adit mouths in the surrounding mining landscape are originally preserved. The Frohnauer
Hammer (hammer mill) mainly dates from the 17th
century. The hammer mill was listed in 1907 and
is the first technical monument of Saxony. It has
been used for museum purposes already from the
start of the 20th century. It is one of the very first
technical monuments anywhere in the world to be
used as a museum, and it served as a paradigm for
subsequent similar initiatives. Many parts of the
technical equipment are originally preserved.

Fig. 844 Lazarus Ercker house in the historic centre of Annaberg

Table 30 Overview of the state of conservation, Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape (8-DE)

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Historic centre of Annaberg

est. from 1496

good

Lazarus Ercker house, historic centre of Annaberg

est. 16th century, restructured end of 19th
century

fair

Remains of the powder house

est. 1768

good

Heap of the hoisting shaft

est. 1767

good

Heaps’ landscape at the Schreckenberg

est. 15th to 17th century

good

Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill)

est. 16th century

good

Workshop building, Frohnauer Hammer
(hammer mill)

est. 16th century, restructured 17th century

good

Manor house, Frohnauer Hammer
(hammer mill)

est. 1697

good
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9-DE Pöhlberg
Mining Landscape

Fig. 845
Mouth of the Tiefer
St.Briccius adit
(mine)

The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks.

The component part is composed of underground
structures dating from the 15th to the late 19th century, heaps and typical medieval and early modern agricultural structures which characterise the
landscape. Voluntary organisations cleared some
of the partially blocked adit mouths and safeguarded the access to the underground structures.
Reconstructions are clearly indicated at the adit
entrances. The heaps are overgrown.

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

St. Briccius mine

est. 15th century

good

Heaps’ landscape and agricultural fields

est. 15th century

good

Heilige Dreifaltigkeit mine

est. 15th century

good

Tiefer Freudenstolln (adit)

est. from the 16th to 18th centuries

good

Administration and assembly building,
St. Briccius mine

est. 1796

good

Chapter 4

Table 31 Overview of the state of conservation, Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE)

Fig. 846
Heaps’ landscape
at the Pöhlberg
Mining Landscape
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10-DE Buchholz
Mining Landscape

The component part encompasses a small wooded
area which contains traces of tin mining from the 15th
century with numerous large, now overgrown heaps
and deep mining shaft collapses. Buchholz is the only
place in the Ore Mountains to exhibit the conical heaps
which are typical for uranium mining in the post-war
period. This makes the terraconic heaps of Shaft 116 a
special document of the mining of uranium. The site is
partly affected due to the barely stoppable vegetation
and erosion. However, the existence of the conical
form itself is not at risk at the current time.

The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks. The mining landscape
is located within a lager archaeological
relevance zone.
Fig. 847
Terraconic Heaps
of Shaft 116

Table 32 Overview of the state of conservation, Buchholz Mining Landscape (10-DE)

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Alte Thiele mine

est. 15th to 16th centuries

good

Buchholz scaffold

est. 15th to 16th centuries

good

Terraconic Heaps of Shaft 116

est. around 1948 to 1957

good

11-DE Marienberg
Mining Town
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks. The town is designated
as a monument protection area.

The component part contains numerous preserved buildings that are related to mining. The
original urban layout from 1521 is still clearly discernible. Numerous restoration measures were
carried out in the historic centre of Marienberg
in the last 20 years. Among these extensive works
was the restoration of the large central marketplace and the historic town hall. Commenced
in 1991, the restoration of the late Gothic hall
church of St. Marien has by now been successfully completed. Extensive maintenance measures
were also carried out on the partially preserved
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Fig. 848 Preserved tower of the town fortification of Marienberg
Mining Town

town fortifications of Marienberg. The majority
of the cultural monuments in Marienberg are in
a good condition. The mining storehouse located
outside the historic centre was recently restored.
Since 2006, the building serves as the museum of
the Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains.

12-DE Lauta Mining
Landscape
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks.

The component part is comprised of the crisscrossing lines of heaps of the lodes Bauer Morgengang and the Elisabeth Flachen. The majority of the
waste heaps originate from the mining period of the
16th century. Locally, individual waste heaps were
remodelled through subsequent mining activities.
The waste heap of the Rudolph shaft differs from
other waste heaps with respect to its considerable
size: From the 19th century onwards the Rudolph
shaft had developed into the centralized shaft installation. The administration building and the
shaft itself are original. Today overgrown by trees,

Fig. 849 View into the Rudolph-Schacht (shaft) with its original walling

the heaps outline the underground structures that
are accessible by the Rudolph shaft with its original
preserved shaft walling. A working horse gin was reconstructed here in 2010, modelled after the original from 1838/78.

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape
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Fig. 850
Röhrgraben (ditch)

The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks.

The component part includes the largely preserved
surface buildings of the Sauberger main and pilot
shaft, the related underground mine workings, the
water management structures, and surrounding
mining areas. The archaeological mining areas,
and underground workings provide exceptional in
particular to 14th to 16th centuries tin mining operations, and the mine buildings of modern, industrial
tin mining activities of the 19th to 20th centuries in
the Saxon part of the Ore Mountains. The oldest
building is the shaft building, constructed in 1855
and modified several times containing the internally fitted head frame. The Sauberger shaft buildings were partly modernised. Originally preserved
are the shaft building itself, the winding machine
dating from 1906, which was installed here in 1936,
the cultural centre with its typical hall and paintings exhibiting mining motifs in the stairwell as
well as the underhand stoping area which offers
a rare opportunity to view this old mining method
in its original place. The installations are used as a
mining museum and visitor mine. Additionally, the

ruins Morgenröther sorting house and the mouth
of the ore bunker are preserved. The vegetation of
the landscape features needs to be regularly controlled. The vegetation of the heap was cleared
2005/06. Large sections of the component part
Röhrgraben (ditch), built in the 14th century, remain
preserved as a functional waterway. Maintenance
of the wooden structures of the ditch is performed
in agreement with the competent monument protection authority.
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Table 33 Overview of the state of conservation, Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape (13-DE)

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Shaft building, Sauberger main and pilot shaft

est.1855

good

Machine house with winding engine

est. 1861

good

Electrical workshop with miner rescue brigade

est. around 1950

good

Heap, Sauberger main and pilot shaft

est. from 1857 to 1990

good

Gate house

est. 1950

good

Transformer house

est. 1912

good

Locksmithery and forge

est. 1916

good

Kaue III (shaft building)

est. 1916

good

Cultural centre

est. 1955

good

Head frame, Sauberg shaft

est. 1968

good

Ruin of the Morgenröther sorting house

est. around 1825

good

Underhand stoping area

est. 15th/16th century

good

Underground structures

est. from 16th to 20th centuries

good

Röhrgraben (ditch)

est. 14th century

good

Vierunger Grubenfeld (shaft collapse area)

est. around 1630

good

Tin placers, Greifenbach valley

est. 13th to 14th centuries

good

14-DE Grünthal SilverCopper Liquation Works
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short or
medium-term risks. Required restoration and
maintenance works are ongoing in a close
consultation with the monument preservation authorities.

Almost all buildings of the liquation works are in
a good condition. The built fabric dates mostly
from the 16th century. The buildings are today reused, mostly for housing, including subsequent
alterations of the interiors. The continual restoration works of the buildings, some of which were
acutely threatened, was performed by the town
of Olbernhau and by private owners. More than
4.5 million EUR has been invested in the listed
ensemble since 1990. Examples of maintenance,
and restoration works conducted here include
the smelting school in 2006, the carpenter’s work-
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Fig. 851 West gate of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

shop, the mine official’s house, the new hammer
mill in 2009, the smeltery inn, the ore assayer’s
house, the mine official’s arbour in 2007 and the
establishment of the outdoor museum in 2005.
The actual smelter building, built in 1562 and

known as the Lange Hütte, was demolished in
1953. The foundation walls that are still in-situ
embrace a museum installation explaining the
smelting process. The large charcoal house is
subsumed beneath the modern facade addition;

this must in any case be removed. The function
of the preserved hammers of the smelting works
technical installations is demonstrated in the old
hammer mill (Althammer), designed as a museum facility.

Table 34 Overview of the state of conservation, Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE)

Date of origin

Condition

Power station (Lichthaus)

est. 1895

fair

West gate

est. 1675/1856

good

Old bowling alley

est. 1881

good

Carpenter’s house with smelting school

est. 1612

good

House of magistrate Lange

est. 1611

good

Smeltery inn

est. 16th century

good

Or assayer’s house

est. 1568

good

Shift foreman’s house

est. 16th century

good

Workers’ houses (1-2)

est. 16th century

good

Workers’ house (Seiferthäuschen)

est. 16th century

good

Smeltery forge

est. 17th century

good

Hoisting house

est. 1903

good

Remains of the smeltery building
(Lange Hütte)

est. 1586

good

Old account house (Alte Faktorei)

est. 1604

good

Barn

est. 1909

fair

Stable building

est. 1537

fair

Manor house and new account house

est. 1560

fair

Smeltery wall

est. 17th century

good

Old brewery

est. 1580

fair

Power station

est. 1905/1906

fair

Coachman’s house

est. 1907

good

Faktorteich (pond)

est. around 1534/1537

good

Mine official’s arbour

est. 1621

good

Old hammer mill (Althammer)

est. around 1534/1537

good

Smeltery mill

est. 1537

good

Refining house

est. 1560

good

New hammer mill

est. 1586

good
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Protected monuments, landscape features
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15-DE Eibenstock
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation of the
archaeological remains is good. The mining
landscape is located within a larger archaeological relevance zone.

The Eibenstock Mining Landscape contains the
preserved archaeological traces of the early tin
placer mining from the 14th to the 19th centuries.
Clearly distinct shaft collapses which follow the
ore deposits, some with just a very short distance
between them, convey a vivid description of early
mining activity. Other visible elements include
man-made water ditches and ditch fragments,
stamping sites, charcoal piles and area of woodland for agricultural purposes (Lassräume). One

Fig. 852 Shaft collapses in the Eibenstock Mining Landscape 15-DE)

Lassraum has remained preserved with parts of
a stone enclosure in the north-eastern part of the
mining landscape, near to the embankment of
the dam.

16-DE Rother Berg
Mining Landscape
The preserved buildings of the ironworks are
heritage protected and partly restored. The
related iron mining area is located within a
lager archaeological relevance zone, and has
origins in the 14th century.
Maintenance and restoration works are currently
ongoing at the ironworks. A concept for the future use of the building was established including the interpretation of the site. The mining sites
are located nearby in a wooden area. The powder
house, built 1804, is in a good condition.
Fig. 853 Powder house (Albrecht)

17-DE Uranium
Mining Landscape
The present state of conservation is good.
None of the buildings is exposed to short
or medium-term risks. The site is currently
developed to open it partly up for the public.

The Shaft complex 371 today encompasses the pithead building, the shaft building with head frame
and the machine house that are all protected
monuments. The restoration and renovation of the
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pithead building performed in 1995 included some
minor modernisations and alterations. It is one of
the last SDAG Wismut mine buildings to remain
preserved and used by the Wismut administration
until today. The shaft building and machine house
feature a reinforced concrete skeleton structure
design with a brick infill. Notable are the preserved
mine car circuit and the original winding machine
with Leonard converters. Shaft complex 371 houses a remarkable mineralogical and scientific ore
collection.
After the cessation of uranium mining in the early
1990s, the Wismut GmbH started extensive remediation work to control the environmental damage
caused by mining. The largest heaps of the mining

Uranium mining area around Hartenstein-Schlema-Aue were left in-situ and remedied on the
spot. The tailings were flattened and, inter alia,
to reduce radiation exposure covered with a 1 m
thick layer. At present, remediation of all heaps has

been finished, except of heap 371. At all remediated heaps maintenance, pre-remediation and longterm tasks are ongoing. Condition of the uranium
legacy continues to be monitored by the mining
authorities.

Table 35 Overview of the state of conservation, Uranium Mining Landscape (17-DE)

Protected monuments, landscape features

Date

Condition

Shaft building

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Heap 371 I and II

est. 1956/63, remediated from 1990

good

Machine house

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Administration building

est. 1955 to 1959

good

Heap 366

est. 1955, remediated from 1990

good

Hammerberg heap

est. 1964, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 38 (old)

est. 1947, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 38 (new)

est. 1956, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 64

est. 1948, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 66/207

est. 1948/49, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 186

est. 1948, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 208

est. 1949, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 259

est. 1949, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 296

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 309

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 310

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 312

est. 1950, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 372

est. 1956, remediated from 1990

good

Heap 382

est. 1959, remediated from 1990

good

Uranium heaps landscape
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Shaft complex 371

Fig. 854
Remediated heaps
of the Uranium
Mining Landscape
near Bad Schlema
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4.a.2 Czech Republic
On the whole, it is possible to conclude that, despite the differences arising from their own specific
characteristics, the individual component parts are
in a satisfactory and stabilised condition. One particularly positive fact is that they are not subject to
any increased pressure from their development, environment or from natural disasters or an increasing
number of visitors. Their preservation is secured by
the legal regulations provided by the heritage preservation and nature conservation laws. A significant
portion of the territory, in which the component
parts are located, is characterised by authentic
mining landscapes, with no inhabitants or merely a
low-density population, where no increased development pressure is to be anticipated for the future.
There is a different situation apparent in the historic town centres, which have suffered from inadequate attention during the second half of the 20th
century. Even though a series of renovations and
restorations have taken place in recent years, future
preservation measures are essential for some physical structures.
The present state of conservation of the component parts of the serial property on the Czech side of
the Ore Mountains is described below. Factors will
be defined that could affect the outstanding universal value of the property. Furthermore, an overview
will be provided of current projects connected with
the conservation of the value of the serial property
and its future development, and there will also be a
description of the measures that should be initiated
over the medium term at least. The details behind
this overview are set out in chapter 5 and in the
Management Plan (cf. annex 1).

1-CZ Jáchymov
Mining Landscape
Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone
The cultural-historical importance of the historic
part of the town of Jáchymov, as an urban centre,
was already recognised in the second half of the
20th century with the definition of the urban heritage zone. Due to significant changes in society,
and especially the new situation in relation to financial circumstances at the start of the 1990s, the
issue of securing the financial means necessary
for the maintenance and renovation of a series of
these properties became problematic. This is connected with economically disadvantageous conditions in the town, which is located in an economically weaker region. Some town houses are in a
poor state and attempts are being made to secure
the funds for their restoration. Jáchymov has host-
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ed various seminars and conferences, including
a competition for architecture students, with the
objective of explaining the possibilities for restoration and to pinpoint specific areas of assistance for
the implementation of restoration measures. The
adoption of Jáchymov as a component part within
the serial property has prompted support from the
local government, the region as well as the State.
It is the territory-wide heritage zone protection, in
particular, that has established the fundamental
prerequisite for controlling all structural modifications and restoration works. All works are conducted under the technical guidance of the National
Heritage Institute (NPÚ).
The historic centre of the town of Jáchymov
comprises numerous important listed cultural
properties in various states of conservation. Exemplary restoration work has been in evidence in
recent years with the following properties:
• The outer walls, including the original stone and
stucco elements, of the town hall, rebuilt into its
current form from 1901 to 1902, were restored
from 2009 to 2010.
• The Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) was comprehensively renovated from 1986-1996. Since 2005
it houses a museum with an exhibition entitled
“Jáchymov through time”, which was expanded in
2008. Part of the exposition is the Latin Library and
a large smoke hole from the former silver smelter
which were made accessible to the public. The
cellar area contains a lapidarium featuring original stonemason’s elements workshop from now
no more existing houses in the town. 2011-2012
saw the renovation of the second atrium, including the entrance to the cellar area under the site
where the mint master’s house once stood.
• The Church of St. Joachim (kostel sv. Jáchyma), modified by the notable Czech architect,
Josef Mocker, following the fire of 1873, was
renovated following the bestowal by Cardinal
František Tomášek of its status as a pilgrimage
site on 8.11. 1987. The entire renovation of the
church was completed in 1992, with the retention of original Renaissance elements and details from the modification work performed by
Josef Mocker.
• The Hospital Church of All Saints (Špitální kostel Všech svatých), dating from 1516, was comprehensively restored between 1990 and1993.
This included the restoration of the interior
timbering; and the original – now very rare
– Renaissance roof trusses were carefully repaired. The interior of the church became the
site of a new exhibition featuring unique epitaphs of the Jáchymov mining officials, mint
masters and citizens. The wooden roof covering was restored in 2016.

• At the Renaissance house no. 270, which features a portal aedicule, the street-facing façade
was restored, in common with the one on house
no. 292, likewise boasting a Renaissance portal.
The restoration of a series of other cultural properties is still pending. Among these are:
• House no. 8, dating from around 1520, featuring
a Renaissance portal, and with unique interior
wall and ceiling murals. 2004-2007 saw the first
floor statically secured, together with the renovation of the roof.
• House no. 12, with its unique Renaissance interior rooms and ribbed vault in the upper great
room, was indeed restored in the mid-1990s, but
has stood vacant for years and requires further
restoration.
• House no. 146, dating from the first half of the
16th century, is likewise uninhabited. Its condition has been stabilised. Restoration work will
be necessary here in the next few years.
As part of the international „Stříbrná stezka/Silberstraße“ (Silver Road) project, the upper section of
the Republic square (náměstí Republiky) was completely restored in 2012.

The Freudenstein Castle
The Freudenstein castle has been a ruin since the
Thirty Years’ War. The current structure is a torso
with two preserved towers. The higher tower,
known as the Schlick tower (after the ruling family Schlick), was restored in 1973. The lower tower,
known as the powder tower, was restored in 2004,
the work including the roof frame construction.
Since 2012, archaeological excavations have been
ongoing at the powder tower. These entail non-invasive archaeological investigations aimed at determining the extent of the preserved underground
structures. There are plans for the revitalisation of
the site, including the restoration of the entrance
to the Schlick tower.
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• The Chapel of St. Anna (kaple sv. Anny) was repaired in 1976 and 1993. The outer walls were
repaired in 2016.
• The Evangelical church, dating from 1904, was
carefully renovated at the start of the 21st century, the work including its outer walls, roof and
roof covering. The property is an Evangelical
place of prayer.
• The house of the Counts of Rožmberk no. 4 was
restored in 1995-1996. During the building works
a valuable mural-adorned Renaissance beam
ceiling was uncovered. This was restored in 2001
and is preserved in its original position. It is an
example of how valuable artefacts of this type
can be restored and preserved in a functional
living space.
• In 2012, house no. 10 received a new façade.
Other preservation measures are pending.
• Since the mid-1990s, house no. 33 with St.
Christoph adit originating from 1517-1520, the
nascent years of mining activity in Jáchymov,
has been undergoing step-by-step restoration.
Today the condition of the house is secured,
and the restoration of the outer walls has been
completed.
• Damaged in a fire in 2003, the houses no’s 72, 73
and 74 are being restored under the supervision
of the National Heritage Institute.
• House no. 117 dating from around the middle of
the 16th century and featuring a Baroque façade,
is currently being restored, the outer wall of the
house was repaired.
• The house no. 126 was restored in 2003-2007.
During this work all the historic constructions
and original elements were preserved, both
outside (portal) and inside, including the metal
prison gate.
• The house no. 128, featuring a beamed ceiling
on the ground floor, was restored and preservation measures applied.
• Houses no’s 133 and 134 are currently being restored.
• The house no. 143 was restored. Firstly, the
vaulted cellar in the rear of the house was statically secured and saved (2007-2008). Then, in
2009-2010, the roofing of the rear part of the
house was renovated. This was followed by the
ongoing gradual restoration of the entire house.
The salvage of the vaulted cellar is a perfect example of a restoration following traditional approaches.
• The house no. 145 was restored in an exemplary manner in the mid-1990s. At the start of
the 21st century, a Renaissance portal rescued
from the ruins of house no. 139 was integrated at ground floor level, in the middle of the
right-hand side.

Svornost Mine
The Svornost mine is the oldest uranium mine in
the world still in operation. The Barbara and Daniel
drainage adits, dating from the 16th century, are still
originally preserved underground. A radium water
spring was discovered at a depth of 500 m in 1864.
Named the Curie Spring, this spring has been used
since the 1920s as a source of medicinal waters for
the radon spa in Jáchymov. Due to the cessation of
uranium ore mining in 1964, a programme to establish a protected zone for the Joachimsthal spa
implied the installation of reinforced concrete water
barriers in the Svornost mine, which now separate
the water of the mine from the mine workings of
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Fig. 855
Town hall and the
Royal Mint (on the
right) in Jáchymov

the neighbouring mines, thereby ensuring that the
spring can continue to be used for spa purposes.
The Svornost mine underwent modernisation
works from 1992 to 1996. It was structurally upgraded down to the lowermost 12th level. The head
frame was replaced, moreover, and the machine
house was fitted with new machinery. A solid reinforced concrete supporting structure was installed
on the east side. At the north side the original part
of the half-hip roof with its gable formwork, and
original wooden decorative motifs dating from the
1920s remained preserved. All these measures were
necessary in order to secure the long-term use of
the radon spring.
Not far from the Svornost mine is the Štola
No. 1 (adit) dating from the 1950s, installed to facilitate the mining of uranium. It cuts through the historic mine workings of the Johann Evangelista silver
lode dating from the 16th century. Between 2008 and
2012, the installations were secured by mining engineers and are in a good condition. The operation of
the adit is tended to by the Sokolov Museum, which
is responsible for performing regular checks of the
state of the property with regard to its historical
value and its security.

Elias Valley
Elias valley is a relict mining landscape shaped,
from the 16th to the 20th centuries, through mining
activities across all mining periods in the Jáchymov mining district, and which still includes the
original remnants of this activity. Forest vegetation
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is widespread in this area. Given its structure and
because of the protective measures (protected
cultural landscape, protection of natural mineral
springs), there is no building development here
and, apart from the occasional logging, no commercial or agricultural activities are carried on. The
surrounding landscape is shaped by the enormous
heaps of the Rovnost, Zimní Eliáš and Adam uranium mines which could be endangered in the future
by natural vegetation. The vegetation will therefore
be regularly monitored by a partnership comprising the forestry owners and the competent institutions for nature conservation.

Line of heaps and shaft collapses on the Schweizer vein
This extensive area listed as protected cultural
property comprises more than one hundred wellpreserved heaps and cone-shaped shaft collapses
at the sites of the former shafts. It is a rare relict of
the 16th century mining period, when silver ores
were extracted from the historically second most
abundant load in the Jáchymov mining district,
the Schweizer vein. The greater part of it is located
in a wooded area. The area is not threatened by
any structural or commercial activities, and, due
to its current protected status (protected cultural
landscape, protected cultural property, protection
of natural mineral springs), no commercial activities are anticipated here in the future, apart from
essential forestry work.

2-CZ Abertamy –
Boží Dar – Horní Blatná
Mining Landscape
This component part represents an extensive relict mining landscape with very well preserved remains of mining activities dating from the 16th to
the 20th centuries. Given its position in a sparsely
populated region, the component part is in a good
state of conservation and the potential for endangerment is low.

Hřebečná Tin Mining District
In the Hřebečná tin mining district, a number of
exceptional overground relicts of tin mining from
steep greisen veins dating from the 16th to the 18th
centuries have been preserved. These relicts include extensive opencast mines and shaft collapses that run parallel to the main lodes. The mines
are located in an uninhabited landscape and are
preserved almost in their original form. The partial distortion of their walls means they are now
wider and flatter than they were at the time they
were created. This is a slow, continuous process,
which will progress on into the future. The lower
Schnepp shaft collapse is largely stabilised, the upper Schnepp shaft collapse is becoming ever larger
due to the effects of frost weathering of the walls. It
may be expected that it will coalesce with the lower Schnepp shaft collapse at some time in the future. The largest opencast mine in the mining district, the opencast mine of the Rote Grube mine, is
largely stabilised, as is the nearby Wildbahn mine

opencast mine. The opencast mine are partially
covered over with vegetation, which will have to be
cut out – in some places at least – to enable the
volume of extracted rock to be more readily apparent (cf. annex 1, Management Plan, chapter 7.3.b).
In the interest of visitor safety the main mines are
surrounded by fencing. The condition of this fencing is checked regularly.
Since 2015, the Kryštof adit of the Mauritius
mine has been made accessible to visitors after
demanding stabilisation works had been carried
out in 2013 and 2014. The Kryštof adit was given a
new stone portal in 2008. Its condition is regularly
checked by its keeper, the Montanregion Krušné
hory – Erzgebirge non-profit organisation, the regional mining authority and members of Spolek
přátel dolu svatý Mauritius (Association of friends
of the St. Mauritius mine). The district’s main mine
installations are circumscribed by an educational
path with information signs.
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Fig. 856
Opencast Wildbahn tin mine from
the 16th century in
Hřebečná

Vlčí jámy Wolf’s and Ice Pit
The protected cultural property Vlčí jámy opencast
mine consists of two independent deep opencast
mine – the Wolf’s Pit (Vlčí jáma) and the Ice Pit
(Ledová jáma) – which were created prior to the
18th century as a result of tin ore mining. Both
mine workings are in a good condition. The access to the larger Wolf’s Pit is blocked off, however,
for safety’s sake. It is not planned that complete
accessibility and stabilisation of the site will be
achieved in the next few years. The condition is
endangered slightly due to natural vegetation and
the occasional distortion of the walls caused by
the effects of frost.
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Positioned higher up in the terrain, to this day
the freely accessible Ice Pit retains the authentic
appearance of a mine from the early modern period, in which the almost imperceptible air circulation means that snow and ice remain in place the
whole year round. A freely accessible educational
pathway runs around the both shaft collapses.

Bludná Tin and Iron Ore Mining District
The majority of the monuments to mining in this
district are located in a freely accessible forest landscape, which for hundreds of years has been influenced neither by construction nor agricultural activities. The condition of the area was partially affected
in recent years through the logging of timber in the
surroundings. In connection with the declaration of
the Bludná Mining District as a listed cultural property and part of the protected cultural landscape,
a set of regulations has been issued which, among
other things, laid down conditions for economic activities in this area. The opencast mines, the largestsized relicts of mining activity, are enclosed by fencing in the interest of visitor safety.

Blatenský vodní příkop (Horní
Blatná water ditch)

Used and continuously maintained for almost 400
years, the Horní Blatná water ditch was comprehensively restored between 1926 and 1929. Some
technical aspects were partially renovated and its
embankments were stabilised. Further preservation measures were conservationally carried out
on the technical monument during 1995 and 2001,
and these works were based on the technical documentation dating from 1929. Further stabilisation
measures are being currently prepared.
Alongside the right-hand side of the waterworks
ditch, the earth dam was simultaneously restored
with its service jetty. This is used by the ditch managers to perform on-site inspections and for the
maintenance of the installation. The dam also
serves as an educational path.
The condition of the ditch is monitored by the
state water management corporation, Povodí
Ohře, which attends to the maintenance of the
masonry structures and, when necessary, the replacement of spruce logs in the ditch mounts. With
regard to the care of this significant part of the
component part, the local authority is required,
in particular, to cope with inadequate amounts of
water in some sections of the ditch.
The entire water ditch is located in the area of
the Protected Cultural Landscape of Abertamy –
Boží Dar – Horní Blatná, and largely too in the area
of the “Krušnohorské plató”, Special Area of Conservation of the Natura 2000 network. This means
there is an increased supervision of preserving the
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natural values of the landscape through which the
ditch is routed, as well as that of the wider area.

Horní Blatná Urban Heritage Zone
The historic centre of the Town of Horní Blatná was
declared an Urban Heritage Zone in 1992. Following the heritage zone declaration, all construction
projects are now controlled by the competent authorities. The legally preserved cultural properties
are in an original state. Preservation measures are
required in relation to some properties. Others
were restored in recent years. In 2006, the Town of
Horní Blatná received the prize for the best preparation and realisation within the Programme for
the Regeneration of Urban Heritage Zones.
• The St. Laurentius church (kostel sv. Vavřince)
built in 1593 and given a Baroque makeover in
1754, was restored between 1993 and 1997. All
the original stonemasonry elements, sculpted
details and modellings were restored. In 2004,
the tower was made accessible and opened up
as a small painting gallery for the Town of Horní
Blatná. In 2010, the roof frame of the church was
renovated. The outer wall and roof covering of
the church was renovated in 2016.
• The Chapel of the Holy Cross (kaple sv. Kříže)
at the cemetery was comprehensively restored
in 1993-2000 and 2004-2005. These works encompassed the renovation of the jacketing and
the reconstruction of the roof. Work is currently
ongoing to restore the interior spaces and the
cemetery. The property is in a good state of conservation.
• The town hall, originally built in the Renaissance
style, was reconstructed following the fire in the
19th century. The building was restored in 2006.
• The rectory no. 2, with its original Renaissance
core, given a Baroque makeover at the turn of
the 18th to 19th century, was completely restored
from 2005 to 2006.
• Dating from 1709, the house of the Putz von
Breitenbach family from (reg. no. 1) was restored
from 2004 to 2006. A café is located on the
ground floor and the upper floor is used as an
apartment. The work included the restoration
of the original stonemasonry elements and the
stucco ceilings.
• House no. 6, dating from 1713, was successfully
restored in 2003. The work included uncovering
the half-timbered design on the upper floor of
the house. The house is in a good state of conservation.
• With house no. 28, the roof and the typical “Ore
Mountains’ lavatory” (a dry toilet situated on the
first floor of the house so as it can be used during
harsh Ore Mountains’ winters), on the front side
of the courtyard were restored.

industrial activities. Given the protective measures
that have been introduced, no construction activities are to be anticipated in the district for the
future. In 2015, the Johannes adit has been made
accessible to the public by the town of Boží Dar.
All the works in this connection were conducted
under the supervision of the regional mining authority and heritage preservation authorities. With
regard to the character of the local landscape, the
appearance of the district can be considered as
stabilised and satisfactory.

Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok
Mining District
The tin mining district of Hrazený potok (stream) is
protected in a variety of ways by national regulations (cf. chapter 5.b.2). The entire district is located in a forested area and constitutes a landscape
shaped over hundreds of years by mining, and
which is untouched by modern era construction or
industrial activities. Due to the heritage preservation and nature conservation measures that have
been introduced, no future construction activities
are anticipated in this district. With regard to the
character of the local landscape, the appearance
of the district may be considered as stabilised and
satisfactory.
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• House no. 29, which is among the most venerable of the old town half-timbered buildings in
Horní Blatná, has been undergoing restoration
due to damage caused by a snowstorm since
2006. The first phase saw the repair of the damaged half-timbered structure on the upper floor
and the renovation of the wooden planks on the
ground floor on the courtyard side. In 2010-2011,
the damaged wooden planks in the front room
were comprehensively repaired. During these
repairs, all the undamaged wooden elements
were retained and the works fully respected the
historic design of the house.
• House no. 42, the roof of which had been damaged by fire in 2003, was restored to its original
form in 2010. The house is in a good state of conservation.
• House no. 127, dating from 1754, was restored
in 1977 when the Karlovy Vary Museum opened
an exhibition here dedicated to tin mining in the
Ore Mountains. From 1998 to 1999, the entire
façade, including the half-timbered structure,
was restored. The roof of the property was restored in 2003. The house is in a good state of
conservation.
The restoration of other valuable houses is currently ongoing, such as house no. 196 with its Renaissance and Baroque core including the restoration of the historic interior spaces. Other cultural
properties still require restoration. One of these
restored buildings is house no. 5 which underwent
a comprehensive restoration of the half-timbered
structures of the outer walls in 2006-2007.

Tin placers near Boží Dar
The historic heaps of the tin placer mining near
Boží Dar are protected in various ways by national
regulations (cf. chapter 5.b.2). Given the absence of
modern construction development and the lack of
agricultural activities, the heaps are preserved almost untouched to this day. No changes to the appearance of the landscape are to be anticipated in
the future. Along the southern border of the areal,
but outside the protected cultural property, a cycle
path has been constructed recently by the town of
Boží Dar. Its route does not endanger the heaps.

Zlatý Kopec – Kaff Mining District
The Kaff skarn mining district in Zlatý Kopec near
Boží Dar is protected in a variety of ways by national regulations (cf. chapter 5.b.2). The entire district,
in which numerous overground monuments to
mining activities from the 16th to the 20th centuries
are preserved, is located in a forested area and
constitutes an authentic mining landscape. The
area was shaped over hundreds of years by mining and untouched by modern era construction or
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Fig. 857
The Red Tower
of Death

3-CZ The Red
Tower of Death
The component part is in a stabilised state of conservation. However, certain construction works
will be necessary in the near future. With respect
to the properties on lots no. 93/20 and 93/21,
necessary securing works were carried out in
2010, such as the restoration of the roof and the
entrance gate. One other important preservation
measure was the restoration of the stairwell within the tower. Any damages that occur, as identified by the heritage preservation authorities, are
reported to the owner in order to ensure that appropriate maintenance work can be expediently
performed. All entrances into the memorial are
secured. The building is only accessible to the
public at certain times.

4-CZ Krupka Mining
Landscape
Krupka Urban Heritage Zone
The historic centre of Krupka comprises a large
number of individual protected cultural properties, which are in varying structural states.
• Krupka castle (Hrad Krupka), an imposing structure of the town, has repeatedly undergone restoration works since the 19th century and been made
accessible to the public. Comprehensive preservation measures were carried out in 1999/2000
and 2003 in order to secure the value of the site
and ensure visitor safety, and restoration works
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are currently ongoing. The preserved parts of the
castle – especially the system of entrance portals,
a section of the fortifications and a fragment of
the donjon – are in a good condition. The property comprising the former mining office, located
within the castle, and dating from the era of the
Lords of Sternberg at the end of the 17th century,
was recently restored and transformed into an authentically designed restaurant and guesthouse.
• The single-nave Gothic Town Church of the Assumption (kostel Nanebevzetí Panny Marie)
is currently being restored under the technical guidance of the National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ) including the early Baroque wooden ceiling, mural paintings and historic plastering in
the presbytery.
• The single-nave St. Anna cemetery church (Hřbitovní kostel sv. Anny) is in a good condition. It
was made accessible to the public in 2003. Since
2015 the outer walls of the church are being restored, in 2016 the renovation of the roof covering commenced. In the future, the mural painting of Martin Luther on the triumphal arch in the
interior will need conservation.
• The Hospital Church of the Holy Ghost (Špitální
kostel sv. Ducha) is likewise in a good state of
conservation, following a complete restoration.
The centre of the town contains many houses, the
large majority of which are in a good structural
and stabilised condition. None of the properties
is in an endangered condition. Their restoration
is subject to supervision by the heritage preservation authorities. However, due to the current difficult economic situation, the restoration works
are proceeding relatively slowly. The following
buildings were preserved in an exemplary manner in recent years:

2014 ND Fig. 153

Knötel and Steinknochen mining districts
The Knötel and Steinknochen mining districts,
with valuable monuments to mining activities dating from the 14th to 20th centuries, are protected in
a variety of ways by national regulations (cf. chapter 5.b.2). Both districts are located in a hardly accessible and largely forested area which will not
be endangered in the future by construction and
commercial activities. The mouths of the adit in the
Knötel district, dating from the time of renewal of
mining activities following 1945, are either secured
with iron grating against unauthorised intrusion or
are partially filled in.

Preisselberg Mining District
The Preisselberg Mining District is protected in a
variety of ways by national regulations (cf. chapter 5.b.2). It is mainly located in a forested area
where no industrial or construction activities are
undertaken. The area therefore represents an authentic mining cultural landscape, which has been

shaped by mining activity from the medieval period up to the 20th century. The outline form of the
Preisselberg shaft collapse is stable, the vegetation
will have to be removed at regular intervals. The
mouths of the two exploratory adits are currently
partially covered over, the third adit is secured
against unauthorised intrusion.

Fig. 858
Historic centre of
Krupka

Starý Martin Adit
The Starý Martin visitor adit is one of the important old mines outside of the mining town of
Krupka. Having been in a structurally poor state
of conservation, the original portal of the Starý
Martin adit had to be replaced by a concrete
one in 1998. The adit has been accessible to the
public since 2000. The adit is in a good technical
condition and currently does not require any additional restoration work.
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• The two-storey town house no. 21 within a constricted built-up situation on the western side of
the marketplace, with Gothic and Renaissance
influences, currently accessible to the public
and assigned to subsequent use as a museum.
• The single-storey house no. 195, formerly a
blacksmith, has undergone a complete restoration in accordance with its heritage preservation status.
• Currently, the house no. 82 is being complety
restored by the town of Krupka to house an information office starting with 2018.
• The house no. 93, formerly a rectory, has been
completely restored in 2014-2015 and adapted
for a new use as a fire-fighting museum.

Komáří hůrka Hill Opencast Mine
The large opencast mine and shaft collapse on the
Komáří hůrka hill is not filled in with any structures
or affected by other interventions which would decrease its authenticity. The ground of the mine workings is difficult to access; the entire area is overgrown
with low woodland and herbaceous vegetation.
It would be of interest to cut at least some of this
growth back in order to increase the attractiveness
to tourists.
The Baroque miners’ chapel of St. Wolfgang is
located near the peak of Komáří hůrka hill and has
been restored completely between 1999 and 2000. It
is currently in a good technical state of conservation.
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5-CZ Mědník Hill
Mining Landscape
The territory of the component part is protected
in a variety of ways by national regulations (cf.
chapter no. 5.b.2). But for a small area, which underwent modern-era landscaping (e.g. the area of
a former hotel, below the top, which burned down
in 1939), the slopes of the Mědník Hill represent an
authentic mining landscape shaped by the mining
of copper, silver and iron ores from the 15th to the
19th centuries. Regarding the overground visible
traces of mining, the most valuable site is the approximately 100-metre long area with twin shafts
on the western and eastern slopes of the hill. The

area does not contain any agricultural, industrial or
construction activities, nor are any such activities
planned that could endanger the authentic mining
topography. Following extensive investments, the
Marie Pomocná adit was made accessible to the
public between 2007 and 2012. In 2013 the Země
zaslíbená adit was made accessible. The adits
have been secured by their private owners against
unauthorised intrusion. The safety of visitors is
monitored. Additional measures for strengthening
the visitor infrastructure are described in the Management Plan (cf. annex 1, chapter 7.3).

4.b Factors affecting
the Property

4.b.1 Free State of Saxony, Federal Republic of Germany

The Ore Mountains is an expansive, densely settled
and continuously developing mountainous region
which is influenced by numerous factors. Given
the differences in the political development of the
Saxon and Czech parts of the Ore Mountains, particularly since the second half of the 20th century,
the factors affecting the property vary from the
German to the Czech side. Compared to the German side, there is sparser settlement on the Czech
side with less infrastructure and consequentially
less development-related pressure. Taking these
differences into consideration, the German and
Czech parts are outlined separately below.

Protective measures to ensure
World Heritage compatibility

Fig. 859
Médník Hill Mining
Landscape
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During the nomination process an analysis of
the potential factors affecting the component
parts was carried out in close collaboration with
the relevant stakeholders. The responsible institutions and municipalities were requested to
submit reports in order to avoid potential conflicts as far as possible in the run up to the nomination. With respect to construction projects
planned for the near future, the world heritage
compatibility of the proposed measures was examined and joint world heritage-compatible alternatives developed. In future, possible threats
may in particularly arise from construction

2. The second level includes a phased assessment of potential threats identified: in the
first step the appointed regional World Heritage coordinator will make an initial assessment on behalf of the managing institution
(Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge
e.V.) and, in relevant cases, discuss the development project and possible impacts on
the nominated property and its setting with
the responsible working groups and involved
stakeholders. If necessary, the advisory board
and external experts (e. g. from the preventive
monitoring group of ICOMOS Germany) will be
consulted to support the process. A final report including further recommendations (e.g.
preparation of a heritage impact assessment
that takes the nominated property into full
account) will be submitted to the Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V..
3. The third level includes the decision-making
of the Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. about the further process basing
on the expert report. In any case of major development projects and mining projects the
State Party is informed to support the further
process. As a rule, the World Heritage Centre
will be informed about major development
projects as well as mining activities at an early
stage as well.
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projects and the possible resumption of mining
activity. In order to minimise negative effects on
the nominated property, working groups were
established and a conflict management system
was established (cf. chart below). Further steps
include the establishment of an advisory body
to support the managing institution and the relevant stakeholders in the tasks of balancing the
cultural, economic, especially mining, and infrastructural needs of the region with the obligations of the World Heritage Convention.
An agreed procedure to mitigate potential
threats was established to provide the framework for long-term protection involving all
planning authorities at an early stage, and integrating a heritage assessment approach. The
main responsibility lies with the World Heritage
coordinator who is the focal point for all issues
related to nominated property and the point of
contact for all local stakeholders. The agreed
procedure involves three levels:
1. The first level includes the early identification
of potential threats in close cooperation with
the municipalities, the monument protection
authorities, the regional planning authorities,
the technical experts of the IWTG and other relevant stakeholders; the working groups regional development and monument protection
will meet regularly to identify development
projects and potential threats at an early stage.

Chart: Agreed Procedure to mitigate potential threats
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(i) Development pressure (e.g., encroachment, agriculture, mining)
Mining activities
Until recently, the ore and spar deposits in the Ore
Mountains were an important basis for industrial
development in Saxony. Quarrying triggered innovative developments in mining and metallurgy,
as well as in the earth sciences of mineralogy and
geology, and the effects of these developments
reached far beyond national borders. Although
corresponding mining activities, especially for
tin, uranium, fluorite and heavy spar, were ceased
in 1990 due to the economic reorientation, since
2005 the considerable rise in world market prices

has resulted in significant interest in Saxon deposits and the resumption of mining.
Most of Saxony’s ore and spar deposits are
distributed within definable areas, known as ‘Reviere’ (mining areas), in the Ore Mountains and
the Vogtland (land of the revees). Other deposits
are located around Schleife and Weißwasser in
Lusatia (North Sudeten Basin), north of Leipzig
(Delitzsch Granodiorite Massif) and in the Central
Saxon Hills (Granulite Mountains). Further similar
deposits are expected, above all at greater depths
(>500 m). The table below provides an overview
of the proven geological reserves of metals and
spars in Saxony in comparison with worldwide
reserves and global production (cf. table below).

Table 36 Comparison with worldwide reserves and global production (Source: Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Verkehr 2012)

Percentage of
proven Saxon
deposits
relating to the
world production 2010 in %

Proven deposits worldwide
2010 (USGS,
BGS, BGR)

Percentage of
proven Saxon
deposits
relating to the
worldwide
proven deposits (reserves)
in %

Raw material

Proven Saxon
deposits (Ore
& Spar Database - LfULG)

Global mine
production
2010 (WEBER
et al., 2012),
USGS, BGS,
BGR

Aluminium

22,947,550

41,295,381

55,6

n. q.

n. q.

Arsenic

55,070

64,132

85,9

n. s.

n. s.

Barite

1,070,650

7,920,735

13,5

240,000,000

<1

Bismuth

14,295

9,303

153,7

320,000

ca. 5

Lead

317,170

4,144,495

7,7

85,000,000

<1

Boron

6,473

4,984,828

0,1

210,000,000

<1

Cadmium

1,051

23,138

4,5

640,000

<1

Iron

578,172

1,273,301,060

0,0

80,000,000,000

<1

Feldspar

0

21,891,325

0,0

n. s.

n. s.

Fluorite

2,820,617

5,909,912

47,7

240,000,000

ca. 1

Gallium

7

70

9,8

n. s.

n. s.

Germanium

2

59

3,9

> 450

<1

Indium

240

609

39,4

n. s.

n. s.

Copper

161,531

16,114,127

1,0

690,000,000

<1

Lithium

33,000

44,914

73,5

13,000,000

<1

Molybdenum

3,017

250,314

1,2

10,000,000

<1

Nickel

12,435

1,528,766

0,8

80,000,000

<1

Rubidium

46,000

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

Scandium

282

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.

n. s.
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Raw material

Proven Saxon
deposits (Ore
& Spar Database - LfULG)

Global mine
production
2010 (WEBER
et al., 2012),
USGS, BGS,
BGR

Percentage of
proven Saxon
deposits
relating to the
world production 2010 in %

Proven deposits worldwide
2010 (USGS,
BGS, BGR)

Percentage of
proven Saxon
deposits
relating to the
worldwide
proven deposits (reserves)
in %

Silver

354

22,617

1,6

530,000

<1

Uranium

3,933

53,671

7,3

2,800,000

<1

Wolfram

53,849

78,551

68,6

3,100,000

2

Zinc

485,088

12,409,028

3,9

250,000,000

<1

Tin

486,791

319,739

152,2

4,800,000

10

n. s. = not specified, n. q. = not quantifiable, BGR = Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (Federal Institute for Geo-Sciences and Raw Materials), USGS = United States Geological Survey, BGS = British Geological Survey

1

Assessment of mining activities with regard to the nominated component parts
During the nomination process in order to assess the
possible effects of future mining activities on the nominated property and its setting, while working closely
with the relevant stakeholders, all component parts
were examined with respect to raw material deposits
present, current prospection and exploration activities. The current assessment included 11 prospection licenses (since 2012 18 licenses for prospections
(§ 7 BBergG) were granted, seven licenses were given
back or revoked), five extraction licenses (§ 8 BBergG)
and one mining proprietorship was granted (§ 9
BBergG), and five applications are currently pending.
None of the current 11 prospection activities have an
affect on the nominated property. However, these
activities are continuously monitored. In 2013, one
active mine was opened at Niederschlag which has
no impact on the nominated property and its setting.
Out of the five extraction licenses granted, the Zinnwald area needs attention. Here an exploration
license was granted in 2017, and possible impacts
on the present landscape appearance of the area in
which the nominated component part Altenberg-Zinnwald is located (2-DE) cannot be precluded. Based
on current assessment, possible new mining activities will have no affect on the historical underground
structures of the mine Tiefer Bünau Stolln because
they will take place far beneath the historic level.
Planning approval has not yet been granted, and will
include the process outlined in the Federal Mining Act
and related mining ordinances. With regards to World
Heritage, a consultation process has started following
the above outlined procedure to mitigate potential
negative impacts on the nominated component part
and it‘s setting regarding especially surface elements.
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On a worldwide scale, the majority of Saxon deposits are considered to be small to medium-sized.
However, with growing demand and rising world
market prices, they will have a new economic role
to play. Of particular interest are tin, zinc, copper,
tungsten, fluorite, heavy spar and other raw materials, of which economically viable reserves are
available.
If quarrying domestic raw materials boosts employment and revenue in the domestic economic
cycle, it makes sense to utilize this immediately.
The Free State of Saxony is supporting the current
return to spar and ore mining. Everywhere, the
exploration and unlocking of deposits are invariably linked with financial expense and risk with
no guarantee of success. The decision to carry out
such a project can only be taken in an enterprising manner according to global market conditions.
European regulations do not permit financial support programmes for the construction of industrial
premises. However, in geological and geophysical
terms the Free State of Saxony is one of the best
explored regions in the world. In this respect, it is
able to make data and consulting services available, which enables investors to save a lot of money
and time on exploration. With optimised authorisation and licensing1.
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region therefore is considered as a living landscape, in which
the new mining activity constitutes a continuation
of traditional mining, including its controlled influence on the landscape..

The information and the tables above are taken from: Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Verkehr (Ed.), Rohstoffstrategie für Sachsen, Dresden. 2012.
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Monitoring of the mining activities and protective measures
The mining supervision is carried out based on the
federal and state laws by the chief mining office of
Saxony (‘Oberbergamt’ - OBA) in Freiberg. The OBA
is responsible for the execution of the Federal Mining Act. As competent authority, the OBA is included
into the planning process based on Federal and Free
State of Saxony land use, environmental protection
and construction laws. OBA also assumes responsibility to ensure public safety and order as well as the
removal of risk areas in underground cavities. According to the Federal Mining Act (BBergG) a licensing procedure is instituted for all mining activities in the Ore
Mountains, in which all interests affected must be
considered (cf. chapter 5.c.1).
During the nomination process, a close cooperation was established with the Saxon chief mining
office in order to mitigate potential impacts on the
nominated property and it’s setting prior to possible
mining resumption. The Saxon Ministry of the Interior as supreme monument protection authority will
be involved in the process from the beginning on.
Moreover, new mining activities will be agreed and
monitored by the relevant working groups and the
World Heritage coordinator as outlined above. To
ensure protection, the GIS-data of the nominated
component parts were forwarded to all planning authorities including the Saxon mining authority. As a
rule, the World Heritage Centre is informed about all
mining projects which may impact on the nominated
property. The early preparation of a heritage impact
assessment that takes the nominated property into
full account, at least prior to the planning approval, is
required as well a thorough and transparent process
right from the beginning, and will provide the basis
for an agreed development.

Infrastructure measures and
construction projects
During nomination process, the world heritage
compatibility of present construction projects and
those planned for coming years was examined with
respect to all component parts closely with the relevant municipalities. The responsible regional planning authorities performed an additional check for
possible areas of endangerment caused by current
or planned projects. Concrete projects, mainly in
the field of infrastructure, concern only a few structures of the component parts and are listed below.

phase of the nomination with regards to their possible impact on the World Heritage compatibility.
Road construction projects
All road construction projects, which are anchored
in the State Traffic Plan (2003/2015) as individual
new construction projects, were evaluated with
regards to their impact on the nominated serial
property. The following projects were checked and
may need to be observed in future:

PROJECT: B 101/B173 Bypass Freiberg
STATUS: planning approval has been granted

(24.02.2010); court procedure pending
LOCATION: Nominated property and buffer
zone; 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape (Zug mining
landscape, Mulde river and Roter Graben (ditch))
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: The mining landscape is
to be crossed by a planned bypass. In the area of
Brander Straße/Häuersteig junction 4 will be created which encloses the nominated property of the
miner’s place of worship Drei Kreuze. A decision on
official planning approval has already been granted. A bridge is planned to be constructed in the
buffer zone and nominated property in the area of
the Mulde/Roter Graben.

PROJECT: B 101 Bypass Brand-Erbisdorf
STATUS: refused
LOCATION: Buffer zone, 4-DE Freiberg Mining

Landscape (Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine)
with Junge Mordgrube Stehender (lode))
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: A bypass is planned.
Planning has been put on hold. The current planning includes a route of a total of 2.4 km, which
would cut into the buffer zone of the Mendenschacht (shaft). Planning has currently not progressed
due to a negative environmental report. If the
project is resumed, then its compatibility has to be
checked against nature conservation and monument protection requirements.

PROJECT: Bridge Renewing BW 3 – S197
STATUS: approved, construction July 2017 to August 2018

LOCATION: Nominated property and Buffer
zone, 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, Mulde river

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: Deconstruction and renewing of a small bridge crossing the Mulde river.

Infrastructural measures
Constructions plans mainly for infrastructure measures are available for some landscapes and historic
centres and were checked during the preparation
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zone, 13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape,
Röhrgraben (ditch)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: The plan for Federal
Traffic Routes includes a bypass around the town
of Ehrenfriedersdorf to relieve the adjacent towns.
The version created by the Zschopau branch of the
State Office for Road Construction and Traffic Plans
a crossing of the nominated property Röhrgraben
(ditch) in the Mönchsbad, Geyerische Straße area.
The Röhrgraben runs in a pipeline underground in
this area. The construction measures do not pose a
risk from a monument preservation point of view.

PROJECT: B 101 Bypass Schlettau/AnnabergBuchholz

STATUS: proposed
LOCATION: nominated property and buffer zone,
8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: In the Frohnau mining

landscape, a link between the Bundesstraße (comparable to an A road or interstate) 101 and 95 is planned.
This is a bypass for Annaberg-Buchholz that is to be
constructed over the coming years. Corridors were
created in the context of the environmental impact
study and their designs are currently negotiated. Four
planning models are discussed, two of which are in
the shortlist. Version A (B 101 Bypass Annaberg-Buchholz) runs from the north through the suggested mining area Frohnau until the junction south of Schlettau.
Version B (B 101 Bypass Schlettau) connects the B101
and B95 directly between Morgensonne (Cunersdorf)
and Schlettau. The town of Annaberg-Buchholz favours version B, which is compatible with the World
Heritage status. The component part is not impacted
in any way and therefore there is no risk potential with
this version. The construction project was introduced
into the next Plan for Federal Traffic Routes, which is
to be implemented as of 2015, by the Saxon Ministry
of Economic Affairs, Labour and Transport. The reserved construction area is shown for information in
the landscape development plan.
Other construction projects

PROJECT: New building construction ‘Stadt- und
Bergbaumuseum Freiberg’
STATUS: planned
LOCATION: 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
(Freiberg mining town, Am Dom 1)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: It is planned to close
the gap between the buildings “Am Dom” 1/2 by a
new building from 2018.

PROJECT: New construction and redevelopment
‘Stadtarchiv Freiberg’
STATUS: planned
LOCATION: 4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

(Freiberg mining town, Herderstraße 2/Heubnerstraße/Kreuzgasse)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: Redevelopment of the
existing buildings including new constructions.
The building is planned to be used as the new
archive for the town.

PROJECT: New construction
‘Frohnauer Hammer’
STATUS: planned, in preparation
LOCATION: Nominated property, 8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape (adjacent to the
manor house of the Frohnauer Hammer)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: It is planned to construct
a barrier-free building connected to the manor
house of the Frohnauer Hammer that will serve as
visitor centre including several visitor facilities. After
the successful architectural competition for a new
building next to the manor house of the Frohnauer
Hammer including the participation of the state
office for the preservation of historic monuments,
a draft planning and appropriate cost data were
presented to the town council in April 2017. Due to
estimated building costs the implementation of the
project will not start within the next two years.
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PROJECT: B 95 Bypass Ehrenfriedersdorf
STATUS: proposed
LOCATION: nominated property and buffer

PROJECT: New construction
STATUS: in preparation, construction phase

2017-2024

LOCATION: Nominated property, 8-DE Annab-

erg-Frohnau Mining Landscape (tax office, Annaberg mining town)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: Located at the area of
the former Franciscan monastery, the new tax Office is constructed under the direction of the staterun Saxon real estate and construction management. The existing building fabric is supplemented
by a new building. The new building will be incorporated into the existing urban structure and the
historic fabric of the former monastery will be included in the new building.

PROJECT: Development of the Mulde cycle route
STATUS: proposed
LOCATION: nominated property and buffer zone,

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: In 2013, a further infrastructural measure is to lead a section of the Mulde
cycle route through the area of the Eibenstock
mining landscape.
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PROJECT: Development plan for the sustainable
use of the property Shaft complex 371
STATUS: planned
LOCATION: nominated property, 17-DE Uranium
Mining Landscape, Shaft complex 371
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: As part of restoration and
renovation works, the shaft complex will be partly
opened up for the public to present the uranium
mining history, and preserve the site for the future.
Wind farms
None of the nominated component parts is affected by the construction of new wind farms (cf. map
volume, map: Influence of potential wind park areas in relation to the nominated property, regional
plan of the Chemnitz Planning association (draft
2017)). In the framework of the revision of the regional plan a long-term strategy for the establishment of new wind farms was established and priority areas were defined taking into consideration
the protection of the cultural landscape. During the
definition of these areas the influence of potential
wind park farms in relation to the nominated component parts including the view perspectives were
assessed. The result is that the planned wind park
areas do not interfere with any of the component
parts and do not affect the visual relationships as
defined by view perspectives.
Agriculture and Forestry
The symbiosis of historic mining landscapes and
agricultural areas is already a traditional aspect
of the historic cultural landscape. The Lichtlöcher
II., IV. and VI. (air shafts) of the Rothschönberger
Stolln (drainage gallery), the Segen Gottes Erbstolln Mine, and the Zug Mining Landscape (4-DE
Freiberg Mining Landscape), the Frohnau mines
(8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape),
Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE) and the Lauta
Mining Landscape (12-DE) are located in areas
used for agriculture. It is primarily the areas between the heaps that are used for agricultural
purposes, mainly as pasture land. It is not anticipated that the agricultural use will have any implications for the selected landscapes.
There is a general risk in relation to forestry
management with the aid of machines, such as
with the small heaps of tin placer mining (Raithalden). Forest industry uses therefore may affect
in particular the archaeological mining heritage
located in wooden areas at: the Neufang mines
(2-DE-Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape),
the Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln mine (4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape), the Frohnau mines (8-DE
Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape), Buchholz Mining Landscape (10-DE), Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape (9-DE), Eibenstock Mining Landscape
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(15-DE), Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape (13DE), and Hoher Forst Mining Landscape (5-DE).
The public enterprise Sachsenforst is the responsible forestry management body for fulfilling the duties of preservation established by
the monument protection law in relation to the
properties affected by the forestry industry. There
are currently no adverse effects for the structures
existing within the individual forestry districts.
In the event that such measures are undertaken
within or in the vicinity of the component parts,
this should proceed with close consultation between the forestry industry and the archaeology
and monument preservation experts. In 2015,
Sachsenforst and the Saxon Archaeological Heritage Office made an agreement regulating the
cooperation between both institutions to ensure
the protection of the archaeological mining heritage. Among others, this agreement ensures a
regular exchange of information about activities,
the implementation of archaeological surveying
and research activities, the provision of maps and
files, and the implementation of capacity buildings activities for rangers to handle the archaeological heritage in wooden areas.

(ii) Environmental pressures (e. g., pollution, climate change, desertification)
Pollution
Several hundred years of mining, processing and
smelting of ores led to the gradually pollution of
the soil around the mines, processing sites and
smelting works. They left behind the waste rock
heaps of the mines and the slag heaps of the
smelting works with remains of heavy metals from
processing and smelting as well as the in some
cases heavily polluted ground and building structures especially of the smelting works but also in
the case of the smelting works larger surrounding
areas which were polluted by heavy metals and
sulphur dioxide of the stack gas of the smelting
works. A further pollution of the rivers and some
water ditches resulted from the drainage water
coming out of the mines also carrying heavy metals. Local pollution of the ground resulted also of
the numerous charcoal places in the mining and
forest areas in the Ore Mountains. The kind of pollution depends on the mined ores which especially in the mining districts with polymetallic ore
deposits could compromise a wide range of different heavy metals. It also depends on the kind
and quality of the mining, processing and smelting processes and of course on the quantity of the
mined and processed ore.

regions is on target. Major remedial tasks have
been finalised at a number of sites which also
include the area of Aue-Schlema (17-DE). These
remedial measures are aimed at reducing to the
extent possible landscape contamination and
mining-related radiation exposure of members
of the general public with due regard to social
and economic aspects. Active maintenance,
monitoring of former mining and processing
sites as well as water treatment are part and parcel of the Wismut Programme of Environmental
Restoration. That programme was updated
in the framework of Remediation Programme
2015. Funding of this obligation continues to
be provided by the Federal government. The
Wismut Environmental Restoration Project has
emerged as an important international reference object for state-of-the-art remedial technologies for the rehabilitation of radioactively
contaminated uranium mining sites. Expertise
and know-how acquired under this worldwide
unique environmental restoration project are
being applied to remedial projects both in Germany and abroad.
Historical development
Four major periods of pollution by mining activities could be stated for the Ore Mountains. In the
12th to 14th century silver medieval mining caused
only very local pollutions concentrated at small
waste rock heaps of the mines and the slag heaps
and the areas around the small smelting huts. The
mined ore was characterized by high contents of
silver which the miners and smelters tried to extract to the highest possible degree. The same
was valid for tin ore or lead, the latter especially
in the Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE) a part of
the mined ore and necessary for the silver smelting process. Other at that time unknown ores were
deposited in the waste rock or slag heaps and led
in later times, when new and better processing
technologies were available, to a reprocessing of
such heaps. Only a few early drainage adits contaminated the rivers of the region.
This changed in the second boom time of mining in the Ore Mountains in the late 15th and 16th
century with the shift to deep mining and the introduction of new mining, processing and smelting technologies as well as the large scale use of
water by the construction of water management
systems for the supply of water driven machinery
(e.g. pumps, stamp mills, washing tables, hauling
engines) and of numerous draining adits for the
mines. The deeper parts of the polymetallic ore
deposits now contained less silver or tin ore but
more and more other ores like bismuth, cobalt,
zinc, copper, nickel, arsenic or uranium. Bismuth
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Present situation, and protective measures
• Roter Graben (water ditch), Freiberg Mining
Landscape (4-DE): The ditch (built 1614/15) is
the water outlet of several old adits (Verträgliche
Gesellschaftsstolln, Thurmhofer Hilfsstolln, Alter
Tiefer Fürstenstolln) of the central Freiberg mining district. Together with the iron oxide other
heavy metals are still washed out of the mines
and are polluting the water of the ditch which
has several overflows for times of floodwater
into the nearby Mulde river. Since the shutdown
of the Freiberg mines in 1969 the ditch was filled
with sediments containing these heavy metals.
During a heavy raining period in August 2002 a
part of the wall (150 m) of the 6,5 km long ditch
brock and the sediments were washed into the
Mulde river. The wall of the ditch was reconstructed in 2003/04 and since then discussions
about the decontamination and remediation of
the ditch are going on. Plans for a decontamination and remediation program as well as for
a sewerage treatment plant exist. Financing is
not secured yet. Negotiations about a solution
to mitigate the environmental pressure are persisting.
• Muldenhütten smeltery, Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE): The heritage protected part with
its buildings of the lead blast furnace, the Pattinson hut and refinery as well as all technical
installations of the blast furnace are still heavily polluted by heavy metals, especially lead,
arsenic and zinc. Since July 2017, entry is only
allowed with special protective clothing. Negotiations are made for the decontamination and
first safeguarding and protection works on the
site. A special investigation is commissioned for
later reuse and development programs for the
site and financed by a grant of the Ostdeutsche
Sparkassenstiftung (East German saving banks
foundation).
• Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE): The still
working production site is at some places polluted by chemicals of the ultramarine blue dye
production. For the disposal of the chemical
waste and the development of plans for the restoration of the damaged buildings of the complex the Bundesstiftung Umwelt (federal foundation for environment) announced its financial
support.
• Uranium Mining Landscape (17-DE): The federal
company Wismut GmbH is responsible for all
questions of pollution, radioactivity as well as
for the remediation and redevelopment of the
waste heaps resulting from the large-scale uranium mining activities in the 2nd half of the 20th
century. Initiated 25 years back, the remediation of uranium mining legacies in the affected
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ore could be used now for the production of the
metal letters of book printing or the cobalt ore for
the production of cobalt blue dyes while, for example, uranium ore was unknown and its radiation was only recognized by the at that time called
Schneeberger Krankheit (disease, lung cancer) of
which many miners died early in the cobalt-silver
mining districts of the Ore Mountains. Again unknown or at that time useless ores were deposited
at the waste and slag heaps or washed out from
the mines by the adits into the rivers. But the intensified mining activities of the 16th/17th century
and with this the rising pollution and changes in
the landscape (deforestation) led to first critical
publications like the De Iudicum Iovis (court of the
gods) by Paulus Niavis in 1495 or the De re metallica libri XII (12 books about metals) of Georgius Agricola in 1556 which both recognized and criticised
the environmental impacts of mining but decided
that they are necessary because the need of metals for mankind. Deforestation at time was less or
only locally caused by air pollution of the smelting works but much more by the extensive use of
wood as construction material for the mines and
for the charcoal production for the smelting works.
The environmental impact of mining and smelting and with this the pollution of the soil, water and
air in the Ore Mountains raised again with the beginning industrialisation of mining and smelting at
the end of the 18th century. At the Halsbrücke smeltery located on the Mulde river near Freiberg (4-DE
Freiberg Mining Landscape) the introduction of the
cold amalgamation process of silver with mercury
(1794), the shift to new smelting technologies for
the processing of poor (less silver containing) ores
in growing quantities with higher percentages of
lead, copper, zinc, arsenic and sulphur since the
1830s led to a massive pollution especially in the
areas of the now enlarged central smelting factories in the Freiberg mining districts. The result were
massive problems with the pollution of the air by
sulphur dioxide and heavy metals which led to a
deforestation of neighbouring areas mainly by sulphur dioxide and damages in the forests located
further away in the main wind direction to the east
(e.g. forest of Tharandt). Farming in the neighbourhood and main wind direction got into problems
mainly by the arsenic in the stack gas of the smelting works which led to the death of bee colonies
or even cows. These problems were multiplied by
the mass production of imported ores since the
connection of Freiberg to the German railway system in 1862. Also the concentration process of the
mines into large combined mines with a raise of
the quantity of the extracted ore in the mid-19th
century had an impact on the pollution of the
Mulde river by the drainage adits of the mines. The
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Saxon state as the owner of the smelting works
(since 17th/18th century) and the late 19th century
mines at Freiberg tried to reduce or solve this problems with the construction of the new and deep
main drainage adit Rothschönberger Stolln (4-DE
Freiberg Mining Landscape) between 1844 and
1882, which reduced the pollution by heavy metals
of the Mulde river at Freiberg but raised it on the
other hand at the Elbe river near Meißen. The foundation of the forest academy at Tharandt in 1811
led to first scientific research about the impact of
stack gas on the forests. With the socialisation of
the most involved farms in the neighbourhood of
the smelting works during the 19th century expensive damage suits should be prevented and the
construction of high smoke stacks at his smelting
works (e.g. Halsbrücke smeltery 1888/89) should
transport the stack gas into the higher atmosphere and into far away regions. Also attempts to
reduce the content of heavy metals in the stake
smoke were made by the construction of large
stack smoke chamber systems at the smelting factories and the foundation of special factories for
the production of lead goods (1853) and sulphur
acid (1865) at Halsbrücke or for arsenic (1847) and
zinc (1857) at Muldenhütten. In the Muldenhütten
smeltery the Freiberg chemist Clemens Winkler
developed after 1873 the sulphur acid contact
method into a practical industrial process which
was used for the first time in the new founded sulphur acid factory at Muldenhütten (1876/78). But
all these activities could only reduce the velocity of
the growing pollution which decreased only partly
with the closure of the Freiberg silver mines 1913
while the production in the smelting factories went
on with foreign ores. Similar developments could
be found at the other ore mining landscapes of the
Ore Mountains where tin and cobalt or was mined
and processed during the 18th/19th century (e.g. tin
ore at Altenberg-Zinnwald and Ehrenfriedersdorf,
cobalt or and cobalt blue dyes at Schneeberg) but
on a much lower scale because of the concentration of the main smelting factories in the Freiberg
area to where nearly all silver ores and also other
mined ores were transported. An exemption was
the processing of iron and nickel ores in the Western Saxon Ore Mountains which were mainly processed at the hammer mills or the former blue dye
factories (nickel) in the Aue-Schwarzenberg area.
The peak of the pollution by mining was
reached in the Ore Mountains during the second half of the 20th century. While tin mining at
Altenberg-Zinnwald and Ehrenfriedersdorf went
on during the whole 20th century non-ferrous
ore mining (lead, arsenic, zinc, copper, tungsten,
manganese, molybdenum, lithium, uranium) in
the Freiberg mines and several other mining sites

all structures of the former uranium mines and
processing sites which were decontaminated and
dismantled by a large federal program of the Wismut GmbH after 1990. This program included also
the remediation, redevelopment and redesign of
the waste rock heaps of the uranium mines as well
as of the small number of control shafts and adits
which are necessary for the constant monitoring
of the decontamination and remediation processes especially in the case of groundwater. While
the decontamination, remediation or demolishing
program for the uranium shafts is finished today
the program for the redevelopment and redesign
of the waste rock heaps is nearly finished. The
monitoring program of the Wismut GmbH for the
ground water control as well as for possible long
term threats in the redesigned heap landscape
will go on for many years. Similar but smaller remediation programs were launched after 1990 at
nearly all former mining, processing and smelting
places in the Ore Mountains. Therefore, today only
in some areas and some sites polluting problems
remained.
Natural disasters and risk preparedness (earthquakes, floods, fires, etc.)
Sections of the Roter Graben (ditch), the Ore
Canal, and the Gersdorf mining landscape (4-DE),
the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14DE) and the Schindlers Werk Smalt Works (7-DE)
are located in flood plains within the definition of
Section 100(3) Saxon Water Act (SächsWG). In the
regional plan Chemnitz, these areas are designated as flood protection priority areas (flood areas)
or flood protection reserved areas (risk areas).
Based on an analysis of the experiences
learned with the flood of a century in 2002, flooding models have been prepared, cartographically
realised and appropriate action plans drafted for
all valley areas with flowing waters. Such plans include a diverse range of measures in valley areas
and in connection with water engineering installations. Such measures include, for example, the
elimination of damaging vegetation, continuous
repair and maintenance measures for water engineering installations, the permanent monitoring
of large water engineering structures with water
gauge equipment and regular on-site inspection
of selected installations. Various structural measures are currently being realised for the avoidance of high-water peaks in category 1 water bodies (flood control reservoirs). Furthermore, flood
protection plans including alarm, action and
monitoring plans have been drafted under the
control of the Landestalsperrenverwaltung (LTV
- state dam administration), with the integration
of the regional authorities. This also includes the
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in the upper parts of the Ore Mountains started
again in 1936 with the reopening of old or the
foundation of new shafts. For autarchy reasons
it went on during the Nazi times and the time
of the communist German Democratic Republic until 1969 (Freiberg mines) or 1990 (tin and
uranium mines). Also the central smelting works
and processing sites at Freiberg and Altenberg
(tin) were in production until 1990. At Freiberg
mainly lead, arsenic and zinc was produced and
since the mid-1950s a specialized production of
trace metals out of recycling materials was established. Since the 1960s also the production of
non-ferrous metals changed to the recycling of
metal. With the introduction of new processing
technologies it was tried to reduce the environmental impact on the surrounding landscape
but the grade of pollution was still high. The
1859 smokestack (58 m high) on the hillside behind the Muldenhütten smeltery (4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape) was 1934/35 replaced by an
even higher one (84 m) and this one replaced in
1979 and 1982 by two 200 m high smokestacks
in the factory one of which is still in use by the
1990 founded modern lead recycling factory at
Muldenhütten until today.
In the second half of the 20th century the pollution in the western Saxon and Bohemian parts of
the Ore Mountains raised dramatically due to mining and processing of uranium ore for the Soviet
atomic program. Hundreds of reopened old or
new built shafts with their small and large waste
rock heaps and several uranium ore processing
sites contaminated large parts and the rivers of
the area. Especially in the beginning of uranium
ore mining between 1947 and 1954 under exclusive control of the Soviet occupation forces (SAG
Wismut) no considerations were made about the
consequences to people and landscape. This
changed after 1954 with the German-Soviet mining company (SDAG Wismut) and the introduction of new advanced technologies in mining and
ore processing as well as some minimal environmental regulations. Nevertheless, the devastating
of the landscape and the high grade of pollution
went on for political and strategic reasons. It
was stopped only by the German reunification in
1990 and the taking over for the responsibility for
the uranium sites by the federal owned Wismut
GmbH.
In 1990 not only the old Freiberg smelting factories at Halsbrücke and Muldenhütten or the tin
mines at Altenberg and Ehrenfriedersdorf were
closed but also all uranium mines and processing sites. In Altenberg the tin ore processing site as
well at Freiberg the arsenic and zinc factories were
teared down. The same happened with nearly
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new flood protection concept of the Landestalsperrenverwaltung of Saxony, which takes appropriate consideration of the mining water engineering structures nominated for World Heritage
inscription.
Since floods are caused by natural events, such
a risk cannot be precluded. If such an event occurs,
the damaged properties are to be repaired again
in consultation with the monument protection
and nature conservation authorities and, where
relevant, the State Dam Administration.

(iii) Responsible visitation at
World Heritage sites
To date, no noteworthy damage has been caused
to any of the visitor facilities included in the nominated component parts due to high visitor numbers. The majority of the monuments and landscapes are in principle accessible to the public. It
is not currently possible to make a concrete statistical statement on the total number of visitors.
Some parts of the serial property, such as the
landscapes and historic town centres, are accessible to the public and can be viewed at any time.
The determined visitor numbers available are set
out in the chart below. According to the estimates

of the owners respectively operators, none of the
institutions has reached its capacity limit to date.
Some visitor facilities are only partially accessible
due to their particular characteristics. This especially relates to the visitors mines, which, due to
safety regulations, can only be viewed by guided
tour and are not open to all visitors. Many of these
sites are also run by local miners´ clubs and have
limited opening hours and visitor flow. At the current point in time, there are no indications that
effects due to visitors are to be anticipated. Special measures aimed at visitor management have
therefore not been required to date.
Analyses performed to date predict a possible increase in visitor numbers of 20-30%. Visitor
numbers will be recorded as part of the monitoring of the nominated serial property. They are
identified annually and analysed, in order to be
able to respond in good time to any changes. In
the event of a clear increase in the flow of visitors,
suitable measures will be drafted for visitor management and to protect the property.
The infrastructural facilities required by visitors,
such as signed walking paths, well developed
transport systems, parking spaces, accommodation facilities, restaurants and other such services
are generally available to an adequate degree.

Table 37 Visitor numbers of the main visitor facilities

Component part

Visitor institution

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2-DE Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

Wäsche IV (ore washer),
mining museum Altenberg

12,700

14,700

13,200

11,100

10,800

2-DE Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald,
visitor mine

10,200

10,100

11,200

8,900

9,000

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Lauenstein Castle

16,000

16,000

16,000

16,500

17,000

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Lauenstein Church

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,100

1,200

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Segen Gottes Erbstolln visitor mine,
Gersdorf mining landscape

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

approx.
1,5002,000

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Town and mining museum Freiberg

12,514

12,844

11,100

10,000

16,900

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Fundgrube Reiche Zeche (mine), visitor mine

21,893

10,984

-

9,471

16,369

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Drei-Brüder-Schacht (mine),
Zug mining landscape

1,200

1,000

900

900

500

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Huthaus Einigkeit museum,
Goldbachtal mining landscape

1,650

1,700

1,850

1,900

2,000
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Visitor institution

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Thelersberger adit,
Goldbachtal mining landscape

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

approx.
200

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine Engländerstolln

533

564

758

661

1,240

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

St. Wolfgang church, Schneeberg
mining town

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

approx.
33,000

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Museum for Miner’s folk art, Schneeberg mining town

9,883

10,462

9,368

8,737

9,039

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine Fundgrube Wolfgang
Maßen, Schneeberg mining town

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

950

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (stamp
mill)

2,278

1,473

1,833

1,891

2,582

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine Fundgrube Weißer Hirsch

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

approx.
500

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine Fundgrube St. Anna am
Freudenstein

4,352

4,401

4,126

3,812

3,314

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Museum Frohnauer Hammer, Frohnau
mines

36,957

37,161

36,728

36,728

38,985

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Visitor mine Markus-Röhling-Stolln,
Frohnau mines

28,439

29,070

29,304

26,523

27,391

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Church of St. Annen, Annaberg mining
town

86.100

76,707

79.100

75.799

73,700

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

St. Mary´s miners´church, Annaberg
mining town

47,665

48,437

48,717

63,855

54,097

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Museum of Adam Ries, Annaberg
mining town

10,049

9,108

9,192

7,377

6,685

11-DE Marienberg
Mining Town

Museum of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore
Mountains

2,688

4,274

4,556

5,660

5,231

11-DE Marienberg
Mining Town

Church of St. Marien

10,220

9,900

9,992

10,301

10,376

11-DE Marienberg
Mining Town

Historic Centre

365

363

485

937

665

12-DE Lauta Mining
Landscape

Horse gin and visitor centre at the
Rudolphschacht Lauta (shaft)

8,401

8,167

6,342

6,855

5,665

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape

Visitor mine at Zinngrube Ehrenfriedersdorf

12,285

12,637

13,770

12,246

13,815

14-DE Grünthal
Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Museum Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (with old hammer mill)

7,147

7,756

8,142

6,841

7,988

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape

Mining landscape

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500

approx.
3,500
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Component part

Visitor numbers
(estimated or determined by statistics)
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(v) Number of inhabitants within
the property and the buffer zone:
Estimated population
located within:
Area of nominated property:
Buffer zone:
Total:
Year:

approx. 28,682
3,093.839 ha
7,635.511 ha
10,729.350 ha
2017

(vi) Other factors
Drying up of artificial water bodies
The drying up of artificial watercourses constitutes endangerment. At agreed intervals, the
watercourses must be cleared of natural vegetation, which forms the basis for the onset of drying up. Material flushed in during heavy rainfall
(sand, hillside debris, topsoil etc.) or precipitated,
partially contaminated material caused by geochemical reactions must be cleared out. Drying
up does not threaten the existence of watercourses, only the function will be disrupted. Dried-up
properties can be reactivated even decades later.
Within the serial property some water management structures have already dried up, such as
the water ditch of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine and the Ore Canal with related mines
in the northern area of the Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE). The following properties are endangered by drying up: Sections of the Grabentour
(motive-water system) of the Rothschönberger
Stolln (drainage gallery), the Ore Canal with related mines and the Roter Graben (ditch) in the
Freiberg Mining Landscape as well as the manmade water ditch draining the Filzteich (pond) in
the Schneeberg Mining Landscape (6-DE). Drying
up impairs the function of the property, but does
not directly endanger its existence.
Risks to the artificial watercourses from drying
up can only be precluded through use and permanent care. This is ensured for the remaining
watercourses in the nominated serial property.
Vegetation
Natural vegetation has changed the original
character of the once vegetation-free heaps and
surfaces up to the present day. This vegetation
causes only very minor damage to these historic
mining sites. Because of the special mineral conditions of the rock waste heaps a characteristic
flora and fauna developed and led to an environmental protection of a larger number of the
heaps. Therefore any clearing works here had to
be in accordance not only with the heritage protection law but also with the regulations of the
environmental protection regulations.
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However, the physical structures of certain mining
installations are threatened by natural vegetation.
Among these are the extensive dry walls typically
for the heaps of the mining landscape, water management structures as well as unused structures and
buildings. The driving force of tree routes can destroy
the masonry of built structures. Natural vegetation
can cause water management structures to become
overgrown in just a few years, before drying up. The
tree roots of larger trees can damage or destroy brick
clay seals leading to the damage or destruction of
water management structures. In order to avoid
structural damage to listed monuments, it is necessary to regularly remove damaging vegetation.
Surface damage
Risks to the nominated component parts from previous mining activities cannot be precluded. Damage can occur particularly to mining surface buildings or within the landscapes. The most obvious
and well-known form of suddenly occurring damage is surface depressions. However, direct impacts
to structures are the exception.
The chief mining office of Saxony is responsible for
preventing risks in relation to previous mining activity. As part of this responsibility, the highest priority
is accorded to risk prevention measures to ensure
public safety and order. This particularly concerns
the investigation and safekeeping of shafts and similar surface openings, drifts, adits, mine workings
and surface depressions collapses of former mines.
In case of surface damage, which presents a direct
risk to the general public, necessary repair works
will be performed without delay by authorised mining companies or specialised companies under the
supervision of the chief mining office of Saxony. In
implementing its measures in relation to the nominated property, the chief mining office of Saxony will
respect the aspects of protection and preservation,
and will appropriately coordinate these measures.
Through a large number of preventative restoration
measures, such as remediation mining activities in
the areas where uranium ore mining was previously
extracted, the occurring of unforeseen events causing damage will be reduced to a minimum. During
such restoration works, the specific mine-related
aspects and the visual integrity will be taken into
consideration as much as possible. The current
projects or risk prevention measures undertaken
by the chief mining office do not concern any nominated property at the moment.
Decay
Properties threatened by decay in particular are
unused, vacant properties, which are only partially in a secured condition. Properties exposed
to decay particularly include the currently vacant

4.b.2 Czech Republic
(i) Development pressure (e.g., encroachment, agriculture, mining)
Development pressure
Viewed overall, the pressures caused by development within the component parts on the Czech
side of the serial property are relatively minor.
Apart from simple production operations, there
are no industrial or mining activities planned or
taking place within the individual component
parts. The development of agriculture and forestry is regulated by the state heritage preservation provisions and by the measures introduced
by the nature conservation and landscape preservation agencies. All projects planned within the
existing properties are subject to the supervision
and approval of the state heritage preservation
authorities. Certain negative impacts may occur
in future as a consequence of increasing tourism,
particularly in winter. However, this possibility
has been factored into the spatial planning for
the towns and sites affected.
The use of the protected cultural properties
must proceed taking the cultural-historical values
into consideration. The generally applicable rules
and regulations are to be observed within the
territory of the component parts as well as their
buffer zones.
Urban developments in the historic centres of
the mining towns, which are included in the serial
property, are to be subjected to long-term regulation by being declared urban heritage zones. The
development programme for these towns must

be prepared on the basis of structural engineering
studies of the areas and the individual protected
cultural properties. The use of these properties
and spaces must correspond to their capacities
and technical parameters and accord with the
cultural value of the urban heritage zones. The
renovation and restoration of all buildings in the
zone must be carried out on the basis of an architectural and restoration-related investigation.
Due to the intensive mining activity performed
in the past in most of the component parts of the
serial property, construction activities must take
particular consideration of those areas in which
there are underground mine workings. Structures
can only be erected in such places following a specific geological investigation and only with the approval of the Czech Ministry of the Environment.
There are parts of component parts located in
nature and landscape conservation areas, and
some too in areas protected by European directives. These regulations supplement the legal heritage preservation provisions.
At the same time, all the component parts of
the serial property are located within the Krušné
hory water conservation zone, which was established by the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic by way of Resolution No. 10/1979
(codified statute). The Jáchymov component part
is located in a special conservation zone for medicinal waters springs (cf. chapter 5.b.2).
The specific situation regarding the possible
areas of endangerment caused through development pressure in the component parts is described below.
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and contaminated structures of the Muldenhütten
smeltery (4-DE), several vacant buildings belonging
to the Schindlers Werk Smalt Works at Zschorlau
(7-DE) as well as the administration and assembly
building of the Churprinz Friedrich Erbstolln (mine)
(4-DE). Preservation and restoration measures
are urgently required here in the very near future,
alongside concepts for the long-term securing and
preservation of the properties. A close cooperation with the competent monument preservation
authorities was established during the nomination process to constantly monitor these sites. The
physical structure of the Schindlers Werk Smalt
Works (7-DE) and the building of the Churprinz
Friedrich Erbstolln mine (4-DE) were analysed and
as a result measures were determined which have
partly been implemented. The decontamination
as well as the preservation of the Muldenhütten
smeltery (4-DE) is currently under preparation and
funding is requested.

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining
Landscape
The component part is protected as part of the
Jáchymov Protected Cultural Landscape. Development is furthermore regulated by measures
concerning nature and landscape conservation.
Therefore, development-related pressure is controlled by the various legal instruments.
In accordance with the applicable spatial plan
for the town, drafted in 2009, the main prerequisite
for the further development of the area is the protection of the historic urban structure in Jáchymov.
Possible developments are mainly concentrated in
areas lying outside of the component part.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
The component part is part of the Abertamy –
Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Protected Cultural Landscape. Development is furthermore regulated
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by measures concerning nature and landscape
conservation. Threats within the area of the
component part resulting from possible development are low, given the fact that the town of
Horní Blatná is the only large settlement. The
main development-related pressure is connected with tourism projects. These are regulated
with the application of existing legal measures.
The developments regarding the locality
Hřebečná (part of the Town of Abertamy), sited
within the nominated property, are subject to
the 2011 spatial plan of the Town of Abertamy.
According to this plan, the larger development
projects are located outside of the component
part. The main development zone is located on
the slopes of the Plešivec Mountain, where the
Plešivec ski centre was built in 2014. The area
is located outside the component part and its
buffer zone.
All new construction within the component
part must correspond with the dimensions and
structure of the existing surrounding buildings.
Within the open cultural landscape, no modern
construction development will be permitted
on historic sites. Agricultural activities do not
present any risks.
The development of tourism is a long-term
objective within Horní Blatná, too. No concrete
plans exist at the current point in time. All future
projects and construction works will be monitored by the state heritage preservation authorities.
The development of the localities around the
Town of Boží Dar that are located within the
area of the nominated property (Zlatý Kopec,
Myslivny and Ryžovna) is regulated by the urban
development plan of Boží Dar. New construction
activity is prohibited as a rule within the Zlatý
Kopec district. Projects and construction works
within all the localities will be monitored by the
state heritage preservation authorities. Within
the entire cadastral area of Boží Dar, it is prohibited to establish new habitation centres or
individual buildings – apart from agricultural or
forestry industry properties – outside of the municipalities.

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
Within the area of this component part, which is
a national cultural property of the Czech Republic, no areas of threats exist in connection with
developments. A construction of a small factory
building on lots close to the property, which are
partially within the buffer zone, is planned. The
competent state heritage preservation authorities will issue a statement on this proposal. Ne-
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gotiations are currently ongoing for the property
to be transferred into state ownership, through
which the role of the state in the heritage preservation will be strengthened.

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
Based on the 2014 development plan, the Town of
Krupka is planning to develop itself into a tourist
centre with supra-regional importance. The focus
lies in improving the standard of maintenance
around the historic urban heritage zone and the
natural character of the town and its surroundings.
There are currently no concrete plans within the
historic town centre that would constitute threats.
Within the area of the component part there
are currently no industrial or mining activities and
none such are planned. All measures will be monitored by the state heritage preservation authority.
There are no increased negative impacts resulting
from development projects.

5-CZ Mědník Mining Landscape
Currently there are no existing threats, which are
caused by development measures within the area
of the component part or within its buffer zone.

(ii) Environmental pressures (e.g., pollution, climate change, desertification)
Air pollution
All the component parts of the nominated serial
property are located in the mountainous part of
the Ore Mountains, at sites where there is no heavy
industry that could constitute a source of air pollution, nor are there any major road or rail routes
present, apart from within the agglomeration areas
of Krupka and Jáchymov.
Due to the use of lignite as a source of energy in
the 1970s and 1980s, the eastern and central parts
of the Czech part of the Ore Mountains experienced
a significant deterioration in the quality of the air,
particularly from sulphur dioxide, resulting from
the effects of the extremely high emissions from the
coal-fired power stations. The high level of air pollution resulted in damage being caused to a large area
of the forest. Since 1989, the SO2 emissions have
been reduced by almost 90% and the quality of the
air has greatly improved. The protection of air quality is now regulated in the Czech Republic by the Act
No. 86/2002. This Act defines the rights and duties of
individuals and the remit of the administrative authorities. Part of the Act is also concerned with the
protection of the ozone layer and the climate, and
the conditions pertaining to biogenic fuels.

(iii) Natural disasters and risk preparedness (earthquakes, floods, fires, etc.)
Flooding risk and protective measures taken
Based on the experiences with significant flooding
situations within the territory of the Czech Republic
in the previous few decades – but which did not affect the component parts of the serial property – the
Government of the Czech Republic has recently initiated a series of fundamental measures for preventing damage caused by flooding. All such measures
are integrated into the plan for the most important
river basin areas of the Czech Republic, which was
approved by the Government of the Czech Republic
on 23rd May 2007 with Resolution No. 562. The flood
areas must be anchored into the spatial planning at
a municipal level and appropriate protective measures drafted.
The nominated property lies within the ambit
of the water management plan for the basin areas
of the rivers Ohře and Upper Labe. The plan was
ratified by the delegations of the Regions of Karlovy
Vary and Ústí in 2009. The plan is also concerned
with the level of flood protection in built-up areas.
Furthermore, Directive 2007/60/EC, adopted by the

European Parliament and the Council of the EU
required the Member States to draft flood hazard
maps and flood risk maps by 22nd December 2013
and to ensure that flood risk management plans are
completed and published by 22nd December 2015.

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining
Landscape
Apart from a small fragment of the component part
in and around the town of Jáchymov, the territory
of the component part is not affected by flooding.
There are certain small water streams which can
briefly break their banks during the winter and
spring thaw or in the event of torrential rains in the
summer. These are from the west to the east: the
Eliášův potok, Jáchymovský potok, Stísněný potok
and Klínovecký potok streams. However, no large
flooding has been experienced in this area during
modern times. In the upper section of the Eliášův
potok stream, there are two ponds that absorb a
portion of the high water. Downstream from the
lower pond, the stream is controlled for the most
part and is channelled into the subterranean flow
system. The Klínovecký potok stream is channelled into a pipeline inside the town. The Jáchymovský potok stream is likewise channelled via a
pipeline through the urban heritage zone. This is
designed to take large volumes of water flow. It
was only the rupture of the Městský rybník pond’s
dam in the 1980s that resulted in a flood of water in
the town that could not be absorbed by the stream
bed. The pond dam has not been renewed since
that time. The environs of the Jáchymovský potok
stream are defined as flood-prone area. Given that
it is channelled in pipelines through the town, the
risk of temporary flooding only affects small sites
along Dukelských hrdinů Street. The effect on the
area as a whole is insignificant. The town, moreover, is located on a steep slope. This means that
any flooding would only ever be very short-term.
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Radon risk
As a result of the geological structure of the Ore
Mountains, in which numerous Variscan granite
bodies occur, especially the central and western
parts of the Ore Mountains belong to regions with
a higher concentration of radon. Radon liberates
itself from the radioactive minerals in the bedrock and accumulates in the ground, the external
atmosphere and in houses. The Jáchymov area,
where the mining of uranium ore was intensively
conducted in the past, is particularly associated
with an increased concentration of radon2. The
first measures to counter radon were carried out
back at the start of the 1990s; the state radon programme was launched in 2000. The objective was
to identify buildings with an increased concentration of radon and look for methods by which the
house owners could reduce the health risks, possibly with state funded support. In 2010, the second
state radon programme was launched (Resolution
of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 594
from 2009). It regulates the procedure applicable
to 2019. The coordinator of the programme is the
State Office for Nuclear Safety (SÚJB). The State
Institute for Radiation Protection is also involved,
working closely together with the regional offices.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
The component part lies very much on an elevated
plane that is not threatened by flooding. A few small
streams (Bystřice, Blatenský potok, Černá, Zlatý potok) flow through the territory and these can briefly
break their banks during the thaw or torrential rains.
Over the last ten years, localised flooding has only
been recorded in the stream bed of Černá in an area
that already lies outside the component part. This

2
The first measurements of radon and gamma radiation in residential housing in the Czech Republic took place in Jáchymov between 1978 and 1980. These
showed that the concentration of radon in older houses frequently exceeded the baseline value of 400 Bq/m³, which was a consequence of the emanation of
radon from the subsurface disrupted by mining activity as well as the use of construction material that sometimes was sourced from the waste from uranium
pigment production.
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stream bed was subsequently controlled within
the endangered locations. Therefore, there are no
situations that could be a risk for the value of the
component part. The Myslivny reservoir, which has
a considerable storage capacity, is located on the
Černá stream, downstream of the town of Boží Dar.

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
The component part is located in an area not affected by any flooding.

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
The greater part of this component part is located
in an area not threatened by flooding. A somewhat
increased risk only affects the town centre of Krupka, through which two small streams – the Horský
potok stream and the Krupský potok stream – flow,
which can break their banks during the winter thaw
or torrential rains. The Horský potok stream flows
along the south-western edge of the component
part. It is controlled within the town of Krupka. The
Krupský potok stream bed is controlled inside the
town. From the flood risk maps it is apparent that,
if the flow of water in Krupský potok stream were
equal to the highest in the last one hundred years,
then the cellars in some houses on Husitská ulice Street would be flooded. The town, moreover,
is located on a steep slope. This means that any
flooding would only ever be very short term. In the
higher-lying parts of the component part, there is
absolutely no risk of flooding.

5-CZ Mědník Mining Landscape
This component part is not affected by flooding.
Risk of fire and fire prevention measures
Given the character of the nominated serial property, the risks of fire damage are mainly limited to
the built-up areas of Jáchymov, Krupka and Horní
Blatná. With the other component parts there is a
risk of forest fires, but on the plateau of Krušné hory,
this risk is relatively small due to the high level of
moisture in the woods.
Within the area of the serial property, apart from
very isolated exceptions, there are no activities performed that carry a high or heightened risk of fire.
There are no buildings here higher than four storeys
that could constitute a potential for fire – and given
the development regulations this will remain the
case in the future. All legal and natural persons are
obliged to procure the requisite fire protection technology and the resources needed for the structural
and technical fire prevention systems, and to keep
these in an operational state of readiness.
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Fire prevention is regulated in the Czech Republic
by Act No. 133/1985. It also defines the duties of the
state authorities as well as legal and natural persons. The executive authorities responsible for fire
prevention are the Interior Ministry of the Czech Republic and the regional fire departments. The tasks
of the state administration are also assumed by
the local authorities. The duties of each municipal
council include issuing a fire alarm plan and defining the conditions to ensure the municipal territory
has adequate cover in the form of fire service units
and water supply points for firefighting. It must also
supervise the fulfilment of the fire prevention measures for buildings of special importance.
The fire prevention units comprise professional
units, the regional fire service and the voluntary
fire service. Companies, moreover, are authorised
to establish professional and voluntary fire prevention units. The units of the voluntary fire service are
formed by the municipalities. At the same time,
they are bound to maintain the mobility of these
units and to ensure that they receive professional
training. Apart from fire fighting activities, the voluntary fire prevention units are also called upon in
the event of natural disasters and other extraordinary events.
There are voluntary fire prevention units in every
municipality that has territory in which individual
component parts of the serial property are located. The voluntary units are well prepared technically and professionally, are equipped to deal with
smaller fires and, given their integration into the
regional fire prevention system, are able to call
upon the immediate deployment of and assistance from the professional units.
Seismic activity in the region
From a geological perspective, the region of the
Ore Mountains in the Czech Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany is a part of the stable
block of the Bohemian Massif, formed back in the
Palaeozoic Era, and which only registers very low
seismic activity. The occurrence of earthquakes
throughout the Czech Republic is continually
monitored by the Institute of Geophysics of the
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Based
on the results of recordings made to date and the
historic records, it can be said that the property is
not affected by seismic activity.
Vegetation
Unused areas, in particular areas of open pit mining,
shaft collapses and heaps, are exposed to a higher
risk of a natural covering by wind-pollinated woods.
However, this vegetation does not damage or only
causes very minor damage to these historic mining
sites, but it may complicate the access to some min-

Surface damage
Hundreds of years of mining activities in the mining districts of the Ore Mountains Krušné hory have
created extensive labyrinths of subterranean drifts
and other mine workings, the total length of which
can be measured in tens of thousands of kilometres. Even though the majority of the older as well
as more recent mines are stable, collapses do sporadically occur the effects of which also impact the
surface, usually in the form of small cone-shaped
depressions. Securing older mines, the original operators and even legal representatives of which are
unknown, is a task fulfilled by the Ministry of the
Environment of the Czech Republic, which, to an
indispensable degree, is also responsible for the
remediation of the old mines and their legacies.
With decommissioned mines this task is assigned
to the company DIAMO, s.p. (s.p. – state enterprise).

(iv) Responsible visitation at
World Heritage sites
The municipalities have a wealth of experience in
relation to tourism, primarily in the winter season. A
significant proportion of tourists come from abroad,
particularly from Germany. However, the visitor
numbers to the component parts, particularly those
located in the free outdoors, are not statistically recorded and can only be estimated. Based on rough
estimates, it is up to 10,000 people annually. There
are concrete figures for the visitor numbers to the information centres. The information centres in Jáchymov and Boží Dar have registered a strong increase
in visitor numbers in recent years (cf. table). However,
these numbers only comprise a part of the visitors.
Despite the growth in the number of visitors in
recent years linked with a general increase in the
interest of tourists in the Ore Mountains it may be
generally stated that no component part is threatened through excessively high visitor numbers. At
this point in time, there is no reason to suppose
that the anticipated increase in visitor numbers in
the coming years will affect the value of the component parts. From the information to date, it may be
said that the tourist high-point will continue to be
during the winter season (November to March). The
main tourist destinations, moreover, are distributed across a large area, meaning that no excessively
high concentration at any one location has to be expected. Visitor management measures are currently
not required. The transport infrastructure within the
territory of the property is adequately good. The existing gastronomic and accommodation capacity
is still not fully exhausted. Measures for improving
these will nevertheless be proposed (cf. annex 1
Management Plan - chapter 7.3).
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ing monuments or affect the visual impression.
Natural vegetation is spreading over various
structures in the absence of maintenance or proper
care. Among these are the extensive dry walls so
typical for the mining landscape and its heaps, water management structures as well as unused structures and buildings. The latter can be destroyed by
the driving force of tree roots into the masonry. Natural vegetation can cause water management structures to become overgrown in just a few years, before drying up. The roots of larger trees can damage
or destroy brick clay seals leading to the damage
or destruction of water management structures. In
order to avoid structural damage to heritage-listed
structures, it is necessary to regularly remove damaging vegetation.

Table 38 Visitor numbers

Visitor numbers to the Boží Dar information centre (2012-2016)

Visitor numbers to Boží Dar – total

Year

Visitors, total

Domestic (%)

Foreign (%)

Number of people

2012

79,388

69

31

198,470

2013

85,099

71

29

212,747

2014

95,502

79

21

238,757

2015

103,815

72

28

252,436

1-9/2016

78,153

71

29

188,292
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Table 39 Visitor numbers

Visitor numbers to the
Jáchymov information
centre

Visitor numbers to the
Royal Mint museum in
Jáchymov

Vistors, total

Vistors, total

Vistors, total

Of which foreigners

2012

15,179

10,206

6,352

2,117

2013

15,433

8,821

6,204

2,068

2014

17,081

10,572

8,215

2,738

2015

16,309

9,834

7,566

2,522

2016

15,412

9,078

7,602

2,534

Year

Visitor numbers to the Adit No. 1 in Jáchymov

Table 41 Visitor numbers

Table 40 Visitor numbers

Visitor numbers to the Kryštof Adit in Hřebečná (2015-2016)

Visitor numbers to the Starý Martin Adit in Krupka (2012-2016)

Year

Visitors, total

Year

Visitors, total

2015

3 800

2012

5 536

2016

3 450

2013

4 528

2014

5 460

2015

5 597

1-9/2016

5 207

As part of the current update of the municipalities’ existing spatial planning to 2020, measures should be integrated to accommodate an
increase in visitor numbers. When defining the
spatial plans, consideration could be taken of
the anticipated development in tourism, the increase in the capacity and quality of the transport networks, the increase in parking space and
the establishment of the additionally necessary
tourist infrastructure. However, aside from the
economic benefits, the increased concentration
of visitors can also entail increased demands on
waste management with an ensuing increase of
costs to the towns and localities affected.

(v) Number of inhabitants within
the property and the buffer zone
Apart from the historic town centres of Krupka and
Jáchymov, the number of residents who live permanently on the territory of the individual component
parts of the serial property and in the buffer zones is
very small (cf. table xyz). The numbers are based on
statistics prepared by the Ministry of the Interior of
the Czech Republic dated 01.01.2017, and on information provided by the municipalities. Apart from
residents whose permanent residence is registered,
there are the owners of holiday homes who also live
temporarily in the area of the component parts; the
figures for these are not statistically recorded.

Table 42 Number of inhabitants

ID n°

Name

1-CZ

Estimated population located within the

Total number
(2016)

Nominated component part

Buffer zone

Jáchymov Mining Landscape

800

1,400

2,200

2-CZ

Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná
Mining Landscape

470

1,300

1,770

3-CZ

The Red Tower of Death

0

0

0

4-CZ

Krupka Mining Landscape

1,000

800

1,800

5-CZ

Mědník Hill Mining Landscape

0

0

0

2,270

3,500

5,770

Total
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Fig. 860 Remains of the boat lift of the Ore Canal near Halsbrücke (1788/1789), Freiberg Mining Landscape
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Fig. 861 Horní Blatná water ditch, Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining Landscape
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Fig. 862 Ledová jáma (Ice pit), Horní Blatná mining district
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5. Protection and Management of the Property
5.a Ownership
The ownership structure of the nominated serial property is complex. Based on the existing legal protection
of the nominated serial property, the State Parties
together with the owners are responsible for the protection and preservation of the monuments and landscapes within the terms of the legal regulations.

5.a.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
A large part of the Saxon part of the property is in
private ownership (40.8 %). The districts and municipalities of the region own about one third of the
listed monuments (public ownership), partly shared
with various private owners. The Free State of Saxony
owns about 17 %. The Federal Republic of Germany is
the only shareholder of the private company Wismut
GmbH, the owner of most of the objects of 17-DE Uranium mining landscape (3.7 %), in some exceptions
together with the public company of the local municipality. Listed monuments owned by registered
associations are categorised under ‘private’. Association ownership accounts for 2.3 %. The Evangelical-Lutheran State Church owns 2.3 % as well. In
accordance with § 18(2) SächsDSchG (Monument
Conservation Act of Saxony), decisions and meas-

ures taken by the monument protection authorities
in relation to these sacred listed monuments will be
taken in consultation with the higher ecclesiastical
authorities or with the appropriate office of the religious community affected.
The Free State of Saxony has established statutory provisions requiring owners of cultural monuments, within the terms of what is reasonable,
to work together with the monument protection
authorities (§ 1, 8 SächsDSchG) to ensure the preservation and protection from threats of the listed
monuments. The holders of listed buildings can
also obtain financial subsidies from the monument
protection authorities to enable them to fulfil their
obligations. Moreover, owners of listed monuments
have to inform about any change of use, damage,
defects or the sale of these properties (§ 16 SächsDSchG). According to the Saxon heritage legislation
owners of listed buildings have to inform about
the change of the ownership of these properties (§
16 SächsDSchG). To ensure protection and management the ownership structure will be regularly
checked by the regional Saxon World Heritage management in cooperation with the competent monument protection authorities.

Component
part

Country
(in %)

Free State of
Saxony (in %)

District or Local
authority (in %)

Private (in %)

Church (in %)

Associations,
Miscellaneous (in %)

1-DE

-

100.00

-

-

-

-

2-DE

-

6.2

81.3

12.5

-

-

3-DE

-

-

66.7

-

33.3

-

4-DE

-

32.6

26.4

35.9

1.1

4.0

5-DE

-

66.7

-

-

-

33.3

6-DE

-

1.9

31.4

61.1

3.7

1.9

7-DE

-

-

-

100.0

-

-

8-DE

-

8.7

52.2

26.1

13.0

-

9-DE

-

-

-

100.0

-

-

10-DE

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

11-DE

-

6.7

40.0

46.6

6.7

-

12-DE

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

13-DE

-

-

50.0

50.0

-

-

14-DE

-

-

51.7

48.3

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

-

15-DE
16-DE

-

-

75.0

25.0

-

-

17-DE

71.4

-

28.6

-

-

-

Total

3.8

17.3

33.5

40.8

2.3

2.3
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5.a.2 Czech Republic
In the Czech part, the ownership of the property’s component parts is somehow complex
in terms of the amount of owners. The basic
ownership structure is nevertheless very simple:
More than 62 % of the area of the property is in
public ownership. The majority of these properties is owned by the state corporation Lesy ČR
(Forests of the Czech Republic). Just about 30 %
of the total area of properties is owned by the respective towns and municipalities. Only 7.6 % of
the area of the nominated property is in private
ownership (cf. table below).

This ownership structure offers a good basis
for the management of the property because the
state, together with the towns and municipalities,
within which the component parts are located, has
given binding undertakings to ensure the effective
conservation of the outstanding universal value
and its effective sustainable development. However, one of the main tasks of the national heritage preservation authorities, national coordinator
and the site managers of the component parts is
to control all planning of the owners and constructors. The aim is to prevent situations that might
threaten the value of the serial property.

Table 44 Ownership structure of the component parts on the Czech side

Component
part

Czech Republic (without Lesy ČR) (in %)

Lesy ČR state forest
company (in %)

Regions
(in %)

Towns and municipalities (in %)

Church
(in %)

Private
(in %)

1-CZ

10.30

7.03

0.81

77.68

-

11.21

2-CZ

72.50

66.39

0.74

20.18

-

6.58

3-CZ

-

-

-

-

-

100.00

4-CZ

69.80

69.50

0.83

19.68

-

9.69

5-CZ

11.78

-

-

3.13

35.55

49.54

Total

62.33

57.08

0.76

29.35

0.06

7.62

5.b Protective designation
The national protective provisions of the respective
State Party in which the nominated property is located ensure the adequate protection of the nominated serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region. Due to the transboundary nature, the protective provisions are not standardized. The legal
protective designation and its terminology vary. The
chapters 5.b.1 and 5.b.2 provide an overview of the
protective designations contained in the national
laws and applied for the protection and preservation of the nominated serial property in the Federal
Republic of Germany and in the Czech Republic.

International Conventions
At the transboundary level, the international conventions form the basis for the legal cooperation
and the protection of the component parts of the
nominated property between the two State Parties. The regulations of the ratified international
conventions have to be considered in the State
Parties national legislation, which is the basic element for monument protection in the individual
countries. Additionally, there are several international charters that state more precisely the tasks
in relation to the protection of cultural heritage in
general and World Heritage and which serve as
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recommendations. The following international
conventions and recommendations provide a basis for the protection of the nominated serial property and its buffer zone both on a national and an
international level:
• the Convention Concerning the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage - World Heritage Convention (Paris 1972): With the ratification
of the World Heritage Convention, the state parties recognize the international commitment to
protect the world heritage sites located within
their national boundaries and to preserve them
for future generations. The World Heritage Convention is not to be regarded directly as a valid
national constitutional regulation; the obligations have to be carried out according to the relevant national legislation. The Federal Republic of
Germany ratified the convention in 1976, Czechoslovakia joined the convention in 1991, the Czech
Republic became the legal successor in 1993.
• the Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict with Regulations for the Execution of the Convention and
Protocol I – (Hague convention 1954). Ratified by
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1967. Czechoslovakia ratified the convention and the I. Proto-

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

ing Tourism at Places of Heritage Significance
(1999);
Principles for the Preservation of Historic Timber
Structures (1999);
ICOMOS Principles for the Preservation and Conservation-Restoration of Wall Paintings (2003);
ICOMOS Charter – Principles for the Analysis,
Conservation and Structural Restoration of Architectural Heritage (2003);
ICOMOS Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites (2008).
Joint ICOMOS – TICCIH Principles for the Conservation of Industrial Heritage Sites, Structures, Areas and Landscapes (2011);
The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and
Management of Historic Cities, Towns and Urban
Areas (2011);
Archaeology and Urban Development – New
Council of Europe Code of Practice (Coucil of Europe, Strasbourg 2010).

Transboundary buffer zones
and protective regulations
To ensure the adequate protection of the component parts Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
(2-DE) located in Saxony and Abertamy – Boží Dar
– Horní Blatná Mining Landscape (2-CZ) located in
the Czech Republic the State Parties have agreed to
enlarge the related buffer zones crossing the border.
The legal protection of the buffer zones located on
the territory of the neighbouring country is in both
cases provided by national nature protection regulations as well as by European law.
On the Czech side, the buffer zone of the nominated component part Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape (2-DE) includes the water-catchment
area of the water ditch Aschergraben. This small area
is composed of moorland marsh overgrown with
wetland forest that is, however, protected through
designation as a Special Protection Area (SPA) for
birds and Special Area of Conservation (SAC) for
species other than birds, and for habitat types under European law and as a nature park „Východní
Krušné hory“ under the Czech nature protection law
(cf. maps DE/02-03, DE/02-03.a, DE/02-03.b).
On the Saxon side, the buffer zone of the nominated
component part Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná
Mining Landscape (2-CZ) includes the forest area of
the northern slope of the Kaffenberg hill that is designated as a Special Protection Area (SPA) for birds
and Special Area of Conservation (SAC) for species
other than birds, and for habitat types under European law and is located within the nature park
„Fichtelberg“ under the Saxon nature protection
law (cf. maps CZ/02.2, CZ/02.2.a, CZ/02.2.b).
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col in 1958, the Czech Republic became the legal
successor in 1993. And Second Protocol to the
Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
(Hague, 1999). Ratified by the Federal Republic of
Germany in 2009 and acceded by the Czech Republic in 2007.
• the Convention for the Protection of Architectural
Heritage of Europe (Granada Convention 1985).
(Revision 30th September 2003). Ratified by the
Federal Republic of Germany in 1987, ratified by
the Czech Republic in 2000.
• the Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer
of Ownership of Cultural Property (Paris 1970).
Ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany in
2007. Ratified by Czechoslovakia in 1979 and by
the Czech Republic as its legal successor in 1993.
• the European Convention on the Protection of
the Archaeological Heritage (Revised. Valetta
1992). Ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany in 1987, ratified by the Czech Republic in 2000.
• the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (Paris 2003). Ratified by
the Czech Republic in 2009, ratified by the Federal
Republic of Germany in 2013.
The following international recommendations of
UNESCO contain principles concerning the protection of cultural heritage:
• Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (adopted by the General Conference of
UNESCO 2011);
• Recommendation concerning the Safeguarding
and Contemporary Role of Historic Areas (adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO 1976);
• Recommendation concerning the Protection,
at National Level, of the Cultural and Natural
Heritage (adopted by the General Conference of
UNESCO 1972),
• Recommendation concerning the Preservation
of Cultural Property Endangered by Public or Private Works (adopted by the General Conference
of UNESCO 1968).
In addition, the ICOMOS recommendations from
the following international charters and other international standards may be especially considered
for cultural heritage and its conservation:
• International Charter for the Conservation and
Restoration of Monuments and Sites (The Venice
1964);
• Historic Gardens (The Florence Charter 1981);
• Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns
and Urban Areas (The Washington Charter 1987);
• Charter for the Protection and Management of
the Archaeological Heritage (1990);
• Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage (1999);
• International Cultural Tourism Charter – Manag-
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5.b.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany

All necessary measures for the protection of the
Saxon component parts and its buffer zones are in
place. An established framework of legislation and
planning policy exists within which management
of the nominated property will take place. Supraregional (federal law), regional (state law) and communal (municipal statutes) legal provisions that are
described in the following subchapters are applied
to protect the nominated property. The implications in practice for the component parts and its
buffer zones are set out at 5.c.1.

5.b.1.1 Federal Laws
At federal level, monument and nature protection
is anchored as a matter of general, public interest in
a number of federal laws. The statutory provisions
stipulate that the competent authorities must be
involved if procedures concern interests of monument and nature protection. Monument interests
are therefore not only legally binding if a planning
approval procedure touch upon the law of the individual federal states, but also if the procedures
touch relevant land-use statutes and regulations
defined in federal laws. The competent authority for
issuing the permit makes sure that the monument
and/or nature protection authority is heard.

Table 45 Federal laws applied within the component parts and buffer zones containing statutory provisions relevant for monument and nature protection

Law

Announcements
(as amended)

Regional Planning Act (ROG)

2008 (2017)

Building Code (BauGB)

2004 (2017)

Federal Mining Act (BbergG)

1980 (2016)

Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG)

2009 (2016)

Environmental Impact Assessment Act (UVPG)

2010 (2017)

Act for the Preservation of the Forest and for the
Promotion of Forestry (BWaldG)

1975 (2017)

Act on the Regulation of the
Water Household (WHG)

2009 (2017)

Act on Protection against Harmful Changes to
Soil and on Rehabilitation of Contaminated Sites
(BBodSChG)

1998 (2015)

Brief description
Specifies conditions, tasks and the guiding
principles of regional planning.
Is the main legal basis for German urban
development law.
Lays down provisions relating to mining activities in the
Federal Republic of Germany setting up a uniform mining
law for mineral resources. The provision cover all aspects
of mining including requirements on concessions, health
and safety, environment and other issues as well as differentiated mechanisms for compliance and monitoring,
and supervised by one single administration.
Serves as the main legal basis for all aspects of
environmental protection.
Ensures the assessment of the impact of certain
projects, plans and programmes on the environment.
Regulates, among other things, the conservation and
management of forests.
Lays down the provisions on the protection and use of
surface waters and groundwater, on water management
planning and flood protection.
Aims to sustainably secure or restore the soil’s functions.

5.b.1.2 Laws of the Federal State of Saxony

Monument Protection

The built structure and the landscape features related to mining such as heaps are in general protected by the Monument Conservation Act of Saxony of 3 March 1993 (SächsDSchG), consolidated as
of 15 December 2016. Larger landscape units are
mostly protected by the Act on Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection of Saxony (SächsNatSchG) in the (new) version as promulgated on
6 June 2013 either as nature conservation areas,
landscape protection areas or nature parks. That
gives them the highest level of statutory protection
in Saxony. Changes to and building projects on the
cultural monuments and in the nature-protected
area are subject to authorization according to the
respective legal regulations. table xyz outline the
protection status of the component parts on the
highest national level.

As Germany is a federal state care and preservation of cultural monuments are the responsibility of the individual federal states. The cultural
sovereignty of the federal states is anchored in
Article 30 of the Basic Law of Germany. The component parts on the German side are all located
in the Free State of Saxony and are subject to the
legal provisions applicable there.
The legal basis for the protection of cultural
monuments in Saxony is the Act on the Protection and Conservation of Cultural Heritage
in the Free State of Saxony (SächsDSchG). All
provisions concerning the protection and preservation of monuments and other cultural properties are anchored in Monument Conservation
Act of Saxony. According to item 1 of section 2
cultural monuments are defined as objects, en-
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Nature protection

As the nominated property and the buffer zones
include natural features the environmental impact regulations as well as the nature conservation and landscape protection regulations are
also important protective instruments. Since

2010 the German Bundestag (parliament) has
the legislative power in natural law and therefore
the Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG)
forms the basis for natural law in Saxony.
The Act on Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection of Saxony (SächsNatSchG) as
promulgated on 6th June 2013 was adapted to the
new Federal Conservation Act. § 20 BNatSchG states
that parts of nature and the landscape can be declared as nature conservation areas, national parks
or national nature monuments, biosphere reserves,
landscape protection areas, nature parks, and as
natural monuments or protected components of
landscape. Alongside conceptual definitions, the
Federal and Saxon Nature Conservation Act also
set out precise protective measures as well as the
consequences of infringements and administrative
proceedings. The laws apply to all nature conservation areas (§ 23 BNatSchG, § 14 SächsNatSchG), natural parks (§ 24 BNatSchG, § 15 SächsNatSchG) and
landscape protection areas (§ 26 BNatSchG) within
the nominated property. Additionally, in particular
the heaps are covered by the protection afforded to
biotopes (§ 21 (1) SächsNatSchG). Augmenting the
list set out by § 30 BNatSchG, § 21 SächsNatSchG
establishes statutory biotope protection for the special biotopes characteristic within the Free State of
Saxony such as the adits of former mines and seminatural forests.
Areas of the nominated component parts also
lie within Fauna-Flora Habitats that are protected
by the legal provisions issued by the European Union to govern the field of nature and the environment. In this context, most important EU laws are
the Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on
the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora (Habitats Directive), and the Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds.

Chapter 5

sembles, parts and traces of objects created by
human beings, including their natural foundations, the preservation of which is in the public
interest due to their historical, artistic, scientific,
urban or landscaping importance. This definition also embraces archaeological sites that are
designated and recorded by the Saxon Archaeological Heritage Office. These sites are in general
located within larger designated archaeological
relevance zones.
According to item 3 subject of the monument
protection also include (1) The environment of
a cultural monument, insofar as it is of considerable importance for its asset or appearance,
(2) monument protection areas (§ 21), archaeological excavation areas (§ 22) and archaeological reservations (§ 23). The protection of the
environment (Umgebungsschutz) is of special
importance for approval procedures when the
cultural monument significantly shapes the surrounding area or if the cultural monument depends significantly on its environment (§ 2(3)
no. 1 SächsDSchG). This principally concerns the
visual aspects.
Ensembles (Sachgesamtheiten) may comprise moveable and immoveable objects which,
given their common histories or urban development for example, are subsumed under a common designation. Precondition for the designation of an ensemble is a functional link between
the objects or a common theme linking the
objects. Several ensembles are defined within
the nominated property because of the mining
theme and the functional links between the mining heritage. The term Sachgesamtheit as used
within the Saxon Monument Conservation Act
corresponds to the term ensemble.
Monument protection areas and their surrounding – especially the appearance of roads,
squares or villages, ground plans, settlements,
parts of settlements, groups of buildings, production plants – are areas of special public
interest because of their historic, artistic, scientific, urban or landscaping importance (§ 21
SächsDSchG). The definition also embraces objects already protected under § 2(1) and § 2(5).
The monument protection area statute is applied when it appears necessary to delineate or
expand the scope of protection and requires a
formal contribution of the municipal council.

Other statutory provisions
Other legally binding protective instruments increase the protection of the properties of the serial
nomination. They particularly also apply within
the buffer zones.
Of particular importance for the protection of the
nominated property is the Federal Building Code
(BauGB). This federal law defines the most important urban planning instruments available to the
municipalities. It regulates building management
planning (§ 1, 5, 8, 9 BauGB), defines the regulations
for the permissibility of projects in built-up area (§
34 BauGB) and the fundamental conditions for the
permissibility of building in undesignated outlying
area (§ 35 BauGB) as well as the preservation of the
appearance of a locality, the townscape or the landscape (§ 172 BauGB).
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The ‘Ordinance on the Guarantee of Nuclear
Safety and Radiation Protection’ (VOAS) and
the ‘Order for the Guarantee of Radiation Protection in Dumps and Industrial Sedimentation Installations and for the Use of Material
stored therein’ (HaldAO) in conjunction with
the Treaty on German Unification and with
the Radiation Protection Ordinance (StrlSchV)
provide the legal basis for the remediation of
dumps left behind by uranium mining and abandoned industrial sites. They lay down the types of
re-use of reclaimed mine dumps. The protection
of the uranium mining heritage (17-DE) largely derives from its classification as a mining remediation property.
The Saxon Water Act (SächsWG) protects areas
from construction development under the provi-

sions of the water legislations, these areas not
only ensure the legal protection of heritage, but
also provide additional protection to the ponds,
leats and water ditches as well as their environs
included in the World Heritage nomination.
The Saxon Forestry Act (SächsWaldG) aims at
the preservation and the sustainable management of the forests in unity with its economic and
environmental function especially in regard to its
lasting function for the natural environment, climate, water supply, air pollution prevention, soil
fertility, fauna and flora, overall appearance of the
landscape, agricultural infrastructure and recreation area.
The Saxon Building Regulations (SächsBO) is,
among others, to protect buildings, settlements
and landscapes from becoming disfigured.

Table 46 Overview of highest level of protection applied for mining elements, and landscape of nominated component parts (cf. maps, volume 2)

Component part

Applied laws

Designation

1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Altenberg’
Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Zinnwald’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature protection area ‘Geisingberg und Geisingwiesen’
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Osterzgebirge’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Geisingberg’

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Schloss Lauenstein’
Listed monuments in the historic centre of Lauenstein

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln’
Archaeological site

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Muldentäler oberhalb
des Zusammenflusses’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Muldentäler oberhalb des Zusammenflusses’
Special Protection Area EU No. 442-451
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldetal’

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Grube Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln’
Ensemble ‘Bergwerkskanal’
Ensemble ‘Roter Graben und Oberes Neues Geschrei’
Listed monument ‘Halsbrücke’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat
„Schwermetallhalden bei Freiberg’

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments of the historic centre of Freiberg

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments in the historic centre of Freiberg
Ensemble ‘Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube’
Ensemble ‘Reiche Zeche’
Ensemble ‘Abrahamschacht’
Ensemble ‘Thurmhofschacht’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Muldenhütten smeltery

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments ‘Muldenhütten’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape – BrandErbisdorf mining landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Brander Revier’,
Ensemble ‘Alte Mordgrube’

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Gersdorf mining landscape

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Mulde river

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Ore canal, related mines and smeltery

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Freiberg mining town
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Applied laws

Designation

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Zug mining landscape

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments of the Zug mining landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Revierwasserlaufanstalt’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Freiberger Bergwerksteiche’
Landscape protection area ‘Erzenglerteich’
Special Protection Area ‘Großhartmannsdorfer Teich’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Rothschönberger Stolln

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Rothschönberger Stolln’

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Hoher Forst Mining Landscape’

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Schneeberger Revier’
Listed monument ‘St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln
(Besucherbergwerk); Schneeberger Revier’

7-DE Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Blaufarbenwerk Schindlerswerk’

SächsDSchG

Listed Monuments in the historic centre of Annaberg

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

SächsDSchG

Listed monuments ‘Oberer, unterer, mittlerer St. Briccius’ ‘Obere,
untere Heilige Dreifaltigkeit’, ‘Huthaus Freudenstolln’, ‘Oberer
Freudenstolln’ and ‘Unterer Tiefer Freudenstolln’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Basaltberge and Pöhlbachtal’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Basaltberge and Pöhlbachtal’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site
Listed monument ‘Wismuthalden Annaberg’

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town

SächsDSchG

Monument protection area ‘Historische Altstadt’

12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bauer Morgengang and Elisabeth-Flachen’

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Bergbaumonumente Ehrenfriedersdorf’
Archaeological site

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Landscape protection area
‘Oberes Zschopautal mit Preßnitztal’,
Landscape protection area ‘Greifensteingebiet’

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Saigerhütte’
Monument protection area ‘Saigerhütte’

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Archaeological site

16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Ensemble ‘Hammerherrenhof Erla’
Listed monument ‘Pulverhaus ‘
Archaeological site (Rother Berg)

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape

SächsDSchG

Listed monument ‘Schachtkomplex 371’
Listed monument ‘Schacht 366’

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/
RWA, active mining water management
system

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape

10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape
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5.b.1.4 Buffer Zones
The buffer zones were delineated
• to control construction works and developments in the surrounding area that may otherwise negatively impact the immediate settings
of the nominated component parts. The extent
to which changes outside the component parts
can adversely affect the outstanding universal
value of the nominated property has been thoroughly considered. The buffer zones were drawn
to encompass a sufficient area within which developments might become a threat to the value
of the property.
• to encompass the broader setting and thus to
enhance functional, spatial and historical integrity where the definition of a larger component
part was not appropriate. In specific cases, the
setting of the buffer zone includes physical monuments and landscape elements which provide
additional historical context and a physical
space in which events could affect the visual appreciation of these elements. It encompasses
e.g. settlement and agricultural structures as
well as forest areas that do contain references to
the mining theme but were changed mainly during the 20th century impacting considerable on
the heritage values and/or landscapes features
related to mining.
The designation of buffer zones is based on the
local circumstances and takes into account all
features and attributes that emphasise the significance of the nominated property. As a rule, the
buffer zones were defined according to the exact
sub-plot to support the protection of the component parts. A standardised buffer zone was defined
where it was not appropriate to designate a specific sub-plot for the buffer zone, particularly in
the case of linear properties such as man-made
ditches. Structures located underground including large mine workings and linear water management systems were only allocated with a buffer
zone when these mining activities are reflected by
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function-specific installations such as head frames
or administrative buildings or archaeological remains like the heaps of shafts and shaft collapses.
The boundaries of the mining landscapes are determined by these relicts that are visible on the
surface. Otherwise, aboveground (construction)
measures will have no effect on these mostly very
deep-lying structures.

Applied laws and statutory provisions
A number of legal, regulatory and planning tools
exist that can be used in an integrated manner
to ensure the required protection for the component parts and buffer zones. Alongside possible
protection of the environs pursuant to Section
2(3) no. 1 SächsDSchG and/or existing protection
under Sections 16, 19, 26 SächsNatSchG available
to landscape and/or nature conservation areas or
biotopes, the use and development of the buffer
zones are regulated regional plan, land-use plan,
development plan, landscape plan, statutes on
design and preservation. The regulations related
to the nominated component parts are outlined
in chapter 5.d.1. Legal provisions are in particular
provided by the Federal Building Code (BauGB),
the Saxon and the Federal Conservation Law
(SächsNatSchG, BNatSchG), the Saxon Building
Regulations (SächsBO), the Saxon Water Act (SächsWG) and the Saxon Forestry Act (SächsWaldG) as
well as the the ordinances valid for uranium mining sites.
The type of immediate setting and the protective main measures by the Federal Building Law
(BauGB), the monument protection laws (SächsNatSchG, BNatSchG), and the Saxon Building regulations (SächsBO) are outlined in the chart below
as they in general apply larger areas, and mostly
apply within the nominated property as well. The
protective regulations with regard to the component parts included in the land-use and building
plans are specified in chapter 5.d.1.

Component part

Type of immediate
setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

1-DE Dippoldiswalde
Medieval Silver Mines

Completely located
below the surface, no
buffer zone designated

-

-

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Nature conservation areas ‘Geisingberg und
Geisingwiesen’, Georgenfelder Hochmoor’
and ‘Grenzwiesen Fürstenau/ Fürstenauer Heide’;
Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Geisingberg und Geisingwiesen’;
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Osterzgebirge’

Urban areas

BauGB

Redevelopment statute ‘Stadtmitte Altenberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plans ‘Solarpark Tiefenbachhalde’
(prepared) and ‘Europark Altenberg PA 1’

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Urban area

BauGB

Preservation statute ‘Stadtkern Lauenstein’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Gersdorf
mining landscape

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Striegistal’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Mulde river

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Muldental bei Nossen’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Mulde river

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Muldentäler oberhalb des
Zusammenflusses’ and ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’
EU Special bird protection area ‘Täler in Mittelsachsen’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Ore Canal
with related mines and
smeltery

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Ore Canal
with related mines and
smeltery

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Grabentour’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Ore Canal
with related mines and
smeltery

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke’

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Halsbrücke
smeltery

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Freiberg
mining town

Urban area

BauGB

Preservation statue ‘Freiberger Altstadt’

Urban area

BauGB

Design statute ‘Freiberger Altstadt’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube mine

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Preservation statute ‘Schutz der historischen Bergbaulandschaft des Freiberger Erzbergbaus’

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube mine
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Component part

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Muldenhütten smeltery

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Zug mining
landscape
4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine)
4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape - Goldbachtal
mines

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape – Rothschönberger Stolln

Type of immediate
setting

Applied laws and
statutory provisions

Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area
‘Oberes Freiberger Muldental’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB,
SächsBO

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg’
Design statute ‘Stadtteil Zug’

Urban area

BauGB

By-law for the outlying area ‘Dorfstraße Zug’

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf’

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Triebischtäler’
(Stollntor Triebischtal)
Landscape protection area ‘Grabentour’ (IV. Lichtloch)
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Bobritzschtal’
EU Special bird protection area ‘Täler in Mittelsachsen’
Land-use plan ‘Reinsberg’ (IV. Lichtloch)
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Oberes Freiberger Muldetal’
(VII. and VIII.Lichtloch)

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

4-DE Freiberg
Mining Landscape –
Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/
RWA, active mining water
management system

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Freiberger Bergwerksteiche’
Nature conservation area
‘Großhartmannsdorfer Großteich’
Landscape protection area
‘Großhartmannsdorfer Großteich’
Landscape protection area ‘Erzengler Teich’
Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft
Lichtenberg/Sa.’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Flöhatal’

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Kirchberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Nature conservation area ‘Heide und
Moorwald am Filzteich’
Landscape protection area ‘Am Filzbach’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Urban areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Gehäng’
Building plan ‘östlich der B 93’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Muldetal bei Aue’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (Protection zone II)

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’
(Protection zone II/development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Preservation statute ‘Historischer
Altstadtkern von Annaberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Handtmann Leichtmetallgießerei
Annaberg GmbH’

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

7-DE Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape
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Designation

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Mittelerzgebirgische
Basaltberge’
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Pöhlbachtal’
Landscape protection area ‘Pöhlberg‘
Naturpark ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’
(Protection zone II)

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’
(Protection zone II/development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Permissibility of projects in built-up internal areas

11-DE Marienberg Mining
Town

Urban areas

BauGB,
SächsBO

Preservation statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
Design statute ‘Historische Altstadt’

12-DE Lauta Mining
Landscape

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BauGB

Permissibility of projects in undesignated
outlying areas

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

BNatSchG

Landscape protection area ‘Greifensteingebiet’
Landscape protection area ‘Oberes Zschopautal mit
Preßnitztal’

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

10-DE Buchholz Mining
Landscape

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape

14-DE Grünthal SilverCopper Liquation Works

15-DE Eibenstock Mining
Landscape

16-DE Rother Berg Mining
Landscape

Type of immediate
setting

Urban areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Wohngebiet am Barthgrund’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Industriegebiet Am Sauberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG

Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Natzschungtal’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland’ (Protection zone II/
development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Redevelopment statute ‘Saigerhütte
Olbernhau-Grünthal’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG,
BNatSchG,
BauGB

Landscape protection area ‘Talsperre Eibenstock’
Nature park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland‘ (Protection zone II)
Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Eibenstock/
Sosa’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows

SächsNatSchG

Nature Park ‘Erzgebirge-Vogtland‘ (Protection zone II/
development zone)

Urban areas

BauGB

Land-use plan ‘Städtebund Silberberg’

SächsNatSchG,
BauGB

Nature conservation area ‘Hartensteiner Wald
Flora-Fauna-Habitat area ‘Muldetal bei Aue’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’
Land-use plan ‘Hartenstein’

Urban areas

BauGB

Building plan No. 2 ‘Wohngebiet Kohlweg’
Building plan No. 4 ‘Sondergebiet Kur’
Building plan No. 9 ‘Campingplatz’
Redevelopment area ‘Halde Edelhofweg’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Industrial areas

BauGB

Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet I Aue-Alberoda‘
Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet II Aue-Alberoda’
Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg’

Natural settings in forest, agricultural areas
and meadows
17-DE Uranium Mining
Landscape
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5.b.1.4 Traditional protection
An additional protective measure results from the
strong awareness of the local population for their
historical mining heritage. The region is home
to numerous associations and groups actively
involved in maintaining traditions and the history of the region and of mining. The tradition of
mining associations makes a valuable contribution to keeping history vibrantly alive and to the
preservation of the valuable monuments. The Ore
Mountains has a long tradition of awareness of the
unique mining landscape and the active participation of citizens in preservation activities. In the
course of preparing the World Heritage nomination, this awareness was further increased by actively involving the local community in the preparation of the World heritage nomination.

13.

14.

15.

16.

5.b.2 Czech Republic

17.

Overview of protective measures

18.

The territory in which the nominated serial property is subject to the following legal provisions of
the Czech Republic in particular:
1. Act No. 20/1987, on state heritage preservation, as subsequently amended (Heritage Preservation Act).
2. Order No. 66/1988 of the Ministry of Culture of
the ČSSR, with which the Heritage Preservation Act is implemented.
3. Decision of the Government of the Czech Republic dated 20. 7. 2011 No. 562 on the design
of heritage preservation in the Czech Republic
for 2011 to 2016.
4. Act No. 289/1995, on forests as subsequently
amended.
5. Act No. 254/2001, on water as subsequently
amended.
6. Act No. 164/2001, on natural healing resources, resources of natural mineral waters, natural curative spas and spa locations and on
amendment of certain relevant acts (Spa Act)
7. Act No. 61/1988, on mining activities, explosives and state mine administration (Mining
Act).
8. Act No. 183/2006, on town and country planning and building code (Building Act).
9. Act No. 86/2002, on the protection of the air
and amendment of certain other laws.
10. Act No. 133/1985, on fire prevention.
11. Order No. 499/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic, on the
documentation of built structures.
12. Order No. 500/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic on the
analytical spatial documentation, spatial plan-
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19.
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

ning documentation and the nature of evidence of the spatial planning activity.
Order No. 501/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic, on the
general land use requirements.
Order No. 502/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic, amending Order No. 137/1998 of the Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic, on
the general requirements for upgrading.
Order No. 503/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic, on the
detailed regulation of the zoning procedure,
public law contracts and zoning measures.
Order No. 526/2006 of the Ministry for Regional
Development of the Czech Republic, through
which the individual orders of the Building Act
are implemented in relation to building control.
Act No. 13/1997, on ground communications
as subsequently amended.
Order No. 104/1997 of the Ministry of Transportation, Post and Communication, implementing the ground communications law, as subsequently amended.
Act No. 128/2000, on municipalities (municipalities by-laws), as subsequently amended.
Act No. 114/1992, on nature and landscape
conservation.
General Measures of the Ministry of Culture
of the Czech Republic on the Proclamation
of Mining Cultural Landscape Abertamy-Boží
Dar-Horní Blatná, Mining Cultural Landscape
Jáchymov, Mining Cultural Landscape HájKovářská-Mědník, and Mning Cultural Landscape Krupka as protected cultural landscapes (January 2014)
Order of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Rep. No. 476/1992 of 10.9.1992, on the declaration of the historic centres of selected
towns as urban heritage zones.
Order of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 170/2008 of 28 April 2008, on the declaration of certain protected cultural properties
as national cultural properties.
Order of the Government No. 132/2005, specifying the national list of significant European
localities.
Order of the Government No. 24/2005, delineating the Novodomské rašeliniště - Kovářská
Special Protected Area (bird sanctuary).
Order of the Government No. 28/2005, delineating the Eastern Ore Mountains Special
Protected Area (bird sanctuary).
Order of the Government of the ČSSR No.
10/1979, on the conservation areas of the
natural accumulation of the waters of Brdy,

Heritage Preservation Act
The fundamental legislative regulation in the area
of state heritage preservation in the Czech Republic is Act No. 20/1987, known as the Heritage
Preservation Act. The Czech component parts of
the serial property and their buffer zones are either
protected in the form of area-wide heritage preservation (protected cultural landscapes, urban heritage zones) or as individual properties (cultural
properties or national cultural properties) pursuant to Act No. 20/1987.
Under this Act, the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic shall proclaim as cultural properties movable and immovable objects and, where
appropriate, groups of such objects that are important documents of historical development,
of the life style and of the environment of society
from the most ancient times to the present day, as
manifestations of the creative abilities and work
of humankind in various fields of human activity,
based on their revolutionary, historical, artistic,
scientific or technological value, or that have a direct relationship to important persons and historic
events. Cultural properties constituting the most
important part of the cultural wealth of the nation
may be proclaimed as national cultural properties
by the Government of the Czech Republic.
The Ministry of Culture may proclaim the territory of a settlement or a part thereof, historic environment or part of a landscape area that exhibits
significant cultural values as a heritage zone (urban heritage zone, protected cultural landscape)
and specify the conditions for protection thereof.
Aside from the applicable legislation, the protection of the public interest is also secured by a
structure of heritage preservation authorities, the
measures and decisions of which ensure the conservation and the preservation of the extensive
stock of cultural properties.

Nature conservation
To different extent, the individual component parts
of the serial property are also protected from the
perspective of nature conservation, which, in the
Czech Republic, is based on Act No. 114/1992, on the
conservation of nature and the landscape, supplemented by the implementing regulation 395/1992
of Order 175/2006. The Act differentiates between
the general and special protection in relation to
zones and types. The general protection of nature
and the landscape affords statutory protection for
the entire territory of the Czech Republic and, to this
end, utilises territorial systems of ecological stability, significant landscape elements, landscape character, nature parks and temporarily protected areas.
The Act defines a further six categories of specially
protected zones, these being national parks, protected landscape zones, national nature reserves,
nature reserves, national natural landmarks, and
natural landmarks. Each category has a level of protection and the conditions of its use defined.
Through the accession of the Czech Republic to the
EU on 1st May 2004, the basic law of the EU for the
conservation of nature and landscape, Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats
and of wild fauna and flora and Directive 2009/147/EC
on the protection of birds were also transposed into
the Act on Nature and Landscape Conservation. According to the Birds Directive, bird sanctuaries are to
be declared for the purpose of protecting wild birds
(Special Protection Areas - SPA) and, according to
the Habitats Directive, Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC) are to be declared for the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora. The Special
Protected Areas and the Special Areas of Conservation form an interconnected network of protected
NATURA 2000 zones. The Ministry of the Environment
of the Czech Republic is responsible for the entire
preparation of the NATURA 2000 system.
The aforementioned and other additional regulations are to be taken into consideration when
applying the Act No. 183/2006 on the territorial
planning and building control and in relation to
the heritage preservation and conservation of the
nominated serial property.
The following section sets out forms of protection valid for the Czech component parts of the serial property.

Chapter 5

Jablunkovsko, Krušné hory, Novohradské
hory, Vsetínské vrchy a Žamberk – Králíky;
28. Order of the Ministry of Culture and Education
of the ČSSR of 24 September 1965, on the establishment of the Božídarské rašeliniště National Nature Reserve.
29. Order of the Government of the ČSSR No. 257
of 10.7.1966, on the specification of the conservation zone of the natural mineral springs
of the Jáchymov spa.
30. The five Czech component parts and their
buffer zones are protected by the national legal provisions on heritage preservation. Parts
within the component parts are additionally
protected by other legal instruments (nature
conservation and other orders).

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
The area in which the component part and its buffer
zone are located enjoys several layers of protection
under the national legal provisions concerning national heritage preservation, nature and landscape
conservation and additional legal provisions. The entire territory of the component part and its buffer zone
is part of the Jáchymov Protected Cultural Landscape,
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which was declared by the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic.
The cultural-historical importance of the historic
town centre of Jáchymov, as an urban ensemble, was
recognised as early as in the second half of the 20th
century with the enactment of its urban heritage zone
status. This protection is anchored in the Order of the
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic No. 476/192
of 10.09.1992, on the declaration of historic centres of
selected towns as heritage zones. Contained within
the urban heritage zone and its direct vicinity, is a
whole series of architecturally valuable cultural properties, which are registered in the Central Register of
Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic:
a) National cultural properties
• the Royal Mint (Královská mincovna) according
to the decree of the Government of the Czech
Republic No. 106/2014 Coll. of 28.05.2014; in
2016 a proposal to include the historic cellars of
the former mint master’s house which make part
of the museum exposition of the mint has been
made by the National Heritage Institute
b) Cultural properties
• the Church of St. Joachim (kostel sv. Jáchyma),
• the All Saints Hospital church (Špitální kostel
Všech svatých),
• the Chapel of St. Anne (kaple sv. Anny),
• the town hall (radnice),
• the town houses no. 2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, reg. no. 21,
no. 33, 73, reg. no. 97, no. 117, 126, 127, 133, 134,
143, 145, 146, 270, 282, 292,
• the deanery no. 72,
• Freudenstein castle
A monument to mining in Jáchymov was declared
for the first time in the second half of the 20th century.
This was a mouth of the Fundgrübner Stolln, the oldest known adit in Jáchymov. Other cultural properties with a historic mining reference in Jáchymov are:
• the heaps and shaft collapses on the Schweizer
lode (declared by way of the decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic of 04.10.2012),
• the mouth of the Leithund adit (declared by way of
the decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic of 22.11.2012)
Moreover, the declaration of following sites as cultural properties is being prepared:
• the Svornost mine,
• the Elias Valley (Eliášské údolí).
• the Latin library (a rare collection of late medieval and early modern prints including the original
works by Agricola and Mathesius; a part of this collection is now being exhibited in the Royal Mint,
from 2019 it will be exhibited in a new museum in
the town hall]
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The area of the component part and its buffer zone
are also subjects of nature and landscape conservation and protection:
• the northern part of the buffer zone is part of the
Božídarské rašeliniště National Nature Reserve
(Order of the Ministry of Education and Culture of
the ČSSR of 24th September 1965 on the establishment of the Božídarské rašeliniště National Nature
Reserve, Edict of the Ministry of Culture of the ČSSR
of 21st December 1987 on the declaration of protection of several state nature reserves and protected sites)
• the entire area of the component part and its buffer zone are part of the water conservation zone in
the Ore Mountains, declared through the Order of
the Ministry of Culture of the ČSSR No. 10/1979 on
conservation areas of the natural accumulation
of the waters of Brdy, Jablunkovsko, Krušné hory,
Novohradské hory, Vsetínské vrchy and Žamberk Králíky.
• a large part of the component part is located in the
conservation zone of the natural mineral springs –
water sources for the Jachymov spa, declared in
1965 by the Ministry of Health.

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape
The area in which the component part and its buffer
zone are located has several layers of protection
under the national legal provisions concerning state
heritage preservation, nature and landscape conservation and additional legal provisions. The entire
component part and most of its buffer zone are part
of the Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Protected Cultural Landscape, declared by the Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic. The small remaining
part of the buffer zone is protected by means of nature and landscape conservation regulations.
In order to protect the rich mining heritage
within the area of the component part, back in
1958 the Blatenský vodní příkop (Horní Blatná
water ditch) and the remains of the tin open pit
mining on the Blatenský vrch (hill), known as Vlčí
jáma (Wolf`s pit) and Ledová jáma (Ice pit) were
entered into the Central Register of Protected
Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic. The
following were declared to be protected cultural
properties:
• the Hřebečná Tin Mining District (declared by way
of the decision of the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic of 04.03.2013);
• the tin placers near Boží Dar (declared by way
of the decision of the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic of 28.06.2013);
• the Bludná Tin and Iron Ore Mining District (declared by way of the decision of the Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic of 17.06.2014);

Moreover, the following two cultural properties
were proclaimed as national cultural properties by
the Government of the Czech Republic:
• Mauritius Mine in Hřebečná (decree of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 106/2014 Coll.
of 28.05.2014);
• Horní Blatná water ditch (decree of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 69/2017 Coll. of
06.03.2017).
The historic centre of Horní Blatná was declared an
urban heritage zone in 1992 (Edict of the Ministry
of Culture of the Czech Republic No. 476/1992 of
10.09.1992, on the declaration of the historic centres of selected towns as heritage zones). Within the
Horní Blatná urban heritage zone, individually protected cultural properties are additionally entered
into the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic:
• the Church of St. Laurentius (kostel sv. Vavřince) –
since 1958,
• the Chapel of the Holy Cross (kaple sv. Kříže) –
since 1958,
• the rectory no. 2 – since 1958,
• the town house no. 4 (today reg. no. 1) – since
1958,
• the town house no. 6 – since 1958,
• the house no. 28 – since 2007,
• the house no. 29 – since 2008,
• the house no. 113 – since 1958,
• the town house no. 127 – since 1958.
Individually protected cultural properties, entered
in the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic, are also located in the
buffer zone of the component part, such as:
• the Church of the Fourteen Holy Helpers in Abertamy (kostel Čtrnácti svatých pomocníků) – since
958
• the Villa no. 286 in Abertamy – since 2008,
• the Church of St. Anna (kostel sv. Anny) in Boží Dar
– since 1958,
• the town hall no. 1 in Boží Dar – since 1958.

The component part is also covered by nature and
landscape conservation regulations. It is part of the
Ore Mountains water conservation zone (Order of
the Government of the ČSSR No. 10/1979). Almost
the entire area of the component part and its buffer

zone, moreover, is part of the European natural habitat (Special Conservation Area) Krušnohorské plató
(Edict of the Government of the Czech Republic No.
132/2005). In the eastern part of the Krušnohorské
plató natural habitat is the National Nature Reserve
Božídarské rašeliniště (peat bog), (Edict of the Ministry of Education and Culture of the ČSSR of 24th September 1965), which protects the southern part of
the component part and its buffer zone. The buffer
zone also includes the Ryžovna Nature Reserve (Order of the Karlovy Vary District Authority of 19th June
1996 on the protection of rare mountain biotopes
and significant geological phenomena). A conservation plan was drafted for the Ryžovna Nature
Reserve for 2012 to 2021. The Vlčí jámy (Wolf´s pit)
is also covered by nature conservation provisions
(Edict of the ONV Karlovy Vary of 5th September
1975, on the establishment of the Vlčí jámy (Wolf´s
pit) protected natural landmark).

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
The entire area of this component part enjoys the
highest level of national heritage preservation. In
2008 the Red Tower of Death was declared a national cultural property, by the Order of the Government
of the Czech Republic No. 170/2008 of 28th April 2008
on the declaration of certain protected cultural properties as national cultural properties. The area of the
component part’s buffer zone is identical with the
zone of protection of this national cultural property

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
The area in which the component part and its buffer
zone are located enjoys several layers of protection
under the national legal provisions concerning national heritage preservation, nature and landscape
conservation and additional legal provisions.
The entire territory of the component part and its
buffer zone is part of the Krupka Protected Cultural
Landscape, which was declared by the Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic.
In order to protect the mining heritage within the
area of the component part, back in 1958 the old
miners’ track from Krupka to Horní Krupka and the
historic heaps in the Knötel District were entered
into the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic.
The following were then declared to be individually protected cultural properties:
• Barbora adit, Prokop adit, Václav adit and Večerní
hvězda adit in the Knötel Mining District (decision
of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic of
22.05.2013),
• the large shaft collapse on the Komáří hůrka hill
(decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic of 06.06.2014),
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• the Skarn Mining District Zlatý Kopec – Kaff (declared by way of the decision of the Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic of 03.10.2014);
• the Mining Landscape Zlatý Kopec – Hrazený potok (stream), declared by way of the decision of
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic of
18.05.2015.
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• Starý Martin mine working (Starý Martin adit and
Dürrholz adit) in the Steinknochen Mining District
(decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic of 19.02.2015).
The historic centre of Krupka was declared an urban
heritage zone in 1992 (edict of the Ministry of Culture
of the Czech Republic No. 476/1992 of 10.9.1992, on
the declaration of the historic centres of selected
towns as heritage zones). Part of the Krupka urban
heritage zone comprises individually protected cultural properties entered into the Central Register of
Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic:
• Krupka castle (Rosenberg) – since 1958,
• the Church of the Assumption (kostel Nanebevzetí Panny Marie) with rectory no. 93 – since 1958,
• the Church of St. Anna (kostel sv. Anny) – since
1958,
• the Church of the Holy Ghost (kostel sv. Ducha) –
since 1958,
• the town houses no. 21, 24 and 195 – since 1958,
Outside the historic centre of Krupka, the component part area also includes the following listed cultural property:
• the Chapel of St. Wolfgang on the Komáří hůrka
hill – since 1958.
The component part is also subject to nature and
landscape conservation regulations. The area of
the component part and its buffer zone is partially
located in the Východní Krušnohoří (Eastern Ore
Mountains) Special Conservation Area and the Východní Krušné hory (Eastern Ore Mountains) Special Protected Area.

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
The area in which the component part and its
buffer zone are located enjoys several layers of
protection under the national legal provisions
concerning national heritage preservation, nature
and landscape conservation and additional legal
provisions. The entire territory of the component
part and its buffer zone is part of the Háj – Kovářská
– Mědník Protected Cultural Landscape, which was
declared by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic. Mědník Hill, moreover, is protected as
a significant landscape element. Within the area
of the component part there is also the Chapel
of the Immaculate Virgin Mary, which is entered
as an individually protected cultural properties in
the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic. In 2013 the adits Marie
Pomocná and Země zaslíbená were declared to be
individually protected cultural properties (Decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic of 22.04.2013).
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The component part is also subject to nature and
landscape conservation regulations. The area of the
component part and its buffer zone are located in
the Klínovecké Krušnohoří Special Conservation
Area; parts of the buffer zones are also located in
the Novodomské rašeliniště - Kovářská Special Protected Area. The entire area of the component part
and its buffer zone is part of the water conservation
zone and protected according to Order No. 10/1976
of the Government.

5.c Means of implementing protective measures
5.c.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
The combination of the several legal instruments
provides an appropriate range of legal means within
the nominated serial property as well as the buffer
zones for preventing damaging interference and
to protect the nominated serial property. The legal
definitions with regard to planning and building
measures are included in the regulations of federal
and state law. The regulations are binding for the
nominated property and the proposed buffer zone.

5.c.1.1 Monument Protection
Federal Laws
Of particular importance for the protection of the
nominated property and its buffer zone is the Federal Building Code (Baugesetzbuch – BauGB, of 23
September 2004, most recently amended by Article
6 on 29 May 2017). It is the main legal basis for German urban development law. Urban development
law aims to secure sustainable urban development
that unites social, economic and environmental protection requirements while remaining responsible to
future generations. In particular, it defines responsibilities and principles for preparatory and binding landuse plans and provides guidelines on urban land-use
planning at the municipal level. Section 1 covers
general urban construction law and contains the
definitions and principles of urban land-use planning.
Section 1 stipulates among others that „[...] (5) The development plans are to guarantee sustainable urban
development which brings social, economic and environmental protection requirements into harmony,
also taking responsibility vis-à-vis future generations,
and socially-responsible land use serving the good
of the general public. They are to contribute towards
ensuring an environment that is fit for human habitation, protecting and developing natural resources,
as well as promoting climate protection and climate
change adaptation, in particular also in urban development, as well as conserving and developing the

Building management planning is anchored in the
Federal Building Code (§ 1, 5, 8, 9 BauGB). The landuse plans include the land-use plan (Flächennutzungsplan) and local building plan (Bebauungsplan).
Both are important instruments for the protection
and the development of the townscape and landscape. The building management planning must take
into account the interests of monument protection,
monument preservation and nature conservation.
The Building Code provides that the state offices for
monument protection as representatives of public interests have to be integrated into the planning
process. Listed ensembles must be included for information purposes in the land-use plan and listed
monuments have to be included into the local building plan (§ 5(4) and § 9(6) BauGB). Areas or measures
for the protection, management and development of
ground, nature and landscape can also be defined in
the local building plan for urban reasons (§ 9(1) no.
20 BauGB). The local building plan thereby opens up
the possibility for steering the conditions for permissibility of developments for the preventive protection
of the component parts. The Saxon Ministry of the
Interior (SMI) is charged with ensuring the standardised execution of the relevant legislation, as well as
steering state-wide strategies. § 34 BauGB defines the
regulations for the permissibility of projects in built-up
internal areas that are not included in land development plans. Projects are only permissible if the kind
and extent of their structural usage, the architecture
and further requirements help to preserve the character of the immediate surroundings and do not have a

negative impact on the appearance of the townscape.
§ 35 BauGB defines the fundamental conditions for
the permissibility of building in undesignated outlying areas. Exterior constructions are only permissible
if there are no conflicting public interests. A conflict
with public interests particularly exists, among others,
‘… where the development project may give rise to
or is exposed to harmful environmental impact’ and
‘where the development project is in conflict with the
interests of nature conservation, the preservation of
the countryside, the protection of top-soil and of sites
of historic interest, or detracts from the natural character of the landscape or from its function as an area
for recreation, or mars the overall appearance of the
locality or of the landscape’ (§ 35(3) and (5)).
The Preservation Statute provides for the designation of areas by the municipality based on the special
urban planning legislation (§ 172 BauGB). It serves
among others to preserve the specific urban character
of an area deriving from its urban pattern according to
§ 172(1) no. 1 BauGB. The objective is the preservation
of the appearance of a locality, the townscape or the
landscape and the preservation of built structures
important from an urban, and particularly a historic or
artistic perspective. Within the designated areas certain projects are therefore subject to approval. In this
area ‘the demolition, alteration or change in use in
respect of physical structures requires the permission
of the municipality or the public authority responsible
for issuing the building authorisation’ (§172(1)).
The Regional Planning Act (Raumordnungsgesetz
– ROG, of 22 December 2008, last amended on 23 May
2017) specifies conditions, tasks and the guiding principles of regional planning in the Federal Republic of
Germany. Section 1 stipulates that the act´s principal
purpose is to secure a sustainable regional development that is the careful and preventive use of space
also for future generations and their chances for development. The act contains a reference to the preservation and development of cultural landscapes (§ 2),
and the UNESCO World Heritage. Item 5 of § 2(2) on
regional planning principles stipulates: ‘Historically
grown and developed cultural landscapes with their
typical features and with their cultural and natural
monuments, and the UNESCO Cultural and Natural
World Heritage shall be preserved.’ Effects of regional
planning on the cultural heritage of the territory are to
be taken into account and negative impacts on the
cultural heritage to be avoided (§ 9). The implementation of the Regional Planning Act at federal level
is provided by the Saxon Landscape Planning Act
(SächsLPIG).
The purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act (Umweltverträglichkeitsprüfung –
UVPG of 24 February 2010, most recently amended
29 May 2017) is to ensure that the impact of certain
projects, plans and programmes on the environment
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urban design and the townscape and/or landscape
in architectural terms. To this end, urban development is to primarily take place through measures of
inner urban development.’ (6) Attention shall be paid
to the following in particular in when drafting the development plans [...]. 5. the interests of architecture, of
monument protection and of heritage conservation,
the urban districts worthy of being preserved, roads
and places of historical, artistic or urban development
significance, and the design of the townscape and/or
landscape. 7. the interests of environmental protection, including nature conservation and landscape
management, in particular:
a) the impacts on animals, plants, soil, water, air, the
climate and the interaction between them, as well
as the landscape and biological diversity,
b) the conservation objectives and the protection
purpose of the Natura 2000 areas within the meaning of the Federal Nature Conservation Act, [...],
d) environmental impacts on cultural heritage and
other property,
g) the portrayals of landscape plans, as well as of
other plans, inparticular of water,waste and immission control law. [...]’
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can be comprehensively understood, described and
assessed as early as possible. The assessment includes among others the examination of impacts on
human beings, biological diversity, the landscape,
listed monuments and on the interaction between
the individual protected properties. The general public is to be informed accordingly, and to be involved
in this process. The result of the environmental impact assessment will be taken into consideration in
the project permitting procedure and when plans or
plans are drawn up or changed.
Together with a number of mining ordinances on
technical and procedural issues, e.g. the Ordinance
on the Environmental Impact Assessment of Mining
Projects of 1990, The Federal Mining Act (Bundesberggesetz – BbergG, of 13 August 1980, last amended 20 July 2017) is the basis for all directives and administrative acts applying to the mining industry. In
Saxony, the mining authority is the Saxon Chief mining office (‘Oberbergamt’ - OBA) in Freiberg. Three
types of license exist: a concession which grants the
right to explore (§ 7 BbergG); a permission conferring
the right to explore and to extract (§ 8 BbergG); and
a special form of permission (mining proprietorship)
which opens up the possibility to secure the right to
explore and extract by making an entry into the land
register (§ 9 BbergG). Taking into account the public
interest, according to Section 11 par. 10 „An exploration licence shall be denied if [...] 10. overriding public
interest prohibits exploration in the entire field to be
assigned.“ “Overriding public interests”, in principle,
encompass all public issues recognized by the legal
system such as nature and monument protection,
landscape conservation, spatial planning and water
protection. It is sufficient if the public interests are
predominant in sum, hence it is not necessary for
every single public issue to outweigh the mining interest. Furthermore, the Federal Mining Act stipulates
the consultation of the competent authorities prior to
the decision on applications (§ 15 BbergG). § 48 par. 2
sentence 1 BbergG includes other public law requirements for the approval procedure of an operational
plan: „In cases other than those provided for in (1)
and Section 15, the competent authority responsible
for approving operating plans may restrict or deny
exploration or extraction, if they oppose overriding
public interest, other official regulations notwithstanding. [...]“. For erection and operating a mine operating plan, valid for two-year terms, is required (§ 52
BbergG). A general operating plan is mandatory if the
project is subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment which involves public consultation (§ 52(2a)
BbergG). Section 52(2a) stipulates that “A general
operating plan is required and a planning approval
pursuant to the provisions of Sections 57a and 57b
shall be executed for its approval if a project requires
an environmental assessment as stipulated by Sec-
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tion 57c”. § 1 sentence 1 of the Ordinance on the Environmental Impact Assessment for Mining Projects
outlines the requirements for regarding underground
mining of ores.
Mining activities do not end with the extraction
of mineral resources. Mine closure planning is an
integral part of the authorisation procedure (§ 53
BbergG). A separate mine closure operations plan
specifies all the details, especially with regard to land
use, site rehabilitation, site safety, waste dumps and
tailings ponds, water management, infrastructure
and community socio-economic programmes, on
the basis of the existing policies and technical possibilities.
The Act for the Preservation of the Forest and
for the Promotion of Forestry (Bundeswaldgesetz –
BWaldG, of May 1975, last amended 17 January 2017)
has the purpose of ‘conserving forests (…) for the appearances of the landscape, (…) ensuring their proper
management on a sustainable basis (§ 1). The conversion of forests into another type of usage requires a
permit according to this law.
The Act on the Regulation of the Water Household (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz – WHG, of 31 July 2009,
most recently amended 29 March 2017) stipulates
that water bodies are to be sustainably managed with
the aim of preventing adverse effects on rural ecological systems in the vicinity of water bodies. The purpose of the Federal Water Act is ‘to protect the water
bodies as part of the natural balance, as the basis of
human life, as habitat for fauna and as usable asset by
a sustainable management of the water bodies’ (§ 1).
Important federal legislative bases for the Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony also include the Act
on Protection against Harmful Changes to Soil and
on Rehabilitation of Contaminated Sites (Bodenschutzgesetz vom 17. März 1998 (BGBl. I S. 502), das
zuletzt durch Artikel 101 der Verordnung vom 31. August 2015 - BBodSchG). The purpose of the Federal
Soil Protection Act is „to protect or restore the functions of the soil on a permanent sustainable basis.
These actions shall include prevention of harmful soil
changes (to the soil), rehabilitation of the soil, of contaminated sites and of waters contaminated by such
sites; and precautions against negative soil impacts.
Where impacts are made on the soil, disruptions of
its natural functions and of its function as an archive
of natural and cultural history should be avoided as
far as possible’ (§ 1). Section 20 concerns the hearing
of parties concerned including the state offices for the
protection of archaeological heritage as well as the
nature and environmental organisations.

Legislation of the Federal State of Saxony
The protection of historic and cultural monuments
is anchored in the Constitution of the Free State of
Saxony. On 26th May 1992, the Saxon state parliament

Changes and building measures on monuments
and areas of archaeological remains are subjected to
authorisation according to § 12 and 13 SächsDSchG.
In accordance with § 12 all construction works on protected properties, their substance, their appearance
and surrounding require permission in writing by the
competent monument protection authority. This also
applies to alterations to the protected appearance of
monument protection area (§ 21(2) SächsDSchG).
According to § 13(2) SächsDSchG all documents including in particular plans, documentation, pictures,
expertise and economic calculations have to be submitted for assessment of the planned measure. In
general the local monument protection authorities
are responsible for granting approval, unless contrary provisions exist (§ 4 SächsDSchG). The local
monument protection authorities have to reach
their decisions in agreement with the state offices for
monument protection. If no agreement is possible,
the decision will be passed to the higher monument
protection authority. The higher and the supreme
heritage protection authority decide only in consultation with the state offices for monument protection.
In designated archaeological relevance zones
all construction works that might be affecting
the cultural monuments must be authorised by
the historic monuments protection authority
(§ 14 SächsDSchG). The lower (local or regional) historic monuments protection authority can declare such
areas as archaeological excavation areas in which all
research and construction works had to be authorised
(§ 22 SächsDSchG). The supreme monument protection authority (Saxon Ministry of the Interior) may declare such areas as archaeological reserves in which
any research or construction works are prohibited
(§ 23 SächsDSchG).
Unauthorised building projects and the neglect
of cultural monuments may be penalised with fines
and - in individual cases - with imprisonment (§§ 35,
36 SächsDSchG). In case of illegal impairment, damage or destruction cultural monuments have to be restored to their former state upon order of the monument protection agency (§ 11(2) SächsDSchG).
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as the state constituent assembly has determined
that ‘monuments and other cultural properties […]
enjoy the protection and care of the State. In Saxony,
the State commits itself to maintain them’ (Article 11,
3). The Free State of Saxony thereby is committed to
taking into account of all aspects concerning conservation and preservation.
The provisions related to protection and preservation of cultural monuments and their implementation are anchored in the Monument Conservation Act
of the Free State of Saxony (SächDSchG). All restoration and renovation works on monuments as well as
archaeological measures carried out by the holders
and owners are only possible after consultation and
granting of authorisation by the competent monument protection authority. This is an administrative
act including the formal participation of the state
monument preservation offices (Landesamt für
Denkmalpflege and Landesamt für Archäologie).
The protection and preservation and, in particular,
the monitoring of the condition of cultural monuments as well as the prevention of threats and saving
is the responsibility of the Free State of Saxony and,
within their capabilities, of the districts and municipalities (§ 1 SächsDSchG). The Monument Conservation Act of Saxony prescribes that the interest of
monument protection and monument conservation
are to be taken reasonably into account in all plans
and measures (§ 1(3) SächsDSchG). The compliance
with the existing protective instruments concerning monument protection is secured in consultation with the technical agencies by the monument
protection authorities of the Free State of Saxony (§
4 SächsDSchG). The monument protection authorities are the Saxon Ministry of the Interior, as the supreme monument protection authority, the Saxon
State Directorate as the higher monument protection authority, the districts and autonomous towns
and the municipalities named in paragraph 2 as the
local monument protection authorities (§ 3 SächsDSchG). Besides these administrative authorities exist
two special state agencies as professional offices, the
State Office for Historic Preservation (Landesamt für
Denkmalpflege) and the ‘Landesamt für Archäologie’
for archeological objects. They have to be heard in all
administrative processes.
Holders and owners have a duty to preserve
the monuments. According to § 8 SächDSchG
holders and owners of cultural monuments are
obliged to treat them carefully and, within reasonable limits, to preserve them in accordance with
accepted conservational practice and to protect
them from becoming threatened. To enable the
holders and owners to fulfil their obligations the
Free State of Saxony supports the preservation of
listed monuments with special subsidy programmes
(§ 9 SächsDSchG).

5.c.1.2 Nature Protection
The nominated component parts and the buffer
zones are not only protected by cultural monument
legislation but also by environmental laws (nature
protection area, landscape protection area, nature
park, Flora-Fauna-Habitat, Bird reserves). In the Constitution of Saxony, in Article 10(1) the Free State of
Saxony has obliged to the ‘protection of the environment as a basis for life […], including as part of its responsibilities towards future generations’. ‘The State
has, in particular, to protect the soil, the air and the
water, animals and plants as well as the landscape
in its entirety, including its evolved settlement areas’.
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Federal law

The Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG) in the version promulgated on July
29, 2009 (Federal Law Gazette l p. 2542), last
amended by Article 19 of the Act dated October
13, 2016 (Federal Law Gazette l p. 2258) serves as
the main legal basis for all aspects of nature protection in Germany. Defining the objectives and
principles of nature and landscape conservation,
stipulating the different categories of protected
areas, the Federal Nature Conservation Act also
transposes EU directives into national law. The
objectives explicitly integrate the conservation
of historically evolved cultural landscapes. In
order to safeguard landscapes item 4 of section
1 stipulates that ‘natural landscapes and historically grown cultural landscapes, including their
cultural, structural and soil monuments, shall
be protected against defacement and disfigurement, urban sprawl and other adverse effects
(…).’ Section 2(5) relates to the implementation
of the World Heritage Convention: ‘The international efforts in the field of nature conservation and landscape preservation are especially
supported by the protection of the cultural and
natural heritage in accordance with the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of 16 November 1972.’
Moreover, landscape protection areas require
the particular protection of the area concerned
‘(…) in view of the diversity, characteristic features and beauty of their natural scenery or because of their particular historical and cultural
significance of their landscapes, or in view of
their special significance for human recreation
(…)’ (§ 26(1) BNatSchG). Nature parks are vast
and spacious areas that largely consist of landscape protection and nature conservation areas
and that ‘(…) are particularly suitable for human
recreation because of its landscape assets, and
sustainable forms of tourism are striven for (…)’.
(§ 27(1) BNatSchG). As Germany’s 16 Federal
States may pass additional legislation and/or
modify the Federal Nature Conservation Act to
a certain extent, the legislation on nature conservation passed by the Federal States has to be
taken into account as well.

Legislation of the Federal State of Saxony

The Nature Conservation Act of Saxony contains corresponding provisions to protect the environment. As a general rule, interference with
nature and the landscape are only permitted under the conditions set out in the Nature Conservation Act (§ 14 BNatSchG and § 9 SächsNatSchG).
All actions performed within nature conservation
areas that could lead to the damage, destruc-
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tion or alteration of the protected areas or components of it, are prohibited (§ 23 BNatSchG and
§ 14 SächsNatSchG,). All actions are prohibited
in landscape protection areas that would change
the character of the area, damage the ecosystem,
negatively affect the appearance of the landscape
or the enjoyment of nature or which otherwise
run contrary to the particular protective purpose
(§ 26(2) BNatSchG). Within the specially protected
biotopes, all actions are prohibited if these could
lead to a disruption or to other significant or enduring negative effects. This particularly includes
changing the current use or management as well
as introducing substances which may cause negative effects within the definition of sentence 1
(§ 30(2) BNatSchG and § 21(2) SächsNatSchG)).
The designation shall be based on a description
of the area or object to be protected, including
the protection purpose, the orders and prohibitions to be complied with to reach the protection
purpose, and, where necessary, the respective
management, development and restoration measures, or contain the necessary empowerments
(§ 22 BNatSchG).
According to § 1(1) SächsNatSchG, the Free State,
the districts, the municipalities and other corporate
bodies under public law are required, within their
remits, to take consideration of the principles and
objectives of nature conservation, landscape protection and provision of public recreational areas
and to effectively cooperate with the nature conservation authorities in the fulfilment of their tasks.
Compliance with the legal provisions is monitored
and ensured through the competent nature conservation authorities (§ 46 SächsNatSchG). If measures
are carried out in conflict with the statutory regulations, a discontinuation may be ordered and the
restoration of the original condition demanded.
The nature conservation authorities are the State
Ministry for the Environment and Agriculture as the
supreme nature conservation authority, the Saxon
State Directorate as the upper nature conservation
authority and the district administrations and autonomous towns as the local nature conservation
authorities (§ 46(1) SächsNatSchG). As the supreme
nature conservation authority, the State Ministry for
the Environment and Agriculture (SMUL) has supervisory control over the upper nature conservation
authorities. Furthermore, it is also responsible, inter
alia, for the selection of the areas of the European
ecological network NATURA 2000, and for registering these with the European Commission as well as
for fulfilling the reporting obligations pursuant to
the Directives 92/43/EEC and 79/409/EEC.
Landscape planning is also anchored in the
Federal Conservation Act as well as in the Nature
Conservation Act of Saxony (§ 10-12 BNatSchG,

European law – Natura 2000
NATURA 2000 is a European network that aims
to assure the long-term survival of Europe’s valuable and threatened species and habitats. Areas
of the nominated component parts also lie within
Fauna-Flora Habitats that are protected by the
legal provisions issued by the European Union to
govern the field of nature and the environment.

In this context, most important EU laws are the
Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna
and flora (Habitats Directive), and the Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds. Both directives form the basis for
the implementation of NATURA 2000, a European
system of nature-protected areas. The EU Member
States have to implement measures suitable for
preserving, restoring and developing particularly
important species and habitats. In Germany, the
European directives come into effect by implementation within the scope of Federal Nature Conservation Act (§ 31-38 BNatSchG) and the Nature
Conservation Act of Saxony (§ 22 und 23 SächsNatSchG).

5.c.1.3 Other statutory provisions

The ‘Ordinance on the Guarantee of Nuclear
Safety and Radiation Protection’ (VOAS) and
the ‘Order for the Guarantee of Radiation Protection in Dumps and Industrial Sedimentation
Installations and for the Use of Material stored
therein’ (HaldAO) in conjunction with the Treaty
on German Unification and with the Radiation
Protection Ordinance (StrlSchV) provide the legal basis for the rehabilitation of dumps left behind
by uranium mining. These legal provisions also lay
down the types of re-use of reclaimed mine dumps.
The various individual remedial measures require
regulatory approval prior to their implementation.
Unrestricted forestry reuse is approvable in the
majority of cases though exceptions are possible
in individual cases. Measure impacting on the soil
are not allowed and (construction) development is
only possible within the framework of already existing buildings. Licences also include the need for
monitoring measures in the post-remedial period
with a view to ensuring long-term rehabilitation
success. In Saxony, the State Office for the Environment, Agriculture and Geology (LfULG) is the
regulatory authority (radiation protection authority) empowered to issue object-specific licences
pursuant to radiation protection regulations and
to supervise the implementation of the proposed
remedial measures.
The federal company Wismut GmbH is based
both in Saxony and Thuringia. Its core businesses include the decommissioning, rehabilitation
and preparation for reuse of uranium mining and
processing sites. Initiated 25 years back, the remediation of uranium mining legacies in the affected regions is on target. Major remedial tasks
have been finalised at a number of sites which also
include the area of Aue-Schlema (17-DE). These
remedial measures are aimed at reducing to the
extent possible landscape contamination and
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§ 6-8 SächsNatSchG). Landscape planning in
Saxony has three levels: Landscape programme
and landscape structure plan for the supra-local
area and municipal landscape planning for the local area (§ 6 and 7 SächsNatSchG). The landscape
planning defines the objectives and the measures
required for the realisation of nature conservation
and landscape protection for a planning area at
state, regional and local level. Landscape planning is a comprehensive, preventive planning
instrument for the protection, the management
and the development of nature and landscape in
populated and unpopulated areas. After matching with the other spatially relevant plans and
measures, the contents of the landscape planning
(§ 10 BNatSchG, § 6(2) SächsNatSchG) are included
into the regional planning programmes (state development plans, regional plans etc.), insofar as
these are necessary and suitable for the coordination of spatial requirements and as long as they can
be secured through the objectives or principles of
spatial planning. In all remaining cases, they are attached to the regional planning programmes. In this
respect the state development plan simultaneously
assumes the function of the landscape programme
and the regional plans simultaneously assume the
function of the landscape master plan (§ 6(4) SächsNatSchG). For the area covering a municipality, a
landscape plan is to be prepared as an ecological
basis for the draft building management planning
(§ 11(3) BNatSchG, § 7 SächsNatSchG). According
to § 11(1) BNatSchG the contents of the landscape
planning are included for descriptive purposes into
the land-use plan, where suitable. Deviations are to
be justified. The landscape plan has to be considered in the plans and measures of public authorities
that make weighed-up judgments or take discretionary decisions that could impact on nature and
landscape. An open space plan (Grünordnungsplan) will be prepared to serve as an ecological basis
for the building management planning (Bauleitplanung), if nature conservation and landscape protection concerns are affected or if these have not yet
been taken into consideration (§ 11 (2,3) BNatSchG).
Where suitable, the bases and contents of landscape planning, according to § 7 SächsNatSchG, will
be included into the local building plan to provide
fixed definitions. Deviations are to be justified.
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mining-related radiation exposure of members of
the general public with due regard to social and
economic aspects. Active maintenance, monitoring of former mining and processing sites as well
as water treatment are part and parcel of the Wismut Programme of Environmental Restoration.
That programme was updated in the framework
of Remediation Programme 2015. Funding of this
obligation continues to be provided by the Federal
government. The Wismut Environmental Restoration Project has emerged as an important international reference object for state-of-the-art remedial
technologies for the rehabilitation of radioactively
contaminated uranium mining sites. Expertise and
know-how acquired under this worldwide unique
environmental restoration project are being applied to remedial projects both in Germany and
abroad.
The regulations for the exterior design of built
structures defined in the Saxon Building Regulations (§ 89 SächsBO) further support the protection of the nominated property. § 89(1) SächsBO
empowers the municipalities to issue ‘local building standards’ (örtliche Bauvorschriften), the provisions of which regulate the design of buildings and
therefore the appearance of the location (so called
design statute). The building regulations concern
the permission for the construction of buildings
and their arrangement within plots. The purpose of
the requirements imposed is to protect buildings,
settlements and landscapes from becoming disfigured. The local building control authority is responsible for executing this power (§ 57 SächsBO).
Within the Act on Federal Water Act (WHG) of
12 November 1996, most recently amended 19
March 2017, augmented by the Saxon Water Act
(SächsWG), areas are defined in which construction development, inter alia, is prohibited for water resource management reasons; these areas are
defined in § 38 WHG and § 50 SächsWG). Protected
from construction development under the provisions of the water legislations, these areas not only
ensure the legal protection of heritage, but also
provide additional protection to the ponds, leats
and water ditches as well as their environs included in the World Heritage nomination. The width
of these areas is defined in § 50(2) SächsWG. The
areas have a width of ten metres extending from
the embankment into the adjoining land; within
built-up areas the stated width is five metres. § 51
WHG and § 48 SächsWG provide for the definition
of water conservation zones including the drinking
water conservation zones. Water resources used to
supply drinking water are subjected to special protection based on legal regulations. The definition
of drinking water conservation zones, in particular,
entails the definition of the necessary protective
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provisions, especially prohibitions, limitations on
use and duties of forbearance. Water conservation zones may be divided into zones with different
protective provisions; drinking water conservation
zones are to be sub-divided into wider protection
zones, narrower protection zones and catchment
zones (§ 48(2) and § 3 SächsWG). The catchment
zone (Zone I) should encompass the catchment
plant and its immediate environs and protect
against any possible pollution and adverse effects.
This is where the strictest stipulations are found.
The protection of flood areas is defined in § 100 et
seq. SächsWG by way of supplementing §§ 76-78
WHG. § 78 WHG and 100a SächsWG in particular
define the protection regulations for the demarcated flood areas, which, among other things, provide regulations concerning the erection of built
structures. Unless otherwise provided, the execution of the legal provisions pertaining to water, in
particular the Federal Water Act (WHG), the Saxon
Water Act (SächsWG) and the ordinance enacted
on the basis of the SächsWG is the responsibility of
the local water authorities (§ 119 SächsWG in conjunction with the ordinance regulating the powers
in relation to the management of water resources
‘Wasserzuständigkeitsverordnung’). The local water authorities are the districts (Landkreise) and
autonomous towns (Kreisfreie Städte) (§ 118(1) ad
lit. 3 SächsWG).
The Saxon Forest Act (SächsWG) aims at the
preservation and the sustainable management of
the forests in unity with its economic and environmental function. The public enterprise Sachsenforst is the responsible forestry management body
for fulfilling the duties of preservation established
by the monument protection law in relation to
the properties affected by the forestry industry.
In 2015, Sachsenforst and the Saxon Archaeological Heritage Office made an agreement regulating
the cooperation between both institutions to ensure the protection of the archaeological mining
heritage. Among others, this agreement ensures a
regular exchange of information about activities,
the implementation of archaeological surveying
and research activities, the provision of maps and
files, and the implementation of capacity buildings
activities for rangers to handle the archaeological
heritage in wooden areas.

5.c.2 Czech Republic
The fundamental legislative regulation in the area
of national heritage preservation in the Czech Republic is Act No. 20/1987, known as the Heritage
Preservation Act. The purpose of this law is to
ensure the management, preservation and suitable use of the protected cultural properties. The

I. Owners and administrators of all buildings
and real estate within the area of the component parts and their buffer zones
The owners and administrators are obliged to
treat buildings and real estate in protected cultural
landscapes in a careful manner, preserve them in
accordance with their heritage preservation status
and protect them from any threats. It is necessary
to respect the historic urban and built structure,
the landscape relief of the area, the spatial order
of the settlements, their character, the historic
structures as well as the visual axes. According to
Act No. 20/1987, all projects within the area of the
protected cultural landscape are subject to national heritage preservation. The owners are duty
bound to reconcile their plans with the national
heritage preservation authorities. The appearance
of new buildings must be in keeping with the architectural and structural details characteristic for the
Ore Mountains. The currently applicable heritage
preservation regulations ensure that owners can
receive free technical consultations with respect to
their proposed activities. The entire development
of the area in the protected cultural landscapes is
based on approved spatial planning.
II. The owners and administrators of protected
cultural properties and national cultural properties within the area of the component parts
of the Czech part of the serial property and its
buffer zones
Cultural property owners and the owners of national cultural properties are subject to a series of
obligations under Act No. 20/1987, the Heritage
Preservation Act. Among other things, the owner
of a cultural property must, at its own cost, attend
to the preservation of the property and protect it
from threats, damage, devaluation or its breach.

Cultural properties must be used in such a way
that utilisation corresponds with the cultural-political significance, their values and the technical
condition. The cultural property owner, moreover,
is also obliged to report any threats or damage to
the cultural property to the competent authority
and to request a decision on the manner in which
the damage will be eliminated. The owner is also
bound to give the competent authorities advance
notice of any intended change to the use of the
cultural property.
If the cultural property owner is intending to
undertake any conservation, maintenance, restoration or other measures on the protected cultural
property or within its environs, it must first request
an opinion from the competent authorities. The
restoration of cultural properties or individual
parts thereof many only be carried out by natural
persons possessing proven, specialist qualifications following approval from the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic.
III. Executive authorities of the public administration of the Czech Republic with responsibility for heritage preservation
Implementation of heritage preservation at a
national level
At the uppermost level of heritage preservation,
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic is responsible for the majority of official activities. The
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic is the body
for hearing appeals against decisions made by the
regional authorities. The Ministry is responsible for
the designation of protected cultural properties and
it prepares the orders concerning the declaration
of heritage zones together with the documentation
necessary for the Government of the Czech Republic
for the declaration of heritage reserves and national
cultural properties. At the same time, the Ministry
of Culture prepares technical conceptual measures
and issues the available financial resources for the
conservation and restoration of protected cultural
properties (cf. chapter 5.f.2).
The National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) is centrally responsible for monitoring compliance with
the Heritage Preservation Act No. 20/1987 and the
corresponding implementing provisions. The Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic is also home
to the Heritage Conservation Inspection, which is
the central office responsible for compliance with
the State Heritage Preservation Act and the corresponding implementing provisions. The Heritage
Conservation Inspection particularly monitors if
the preservation and conservation of the cultural
properties is ensured, and if decisions taken by the
heritage preservation authorities on the preser-
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orders issued under the Act contain a summary
of rights and obligations for owners of protected
cultural properties, the owners of buildings and
real estate located in conservation areas (heritage
zones and heritage reserves), for heritage preservation authorities and for a professional organisation for heritage preservation. The orders contain
a description of the organisational structure of the
state heritage preservation authorities and their
tasks. The orders also set out the rights and obligations of the municipalities and other natural and
legal persons. The law also defines sanctions for
the non-fulfilment or infringement of specific duties and orders of the law.
In accordance with Act No. 20/1987, the following
persons and institutions are responsible for the preservation and conservation of the component parts of
the nominated serial property and its buffer zones:
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vation of cultural properties are respected, and if
the owners of cultural properties are fulfilling their
statutorily defined duties. The Heritage Conservation Inspection is tasked with analysing the condition of state heritage preservation and proposing
measures for strengthening it.
• Ministerstvo kultury České republiky, odbor
památkové péče (Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic, Department for Heritage Preservation)
Maltézské náměstí 471/1, CZ 118 11 Prague 1 Malá Strana
• Ministerstvo
kultury
České
republiky,
Památková inspekce (Ministry of Culture of
the CR, Heritage Conservation Inspection)
Maltézské náměstí 471/1, CZ 118 11 Prague 1 Malá Strana
Implementation of state heritage preservation
at a local and regional level
Heritage preservation authorities of the first instance, which exercise state administrative powers
by way of transferred authority, are municipalities
with extended remit. Municipalities with extended
remit control and organize the national heritage
preservation in its administrative districts in accordance with the development strategy of national heritage preservation in the Czech Republic.
They guide the preservation and conservation of
protected cultural heritage realized by the municipalities. Their full role is described in chapter 7.b.3.
Within the area of the nominated serial property
in the Karlovy Vary region, the municipality with
extended remits is Ostrov, within the area of the
nominated serial property in the Ústí region, this
is Teplice (component part CZ-US-01) and Kadaň
(component parts CZ-US-02 and CZ-US-03).
• Městský úřad Ostrov (Municipal Office Ostrov),
Klínovecká 1204, CZ 363 01 Ostrov
• Městský úřad Kadaň (Municipal Office Ostrov),
Mírové náměstí 1, CZ 432 01 Kadaň
• Statutární město Teplice (Statutary Town Teplice), nám. Svobody 2, CZ 415 95 Teplice
The regional authorities in Karlovy Vary and
Ústí nad Labem are the executive authorities of
the national heritage preservation related to all
measures concerning national cultural properties.
At the same time the regional authority processes
proposals for the support of national heritage
preservation and, in consultation with the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, it processes
long-term, medium-term and implementation
plans and programmes for the preservation and
maintenance of protected cultural properties. The
regional authority also attends to tasks concerning the utilisation of protected cultural properties
in the region. The regional authority secures and
methodically guides the exercise of public admin-
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istration in relation to heritage preservation in accordance with Act No. 20/1987 on state heritage
preservation. National heritage preservation is the
remit of the Departments of Culture and Cultural
Heritage Preservation of the regional authorities.
• Krajský úřad Karlovarského kraje (Regional
Authority of the Karlovy Vary Region), Závodní
353/88, CZ 360 06 Karlovy Vary - Dvory
• Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje (Regional Authority of the Ústí Region), Velká hradební 3118/48,
CZ 400 01 Ústí nad Labem
IV. Professional organisation for national heritage preservation
The professional institution for state heritage preservation is the National Heritage Institute (Národní
památkový ústav/NPÚ), which reports directly to
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. The
Institute is arranged into the following organisational units:

National Heritage Institute,
the Directorate General
The Directorate General is the coordinating and
central office for the whole of the Czech Republic.
Among other things, it administers the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech
Republic, and fulfils the scientific organisation role in
relation to cultural heritage preservation. The task of
the Directorate General is the preparation of professional statements for the decisions of the regional
authorities on national cultural properties which are
managed by the NPÚ. Upon request, professional
statements will also be prepared for the other public
administration authorities. The Directorate General
also prepares the documentation and professional
statements for the decisions of the Ministry of Culture
of the Czech Republic. The Directorate General provides professional methodological assistance to all
public administration executive bodies, the owners
of protected cultural properties and buildings within
the protected zones. To this end, the Directorate General also attends to the preparation of methodological materials and training courses in the area of cultural heritage preservation.
• Národní památkový ústav - generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute - Directorate General), Valdštejnské náměstí 3, CZ 118 01 Prague
1 - Malá Strana

National Heritage Institute, regional
departments in Loket and Ústí nad Labem
The regional departments of NPÚ in Loket (for
Karlovy Vary region) and Ústí nad Labem (for Ústí
region) prepare the entire professional documentation and statements for the decisions issued by
the state heritage preservation authorities of first

Principles for applying the protection
of the property
I. Heritage preservation
As described above, heritage preservation is implemented through the professional evaluation
of all proposed building and preservation measures. The professional position statement of the
competent department of the National Heritage
Institute forms the basis of the decision of the public administration executive body with regards to
heritage preservation. Based on the administrative
decision, which is issued in the case of protected
cultural properties by the municipalities with extended remits in the first instance, and in the case
of national cultural properties by the competent
regional authorities (see above), binding conditions are defined to determine which measures
are permissible on land and buildings. This encompasses all maintenance works on overground
objects and their relicts, archaeological investigations and studies as well as the preservation and
maintenance of the green of an area.
II. Nature and landscape conservation
The public administration in relation to nature
and landscape conservation, according to Act No.
114/1992 on Nature and Landscape Conservation
(as amended), is exercised by the nature conservation authorities. These are the municipal offices,

commissioned municipal offices, municipal offices
with extended remit, district offices, the administrative offices of the national parks and protected
landscape areas, the Czech Environmental Inspectorate, the Ministry of the Environment and, possibly, the Ministry of Defence.
The implementation of public administration
in specially protected areas is attended to by the
Agency for Nature and Landscape Conservation as
an organisational unit of the State, guided by the
Ministry for Environmental Protection. The agency,
among other things, prepares plans for the management of the conservation areas assigned to it
and attends to the realisation of protective measures, processes the documentation for the zoning
systems of the ecological stability of the landscape
of supra-regional significance across the entire territory of the Czech Republic. At the time, the agency is competent for the implementation of NATURA
2000 - a European network of protected areas.
Detailed legal provisions on the protection of
specially protected areas and their protected
zones are set out in the Act on Nature and Landscape Conservation. This legislation particularly
concerns the nature of agriculture on the plots of
land, the building activity (e.g. the construction of
new buildings or the building of roads and paths)
as well as the use of the area (e.g. by campers or
collectors of natural produce). Compliance with
the contents of the legal provisions and decisions
concerning nature and landscape conservation is
monitored by the Czech Environmental Protection
Inspectorate.
• Agentura ochrany přírody a krajiny ČR
(Agency for Nature and Landscape Conservation)
Kaplanova 1931/1, CZ 148 00 Prague 11 - Chodov
• Česká inspekce životního prostředí
(Czech Environmental Protection Inspectorate)
Na Břehu 267, CZ 190 00 Prague 9
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instance (municipalities with extended remits) and
by the local self-governing authorities (see above).
It is obligatory for the National Heritage Institute to
issue a position, i.e. a document prescribed by law.
The professional position statement must contain
reasoning for the cultural-historical value of the protected cultural property as defined in the law as well
as a recommendation of measures that guarantee
the preservation of its cultural-historical values. The
regional departments of NPÚ also document the
stock of cultural properties and prepare materials
on behalf of the Ministry of Culture, e.g. for the declaration of cultural properties. In the event that the
serial property is inscribed on the World Heritage
List, the departments in Loket and Ústí nad Labem
will play a significant role in the monitoring of component parts of the serial property.
• Národní památkový ústav - ú. o. p. v Lokti (National Heritage Institute – regional department
in Loket)
Kostelní 81, CZ 357 33 Loket
• Národní památkový ústav - ú. o. p. v Ústí nad
Labem (National Heritage Institute – regional
department in Ústí nad Labem)
Podmokelská 1/38, CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem Krásné Březno

III. Forestry
The methodical instrument for public forestry
policy of the Czech Republic are the regional plans
for the development of forests, which provide support for the decision-making of the public administration bodies. The regional plans establish the
prerequisites for the minimisation of conflicts between the interests of society as a whole and the
interests of individual owners of forested areas,
and they form the basis for the definition of forestry management plans. The Czech part of the nominated serial property is covered by the regional
plan for the Ore Mountains natural forested area.
The forests in the Ore Mountains region largely fall
into the category of forests with special purpose
(forests in water spring protection zones, in protected zones of natural mineral springs, within a
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nature reserve, forests with significant recreational
functions, forests important for the retention of
biodiversity etc.); they also in part belong to the
category of protected forests. Forestry is regulated
in all of these cases.
The development of forestry management plans
(lesní hospodářské plány, LHP) is determined by
Act No. 289/1995, on forests, as amended1. The
LHP is drafted for a period of ten years and contains binding conditions and recommendations.
The binding conditions, which must be observed
by all legal and natural persons, include the maximum amount of logging and the minimum ratio of
ameliorative timber and stabilisation timber in the
renewal of the stock. The Forest Act likewise specifies the detailed conditions for forestry.
The organisational content of the Forest Act is
of the utmost significance from the perspective of
the conservation of all the component parts and
their buffer zones. The Forest Act states that the
forestry owner is required to renew the forestry
stock with suitable timber and to manage the timber in such a way as to improve its condition and
resilience, thereby supporting the improvement of
the fulfilment of the forest function. The owner is
also bound to prevent the development, spread
and disproportionate proliferation of harmful organisms and to undertake preventative measures
to counter the outbreak of forest fires. In the event
of unforeseeable developments or damage to the
forest such as wind damage, disproportionate
proliferation of pests or the risk of fire, the forestry
owner is has to take prompt measures to eliminate
and minimise the consequences. Legal and natural
persons performing logging activities are required
to do so in such a way as to minimise the negative consequences on the forest eco-system in the
relevant environs. The routing of transport through
forested areas must ensure that no excessive damage is caused to the forest or to other plots of land.

5.d Existing plans related to
municipality and region in
which the proposed property is
located (e. g., regional or local
plan, conservation plan,
tourism development plan)
5.d.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
5.d.1.1 Instruments for Spatial Planning
Saxon State Development Plan 2013
The Saxon state development plan is based on the
Spatial Planning Act of the Free State of Saxony.
Prepared by the supreme state planning and land
use agency, it contains the objectives and principles of regional planning for the spatial order and
development basing on an evaluation of the condition of nature and landscape together as well
as the spatial development. At the same time, the
purpose is in combination with the regional plans
to regulate and arrive at a consensus in respect of
regional land-use demands, to create planning reliability and accelerate the planning process at an
early state.
According to the basic principle of planning to
preserve and develop cultural landscapes (§ 2
item 2 no. 5 ROG), concepts for the development
of the cultural landscape on the regional level are
required. In Saxony, the federal nature conservation act defines the task and the content of the
landscape planning (§9 BNatSchG). Related to
historic cultural landscapes the principles for landscape planning and the landscape programme
were defined by the State Ministry of Environment
and Agriculture in cooperation with the Leibnitz
Institute of Ecological and Regional Development
and the geobild GbR Stolpen. The cultural landscape of Saxony was analysed and characterised.
As a result, the cultural landscape was grouped
into 17 cultural landscape areas by means of 40
landscape-shaping cultural elements. The cultural
landscape elements considered include, among
others, historic mining places. The study also
revealed that some cultural landscapes are predominantly shaped by a specific type of cultural
elements such as the Ore Mountains region by
mining places. The study serves as the basis for the
landscape program and the landscape framework
planning as well as guideline for planning offices
to develop historical cultural landscapes within
the framework of regional planning.

1
According to Section 26 of the Forest Act, the LHP may only be drafted by legal or natural persons licensed by the Ministry of Agriculture to perform this task. The
forest owner bears the costs for processing the LHP. The register of LHPs is maintained by the Institute for economic forestry regulation in Brandýs nad Labem,
which is an organisational component of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic.
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Regional plans
The regional planning associations have to prepare a regional plan for their regions. The plans
are used to spatially and factually formulate the
principles and goals of superordinate planning
levels basing on an assessment of the condition
of nature and the landscape, the regional overall
concept as well as the spatial development. The
regional plans must intersect with the targeted
development of the state, which is defined in the
state development plan and by the fundamental
decisions taken by the state parliament, the state
government and the supreme state planning and
land use agency. The purpose of the regional plan
is the substantiating, technical integration and the

implementation of the principles and objectives of
regional policy and planning. It therefore constitutes the link between the federal and local level,
providing planning reliability to the municipalities and technical planning agencies. Apart from
Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines (1-DE), the
Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape (2-DE) and
Lauenstein Administrative Centre (3-DE) that are
located in the Oberes Elbtal-Osterzgebirge planning region, all Saxon component parts are part of
the Chemnitz planning region.
Currently, the regional plan of the Chemnitz
Planning Association from 2008 constitutes the
binding framework for the spatial order and development of the region, particularly in relation
to environment, economy, settlement and infrastructure. Within a framework of sustainable
development, the aim for the region is to flourish
primarily as a commercial and technology region
in connection with the industrial tradition of the
Ore Mountains region that developed out of mining activity. In this context, there is a focus on preserving the typical cultural landscape elements
and the responsible utilisation of the natural resources. The potential of both for regional development is underlined. The plan also stipulates the
improvement of transboundary cooperation that
has emerged from the common mining history.
Moreover, it explicitly prescribes that the environs
of visually important, spatially relevant cultural
monuments will not be encroached by structures
threatening their visual integrity. The protection
and care of archaeological sites and the areas that
surround them are anchored in the regional plan.
In this respect, the extraction of near-surface raw
materials to meet regional and supra-regional
demand should occur taking into account the
interests of archaeology, monument protection
and the protection of landscapes that shape the
region. Related to tourism and leisure aspects, the
regional plan also proposes target-oriented activities connected with the World Heritage nomination. Historically significant properties in the Saxon
and Bohemian Ore Mountains are to be examined
in detail and assessed. Considering the 2013 state
development plan, the planning association has
prepared a revision of the 2008 regional plan.
The planning committee has confirmed the draft,
which is currently reviewed by the public according to the approval procedure. The final approval
is planned for 2019 at latest. The plan defines as
guiding principle for the Ore Mountains region:
‘The Ore Mountains should be preserved and
developed as cultural landscape of national importance. The unique range of preserved mining
heritage has to be secured and valued in context
with the overall development. […]’ (Draft regional
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In its 2013 state development plan, the following objectives related to the nominated property
are defined. A main planning objective is to preserve the historically evolved cultural landscapes
and their defining characteristics including the
protection of the cultural and natural monuments
to ensure the conservation of regional and local
identity. This objective includes the preservation
of the Ore Mountains mining region and especially
its historical mining monuments as well as a careful redevelopment of damages caused by mining
activities. The defined guidelines for the development of the cultural landscape provide the basis
for the regional plans and have to be included in
the appropriate fields of action of the regional
plans. Special areas for cultural landscape conservation have to be declared, if parts of the landscape are characterised by landscape characteristic elements such as characteristic corridor forms,
well-preserved typical settlement structures, typical meadows, mining features or archaeological
monuments). The state plan also contains special
reference to the on-going efforts of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří region for UNESCO World Heritage listing and stipulates the support of the nomination
in particular also due to the importance of the cultural landscape for the regional identity and the
transboundary cooperation.
Regarding possible new mining activities and
subsequent impacts on the environment, the state
development has determined that priority areas
for raw material mining and priority areas for the
long-term safeguarding of raw material deposits
have to be defined. An environmental impact assessment is required for these areas to evaluate
the possible impacts on the environment. Moreover, an assessment of the impact of these activities
on defined preservation or protection goal of potentially affected areas of community importance
or European bird sanctuaries (FFH-impact assessment) is required
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plan, 2015, p. 92). Related to the nominated property in particular the determination of historic
cultural landscapes outlining specific landscape
elements of the Ore Mountains region including a
description and mapping are of importance. The
defined areas encompass some of the Saxon component parts and their buffer zones. The regional
plan is legally binding. In particular, the objectives
defined have to be considered by spatial relevant
planning including infrastructural and building
measures as well as mining activities by all authorities. Moreover, the regional plan includes a
long-term strategy for the set-up of spatial relevant
wind farms encompassing the definition of priority areas. Within this framework, an assessment of
the defined priority areas took place in relation to
the nominated component parts. As a result, none
of the nominated component parts is affected by
possible new wind farms. The visual integrity of the
nominated property is not impacted (cf. map Influence of potential wind park areas in relation to the
nominated property, volume 2).
The 2009 Oberes Elbtal-Osterzgebirge regional
plan aims at a mainly tourism-related and transboundary development basing on the specifities
of the region including the high concentration of
historic mining monuments in the Eastern Ore
Mountains as part of the nominated property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region. The planning association is currently revising the 2009 regional plan. The final approval is planned for 2018.
The draft includes references to the nominated
component parts as well as the mining heritage. It
prescribes that the mining heritage should be preserved and should be carefully considered in spatial relevant planning. The World Heritage nomination is anchored as a key issue to strengthen
transboundary cooperation in the region related
to tourism. The plan will also encompass the definition of areas suitable for wind farms. At present,
there a no plans for priority areas affecting the
component parts.

Land-use plan and local building plan,
statutes of the towns and municipalities
The land-use plan and the local building plan are
important instruments for the protection and the
development of the townscape and landscape.
Listed ensembles must be included for information purposes in the land-use plan and monuments into the local building plan. The land-use
plan is developed in accordance with the Federal
Building Act (§ 5, BauGB) by the municipalities in
compliance with the higher goals of regional development, state planning and regional planning
in the scope of their municipal planning competence. The plans are legally binding and to be
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observed by all authorities. Within the nominated
property land-use plans were only set-up partly.
Within the framework of the development of these
plans, it was recommended to include the nominated component parts into the land-use plans
to ensure their consideration in future planning
activities.
Additionally, statutes issued by the local authorities regulate planning activities within the
nominated component parts. The designation of
monument protection areas (§ 21 SächsDSchG) is
of great importance for the protection of ensembles and historic town centres. The municipality
can enact a suitable monument protection area
statute in this respect. Other additional protection
mechanisms include the preservation and design
statutes that serve to protect built heritage and
townscapes or control the urban appearance.
Preservation statutes pursuant to § 172 BauGB
are used to preserve the specific urban character
of an area and the design of the particular area.
Construction works that conflict with the regional planning objectives of the town may be disapproved on the basis of this statute. The design
of buildings and therefore the appearance of the
locality are regulated by the detailed provisions of
the design statute (§ 89 SächsBO). Urban redevelopment measures shall, among others, consider
the preservation, renewal or development existing local urban districts, the improvement of the
town- and landscape and respect the need to preserve buildings of historical importance (§ 136(4),
4 BauGB). Redevelopment statutes pursuant to
§ 142 BauGB are used by the municipality to designate redevelopment areas.

CP ID No.

2-DE

3-DE

Municipality

Name

Notification

Land-use plan ‘Geising’

05/2001

Building plan ‘Europark Altenberg PA 1’

03/2000

Building plan ‘1. Änderung BPlan„Europark Altenberg PA 1’

05/2011

Building plan ‘Solarpark Tiefenbachhalde’

in preparation

Redevelopment statute ‘Stadtmitte Altenberg’

10/1994; 12/2003

Preservation statute ‘Stadtkern Lauenstein’

09/1991

Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf ‘

10/2011

Preservation statute ‘Historischer Teil Zugspitze’

03/2002

Land-use plan ‘Freiberg‘

07/1998

Building plan ‘Altstadt Freiberg‘

12/1993

Preservation statute ‘Altstadt Freiberg‘

04/1992

Design statute ‘Altstadt Freiberg‘

04/1992

Redevelopment statute ‘Altstadt Freiberg‘

01/1995; 07/2000

Design statute ‘Stadtteil Zug’

09/1998

Weißenborn

Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Lichtenberg/Sa.’

03/2009

Halsbrücke

Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke ‘

07/2006

Striegistal

Land-use plan ‘Striegistal ‘

10/2005

Reinsberg

Land-use plan ‘Reinsberg’

02/1999

Kirchberg
Hartmannsdorf
Langenweißbach

Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Kirchberg’

11/2006

Schneeberg, Zschorlau

Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg ‘

04/2011

Building plan ‘östlich der B 93 ‘ (mixed building area)

01/2006

Building plan ‘Gehäng’

10/2010

Design statute ‘Stadt Schneeberg’

06/2005

Preservation statute ‘Stadt Schneeberg’

11/2016

Land-use-plan ‘Annaberg-Buchholz‘

in preparation

Preservation statute ‘Historische Altstadt Annaberg’

10/1991

Design statute ‘Historische Altstadt Annaberg’

05/1991

Building plan ‘Handtmann Leichtmetallgießerei Annaberg’

06/2002

Redevelopment statute ‘Buchholz’

11/1999

Monument protection area statute ‘Historische Altstadt’

02/2004

Building plan ‘Nr. 13 Historische Altstadt’

09/1997

Preservation statute ‘Historische Altstadt’

02/1995; 09/2004

Design statute ‘Historische Altstadt’

03/2008

Redevelopment statute ‘Historische Altstadt’

02/1992; 01/2004

Land-use plan ‘Ehrenfriedersdorf’

in preparation

Building plan ‘Industriegebiet am Sauberg’

10/2008

Altenberg

Altenberg
Brand-Erbisdorf

Freiberg
4-DE

5-DE

6-DE

8-DE

10-DE

11-DE

13-DE

Schneeberg

Annaberg-Buchholz

Annaberg-Buchholz

Marienberg

Ehrenfriedersdorf
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Table 48 Overview of existing land-use plan and local building plan, statutes of the towns and municipalities
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CP ID No.

14-DE

Municipality

Name

Notification

Olbernhau

Monument protection area by-law ‘Saigerhütte
Olbernhau - Grünthal’

03/2005

Redevelopment statute ‘Saigerhütte Olbernhau - Grünthal’

11/2009

15-DE

Eibenstock

Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Eibenstock/Sosa‘

06/2003

16-DE

Schwarzenberg

Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund Silberberg ‘

04/2011

Hartenstein

Land-use plan ‘Hartenstein’

03/2004

Land-use plan ‘Städtebund Silberberg’

04/2011

Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet Aue-Alberoda I’

05/1995

Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet Aue-Alberoda II’

02/2012

Building plan ‘Nr. 2 Wohngebiet Kohlweg’

11/1994

Building plan ‘Nr. 4 Sondergebiet Kur’

in preparation

Building plan ‘Nr. 7 Golfpark’

not yet effective

Building plan ‘Nr. 9 Campingplatz’

05/2006

Building plan ‘Nr. 10 Tourismus&Sport’

in preparation

Building plan ‘Nr. 13 Alte Lößnitzer Straße’

in preparation

17-DE

Aue, Bad Schlema

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Building plan
‘Europark Altenberg PA 1’
Coverage: Nominated property,
small area at the Arno-Lippman-Schacht (shaft)
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan regulates the development of an industrial area considering the monument and nature protection. The mining monuments are included in the plan.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘1. Änderung
BPlan Europark Altenberg PA 1’
Coverage: Nominated property, additional area
in the north-west of Arno-Lippmann shaft
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: Extension of the building
plan ‘Europark Altenberg PA 1’ area taking
into consideration the monument and nature
protection regulations.
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Name of plan: Building plan ‘Solarpark Tiefenbachhalde’
Coverage: Buffer zone, in the western part of
Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft)
Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: The construction of a photovoltaic system is planned on the heap plateau. The
impact on the landscape will be low. A landscapeadapted design with low-reflection modules was
determined. The heights of buildings are limited to
maximum 4 m.

Name of statute: Redevelopment statute „Stadtmitte Altenberg’
Coverage: Buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective till 2019
Short description: The Historic centre of Altenberg
is designated a special redevelopment area for the
centre of Altenberg.

Name of statute: Preservation statute ‘Stadtkern
Lauenstein’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The sub-district of Lauenstein
has enacted a preservation statute with integrated
monument protection. In order to preserve the urban character of the area due to its urban design,
the demolition, the modification and the erection
of structural fabric require the approval of the municipality or the building authority. New constructions are limited to two-storey buildings.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Geising’
Coverage: Lauenstein Administrative Centre,
nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan designates a special
church zone and the castle as a special zone for
culture and ‘immoveable cultural properties, areas
for communal uses and buildings and institutions
for cultural purposes’.

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf ‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
area of Goldbachtal mining landscape and Alte
Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine)
Stage of progress: approved
Short description: Within the plan, the mine Alte
Mordgrube Fundgrube is designated as a special
redevelopment area. The listed historical mining
heaps of the Goldbachtal mining landscape are
designated in the plan. Further areas are designated as green spaces, water, agriculture, forestry and
industrialization regulating the land-use.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Freiberg‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Freiberg, Himmelfahrt Fundgrube
mining landscape, Zug mining landscape
Stage of progress: effective, currently revised
Short description: In the land-use plan the mines
Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube, the Abraham shaft and
the mine Reiche Zeche located in the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube are designated as special areas
named historical mining heaps used for tourism.
The mine Reiche Zeche is designated as Historische Bergbauhalde mit touristischer Nutzung’, als
Sondergebiet ‘TU BA Freiberg’ und als Kulturdenkmal nach §2SächsDschG ausgewiesen The heaps

of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube are prescribed as
historical mining heaps (listed monuments) and
are located within an area designated for the development of nature and the landscape. The plan
further includes a special area for the technical
university Bergakademie Freiberg and the DreiBrüder-Schacht shaft is designated as ‘historical
mining heaps used for tourism’. Further areas are
designated as agriculture and forestry and green
spaces regulating the land-use.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Altstadt Freiberg‘
Coverage: Nominated property, historic centre of
Freiberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: A local building plan was approved for the historic centre which prescribes the
maintenance of residential usage and taking account of the interests of the conservation of field
monuments in developments affecting the defined area. The plan regulates the way of structural
use in accordance to the preservation and design
statute.

Name of statute: Preservation statute ‘Altstadt
Freiberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Freiberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the protection and preservation of urban character und
design of the townscape. The preservation statue
protects the historic mining heritage including the
historic centre of Freiberg and the surrounding
mining landscape Himmelfahrt Fundgrube which
are part of the component part Freiberg Mining
Area. Within the statues´ all building measures are
regulated which may impact on the landscape appearance and the historic mining heritage as well
as the protection of the specific vegetation.
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3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre

Name of statute: Design statute ‘Altstadt Freiberg ‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Freiberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The design statute of built
structures and other such structures in the historic
city centre was enacted to further protect the appearance of the historic centre.

Name of statute: Redevelopment statute
‘Historic Centre of Freiberg ‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
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historic centre of Freiberg
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the protection of urban character und design of the townscape.

Name of statute: Design statute ‘Stadtteil Zug’
Coverage: Buffer zone, Zug mining landscape
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law includes the consideration of the historic mining monuments and
the landscape’s character.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Brand-Erbisdorf‘
Coverage: Buffer zone, Aktive RWA Freiberg (mining water management system),
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan includes designated
areas for green spaces, agriculture and forestry
regulating the land-use. The mining heaps are registered in the town’s land-use plan as listed monuments.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Halsbrücke‘
Coverage: Halsbrücke smeltery, Roter Graben
(ditch), nominated property, buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan includes designated
areas for green spaces, agriculture and forestry
regulating the land-use.
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Striegistal‘
Coverage: Buffer zone,
Gersdorf mining landscape
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan includes designated
areas for green spaces, forestry, pasture and meadows, and municipal use regulating the land-use.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Lichtenberg/Sa.‘
Coverage: Buffer zone, Aktive RWA Freiberg (mining water management system),
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan includes designated
areas for green spaces, agriculture and forestry
regulating the land-use.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Reinsberg’
Coverage: Buffer zone, Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery, Lichtloch IV, shaft),
Stage of progress: effective
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Short description: A Land-use plan has also been
prepared for the municipality of Reinsberg including parts of the principal element Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) above the surface. The
plan includes designated areas for green spaces,
forestry and buildings regulating the land-use.

Name of statute: Preservation statute
‘Historischer Teil Zugspitze’
Coverage: Nominated property, Brand-Erbisdorf
mining landscape (4.6-DE)
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: A preservation statue was enacted for the Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine).
Within the statute’s scope, the preservation and establishment of the uniqueness of the urban design
and the ‘historically evolved structures within the
current form’ are defined as a regional valuable ensemble and as a garden city with park and garden
areas. It is furthermore determined that approval
is required for measures, alterations or changes of
use concerning built structures, or the erection of
built structures.

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Kirchberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The component part is designated as area for forestry.

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape
Name of statute: Preservation statute ‘Stadt
Schneeberg’
Coverage: Nominated property, historic centre of
Schneeberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the preservation of character and design of the historic centre.
Listed monuments as well as other historically important buildings and ensembles that are not protected as historic monuments shall be protected. By
establishing the by-law, all construction and dismantling projects and changes in use within the territory
of the statutory area are subject to a separate permit.
A preliminary examination is carried out to determine
whether the respective building project encroaches
on or affects the surroundings of the historic centre
when an application is submitted. In critical cases, a
suitable solution may be identified within the framework of a construction and design consultancy. As a

Name of statute: Design statute ‘Stadt
Schneeberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Schneeberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law contains regulations to preserve and design the historic centre
under consideration of historic, architectural and
conservational aspects.
Name of plan: Building plan ‘Gehäng’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Historic centre of Schneeberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan integrates the consideration of the state monument conservation
laws and of the preservation statute ‘Schneeberg’.
Building alignments and areas as well as areas for
parking spaces and ancillary facilities are determined. Building regulations for physical structures
in the planning area are subjected to the regulations defined by the town’s design regulations and
by the Saxon monument preservation act.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘östlich der B 93‘
(mixed building area)
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Schneeberg,
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan integrates consideration of the state monument conservation laws and of
the preservation statute ‘Schneeberg’. Planning objectives, inter alia, are to secure the cultural heritage
of the town of Schneeberg considering monument
preservation and the purpose of preservation and
modernization of the townscape, to provide structural development areas for residential building and
community facilities, to secure the use of the extensive inventory of residential buildings, in particular of
listed monuments, and to preserve the historic buildings as well as the existing urban arrangement.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Städteverbund
Silberberg‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Schneeberg mining landscape, Fundgrube St.
Anna am Freudenstein (mine)

Stage of progress: effective, currently revised
Short description: A common land-use plan has
been prepared for the Silberberg association of
towns (Städtebund Silberberg). The plan defines
designated areas for agriculture, green spaces,
bio- and ecotopes, mixed construction areas, traffic areas, housing areas regulating the land-use in
the mining area.

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape
Name of Statute: Preservation statute ,
Historische Altstadt Annaberg’
Coverage: Nominated property, Annaberg mining
town
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan regulates the preservation of the character of the urban area. Main objectives are the modernization and maintenance
of buildings by a careful restoration of the building fabric in terms of urban monument preservation. Modifications, demolition or construction of
buildings require the permission of the town or the
lower building permit authority.

Name of Statute: Design statute ‘Historische
Altstadt Annaberg’
Coverage: Nominated property, Annaberg mining
town
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The statute regulates the protection of the character of the historic center of Annaberg.

Name of plan: Land-use-plan
Annaberg-Buchholz
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape (8-DE),
Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE), Buchholz Mining Landscape (10-DE)
Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: A land-use plan is currently in
preparation, the contents of which are significant
for the proposed buffer zones.
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result, the approval shall be granted. If the urban development of the area is impaired due to the project,
approval may be refused. Demolition, alteration,
change of use and construction of physical structures
require special approval. The approval for construction of a physical structure may be refused if the urban townscape of the area is thereby affected.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Handtmann Leichtmetallgießerei Annaberg GmbH’
Coverage: Buffer zone, at the Sehma valley
crossing between the town of Annaberg and the
Frohnau mining landscape
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan includes the structur-
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al requirements for an already existing industrial
plants and measures to protect against adverse
environmental impacts. The industrial plant might
be expanded.

10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape
Name of statute: Redevelopment
statute ‘Buchholz’
Coverage: Buffer zone, urban area of Buchholz
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the preservation of the historic character of the centre of
Buchholz. Aim is the removal of serious deficits in
the field of urban planning.

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town
Name of statute: Monument protection area
statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
Coverage: Nominated property
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The statute regulates the protection and preservation of the appearance of the
historical urban townscape. Alterations within the
monument preservation area require the approval
of the lower monument protection authority. In
particular, the construction, modification and
demolition of buildings and physical structures,
other constructions and facilities according to the
Saxon Building Code are subjected to authorization, even if they do not require a building permit
according to Saxon Building Code.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 13 Historische
Altstadt’
Coverage: Nominated property, Marienberg mining town
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: A local building plan has been
prepared for the historic centre. The aim to preserve and protect the urban design and its monuments is articulated within the plan.

Name of statute: Preservation statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
historic centre of Marienberg
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the preservation of the character of the urban preservation area.
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Name of statute: Design statute ‘Historische
Altstadt’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Marienberg mining town
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The statute regulates the preservation of the design of historic centre.
Name of Statute: Redevelopment statute ‘Historische Altstadt’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Marienberg mining town
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law designates the historic centre as a special redevelopment area. Aim
is the removal of serious deficits in the field of urban planning.

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Land-use plan (draft)
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape with Sauberg
main and pilot shaft and Röhrgraben
Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: The shaft complex of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft and its buffer zone is
designated as an area were the majority of buildings are protected as (archaeological) monuments
or as sites with archaeological relevance. The
building ensemble of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft is also identified as special area for tourism, culture and administration and parts of the
buffer zone are identified as agricultural land.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Industriegebiet am
Sauberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Sauberger main- and pilot shaft
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan defines a special area
for the ensemble Sauberger main- and pilot shaft
that is designated for cultural, touristic and administrational purposes within the planned industrial
area. In the area designated for tourism, aims are
the expansion and safeguarding of tourist use and
securing the function of the site for culture, tourism, gastronomy and administration. The height
of the buildings is limiting to max. four floors. The
purpose of this limitation within the special area
is to prevent the existing building substance from
being replaced by considerably higher, more economically lucrative buildings which are detrimental to the location. The head frame has to remain

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works
Name of statute: Monument protection area bylaw ‘Saigerhütte Olbernhau-Grünthal’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law regulates the protection and preservation for the monument protection area. The goal is to preserve the ‘Saigerhütte’
Olbernhau-Grünthal as a technical monument to the
history of the liquation process and to the history of
non-ferrous metallurgy and copper processing, and
to restore it within the framework of the economically acceptable in terms of the general public interest. Alterations within the monument preservation
area require the approval of the lower monument
protection authority. In particular, the construction,
modification and demolition of buildings and physical structures, other constructions and facilities have
to be authorized, even if they do not require a building permit according to Saxon Building Code.

Name of statute: Redevelopment statute ‘Saigerhütte Olbernhau-Grünthal’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan designates the area
for redeveloping the complex. Redevelopment aims
are to restore the historical monuments of the ensemble, to use the empty commercial and residential facilities and to the improvement the tourist infrastructure, to expand the museum area, to remove
non-historical disruptive physical structures and to
reconstruct parts of the historical moat system.

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Verwaltungsgemeinschaft Eibenstock/Sosa‘
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan defines designated
areas for agriculture, forestry and water using.
Some areas are designated as single objects under
monument protection law.

16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Städtebund
Silberberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone,
Rother Berg Mining Landscape
Stage of progress: effective, currently revised
Short description: The plan defines designated
areas for agriculture, forestry, green spaces, housing and mixed construction areas.

17-DE Uranium Mining Area
Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Städtebund
Silberberg’
Coverage: Nominated property and buffer zone
Stage of progress: effective, currently revised
Short description: The plan defines designated areas for agriculture, forestry, green spaces, housing
construction areas, bio- and ecotopes, areas for community facilities, supply systems, special constructions and spaces for industrial development regulating the land-use. The property heap 366 in Aue/
Alberoda is charted in the land-use plan of the Silberberg association of towns (Städtebund Silberberg) as
green space with areas for compensation measures.

Name of plan: Land-use plan ‘Hartenstein’
Coverage: Buffer zone, shaft complex 371
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan defines designated
areas for forest and special constructions regulating the land-use.
Name of plan: Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet
Aue-Alberoda I’
Coverage: Buffer zone, heap 366 (Aue)
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The by-law defines structural
requirements for industrial plants and measures
for environmental protection are defined.
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recognizable as a landmark and symbol of the
area. In the area designated for industry, aim is to
attract business enterprises which are not permitted in other building zones. Construction heights
in the area around the head frame are limited to
max. 20 m, building heights behind the head frame
up to max. 30m.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Gewerbegebiet AueAlberoda II’
Coverage: Buffer zone, heap 366 (Aue)
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan defines structural requirements for industrial plants and measures for
environmental protection.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 2 Wohngebiet
Kohlweg’
Coverage: Buffer zone, heap 66/207 (Bad Schlema)
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Stage of progress: approved, not yet effective
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for types and using of building installations
(housing and mixed construction areas) and definitions of protective measures e.g. against radon
radiation.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 4
Sondergebiet Kur’
Coverage: Buffer zone, Hammerberghalde (heap)
(Bad Schlema)
Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for types and using of building installations
(spa and health resort area and housing construction area) and definition of protective measures for
radiation protection.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 7 Golfpark’
Coverage: Nominated property, heaps 382 (West),
38, 312, 64 and Hammerberghalde (Bad Schlema)
Stage of progress: approved, not yet effective
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for types and using of building installations
(special area for recreation, leisure and sports)
and definitions of protective measures for radiation protection. The entire scope of the buildings
plan is defined as special area ‘golf park’. The construction of a golf course is planned in the area including all necessary infrastructure. This includes
in particular the construction permissibility of a
restaurant, a hotel, facilities for sporting purposes
and administration as well as for maintenance and
care. Allowed are sales facilities up to a maximum
of 150 m², which exclusively serve the sale of products necessary for golfing. The maximum permissible building height is set at 12.50 m.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 9 Campingplatz’
Coverage: Buffer zone, Hammerberghalde (heap)
(Bad Schlema)
Stage of progress: effective
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for types and using of building installations
such as a special area for recreation, camping and
caravanning and the definition of protective measures for radiation protection and against radioactive contamination based on law.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 10
Tourismus&Sport’
Coverage: Nominated property, near heap 208
(Bad Schlema)
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Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for green space and gardening area.

Name of plan: Building plan ‘Nr. 13 Alte Lößnitzer
Straße’
Coverage: Buffer zone, Hammerberghalde (heap)
(Bad Schlema)
Stage of progress: in preparation
Short description: The plan integrates determinations for types and using of building installations
as a mixed building area.

5.d.1.2 Development and tourism plans
Urban Development Concept (Städtebauliches Entwicklungskonzept - SEKo)
The purpose of urban development concepts, in accordance with § 171b(2) BauGB, is to provide a written presentation of the objectives and measures for
urban redevelopment zones. The component parts
of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region lying
within urban areas therefore, as a rule, are subject to
the planning stipulations prescribed in the relevant
SEKo. The details concerning listed monuments
and monument conservation are the aspects of
principle importance for the component parts.

Raw materials strategy for Saxony
The Saxon raw materials industry is an essential part
of the Saxon economy. Saxony’s raw materials policy
has the objective of strengthening the raw materials region of Saxony in a sustainable manner and
of increasing the amount of opportunities for value
creation in this important economic sector, as well as
of contributing to a sustainable supply of raw materials for Saxony’s emerging manufacturing sector. In
particular, it will ensure that Saxony also remains a
mining region in the future. In 2012 the Saxon State
Ministry for Economic Affairs, Labour and Transport
published the raw material strategy for Saxony.

Tourism plans

Marketing strategy
To improve the Ore Mountains destination a project
was launched in 2011 to develop a marketing strategy
for the Ore Mountains. The aim of the ‘Destination
Development Erzgebirge’ Project was the gradual
development of an efficient, market-oriented destination management organisation which bundles, coordinates and operates the tourist marketing of the Ore
Mountains. The Ore Mountains marketing strategy defines objectives of and proposes actions for tourism
development in the Ore Mountain region including
the nominated property. Main focus of the tourism development was, among others, the creation of a new,

robust umbrella brand and combining the region
under it. It takes up two unique selling propositions:
the mining culture and regional identity. Core themes
and anchor products were selected from the current
offerings to be used for the communication strategy;
these were bundled into four product lines including
the mining heritage as one. The entire communication is directed towards the product lines. Moreover,
it should be much more focused upon the quality aspect in supra-regional communications. Over the long
term, the quality of the offering is to be increased, the
target groups addressed in a more optimised manner
and the umbrella brand more strongly highlighted. In
future qualitatively high-grade respectively innovative
products should be much more strongly weighted
and marketed.
Destination strategy
Since 2012 the Ore Mountains tourism association
(Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V.) established a

destination strategy in addition to the marketing
strategy, which is updated and adjusted every two
years with new statistical evaluations of tourism of
the region Ore Mountains. The current destination
strategy was published in 2016. A key element of the
strategy is sustainability which is integrated as a basis and focus of tourism development. Actions are
proposed within the ecology, economy and the social dimensions as well as additionally for the field
of management (cf. chart). A number of tourism
offers already exist to promote sustainable development in the region. The development of a sustainable tourism strategy is planned that will specifically
addresses the needs of the component parts of the
nominated property from a World Heritage perspective. The strategy will base on the assessment of the
already existing structures, documents as well as on
the results of current projects related to World Heritage. A first concept is outlined in the management
plan (cf. chapter 9.3, Management Plan).

Table 49 Actions related to sustainability currently implemented or planned

• Stakeholder involvement
• Continuous information

•

•
•
•
•

Ecology

• Limitation of seasonal

Economy

• Provision of information on
fluctuations by creating yearsensitive ecosystems
of important sustainability
round offers
• Awareness-raising activities
issues
• Record of key figures for
related to environmental
Integration of the sustaineconomic stability
impacts
ability concept in product
• Qualification seminars
• Intensification of coopdevelopment
• Promotion of local and
eration with the nature park
Increase of quality awareness
regional products
Erzgebirge-Vogtland
Survey of visitor satisfaction
• Support of the preservation
Designation of accessible
of regional typical landscape
offers
and settlement appearance
Close cooperation with
• Planning of visitor steernature and culture protection
ing concepts and guidance
institutions
systems
• Definition of quality standards
• Development and support of
innovative mobility concepts
• Sensibilisation of tourism
companies

Marketing concept, World Heritage communication concept
In 2014, a marketing concept was elaborated
for the region that included a detailed consideration of the topic of World Heritage. A future
communication concept for the nominated
property was integrated taking into consideration World Heritage related issues. The work was
supported by the working group tourism that is
part of the future World Heritage management.
Main aim is to link the Ore Mountains marketing strategy with the World Heritage theme as

Social

• Participation at planning to
protect cultural heritage

• Creation or marketing of offers and events related to the
cultural identity of the region
• Complaint Management
• Employee-oriented company
culture
• Co-operation with voluntary
and civic initiatives
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Management

central theme in all defined product lines. Communication actions will include, among others,
the development of World Heritage attractions,
activities and suggested tours and routes and
‘World Heritage events’. Moreover, networking
activities to strengthen the perception of the region as a transboundary cultural landscape are
anchored in the concept. This includes among
others a common communication using one
corporate design or fostering the active participation of mining places at special events on
both sides of the border.
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5.d.2 Czech Republic
For the sustainable development of the region –
towns, municipalities and their inhabitants – in
relation to management issues concerning the
cultural heritage and tourism, the Czech Republic uses materials and development plans structured according to the territorial organisation of
the Czech Republic. The materials of the regions,
towns and municipalities follow from these.

A. Documents with national
strategic significance
For the 2014 to 2020 programme period, a series of
national strategic documents of the Czech Republic were prepared in line with the principles of the
European Union’s policy of cohesion. The following overview provides information on the current
status and the materials applied in relation to the
area of the component parts and their buffer zones
in the Czech part of the nominated serial property.

Partnership Agreement for the Programming Period 2014-2020
The Partnership Agreement is the basic umbrella
document for drawing funds from the European
Structural and Investment Funds in the programming period 2014-2020, and its content is binding
for individual programming documents. Funds
amounting to almost 24 billion Euros were earmarked for the Czech Republic. The European
Commission approved the Partnership Agreement
on 24 August 2014, and its amendments were approved on 13 March 2016. Based on the experience
from the programming period from 2007 to 2013,
the Partnership Agreement includes, among the
main identified issues, the insufficient use of cultural and natural heritage potential.

National Development Priorities
The basic strategic document, which defines the areas to which the Czech Republic intends to direct funds
from the European funds in the programming period
2014-2020, is the National Development Priorities approved by the government in August 2011 by Resolution No. 650. The main objectives include:
• Creating a quality business environment and
supporting the competitiveness of the Czech
Republic
• Supporting innovations, research, and development
• functioning labour market
• Developing education
• Integrating territorial development and the development of backbone infrastructure
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Spatial Development Policy
of the Czech Republic
The document mainly serves for coordination of
spatial development at the national level and for
coordination of the spatial planning activities in
regions. It sets the requirements for specifying spatial planning tasks in the national, international,
superregional, and cross-border contexts and establishes Czech priorities for spatial planning in
order to ensure a sustainable development of the
territory. Currently, the Spatial Development Policy of the Czech Republic is in force as amended
by Update No. 1 approved by the government on
15 April 2015 by Resolution No. 276. The policy priorities include protection and development of the
natural, civil, and cultural values of the territory, including the urban, architectural, and archaeological heritage. Spatial planning activities should be
based on the principle of integrated spatial development, aimed at strengthening partnerships between urban and rural areas, creating conditions
for the development of various forms of tourism,
and landscape protection.

Regional Development Strategy of
the Czech Republic 2014-2020
The strategy serves as an important starting point
for the programming period of 2014-2020 and is
in compliance with the European Union’s strategic documents, in particular the Europe 2020
strategy. The Czech Republic’s Regional Development Strategy for 2014-2020 was approved by
government Resolution No. 344 on 15 May 2013.
It defines four main priority areas: Regional competitiveness, territorial cohesion, environmental
sustainability, and public administration.

State Tourism Policy Concept 2014-2020
The concept was approved by government Resolution 220 on March 27, 2013. Tourism is an insupportable activity for the 2014+ period, as the EU has
limited its support in this area, but sub-operational
programs funded by European funds include activities that will have a synergy effect on tourism development. The strategic vision and goals for tourism
in the Czech Republic are grounded on the fact that
tourism is largely based on small and medium-sized
businesses. This also implies a system of priorities
and supporting measures.

Government Program Statement of February 14, 2014
The program statement is one of the key documents specifying the development directions and
priorities for the Czech Republic, including the
culture sector. The government intends, among
other things, to ensure a direct link between tour-

Integrated Strategy of Culture Support in the Czech Republic by 2020
It was a recommendation of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic on November 3, 2015
which now defines the general frameworks for the
promotion of culture in the context of EU cohesion
policy with regard to ESIF funding.

Concept for efficient operation of
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic in relation to foreign countries for the years 2013-2018
The concept emphasizes the objective of shaping and strengthening the image of the Czech Republic abroad by presenting its cultural wealth
and care thereof through cultural exchange, as a
country with a highly developed, rich, and open
culture. In addition to bilateral cooperation with
neighbouring countries and European cultural
powers, the concept emphasizes the need to
maintain and strengthen a high level of cooperation with world intergovernmental organizations, in particular UNESCO and WIPO. The
Ministry of Culture considers cooperation with
UNESCO and other countries as the basis of its
multilateral cooperation.

State Cultural Policy in 2015-2020
(with an outlook to 2025)
The State Cultural Policy for the years 2015-2020
was approved by the government on April 15,
2015 by Resolution No. 266, which is a basic strategic document in the field of the Czech cultural
development. Among the priorities that can be
listed in relation to the nominated property include, but are not limited to: Modernizing the
infrastructure for providing public cultural services, preserving of cultural heritage and its use
for the economic development and increasing
competitiveness, streamlining performance of
public administration in care of the monument
fund, and linking revenues from tourism with the
cost of preserving the cultural heritage

Heritage Preservation Concept in
the Czech Republic for 2011-2016
On 20th July 2011, the Government of the Czech Republic approved the Concept for Heritage Preservation in the Czech Republic for 2011-2016 period
along with the objectives that heritage preservation in the Czech Republic seeks to achieve. The
following objectives are significant for the component parts of the Czech part of the serial property:
• Protected cultural properties – establishment
and development of cultural heritage funds;
• Conservation areas – promotion and development of synergies between state authorities,
municipalities, professional organisations for
heritage preservation and the owners of real estate;
• Improvement of the central register of the cultural properties with the aim of contributing to
the legal certainty of the owners of the cultural
properties and a higher level of preservation
and conservation of cultural heritage;
• Monitoring the cultural heritage – establishment
of an integrated system with a centralised data
monitoring system;
• Protection of the cultural landscape – active
participation in the implementation of the European Landscape Convention;
• Solving unforeseeable events – ensuring the
possibility that the financial resources earmarked for the maintenance of protected cultural properties following natural disasters and
similar events, can be operatively utilised;
• Compensation in the case of restrictions on
ownership – revision of the principles and enhancement of the economic viability of the
funding programme of the Ministry of Culture of
the Czech Republic, introduction of the possibility of financial resources for land and buildings
that are not protected cultural properties but
which are located in conservation areas.
• Improvement of the existing system of tax incentives for owners of protected cultural properties
and its extension to owners of real properties
that are not protected cultural properties but
which are located in conservation areas.
• Sightseeing highlights and tourism – improvement of accessibility to cultural properties, marketing and distribution of the range of cultural
events in connection with cultural properties,
use of multi-faceted potential of cultural properties for delivery of tourist services in a sustainable manner and the integration of suitable
economic marketing instruments of tourism in
the viable economic exploitation of the cultural
properties, use of a portion of tourist income for
the maintenance of cultural properties.
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ism revenues and the rescue and maintenance
expenses of the Monument Fund, as well as to
make consistent use of the European Union funds
and the Norwegian financial mechanism for
monument repairs. The government will adopt a
culture law and a new monument law. The Integrated Culture Promotion Strategy for 2020 is also
based on these Program Departmental Priorities
of the Czech government.
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The Concept of the Development of Museums in the Czech Republic 2015-2020

The Concept of Culture of the Karlovy
Vary Region for the years 2013-2020

The concept of museum development for the period
2015-2020 was approved by government Resolution
655 on August, 2015. Specific objectives concerning
the nominated property are the following:
• Improving systematic professional care of museum collections and providing more efficient support for the presentation of cultural heritage,
• Support for museums’ operation in the process of
preserving and presenting properties of intangible
cultural heritage and promoting cultural tourism.

The new concept of culture includes, among
other things, the vision of further cultural development and procedures for achieving them,
where it is emphasizing the use of cultural offers
in tourism, creating conditions for the existence
of local culture and emphasizing the importance
of the entire cultural area for the development
of the region. In addition, this concept also includes the relationship between the culture and
the mining cultural landscape of the Krušnohoří
region. An important purpose of the concept is
the establishment of a new contributory organization, Královská Mincovna Jáchymov Museum,
as a contributory organization of the Karlovy Vary
Region, and thus it will transform the current Jáchymov branch of the Karlovy Vary Museum into
a full-fledged organization with its own management. Branches of the new contributory organization should be Nejdek Museum, Horní Blatná
Museum and Štola No. 1 in Jáchymov. For more
details, see chapter 7.3.

State Environmental Policy of the
Czech Republic 2012-2020
The State Environmental Policy of the Czech Republic for 2012-2020 defines a plan for implementing efficient environmental protection of the Czech
Republic. It focuses on the following thematic
areas: conservation and sustainable exploitation
of resources (including, for example, water protection and its quality improvement, protection,
and sustainable exploitation of the soil and rock
environment), climate protection and air quality
improvement, nature and landscape conservation
(including improvement of landscape ecological
functions, conservation of natural and landscape
values, or improvement of environment in settlements) and a safe environment.

B. Documents at a regional level
In the regions of Karlovy Vary and Ústí all the
conceptual documents were prepared that may
concern the future management of the conservation areas under state heritage preservation,
heritage zones and reserves of the settlements,
protected cultural properties and certain other
inter-connected areas of interest and valuable
cultural properties in the nominated serial property, as well as the widening of their availability
and the services provided for visitors. All the relevant documents on the regional level will be described below.

B.1. Programme documents –
Karlovy Vary region (2014-2020)
Development Program of the Karlovy Vary Region 2014-2020
For the nominated property, measures to boost
tourism and cross-border relations are particularly
important.
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Sights of the Karlovy Vary Region – Conception of Monument
Care in the Karlovy Vary Region
The Conception of Monument Care in the Karlovy
Vary Region in 2006 is a comprehensive publication that provides an exhaustive overview of the
monumental wealth of the Karlovy Vary Region,
documents the current state of the Monument
Fund and its problematic areas, and formulates
the direction of monument care in the Karlovy
Vary Region, and suggests measures. Mountain
heritage is presented as an important segment of
cultural heritage.

B.2 Programme document –
Ústi region
Updated Sustainable Development
Strategy of the Ústí Region (2010-2020)
The updated strategy is the major conceptual document of the Ústí Region. Priorities and objectives
of sustainable development are divided into four
priority axes, of which the priority axis I is important for the nominated property (Efficient Economy and Employment) with measures for developing environmentally friendly tourist infrastructure
and products, using cultural and technical monuments, and increasing a volume of investment for
restoring cultural and technical monuments.

The following priorities and measures are particularly important for the nominated property:
• Priority 2 (supporting establishment of a regional database of historical monuments, contributions to the project preparation of the regeneration of historically valuable objects, preservation
and adequate use of architecturally, historically,
culturally and technically valuable objects and
complexes)
• Priority 5 (exploitation of tourism potential in
the economic development of selected rural
areas, support for community life development
and activities of municipalities and associations)

The Concept of Development of
Culture and Monument Care in
the Ústí Region 2014-2020
In the document, objectives for the cultural area
includes cross-border cooperation of cultural operators, enhancement of education and cooperation in the field of cultural heritage care, promotion of events and activities involving more cultural
entities, and the use of the potential of the monuments nominated for UNESCO World Heritage
Sites for the development of cultural traditions. In
the field of heritage care, emphasis is placed on
the need to preserve the historical heritage of the
past.

Tourism Development Strategy of
the Ústí Region for 2015-2020
A broader, longer-term vision is proposed with an
outlook to 2025; a more precise draft of priorities
and measures operate with the design period up
to 2020. For the needs of the tourism development
strategy, four basic tourism regions are identified,
one of which is the Krušnohoří Region with relics of
its industrial and mining past that have a considerable visitor potential.

C. Documents at the local level – spatial planning
One of the most important instruments for preserving the extraordinary universal value of the
property and for its sustainable development are
spatial plans which have, in the Czech Republic, a character of legal regulation. Since January 1, 2013, a substantial amendment to Act No.
183/2006 Coll., on Spatial Planning and the Building Code, has been in force in the Czech Republic,
requiring municipalities to update their land-use
planning documentation. Monument care of com-

ponent parts and individual objects declared in
connection with a definition of individual component parts of the Czech part of the serial property
has been gradually reflected in the updates of existing and emerging spatial plans.

Spatial Development Principles
of the Karlovy Vary Region
Based on valid policies issued on September 16,
2010 by the Council of the Karlovy Vary Regional,
the following requirements for the ‘Specific area of
recreation and tourism Jáchymovsko’ arise:
• Spa tourism in Jáchymov is one of the permanent developmental functions of the area;
• Ecologically sound forms of recreation will be
preferred, especially hiking, cycling, jogging and
cross-country skiing;
• Construction of new recreational buildings will
not be permitted in the open country, with the
exception of buildings that will not prove to
have a negative impact on the environment and
will be important for revitalizing tourism and increasing employment;
• Developing mountain resorts and complexes
and summer recreation facilities will reduce seasonality of attendance;
• Supporting chalet farming as a form of maintenance of a building capacity of original rural settlements and a revival of rural space;
• Protecting the forest as the core potential of the
area.

Spatial Plan of the Town of Jáchymov
The spatial plan, approved by resolution of the
Town Council of Jáchymov of 24 June 2009,
deals primarily with the built-up part of Jáchymov and the spatial development in the parts
such as Suchá, Mariánská and Neklid – Klínovec,
located out of the Jáchymov component part,
where areas for the construction of buildings for
individual and mixed living, mixed recreation and
recreational activities aimed at winter sports are
projected. The main principle of the development concept of the territory is protection of the
preserved historical urban structure in Jáchymov
and other settlements and preservation of the
natural and environmental values of the municipality in accordance with the development of the
principal function of the territory, which are tourism and spa tourism. The spatial Plan should be
updated in 2017.
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Development Programme of
the Ústí Region 2014-2020

Spatial Plan of the Town of Horní Blatná
The basic prerequisite for further development
of the town is the protection of the preserved
historical urban structure, which is the bearer of
the values of the territory according to the spa-
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tial plan of 2003. Territory of the cadastral area of
the town of Horní Blatná is designed as an area
with a predominant residential function, with the
potential for development and extension of small
production and services, rural-type housing and
recreational housing, and sports and recreational
areas with a predominance of greenery. The town
of Horní Blatná has started the preparation of a
new spatial plan, in which the activities related to
the nomination of the property and protection of
the mountainous landscape will be incorporated
in accordance with the principles of heritage care.
According to the amendment No. 1 of the spatial
plan approved by the City Council on 20 May
2013, no new constructions for private recreation will be allowed in the open landscape except
for constructions that are significantly beneficial
and not negatively affecting the environment; development of mountain resorts and facilities for
summer recreation will be encouraged in order
to limit the seasonality of the visitors. The plan
will prefer preservation of the monument fund
and creation of conditions for the development
of tourism.

Town plan of Abertamy
The urban plan, adopted by the City Council of
Abertamy on 15 September 2011, deals with the
territory of the town of Abertamy, which includes
the Hřebečná settlement, as a multifunctional
area, which will develop as a predominantly residential service area with a focus on residential
and sport recreational activities. The land plan
already foresees activities that correspond to the
nomination of the property. For example, the establishment of a mining museum in Hřebečná is
planned. The development of other civic amenities is strongly focused on tourism services. The
northern slope of Plešivec (out of the component part and its buffer zone) will be developed
as a complex centre especially for winter sports
(Plešivec Ski Resort) with service facilities.
Amendment No. 1 to the Spatial Plan, approved
in January 2014, proposes, in the cultural landscape, agricultural areas of and mixed areas of
land not built on that cancel previously approved
development areas or parts thereof and returns
the area back to the undeveloped cultural landscape. Furthermore, the Amendment protects
territorial cultural values, especially immovable
cultural monuments, architecturally and historically significant buildings, the preserved urban
structure of the town of Abertamy, and the settlement of Hřebečná. The Amendment respects the
preserved agricultural settlements and protects
the natural values of the area. It also introduces a
new provision that public spaces in the vicinity of
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immovable cultural monuments will not be built
over by buildings that would devalue views and
distant views of monuments.

Territorial plan of the settlement
of Boží Dar
The Spatial Plan (binding Decree of the municipality of Boží Dar No. 2/1996 of May 22, 1996,
which defines the binding parts of the Spatial
Plan of the Boží Dar settlement) defines the
development of the town of Boží Dar as a continuously urbanized unit with independently urbanized parts Ryžovna, Zlatý Kopec, and Český
Mlýn. The spatial plan provides that no new settlements or solitary houses will be created in the
open country, with the exception of estates built
for the purpose of agricultural or forest land
management. At present, a new spatial plan is
being prepared in which activities that correspond to the nomination of the property and the
related interests of monument care will already
be listed. The town of Boží Dar will continue to
develop as an important centre of winter and
summer sports, according to which the town’s
largest investment project for the period 20142020 is the regeneration of the highest mountain
of the Ore Mountains, Klínovec (out of the territory of the component part and its buffer zone).
The town is currently working on the strategic
document ‘Development Project Intents of the
Town of Boží Dar 2014-2020 and After’, which
includes the intention to reconstruct the former
building of customs house to the Ore Mountains
Museum and the Common Czech-German Information Centre, and to make the Kohlreuter adit
in the Zlatý Kopec skarn district accessible to
the public.

Integrated Urban Development
Plan for Krupka
The town of Krupka has a significant potential
given not only by its convenient location between
the towns of Teplice and Ústí nad Labem, but
also by the proximity of all major transit systems,
as well as the historical, monumental, and recreational value of its territory. All this provides a
good background for tourism development. The
new urban plan of Krupka was approved by the
City Council on 22 April 2014. Its aim is the balanced development of a compact building observing the following principles:
• To develop areas for recreation, sports and
tourism in summer and winter months with regard to the historical monumental values and
the landscape character of the Ore Mountains,
• To preserve the natural and historical values
of the area – a valuable urban structure in the

Spatial Plan of the Municipality of Měděnec
The Spatial Plan, approved by resolution of the
municipal council of October 3, 2012, reckons
with preservation of historical values in the current built-up area (outside the component itself
and its buffer zone). It states that the partially
preserved structure of the village should be protected and gradually resuscitated as much as
possible. The emphasis is also on protection of
important parts of the landscape (long panoramic views from the edge of the Ore Mountains
plateau to the Ohře basin, the dominant of the village and the surrounding area – the hill of Mědník
with the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception of
the Virgin Mary. The spatial plan does not allow
wind power or photovoltaic power plants in the
municipality. The land plan respects the definition of the landscape conservation zone Háj –
Kovářská – Mědník, which ensures the protection
of cultural values. No construction is planned in
the area of the Mědník Mining Landscape component part, the residential part of the town’s perimeter area in the buffer zone of the component part
will instead be developed as an agglomeration
of small settlements with a permanent and recreational residential function and with areas for
facilities and activities of recreation and tourism.

Spatial Plan of Loučná pod Klínovcem
The spatial plan of the town Loučná pod
Klínovcem was issued on 19 November 2015 on
the basis of Town Council’s Resolution No. 4 U
14/5. The project leaves the eastern part of the
administrative area, where a historical limestone kiln is located in the buffer zone of the
nominated property, virtually unchanged, in the
natural landscape mode.

5.e Property management plan
or other management system
5.e.1 Introduction
The nomination of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region for UNESCO World Heritage listing is a
serial transboundary nomination of the Federal
Republic of Germany/Free State of Saxony and the
Czech Republic. The nomination process has increased awareness of the outstanding significance
of mining in forming the culture and the landscape, and emphasised the necessity to preserve
the shared heritage for future generations. The
close cooperation at international and national
level between the competent institutions during
the nomination process is an impressive confirmation of the desire of the entire transboundary region to strengthen and secure the shared culture,
the common history and the human achievements
entailed herein. To this end, the responsible institutions of the two State Parties worked together
in the preparation of the nomination file and are
aware of the need for a coordinated management
for the entire serial property.
The Management Plan establishes a framework
enabling the protection, the preservation, the use,
the development as well as the long-term management of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining
Region from the very outset. The administrative
system of the property is described in detail in
the Management Plan (cf. volume 1). Despite their
common nomination for inscription in the World
Heritage List, each State Party remains responsible
for the practical protection of the nominated serial property within its own sovereign territory. The
Management Plan creates additional structures
and regulations that establish effective coordination between the two participating State Parties on
the one hand, and between the national structures
and the World Heritage stakeholders on the other.
The Management Plan comprises an international part and two national parts and is enclosed
as a separate document with the nomination dossier (cf. volume 1). The Management Plan should
be understood as a rolling document, which is
continuously updated and reflects the current
stage of the work. An evaluation and a review will
be performed within a fixed timeframe.
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historical part of the town, architecturally valuable and listed monuments, archaeologically
significant territories
The development is directed mainly to the
southern part of the city (out of the component
part and its buffer zone). Only those measures
that do not have a negative impact on the area
of NATURA 2000 are proposed regarding the territory, no changes are proposed for the use of the
territory, which could have a negative impact on
other natural areas. Particular attention is paid to
the protection of natural, landscape and cultural
values in the northern part of the territory.

5.e.2 Legal framework
Preamble
At transboundary level, a number of approved
international recommendations and conventions
concerning the protection and preservation of
historic monuments form the mutual basis for the
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management and sustainable development of the
serial property as well as for the protection and
preservation of its outstanding universal value,
its authenticity and integrity. The ratified international conventions as well as the international recommendations support the national legislation of
the State Parties. The legal protection of the component parts of the nominated serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is regulated by
the national protection regulations relevant to the
State Party in which the nominated serial property
is located. Therefore, each State Party remains responsible for the practical protection of the nominated serial property in their sovereign territory.

The international conventions and recommendations are set out in Chapter 5.b as well as in the international part of the Management Plan (cf. chapter 1.1, International Management Plan).

Memorandum of Understanding
The two State Parties jointly declare their intent
to protect the nominated serial property according to the requirements of the World Heritage
Convention as well as to safeguard it sustainably,
whilst considering the fact that it is a communal
and regional undertaking in Saxony as well as in
the Czech Republic.

Memorandum of Understanding
between
Saxony State Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
with regards to the transboundary serial World Heritage Nomination
‘Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region’
- To enter the transboundary serial property ‘Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region’ into the UNESCO
World Heritage List according to the joint Saxon-Czech endeavour,
- Mindful of the ideals of the World Heritage convention, which was passed during
the 17th meeting of the General Conference of UNESCO 1972 in Paris and
the regulations of the relevant implementation directive,
- Based on the principles included in the Budapest Convention on World Heritage, which was
adopted during the 26th meeting of the World Heritage Committee 2002,
- Linked to the activities by the steering group and mixed working group which were set up by both ministerial departments for the purpose of preparing the nomination documentation in order to enter the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region into the above mentioned list,
- In awareness of the importance to continue to treat the basic questions of the international outstanding
value of the serial property as a whole in a coordinated manner,
- Considering the conservation and maintenance, the presentation and sustainable use of the
transboundary serial property ‘Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region’ as a lasting
momentum to strengthen the long term cooperation between both ministerial
departments, the state departments for the protection of monuments
in the Free State of Saxony and the Czech Republic as well as an excellent
and lasting momentum to unfold a cooperation between communities,
both ministerial departments, in consideration of the fact, that the transboundary serial nomination
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a communal project on the Saxon and Czech side,
1) Wish to continue the cooperation for the protection, the conservation and presentation of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region and its outstanding universal value, so this cultural landscape is also
preserved for future generations,
2) Recognize that it is a fundamental duty for both ministerial departments to guarantee the name, the
protection, and the presentation of those parts of the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region located
in the territory of the Free State of Saxony or the Czech Republic,
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5.e.3 Structure and organisation of
the transboundary management
The implementation of the Management Plan is
based on its mutual acceptance by the relevant
Saxon and Czech institutions. The tasks determined below by the Bilateral Steering Group as
well as the Bilateral Advisory Group are used to coordinate common issues and interests. The implementation is carried out according to the responsibilities that are defined in the relevant national
regulations. The State Parties are aware that each
state continues to be responsible for the practical
preservation and management of the component
parts of the nominated property within its territory.
The management is carried out in accordance with
the respective legal and administrative systems.
Taking into account the different legal frameworks, the competencies within the two State
Parties, a future management structure was established on the basis of the structures already
formed during the nomination process.

Bilateral Steering Group
As detailed in the Memorandum of Understanding
(para. 4), a Bilateral Steering Group will be constituted at ministerial level in accordance with article
135 of the Operational Guidelines for the Imple-

mentation of the World Heritage Convention (OG
2012). Annually meetings take place at the ministerial level to exchange information about the current state of conservation of the World Heritage
site, to oversee the activities of the Bilateral Advisory Group and to evaluate the measures implemented. Representatives from the competent ministries of the State Parties, the Bilateral Advisory
Group as well as the national coordination offices
take part in the annual meetings. The State Parties
may appoint further participants.
The tasks of the Steering Group include representing the interests of the respective States, the
mutual provision of information, coordination,
strategic planning, issues of financing joint projects raising awareness of the World Heritage sites
among the public and approving the updated
versions of the transboundary Management Plan
as well as exercising a supervisory function taking
national peculiarities into account. Proposals and
recommendations made by the Bilateral Advisory
Group that do not fall into its remit are presented
to the Bilateral Steering Group. The Steering Group
then decides on it according to its responsibility
and provides recommendations to the Bilateral
Advisory Group and the national coordination offices regarding subsequent work. Working on be-
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3) Are aware of the potential necessity to work jointly on strategic documents, especially such documents resulting from the Management Plan and aim to solve joint issues regarding the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region as a whole from the point of view of heritage preservation,
4) Wish for this purpose to create a Bilateral Steering Group and a Bilateral Advisory Group whose tasks,
structure, and further details can be found in the nomination documentation,
5) Declare that this memorandum is no commitment whatsoever for any obligatory - especially financial – contribution for joint projects. Notwithstanding the above, they recognize that joint projects
which are of interest to both ministerial departments, can be supported financially in accordance
with available budget funds on a voluntary basis,
6) Agree to ensure the mutual cooperation in the protection of nominated component parts that are
located directly at the border to the neighbouring state by defining a transboundary buffer zone. The
legal protection of such a buffer zone is regulated by the national protection regulations relevant to
the State Party in which the buffer zone is located. Each State Party remains responsible for the practical protection of the nominated component parts in their sovereign territory.
7) Are aware of the obligation to monitor the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region as a whole on a
regular basis, according to the resolutions of the World Heritage Committee, and declare that both
sides have implemented mechanisms and committees to carry out such monitoring, which are to
be consulted for the development of the joint periodical report with participation of the committees
listed in item 4,
8) Emphasize, that the capacity building of the experts, responsible for the conservation of the property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, and their sustainable use, is an ongoing project and that the
potential of the exchange of experiences is not yet fully exhausted. Both ministerial departments
welcome the strengthening of all forms of exchange of experiences at all levels,
9) Are fully aware that it is their fundamental task to jointly communicate between themselves and to
communicate with the relevant committees of the public administration and communities in the
region,
10) Declare their willingness to handle questions concerning the preservation and conservation of the
serial property Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří jointly and consensually.
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half of the Bilateral Steering Group, the Bilateral
Advisory Group prepares documents and recommendations for meetings of the Bilateral Steering
Group and elaborates the recommendations of the
Steering Group. The venue for the annual meetings rotates between the Saxon and Czech sides.
The host State Party will send out the invitations.
Extraordinary meetings may be convened through
the representatives of the respective ministries in
the Bilateral Steering Group or upon the request
of the chairperson of the Bilateral Advisory Group.

Bilateral Advisory Group
As detailed in the Memorandum of Understanding
(para. 4), a Bilateral Advisory Group will be constituted at regional level in accordance with the Operational Guidelines 2012, article 135, and it will be
responsible for the coordination of all common issues. The tasks of the Bilateral Advisory Group were
confirmed and accepted by the State Parties. The
establishment of a Bilateral Advisory Group enables to oversee the management of the entire serial
property and reinforces the joint responsibility for
the nominated serial property.
The main objective of the Bilateral Advisory Group
is to protect, to prevent, to oversee, and to sustainably develop the outstanding universal value of the
nominated serial property. This objective includes
an active cooperation with the national administration agencies. The Bilateral Advisory Group contributes to the compliance of the obligations that

Table 50 Draft of the transboundary management structure
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are defined in the World Heritage Convention. Furthermore, it supports the general presentation and
promotion of the perception of the transboundary
serial property within the general public. Common
measures will be developed for this purpose.

National coordination offices
At a national level, the World Heritage managing
institutions - the Saxon ‘Montanregion Erzgebirge
e.V.’ on the Saxon side and the Czech ‘Montanregion Krušné hory - Erzgebirge o.p.s.’ - are the coordination offices for all World Heritage activities
within their regions. They work closely together
through regular exchanges of information and
transboundary transfer of knowledge. These World
Heritage associations established at regional level
are the points of contact for all issues connected
with the nominated serial property. They coordinate all information received from the national
authorities in the State Party as well as public and
private initiatives connected with the component
parts of the serial property. These institutions
maintain a regularly revised action plan detailing
the measures and projects at international level as
well. A contract respectively statutes on both sides
regulates the organisation and the remit of the relevant institutions. The detailed description of the
national management structures, which are based
on the respective legal and administrative systems
of the State Parties, is set down in the national
management plans.

5.f.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Financial resources expended for preservation and restoration measures
In principle, the responsibility for the preservation
of cultural monuments lies with the owners and
proprietors (see chapter 5.a). In accordance item
1 of § 8 SächsDSchG, the owners and proprietors
of cultural properties are required to treat these
monuments with care and, within reasonable
limits, to ensure their preservation and protection
from endangerment. However, there are various
funding options in the form of grants and loans at
federal and national level, available to the owners
of listed monuments for the purpose of their preservation and maintenance. The following financial
resources have been applied to date.

Incentive programmes state and federation
National monument conservation programme
According to item 2 sentence 1 of § 8 SächsDSchG, the Free State of Saxony contributes to the
preservation of monuments by providing grants
depending on the budget resources available for
this purpose. At national level, the Free State of
Saxony grants funds from the state monument
conservation programme to provide financial
support to owners and proprietors, who would
otherwise be unable from their own means to
bear the costs for the preservation and restoration of their monuments.
The national funding is directed towards specific individual measures for the protection and
maintenance of cultural monuments. This concerns measures for the protection and maintenance of built heritage, of fine arts, the restoration
of technical monuments and other measures.
The funding is for the extra expense incurred due
to the monument aspect. The support is provided
as a non-repayable grant in the form of proportional project funding, subject to a maximum
amount, made to owners, proprietors and persons obliged to carry out building maintenance.
The rate of funding usually amounts up to 60%.
There is no entitlement to the grant of such funding; the competent monument protection agency
instead decides according to its discretion and
depending on the available budget resources.
Eligible applicants are all natural and legal persons, provided these are owners, proprietors and
other persons obliged to carry out building maintenance on a cultural monument.

Urban monument protection
In 1991, as a response to the advanced decay
of the physical structures that shaped historic
townscapes in the former German Democratic
Republic the Federation/Länder programme
Städtebaulicher Denkmalschutz (protection of
urban historic monuments) was established
especially to support the Federal States of East
Germany (former GDR). The aim of the programme is to preserve structurally and culturalhistorically valuable urban centres, not just their
respective individual monuments, streets and
squares but also their structural uniqueness and
coherence and to develop forward-looking. With
its complexity, its regional reference and the duration of measures over years, this programme
extends far and beyond the conservation of individual monuments. The recipients of funds are
municipalities participating in the programme.
Private owners can receive grants for their monuments from the cities.
Within the nominated serial property, the
following towns received funds: AnnabergBuchholz (1991/92), Dippoldiswalde (1991/92),
Ehrenfriedersdorf (2006), Freiberg (1991/92),
Marienberg (1991/92), Schneeberg (1991/92).
Monument conservation programme ‘National wertvolle Kulturdenkmäler’ (nationally
valuable cultural monuments) of the Federal
Government Commissioner for Culture and
the Media (BKM)
Within the framework of the monument conservation programme of the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media
(BKM), the Free State of Saxony participates by
way of complimentary financing, including for
supporting ‘nationally valuable cultural properties’. Within this federal programme funding is
forwarded in respect of conservational measures, which are for the purpose of preserving the
substance and the restoration of immoveable
cultural properties (built heritage, historic parks
and gardens, archaeological sites) of national
importance.
According to the classification of the federation, monuments of particularly national value
are monuments that bear witness to cultural,
political, historical, architectural, urban or scientific achievements, which have made a critical contribution to the development or manifestation of the State as a cultural nation or which
are of outstanding importance for the cultural or
historic development of a cultural landscape.
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European Union funding programmes
Rural development funding
Funds from the European Union are used in Saxony
for preservation measures. Twenty-five years of monument protection in the rural area are closely linked
with the funding of rural development. With the objectives contained in it, the current Development
Plan for the Rural Areas in the Free State of Saxony
2014-2020 (EPLR) makes a crucial contribution to the
preservation, as cultural heritage, of rural structural
fabric that shapes the appearance of the location. It
focuses on sustainable utilisation concepts that are
in harmony with the population development, the
influx as well as securing and creating jobs.
For the nominated property relevant is Article 5:
Union priorities for rural development. Priority (4)
relates to restoring, preserving and enhancing ecosystems related to agriculture and forestry, with a
focus on Natura 2000 areas, and areas facing natural or other specific constraints, and high nature
value farming, as well as the state of European landscapes; Priority (6) relates to promoting social inclusion, poverty reduction and economic development in rural areas, with a focus on the facilitating
diversification, creation and development of small
enterprises, as well as job creation, and fostering local development in rural areas. Article 35 (1) relates
to co-operation. Support under this measure shall
be granted in order to promote forms of co-operation involving at least two entities and in particular
the creation of clusters and networks.
Saxony is part of this programme with the funding instrument LEADER. In total 30 LEADER-regions
find together and realize the EU-programme local.
The nominated property includes nine LEADERregions with their own strategy papers. Each region defined their own goals for development the
rural areas and decides independently about their
projects and budget.
The nine LEADER-regions have a budget of
153.960.000, 00 € in total. 21 % (32.582.191,00 €)
can be used for projects related to the nominated
property. The funding includes the fields of action:
• Protection and conservation
• Buildings (4.757.600,00 €)
• environmental/cultural landscape (3.364.260,00 €)
• Sustainable development/economy and tourism (11.402.567,00 €)
• Volunteering/participation of local stakeholders
(6.597.666,00 €)
• Education (168.773,00 €)
• Strengthening of identity (329.053,00 €)
• Preservation and development exclusively for
the ‘Montanregion’ (1.811.720,00 €)
Furthermore the LEADER-regions are able to cooperate with other LEADER-regions, other regions of
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Germany or states. A cooperation between seven
LEADER-regions in the area of the nominated
property is planned for 2017/2018. The main focus is capacity building, conservation and a small
project-funding for associations. The total budget
for cooperation is 4.150.552,00 € in total. The budget of the cooperation of the ‘Montanregion Erzgebirge’ is not yet clear. This funding programme
allows to sustainably anchoring the nominated
property in line with the management guiding
principles protection and conservation, sustainable development, strengthening of identity, cooperation, awareness raising and information, experience as well as conflict management into the
regional development.
Transboundary cooperation funding from the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
Another funding option in the Ore Mountains that
likewise benefits monument conservation as well
as capacity building is the Interreg 5 A programme
to support the transboundary co-operation between the Free State of Saxony and the Czech
Republic 2014-2020. The programme enables diverse transboundary projects with economic, cultural and social objectives to receive assistance
with ERDF funding. Such projects include e.g. ‘Investing in the preservation and protection, promotion and development of cultural and natural
heritage as well as artistic and cultural projects’
(priority axis 2). Current funded projects related
to the World Heritage nomination include the
project ‘Glück Auf Welterbe!’, the project ‘Unser
WeltErbe – die montane Kulturlandschaft Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří’ and the project ‘Iron, tin and
craftsmanship in Schwarzenberg and Abertamy
- witnesses of the Mining Cultural Landscape
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří’.
German-Czech Future Fund
Applications may also be made to the GermanCzech Future Fund (Deutsch-Tschechischer Zukunftsfond) for funding for various projects. This fund
facilitates the cooperation between Germany and
the Czech Republic. It directly assists projects that
bring the peoples of the two countries together,
and which enable and intensify insights into the
living worlds, the common culture and history of
the two sides. The fond also supports measures for
the preservation of the common cultural heritage

Foundations
Alongside national institutions, various private
institutions, foundations and initiatives also
play a role in covering or alleviating the additional costs incurred in maintaining listed
buildings and structures. In Saxony too, active

Tax benefits
Aside from the funding programmes, tax benefits
are also extremely important for the preservation
and use of cultural monuments. These tax incentives are an instrument that motivates owners to
invest in their cultural monuments. Ultimately the
very condition imposed under income tax law, requiring that the construction works be approved,
ensures that there is close consultation between
the cultural monument owner and the monument
protection authority. In accordance with § 7h, 7i,
10f, 10g German Income Tax Act (EstG), cultural
monument owners are entitled to tax deduction
on expenditure connected with necessary preservation measures and for the proper use of the
properties.

Financing the future management
The financing of management at a national level
is the responsibility of the respective competent
management bodies.
International level
The State Parties have agreed to provide voluntary contributions for common projects. In addition, transboundary projects, as has been the
case to date, will receive financing from sponsoring arrangements from organisations, funding resources and private individuals.
The participants pay the costs for attending
the meeting. The costs of the meetings (materials, technology, interpreters and translation)
are borne by the State Party issuing the invitation. The costs of other persons attending will be
borne by the State Party issuing the invitation.
National level - Free State of Saxony
As part of the nomination process, a preliminary
budget plan was confirmed which regulates the
financing of the future agency responsible for
management of the Saxon part of the nominated serial property, the association Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V.. The preliminary
budget of the regional World Heritage association includes basic funding for the nominated
property of 315,000.00 EUR per year, mainly for
staff and material costs of the regional World
Heritage coordination office, promotion and
public relation work, administrative and transboundary tasks. The expenditure could be financed in equal measures from membership
contributions, by funds of the European Union
and subsidies, if available, by the Free State of
Saxony. EU funds were already granted for the
period 2016 to 2019 to implement activities related to the nominated property in the field of
education, interpretation and tourism.
Additional to the financing of the management, further 240,000 EUR is earmarked annually for the implementation of the measures specified in the action plan (cf. volume 2, chapter 12,
Management Plan). A budget will subsequently
be approved in accordance with the work programme agreed annually. The implementation
of the measures will require money from sponsors and/or funding resources and grants. As far
as funding or grants of the Free State of Saxony
are taken, this is only possible within the available budget resources.
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citizenship is one of the pillars of monument
protection and monument conservation. The
following institutions are particularly important
for the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region:
• Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU),
a foundation promoting environmental
projects which has been intensively active in
Saxony since the institution was founded in
1991.
• Deutsche Stiftung Denkmalschutz (DSD) is
a foundation engaged in the preservation of
architectural culture and which is also active
in increasing awareness among the general
public for the importance of monument protection and monument conservation.
• Ostdeutsche Sparkassenstiftung (OSS) is
a foundation embracing all the Sparkassen
(bank) in Saxony, Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and Saxony-Anhalt,
the activities of which include supporting
selected projects for the preservation of the
regional identity, measures for raising public
awareness and preserving the cultural substance of the heritage legacy.
• Wüstenrot Stiftung is a non-profit and independent organisation, the activities of which
include the operative initiation, design and
implementation of monument projects
across the nation. The focus here is on the
preservation and conservation of the threatened cultural heritage of the 20th century.
• Dussmann Gruppe supports various cultural
and social projects throughout Germany.
This applies likewise to the federal state of
Saxony, where Dussmann has been involved
in monument protection and conservation
projects for over twenty years now.
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5.f.2 Czech Republic

Operational Programme Environment

In the Czech Republic the costs of the conservation of legally preserved cultural properties is primarily the responsibility of owners. The cultural
properties and buildings proposed for nomination are mainly owned by the State and the municipalities or are in private ownership. Possible
sources of finance are the public budgets and/
or private resources. For the maintenance of cultural properties, owners can also obtain financial
grants from various funding programmes such as
EU programmes, state programmes or regional
programmes.

The main objective of the program, managed by
the Czech Ministry of the Environment, is to protect
and ensure a quality environment, to promote the
efficient use of resources, to eliminate the negative impacts of human activity on the environment
and to mitigate the impacts of climate change.
For the nominated property, the Priority Axis 4 is
particularly important. Nature and landscape conservation and care that emphasizes the need for
high-quality infrastructure for visitors, especially
in protected valuable areas, and which will help to
reduce the negative effects of visitor traffic.

A. Sources of finance at international level (European Union Funds)

A.2. European territorial
cooperation

Cohesion Politics 2014-2020

Programme to Support the transboundary co-operation between the
Free State of Saxony and the Czech
Republic for 2014-2020 period

The main tool for the implementation of the European policy of cohesion is structural funds such as
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
the European Social Fund (ESF), the Cohesion
Fund or the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD). A further seven-year programming period began in 2014, during which the
basic rules for drawing on European funds are laid
down in the Partnership Agreement.

A.1. National operational
programmes

The following programmes are particularly relevant for projects connected with the nominated
serial property.

Integrated Regional Operational Programme 2014-2020
Support from the program managed by the Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic is directed, among others (investment priority 6c), to the reconstruction and development
of buildings with the greatest potential for the
social and economic development of the regions.
It is an array of UNESCO World Heritage sites outside of Prague, UNESCO World Heritage sites,
registered in the Indicative List of UNESCO World
Heritage sites, and Monuments registered in the
Indicative List of National Cultural Monuments.
Revitalizing and improving attractivity of these
monuments and streamlining their protection,
making use of collection funds and library collections and making these accessible is encouraged
as well as to have made spatial plans, regulatory
plans and territorial studies.
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The programme, run on the Czech side, by the Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic builds on a long successful Czech-German
cooperation under the Phare CBC, INTERREG IIIA
and Cíl 3 programmes, whose tradition tracks back
to 1994. Most of the 186 million Euros of the funding comes from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The programme territory is defined, on the Czech side, by the Karlovy Vary, Ústí,
and Liberec Regions. Nominated serial property
concerns mainly priority axes 2 and 3:
• Priority Axis 2: Preserving and conserving the environment and promoting efficient resource exploitation, including enhancing natural and cultural heritage, investing in tourism and cultural
infrastructure, improving availability of natural
and cultural attractions and joint marketing cultural and natural heritage, and the development
of tourism concepts and products.
• Priority Axis 3: Investing in education, special
courses, and special training to acquire skills,
and lifelong learning, including, among other
things, support for cross-border training, school
projects, and professional qualifications.

Operational programme ESPON
2020 (European Spatial Planning Observation Network)
This programme is to ensure research into the area
of spatial planning and regional development.
Project partners may be public organisations, public law institutions or private individuals. The grants
that are allocated include contributions from the
ERDF and the EU Member and Partner States.

URBACT is a European exchange and learning programme promoting sustainable urban development. The programme assists in the joint development of solutions to major urban challenges.

A.4. Additional programmes
Programme for the Development of
Rural Areas for the 2014-2020 Period
The program, managed by the Ministry of Agriculture supports, among other things, the diversification of economic activities in rural areas with the
aim of creating new jobs and boosting economic
development.

Revolving Funds of the Ministry of the Environment
This fund provides financial assistance in the form
of earmarked loans, a grant or technical support.
An earmarked loan can be used, inter alia, for:
• the elaboration of project documentation for
the operational programme Environment,
• direct implementation of the projects Financial Mechanisms in the EEA and Norway, Programmes LIFE and LIFE+,
• municipalities for loans that are demonstrably
connected with environmental protection and
sustainable development.

B. Sources of finance at
national level
B.1. Funding programmes of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
In the Czech Republic, the Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic administers a series of national funding programmes for the conservation of cultural heritage. All programmes run by the Ministry of Culture of
the Czech Republic were developed for the purpose
of contributing to the achievement of the long-term
national heritage preservation objectives through
providing financial funding to maintenance works.
The following programmes have been instituted:

Programme for the Rescue of Archaeological Heritage
The programme, which is being implemented on the
basis of Decision No. 110/1995 of the Government of
the Czech Republic, supports the restoration of immoveable cultural properties that make up the most
valuable components of the archaeological heritage
of the Czech Republic, including castles, palaces,

monasteries, historic gardens, churches, town defence walls and fortification systems. The planned
activities must result in the rescue of a protected cultural property. Owners of protected cultural properties can apply for funds from this programme.

Emergency Programme
This programme enables financial grants to be approved for immediately attending to urgent restoration works on immoveable cultural properties.
Such measures include the repair of roofs in danger of collapse and static faults in the load-bearing
elements of buildings and structures etc.

Regeneration Programme for
Conservation Areas
The programme was established for the restoration of
cultural properties located in the most valuable parts
of historic towns and cities and places declared as
heritage zones or reserves. The financial grants from
this programme are issued to towns and localities
that have defined their own regeneration programme
and which are cooperating with owners to provide financial assistance for the maintenance of protected
cultural properties. Funds from this programme are
used by all three historic mining towns Jáchymov,
Krupka and Horní Blatná, which are located within the
area of the Czech part of the serial property.

Programme for the Conservation
of Village Heritage Zones and Protected Cultural Landscapes
Developed by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic in 1997, this programme is of particular importance to the nominated serial property. The purpose
of the programme is the restoration and preservation
of protected cultural properties. The focus here is on
vernacular architecture, such as farmsteads and houses, small sacred buildings and even technical monuments located within the heritage zones in towns,
villages or in the countryside. Owners of protected
cultural properties located within the serial property
and its buffer zone can apply to this programme for
funding in the maintenance of these properties.
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Operational Programme URBACT III
(2014-2020)

Programme for the Restoration
of Moveable Cultural Heritage
The objective of this programme, developed on the
basis of Decision No. 426/1997 of the Government
of the Czech Republic, is to provide assistance to
owners in the restoration of moveable cultural
properties that represent significant works of fine
arts and arts and crafts, and which are located in
buildings accessible to the public due to cultural,
training, educational or religious purposes.
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Programme for the Promotion of the
Restoration of Cultural Properties
Developed in 2008, the programme aims at the
restoration of cultural properties, which cannot be
maintained with the assistance of one of the other
programmes organised by the Ministry of Culture.
The financial resources of the programme – issued
by the authorities in municipalities with extended
remits – are for the preservation and conservation
of immoveable cultural properties located outside
heritage zones or reserves, and which are not national cultural properties and not owned by the
Czech Republic.

Programme for the Promotion of
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
The programme with greatest significance
for the nominated serial property is the Programme for the Promotion of UNESCO World
Heritage sites. First established in 2008 by the
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, the
programme was set up for the purpose of implementing those obligations acknowledged
by the Czech Republic through the ratification
of the Convention Concerning the Protection
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The
programme comprises three main aspects: the
preparation of management plans, academic
activities and the presentation and communication of the World Heritage properties as well
as raising awareness. The grants made to individual projects are administered by the Department for Heritage Preservation at the Ministry
of Culture of the Czech Republic. The aim of the
programme is to support the conservational development of World Heritage properties located
within the territory of the Czech Republic, as
well as the preparation of those cultural properties included on the Tentative List of the Czech
Republic. This programme was also the source
for the resources used in the preparation of the
Czech part of the Management Plan for the nominated serial property.

Programme for the Assistance
of Non-profit Associations
Organised by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic, this programme enables financial support to be given to projects of non-profit associations and other actors. It supports their activities
in the protection of moveable and immoveable
cultural heritage and the promotion of heritage
preservation in the Czech Republic.
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Integrated System for the Protection
of the Immoveable Cultural Heritage (ISO) for the 2016-2020 Period
Based on the Decision No. 487/2010 of the Government of the Czech Republic, the system provides
financial funding for preventative measures for the
protection of immoveable cultural heritage of the
Czech Republic. Applications are open to museums,
museum-style institutions and fine art galleries.

B.2. Funding programmes of the
Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic
The Ministry for Regional Development of the
Czech Republic is a central coordination office for
all actors involved in the tourism industry. It implements a series of projects for the promotion of the
development of tourism in the Czech Republic.

National Programme for the
Promotion of Tourism
The main objective of this programme is the definition
of measures for the effective development of tourism.
The program provides financial funding, for example,
for building rest stations, tourism service centres and
hygienic facilities along the tourist routes as well as
establishing navigation and information systems for
people with hearing and visual disabilities.

Promotion of Regional Development
The aspects of this programme of relevance for the
nominated serial property are its sub-programme’s
promotion of the renewal and development of the rural area. The program provides grants for the renewal
and development of small villages. The sub-programme is dependent on the participation of the rural
inhabitants, citizens associations and organisations in
the renewal of their localities in accordance with the
local traditions. The recipients of the grants are usually municipalities or associations of municipalities.

C. Sources of finance at
regional level

In accordance with Section 16 of Act No. 20/1987
(Heritage Preservation Act), regions or municipalities may grant funding from their budget to the
owner of a protected cultural property to cover the
additional expense incurred in connection with
the preservation or restoration of their protected
cultural property. The details are set out in the implementing regulation No. 66/1988 (codified statute). The regions also run programmes providing
grants for supporting communal activities.

Programme for Conservation
of the Rural Land
All four focal funding areas covered by the programme are relevant for the component parts of
the serial property in the Karlovy Vary region:
• the restoration and conservation of village built
structures and official buildings (e.g. cultural institutions, sacred and other buildings that are
not declared a cultural property of the Czech
Republic);
• the extensive maintenance of public spaces, the
renewal and creation of public green spaces;
• the reconstruction, repair and upgrading of the
local transport networks, upgrade and maintenance of the cycle paths and pedestrian walkways;
• the activities of the managers of the micro regions and chambers of commerce.

Subsidies for the costs connected with the
renovation and use of the protected cultural properties and other valuable sites
These subsidies are annually administered by the
regional authority of Karlovy Vary – the heritage
preservation unit of the Department for Culture,
Heritage Preservation, Spas and Tourism. Applications for these grants are open to owners of
protected cultural properties, legal persons and
municipalities, citizens associations and natural
persons.

Grants for the support of cultural
activities
The aspects of most relevance here for the component parts of the nominated serial property in
the Karlovy Vary region are the support for arts and
crafts and folk traditions, the important exhibitions
and events as well as for funding publications.
Grants can be applied for on an annual basis by
legal and natural persons.

Grants for promotion of tourism activities
The activities eligible for funding include the following: activities that promote the development
of tourism in the Karlovy Vary region, rural tourism,
advertising materials and presentation of tourist
destinations, and development and upgrade of
theme paths and educational paths.
Applications are open to municipalities, associations of local authorities, legal persons, natural
persons, citizens associations and non-profit nongovernmental organisations from the Karlovy Vary
region.

Grants in the area of environmental
protection
Grants are especially made to projects aimed at
nature and landscape conservation, including
the protection of the natural habitats, as well as
projects for the establishment and repair of small
technical and cultural structures within the landscape. Applications are open to non-profit nongovernmental organisations.

Cultivation activities in the forests
These grants can be applied for by forestry owners, among other things, for ecological and other
technologies that preserve nature.

Spatial planning of the municipalities
Grants may be made for the preparation of spatial
plans and the elaboration of the supplementary
investigations and analyses.

C.2. Budget of the Ústí Region
Alongside the co-financing of projects supported
by the EU, financial funding is also issued annually from the budget of the Ústí region. The priorities of the region include projects on the areas
of cultural heritage preservation, environmental
protection, development of agriculture and the rural areas, supports and marketing for the district,
transboundary cooperation and foreign relations.
Applications are open to natural and legal persons.

Fund of the Ústí Region
The Fund primarily supports the activities of nonprofit organizations that contribute to the longterm promotion and enhancement of prestige of
the Ústí Region and are aimed at improving the living and cultural conditions in the region. Any legal
or natural person may apply for support.
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C.1. Budget of the
Karlovy Vary Region

Programme for the Rescue and
Maintenance of the Protected Cultural
Properties in the Ústí Region
The primary aim of the programme is the recovery
of imminently threatened valuable architectural
and historical cultural properties as well as the rescue and restoration of moveable and immoveable
cultural properties including those nominated for
inscription on the World Heritage List.

Programme for Conservation
Individual Monuments of the Architecture
of which shapes the Cultural Landscape
of the Ústí Region
The aim of the programme is the support of building works directly linked with the repair of imminently threatend small architectural structures sit-
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uated in the landscape, and which have not been
declared as cultural properties in accordance with
the Heritage Preservation Act.

Programme for Conservation
of Rural Land
The aim of this programme includes the evaluation of the cultural-historical potential of the municipalities and the preservation of the landscape
and the high value habitat as a prerequisite for
the development of tourism and securing a highgrade recreational area for the inhabitants and for
visitors. The following aspects of the program are
particularly important for the component parts of
the serial property in the Ústí region:
• the renewal and development of the village
buildings (upgrading the image of the municipalities, improving the technical level of the
public buildings, improvement of the range of
non-commercial services, restoration and maintenance of the protected cultural properties, historical and cultural memorials);
• the improvement of the habitat, the revitalisation and protection of the landscape;
• the support of the elaboration of the building
development plans in the municipalities;
• support for the activities of local action groups.

pality of Měděnec, the Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions, have pledged to ensure that they will fulfil
the tasks incumbent on them in relation to the
nomination of the serial property Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region and to organise the
management of the potential World Heritage
property in the best possible manner. The Management Plans sets out the specific activities of
the towns and municipalities in relation to the
nominated property.

E. Sources of financing at the
level of the individual subjects
Non-profit corporation Montanregion
Krušné hory - Erzgebirge, o.p.s.

The objective of this programme is to improve the
state of the forests in the Ústí region, enhancing
their recreational functions and supporting ecological measures. The grants are made to the forestry owners or other legitimate users.

The corporation, founded by the Towns of Jáchymov, Abertamy, Boží Dar and Horní Blatná,
was registered in the commercial register in
2010. In 2013 and 2014, the Towns of Krupka and
Loučná pod Klínovcem became members, respectively, and the Municipality of Měděnec became an associated member, so that all participating towns and municipalities are part of the
corporation. One of the most important tasks for
the non-profit corporation is the procurement
of financial resources for the implementation of
the measures required in the Karlovy Vary and
Ústí regions (see Management Plan). The corporation uses all available sources of finance,
especially EU funds, funds from the budget of
the Czech Republic and the relevant ministries,
particularly the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic and the Ministry for Regional Development of the Czech Republic, and from the budgets of the Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions.

D. Sources of finance at local level

German-Czech Future Fund

Programme for the Provision of Funding
for the Commercial Management of the
Forest in the Ústí Region in the Period
2014-2020

Town and municipal budget
The budgets of the towns and the municipalities are a highly important means for supporting the sustainable future development of the
nominated serial property. The mayors of the
participating towns and municipalities, together
with the aldermen of the Karlovy Vary and Ústí
regions, signed a partnership agreement on 2nd
May 2013, thereby ensuring their financial support for the implementation of the nomination
of the serial property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region. This also applies for the subsequent financing if the property is inscribed into
the UNESCO World Heritage List. The partners,
comprising the Towns of Jáchymov, Abertamy,
Boží Dar, Horní Blatná and Krupka, the Munici-
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The Deutsch-Tschechischer Zukunftsfonds foundation supports the strengthening of CzechGerman cooperation. It directly supports projects
that bring the peoples of the two countries
together and provide insights into their common culture and history. In accordance with the
foundation’s constitution, financial support is
provided to partner projects in both countries to
achieve these aims. Projects that receive support
include the restoration of heritage properties and
the publication of books.

Lesy ČR – Programme 2020
The programme managed by the state-owned
forestry corporation, Lesy ČR is directed towards
the promotion and development of the public
interest functions of forests including building

5.g Sources of expertise and
training in conservation and
management techniques
5.g.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Within the Federal Republic of Germany there is
a well-developed system of education and training in the special field of monument conservation and management, as well as in the restoration of cultural monuments. Various universities
and technical colleges offer numerous different
courses for the training of a broad field of specialist personnel.
Within the Free State of Saxony, there are
special employees based in the Archaeological
Heritage Office and the State Office for Historic
Preservation in Saxony available to function as
experts in this field. The Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony subordinated to the Saxon
State Ministry of Science and the Arts (SMWK)
and is the technical agency responsible for immoveable archaeological monuments under
the earth’s surface, under the base of physical
structures and underwater. The State Office for
Historic Preservation in Saxony is the technical
agency responsible for all tasks not assigned
to the Archaeological Heritage Office, particularly for physical structures and artistic historic
monuments, gardens and landscapes, production and transport history works and collections.
These technical agencies are supported by the
lower monument protection authorities.
Being aware that all World Heritage issues
need to be adequately managed on the national
level the Free State of Saxony has established a
World Heritage Coordination office. Main objective is to ensure the coordination of all activities in line with the requirements set up by the
UNESCO and to enhance the awareness of the
World Heritage programme among the broader
public. Accordingly, the World Heritage coordinator is the focal point for all issues dealing with
World Heritage. The coordinator gives technical
advice and supports the stakeholders on all levels. The World Heritage coordinator in particular is responsible to give advice concerning the
long-term protection of the sites and the management of possible threats at an early stage

and is closely working together with the responsible management institutions for these sites.
Furthermore, an in-depth knowledge about
the selected monuments and landscapes has
been established through many years of research into the history of mining activity and
smelting in the Ore Mountains undertaken at the
TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical University Mining Academy). The Institute for Industrial
Archaeology, History of Science and Technology (IWTG), in particular, concerns itself with research and teaching into the history of mining.
The industrial archaeology courses not only embrace technical-historical aspects, but also the
survey, documentation, analysis and preservation of technical and industrial monuments.
Of particular importance for the technical-historically correct treatment of the important mining installations of the Ore Mountains, and for
their documentation and research, is the extensive collection of historic files, maps and photographs, stored and kept professionally in the
Saxon State Archive - Mining Archive of Freiberg.
Mining authority in the Free State of Saxony
is based on federal and state laws and the responsibility is assigned to the chief mining office
of Saxony (Sächsisches Oberbergamt) based in
Freiberg. The Oberbergamt is charged with the
implementation of the Federal Mining Act and
the execution of the provisions issued under it.
It is also responsible for the implementation of
water conservation, waste and emissions protection regulations within the companies subject to mining authority. As a technical agency,
the Oberbergamt participates in the planning
procedures of other agencies and local authorities, particularly on the basis of the Federation’s
and the Free State of Saxony’s laws on regional
planning, environmental protection and the
Building Codes. As a municipal-level specialised law enforcement agency (Sonderordnungsbehörde), it also fulfils duties to ensure public
safety and public order and the elimination of
areas of danger in underground cavities caused
by mining or other effects, as well as the remediation of the former Wismut uranium mining sites
within the terms of the relevant administrative
agreements. The Oberbergamt is also responsible for the implementation of the Field and Mining Royalty Payments Regulations (Feldes- und
Förderabgabenverordnung) of the Free State of
Saxony.
A further basis for the establishment and
transfer of specialised knowledge are the numerous mining associations present in the Ore
Mountains. These associations are dedicated to
the preservation and development of the monu-
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rest areas, educational paths and information
boards or the restoration and conservation of
regional and historically significant properties
and built structures. More than 500 million CZK
(ca. 20 million EUR) is to be made available until
2020 for the Programme 2020.
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ments to mining history as well as the conservation of the customs of mining and smelting.
The achievements of these associations range
from popular science publications, monumentrelated work on historic mining monuments, as
well as their documentation, maintaining collections and organizing exhibitions. In this way,
these mining associations that are sometimes
working directly on the listed monument make a
valuable contribution to inter-disciplinary communication. Alongside the associations’ work
into the research and preservation of individual
monuments, some associations also concern
themselves with the protection of nature and
the cultural landscape of the Ore Mountains. For
historic reasons, the activities of numerous associations are linked with the work undertaken
by regional mining museums or with various
archives. It is precisely the energetic activities
of these associations that enable the vibrant,
traditional roots of mining to be experienced in
such a unique way in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region.

5.g.2 Czech Republic
The Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic
regularly organises training events, including heritage preservation training, for staff in all public
offices. Held regularly, these events include tutors
from the staff of the National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ) and experts from the Ministry of Culture
of the Czech Republic as well as external professional institutions.
The National Heritage Institute also organises
the heritage preservation training. These training
sessions are attended by new employees from
all NPÚ sites as well as students and interested
individuals from companies involved in projects
or which perform restoration works on cultural
properties.
In the Karlovy Vary region there are two institutions that attend to archaeological investigation
and supervision in the Bohemian Ore Mountains:
the Karlovy Vary Museum and the National Heritage Institute’s Loket Office (Regional Department
of NPÚ). In the Ústí region, these tasks are the
responsibility of the National Heritage Institute’s
Ústí nad Labem Office (Regional Department of
NPÚ) and the regional museums in Chomutov,
Most and Teplice. In the Ústí region, archaeological activities are also performed by the Northern
Bohemia Institute for Archaeological Heritage
Preservation, a public research institution (Ústav
archeologické památkové péče severozápadních
Čech, v.v.i.) based in Most. This institute is currently working with other organisations in the in-
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ternational ArchaeoMontan Project, which is investigating medieval mining activity in the Czech
and Saxon Ore Mountains.
For many years now, the Karlovy Vary Museum
has been active in the ethnological and historical
research of Krušné hory. It is responsible for preparing and opening the history of tin exhibition
in Horní Blatná, and in Jáchymov the exhibition
‘Jáchymov through time’ hosted by the Museum
Royal Mint in the town. In a similar manner, the
museums in Most and Teplice are also dedicated
to mining activities. The Teplice Museum’s offshoot in Krupka has an exhibition describing the
history of the mining and processing of tin. For
some years, the museum in Most has been working with German partners in numerous projects
focusing on mining heritage in the Ore Mountains
and its foothills (Podkrušnohoří), as well as organising themed seminars and publishing works.
In the Ústí region the Jan-Evangelista-Purkyně
University in Ústí nad Labem and the branch of
the Mining University - Technical University Ostrava in Most have established a partnership
in which work is still ongoing with a series of
projects directly linked to the mining heritage of
the Ore Mountains. Students are required to write
academic papers on the subject of mining activity or the mining landscape and culture in the Ore
Mountains.
Alongside these activities, it is proposed that
a dedicated specialist research centre be established at the Museum Royal Mint in Jáchymov,
which will focus on the research of cultural properties as well as the intangible heritage in the Ore
Mountains created due to mining activities since
its commencement up to the start of the 20th century (cf. annex 1, Management Plan, chapter 7.3.).

5.h Visitor facilities and
infrastructure
5.h.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Visitor statistics
Over the last few years the Ore Mountains has
maintained its leading position in Saxony, with
more than three million overnight stays and more
than one million guest arrivals. It is the most important Saxon regional destination. The number
of annual tourist days spent is around 26,1 million; each day the Ore Mountains receives an average of 71,500 tourists. The greater proportion
of guests comes from Germany, of which about
30% are from Saxony itself. Of the 107,334 overnight stays by foreign guests recorded in 2016, a
large proportion is from other European countries

Visitor facilities and infrastructure
As a region well developed for tourism, the Ore
Mountains offers all the necessary visitor infrastructure facilities such as overnight accommodations, restaurants, kiosks, shops, parking
spaces, etc., available in sufficient numbers in
all component parts of the nominated serial
property.
The history of the Ore Mountains is one
steeped in heritage, and which even today, after
850 years of mining activity, can be experienced
through numerous significant historic mining
monuments, which allow this history to come

alive again at many sites. The formative influence
of mining is apparent to the visitor all across the
Ore Mountains - in its culture, its architecture,
its economic history and the appearance of its
landscape. The churches, the villas of the mining companies, the prestigious public buildings
and the historic centres bear witness to the former wealth of the mining region. They refer to
the tradition of mining not merely through their
original function, but also with their numerous
stylistic elements. There is a long tradition of
tourism in the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří region and
this is reflected particularly by the numerous
visitor mines, the museums and collections as
well as by landscapes opened up by mining educational and hiking trails. The Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill), for example, was converted
into a museum back in 1909/1910 The hammer
mill is one of the first protected technical monuments put to museum purposes anywhere in
the world, and it served as a paradigm for similar subsequent initiatives for the preservation
of technical monuments. There are numerous
museums today showing visitors their important
historic mining monuments and transfer knowledge about mining customs, the traditions and
the cultural treasures of the mining and ore-processing landscape. The various exhibitions and
guided tours provide an impressive insight into
the different facts of the lives and work of miners and their families. A large proportion of the
component parts are accessible to the public.
The following contains a brief description of the
important tourist facilities and sites.

Visitor mines and museums
The visitor mines are an important tourist attraction in the Ore Mountains. With a large number of
these mines, not only the underground installations
remain preserved, but also the surface buildings of
the shafts and the adits. These historic monuments
provide an insight into the working live of the miners and they educate visitors about the methods
and equipment used in mining (e.g. stoping) as
well as telling various stories about miners. These
visitor mines usually have a museum component
attached located in the associated technical plant.
Some of these sites were created directly following
the decommissioning of the mines. They provide an
insight into mining activity and the various impacts
it had. Many operators of these sites also include
other aspects in the visitor programme, telling visitors about the traditions of the mining folk. The
majority of visitor mines in the Ore Mountains are
run by usually non-profit associations. Their high
level of engagement contributes significantly to the
preservation and protection of important historic
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(mainly the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland and
the Czech Republic). Only 13,000 overnight stays
were recorded for non-European guests in 2016.
These visitors usually come into contact with
monuments and landscapes of the nominated
serial property at some point. As the accessibility
of the selected properties is different, it is not possible to make a concrete statistical statement on
the total number of visitors. Some of the monuments of the serial property, such as mining landscapes and historic towns, are publicly accessible
and can be viewed at any time. Visits here are very
often individually organised, so no visitor statistics can be collected. Other installations are accessible to tourists; these include the museums
and visitor mines. Details on visitor numbers are
given in chapter 4.b.1 (iii) Responsible visitation
at World Heritage sites.
There has yet no significant damage been
caused to any of the nominated component parts
attributable to high visitor numbers. To date, according to the estimates of the owners or operators none of the visitor institutions has reached its
capacity limit. Some facilities only have restricted
access due to their particular character. These
particularly include the visitor mines which, due
to safety regulations, can only be viewed by guided tour and are not open to all visitors. It is not
possible to make any statements about visitor
numbers to the mining landscapes. At the current
point in time, there is nothing to indicate that
negative effects may be anticipated in the near
future attributable to high visitor numbers. Special visitor management measures are therefore
currently not required.
Visitor numbers will be annually recorded as
part of the monitoring of the nominated serial
property; these will then be regularly analysed, in
order to be able to respond in time to any changes. In the event of a significant increase in the flow
of visitors, suitable visitor management measures
are to be developed for the protection of the serial property.
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monuments. The underground installations of the
visitor mines, as a rule, can only be visited via guided tours that, in the installations operated by the
non-profit associations, are sometimes conducted
regularly during opening times and sometimes by
appointment. Due to safety regulations, viewing
underground installations – depending on the installation’s fittings – is sometimes only available to
restricted numbers of persons or restricted groups
of persons. In the Schauanlagen (demonstration
plants), the old trades and historical technology are
preserved, exhibited, mediated and are sometimes
even still carried on as a commercial activity.
Alongside the museum facilities of the visitor

mines, there are other museums and collections
that deal with topics concerning the nominated serial property Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří.
Permanent and temporary exhibitions also inform a
broad section of the public about mining and metallurgical activity in the Ore Mountains and the various
historical figures and their stories. The museum institutions present the histories of their own artefacts as
well as the local and regional historic mining development of the Ore Mountains. They provide an insight into lesser-known aspects of mining history, the
working and social history of the region, and sometimes still actively demonstrate mining techniques.

Fig. 863 Group of visitors, Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube, visitor mine
‘Silberbergwerk Freiberg’

Fig. 864 Group of visitors at the mouth of the Tiefer Bünau adit in
Zinnwald, visitor mine Vereinigt Zwitterfeld zu Zinnwald

Table 51 Visitor mines and museums

Component part

Visitor mines and museums

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

Altenberg mining museum with ore washer (Zinnwäsche IV)

3-DE Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Visitor mine of Vereinigt Zwitterfeld in Zinnwald
Eastern Ore Mountains museum, Lauenstein Castle
Museum ‘Huthaus Einigkeit’ Brand-Erbisdorf’
Town and mining museum Freiberg

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine ‘Silberbergwerk Freiberg’ (Reiche Zeche mine)
Exhibition, Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft)
Exhibition, Lichtloch IV, Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery)
Visitor mine ‘Segen Gottes Erbstolln’

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine ‘Engländerstolln’ (adit)
Schneeberg museum for Miners’ folk art (Bortenreuther house)
Visitor mine ‘Fundgrube Weißer Hirsch’

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Museum Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (stamp mill)
Stamp mill, Fundgrube Wolfgang Maßen (mine)
Visitor mine, Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln
Museum, Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill)

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Visitor mine ‘Markus-Röhling-Stolln’
Visitor mine ‘Gößner’ and Ore Mountains museum, Annaberg-Buchholz
Museum of Adam-Ries, Annaberg-Buchholz
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9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape
11-DE Marienberg Mining
Landscape

Visitor mine ‘St. Briccius’
Museum and copper hammer mill, Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
Museum of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains, mining storehouse

12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape

Horse gin and visitor centre, Rudolphschacht Lauta (shaft)

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf
Mining Landscape

Visitor mine ‘Zinngrube Ehrenfriedersdorf’ and mineralogical museum

Fig. 865
Scientific lecture
at the Bergarchiv
Freiberg (Freiberg
Mining Archive)

Scientific collections and archives
The mining town of Freiberg in particular has a series
of supra-regionally important collections and archives
with inventories that impressively represent the history of the town as well as the regional and transregional history of mining, and which can be used for scientific research purposes. Some of these collections are
located within the nominated serial property.

Table 52 Scientific collections and archives

Component part

Scientific collections and archives
Geo-scientific collections in the Abraham-Gottlob-Werner-Bau, Freiberg

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

Terra Mineralia collection in Freudenstein Castle, Freiberg
Freiberg Mining Archive
Ore deposits collection of Wismut GmbH at shaft 371

Mining educational trails and hikes
Large areas of mining landscapes are opened up
by mining educational trails. Information signs
explain the special geological features and the historical development of the particular mining land-

scape. These educational paths and hiking routes
are good starting points for visitors to actively experience various important historic mining monuments on their own or as part of a guided hiking
tour. A selection of these is briefly described below.

Table 53 Educational trails and hikes

Component part
2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

Chapter 5

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape

Educational trail/hiking route
Mining educational trail ‘Altenberger Pinge’ (shaft collapse)
Transboundary mining educational trail ‘Krupka-Geising-Altenberg-Zinnwald/CínovecDubí’
‘Silberstraße’ mining educational trail
Historic mining educational trail in and around Brand-Erbisdorf (Goldbachtal mining
Landscape, Alte Mordgube Fundgrube mine)

4-DE Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Freiberg historic mining educational trail (Freiberg mining town, Hauptstollngang
Stehender (lode), Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine)
‘Grabentour’ mining history hiking trail (Rothschönberger Stolln)
‘Segen-Gottes-Erbstolln’ Hiking trail

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

‘Burg Hohenforst’ circular route

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

‘Schneeberg-Neustädtel’ mining educational trail

‘Zum Hohen Forst’ nature and mining educational trail

‘Fundgrube St. Anna am Freudenstein nebst Troster Stolln’ mining educational trail
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Component part

Educational trail/hiking route

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

‘Frohnauer Rundweg’ mining educational trail

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

‘Am Pöhlberg’ mining educational trail

10-DE Buchholz Mining
Landscape

‘Buchholzer Wald’ mining educational trail

11-DE Marienberg Mining
Landscape

Hiking trail around the mining town of Marienberg mining town

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Mining and ore processing hiking trail, Olbernhau (Liquation Works)

15-DE Eibenstock Mining
Landscape

‘Eibenstock’ mining educational trail

16-DE Rother Berg Mining
Landscape

‘Eisenhüttensteig’ mining educational trail

17-DE Uranium Mining Area

‘Bergbau- und Sanierungslehrpfad’ mining educational trail

Cultural route Saxon-Bohemian
Silberstraße (silver road)
The Saxon-Bohemian silver road runs along the
historic transport route for ore and connects
the municipalities e.g. of Annaberg-Buchholz,
Lengefeld, Brand-Erbisdorf and Freiberg. The silver, which was mined along this route, was transported to the ore dressing works and on to the
royal seat of Dresden. The Saxon-Bohemian silver
road runs over 275 km and connects more than 30
visitor mines, former hammer mills and smelting
works as well as numerous historic mining towns.
It also connects several mining educational trails
and museums that document cultural treasures,
traditions and customs of the Ore Mountains.
Guided tours and hikes
As a rule, practically all the institutions and sites
already described offer guided theme tours. As
explained above, there are numerous mining educational trails and tours, which bring the visitor
closer to the history of mining. Guided hikes are
frequently offered by the various tourist agencies
or even locally based associations. For example,
along the Saxon-Bohemian silver road there is
the opportunity to take a guided hike, possibly
combined with a search for minerals, as arranged
by one of the local tourist service providers.
Visitor mines are usually only available to visit
as part of guided tours. To accommodate the
particular needs of groups of visitors, the visitor
mines offer different routes, graded according to
degrees of difficulty. Sometimes the conditions
within the mines mean that visits are only available to certain groups of visitors.
During guided tours through the mining towns,
visitors learn about the complex historical de-
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velopments and their strong connection to the
mining activity that so much shaped the region.
These guided tours are organised in various
manners. Freiberg, for example, offers guided
tours for individuals with an audio guide, group
guided tours with torch-lit hikes and guided tours
with a night watchman or medieval tours with
the ‘Herold zu Freiberg’ (messenger of Freiberg).
Apart from conventional tours of various lengths,
the mining town of Annaberg-Buchholz also offers visitors tours for day trips alongside various
themed and costumed tours. In Marienberg the
guided tours of the town are complemented with
visits to public institutions, and in Schneeberg
visitors can set focus on thematic priorities according to individual requirements.

Fig. 866 Group of visitors, Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill),
Annaberg-Buchholz

5.h.2 Czech Republic

Fig. 867 Miners’ parade on the Médník Hill

Accommodation and catering: In the Ore Mountains almost 200 accommodation facilities are
registered by the Czech Statistical Office in the
Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions (2017). Beside these
facilities, a number of smaller guesthouses exist
too. A large proportion of the accommodation
capacity is concentrated in the major tourist destinations such as Boží Dar or Jáchymov. However there are accommodation options available
within the areas of all the component parts of the
serial property as well as in their buffer zones and
their vicinities. The capacity of these is only partly
utilised, particularly during the winter tourist season and during the summer holidays. The areas
in which the component parts of the series and
their buffer zones are located, or their vicinities,
also have catering outlets available, the total capacity of which is adequate.

Museums: Within the area of the Czech component
parts and their buffer zones, there are a series of
museums with exhibitions closely connected with
the nominated property. Examples of these are the
museum in Jáchymov with exhibitions dedicated
to the mining and processing of silver and uranium,
mineralogy and the history of the town, the museum in Horní Blatná with an exhibition describing tin
mining, the museum in Boží Dar with its topographical and geological exposition and the museum in
Krupka with a natural science and topographical
exposition, which is primarily focused on tin mining.
Other museums with collections documenting the
importance of mining activity and its influence on
culture in the Ore Mountains are located in the nearby towns (Sokolov, Karlovy Vary, Nejdek, Chomutov,
Most, Teplice). The construction of a new themed
museum is planned for the component part Rudá
věž smrti (Red Tower of Death) (c.f. annex 1, Management Plan).
Visitor mines: Within the area of the component parts of the Czech part of the serial property, visitors can learn about the history of ore
mining and the extraction technology in various
mining periods directly in publicly accessible
mine works. This is currently possible in Štola
č. 1 (adit) in Jáchymov (1-CZ), the Kryštof adit
of the Mauritius mine in Hřebečná and the Johannes adit in Zlatý Kopec near Boží Dar (both
2-CZ), the Starý Martin adit in Krupka (4-CZ) and
the Země zaslíbená adit on Mědník hill (5-CZ).
Educational trails: In order to provide visitors
with better information about the local cultural
and natural sightseeing highlights, educational
trails have been built in many places within the
area of the Czech component parts and their buffer zones. They have information signs in Czech
and in at least one foreign language (English and/
or German).
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For 2008, over 270,000 travellers and almost 1 million
overnight stays in commercial accommodation were
recorded in the Czech Ore Mountains. The larger proportion of these guests came from the Czech Republic
itself, but there were also significant numbers of visitors from various European countries (principally Germany, the Netherlands, Austria and Russia).
Given the diverse character of the individual
component parts of the nominated serial property,
which are located in areas frequented by tourists
as well as in the open countryside, there is great
variation in their visitor numbers as well as the
standard of tourist infrastructure in place. Because
of these differences it is not possible to give concrete statistical details on the total number of visitors to the component parts. There is a particular
lack of visitor numbers and statistics for the publicly accessible areas. Visitor numbers will be recorded annually as part of the monitoring of the nominated serial property; these will then be regularly
analysed, in order to be able to respond in good
time to any changes. Details on visitor numbers are
given in chapter 4.b.2 (iv) Responsible visitation at
World Heritage sites.

5.h.2.1 Description of the tourist infrastructure of the individual component parts
On the whole, the existing tourist infrastructure is
satisfactory. Measures for the improvement of the
tourist infrastructure, particularly in previously less
accessible areas, are proposed in the Management
Plan (cf. volume 1, chapter 7.3 and 7.4.).
The following text contains a description of the
tourist facilities and the tourist infrastructure within the area of the individual component parts of
the nominated serial property. A detailed description of the visitor facilities is set out in the Management Plan (cf. annex 1, chapter 6.6.).
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Fig. 868
Entrance of the Jáchymov museum
– Royal Mint

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Jáchymov is an important centre for winter and
summer sports. The town is also a well-known spa
centre with a tradition stretching back more than
one hundred years. Apart from numerous winter
sports facilities for visitors, the following institutions and tourist destinations are particularly important from the perspective of the nomination of
the serial property.

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Jáchymov museum – Royal Mint
Museums and visitor mines
Štola č. 1 (Adit No. 1)
‘Jáchymovské peklo’ (Jáchymov’s hell) educational trail
Educational trails/hiking route

‘Radon’ educational trail
‘Ore Mountains Mining Landscape’ educational trail
Information centre at the town hall in Jáchymov
All Saints Hospital church

Other possible tourist destinations

Parish Church of St. Jáchymov
Freudenstein Castle
Jáchymov spa

Accommodation and catering: Sufficient accommodation options are available to visitors in
approx. 30 hotels and guesthouses. Despite improvements being made in recent years, there are
still not sufficient catering facilities available.
Transport links and parking options: Jáchymov
has good car and rail transport links. The nearest
train station is in Ostrov (10 km). The nearest road
border crossing into Germany is in Boží Dar (7 km).
There are sufficient parking options in the town
and its surroundings.
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Medical services: There are medical and dental
practices and a pharmacy directly in Jáchymov.
The nearest hospital is in Ostrov (8 km).
Other facilities for visitors: For citizens and visitors the Town of Jáchymov also has a cinema, library, bureau de change, Agricola aquatic centre,
two sports fields and three ski and sports resorts
(Neklid and Klínovec ski resorts, Eduard sports
ground). There are some signed hiking and cycle
paths in the surrounding area.

Fig. 869
Museum in Horni
Blatná

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná Mining Landscape

The towns of Abertamy, Horní Blatná and Boží Dar
are important tourist centres with an correspondingly developed tourist infrastructure. The Town of
Boží Dar is currently the best developed for tourism and is implementing a series of projects, which
are designed to further improve the development
of the tourist infrastructure in the border area of
Krušné hory on both sides of the Czech-German
border. On the whole, the accommodation and catering capacity is sufficient for meeting the expected increase of visitor numbers.
2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining Landscape
Museum Horní Blatná
Museums and visitor mines

Museum Boží Dar
Small mining museum in Hřebečná
‘Horní Blatná - Vlčí jámy’ educational trail
‘Blatenský příkop’ (Horní Blatná water ditch) educational trail
‘Hřebečná’ educational trail
‘Abertamy – Plešivec’ educational trail

Educational path/hiking route
‘17 Abertamy’s Stops’ educational trail
‘Bludná’ educational trail
‘Božídarské rašeliniště’ (Boží Dar peat bog) educational trail
‘Boží Dar – Zlatý Kopec’ educational trail
Christ Child trail
Watch tower on Blatenský vrch (hill)

Information centres: In all three of the aforementioned towns, there are visitor information centres
available to provide information about the properties in the area and the accommodation options,
the catering facilities as well as tourist, sports and
cultural events and transport options. The information centre in Abertamy is open the whole year
round, apart from Mondays and Tuesdays, the information centre in Horní Blatná daily from June
to August. Open the whole year round, the information centre in Boží Dar is fitted with a system to
precisely record visitor numbers.
Accommodation and catering: In the Town of
Boží Dar itself, there are currently 1,500 beds available in almost 50 accommodation facilities. 19
restaurants are available to cater to visitors. Furthermore, in Horní Blatná and Abertamy there are
approx. 20 further hotels and guesthouses as well

as smaller accommodation facilities. There are catering options available in ca. 15 restaurants. Given
the anticipated growth in visitor numbers, the capacities are adequate but should nevertheless be
gradually expanded.
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Other possible tourist destinations

Transport links and parking options: The towns
of Abertamy, Horní Blatná as well as Boží Dar
are connected for visitors by road transport
links. The region is also accessible by the public
bus network; there are rail connections to Horní
Blatná. In Boží Dar there is a direct border crossing to the Federal Republic of Germany, with another crossing in Potůčky near to Horní Blatná.
The Town of Abertamy has a large carpark located in the marketplace. Both Boží Dar and Horní
Blatná have more than sufficient parking space
capacity.
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Medical services There is a medical practice directly in Abertamy. The nearest hospitals are located in Ostrov and in Karlovy Vary. In Boží Dar, on
Klínovec Mountain and in nearby Pernink there are
active emergency stations of the mountain rescue
service. Their tasks include performing searches
and rescues in impassable mountainous terrain,
providing first aid and transporting injured people.

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
There are currently no tourist facilities within the
area of the component part. Tourist development
is in planning (cf. annex 1, Management Plan).
There are sufficient catering and accommodation
options as well as medical services in the nearby
Town of Ostrov (3 km) and in Jáchymov (5 km).

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
The long-term development of tourism is planned for the Town of Krupka. The capacity of the tourist
facilities is satisfactory.
4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
Museums and visitor
mines

Educational trail/hiking
route

Visitor mine Starý Martin adit
Museum Krupka
‘Krupka–Altenberg’ transboundary mining educational trail
Tin mining educational trail (under construction)
Krupka castle

Other possible tourist destinations

Church of St. Anna’s
St. Wolfgang’s chapel
Museum of firefighting

Accommodation and catering: Accommodation
options in Krupka are available in seven hotels and
guesthouses, with further options available in the
nearby spa town of Teplice.

Fig. 870 Former mining office in the countryard of the Krupka Castle

Information centre: The information centre is
located in the sub-district of Bohosudov in the
town council office building. The H+W information
centre is also available for tourists. These facilities
offer information the whole year round on new
events and services, accommodation options as
well as cultural offerings and sporting activities in
the town and its surroundings. A range of booklets,
maps and literature with information on the component part is available here.
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Transport links and parking options: Krupka is
well connected to the road, bus and rail network.
Car drivers can avail of the parking spaces in the
centre of the town and at the actual main tourist
destinations themselves (Starý Martin adit, Komáří
hůrka hill, etc.). The Town of Krupka is planning an
additional carpark below the Krupka Castle. The
nearest road border crossing to the Federal Republic of Germany is in Cínovec/Zinnwald (14 km),
a motorway border crossing in Petrovice (25 km).
Medical services: There is adequate medical
care available in the town: the healthcare centre
in Bohosudov, the healthcare centre for children
in Bohosudov and the healthcare centre for children in Unčín. There is also a series of medical
practices, dentists and two pharmacies. A hospital can be found in Teplice (7 km). On Komáří
hůrka hill there is an emergency station of the
mountain rescue service.

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
Mědník hill lies directly above the settlement of
Měděnec, in which there are accommodation and
catering options. The capacity is currently adequate. Visitors can also avail of the services available in nearby Kovářská (7 km) or in the Town of
Klášterec nad Ohří (10 km). Měděnec has good
connections to the road network. A train station
can be found in the locality. There are sufficient
parking options available in the carpark below
Mědník hill and directly in the municipality itself.
The nearest hospital is in Kadaň (19 km).
Fig. 871 Entrance to the Marie Pomocná adit

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
Země zaslíbená adit
Museums and visitor mines
Small mining museum, Měděnec
Educational trails

‘Měděnec-Pobershau’ mining educational trail

5.i Policies and programmes
related to the presentation and
promotion of the property
As described in chapter 5.h, the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region is presented to the public in many different ways, both transboundary as
well as in the Saxon and Czech part.

The theme route the Saxon-Bohemian silver road
is a transboundary project promoting the mining
witnesses of the Ore Mountains. Many of the mining sites of the nominated serial property are part
of this theme route. A German-Czech brochure
presents all historic sites and traditions along
the former trade route. The individually combined routes as well as bookable offers mediate
a comprehensive overview of the region and attract different target groups. The regional tourism
association Ore Mountains (Tourismusverband
Erzgebirge e. V.) is promoting the project. As an
important image factor and a brand, the silver
road mainly shall promote the unique selling
proposition ,Alles kommt vom Bergbau her’ (Mining is the source of everything).
The project ‘Böhmisch-Sächsische Tourismusregion – NEUE QUALITÄT’ (‘Bohemia-Saxony tourism region – NEW QUALITY’) of the Ústí region in
cooperation with the Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e. V. started in 2011 to promote the entire
Ore Mountains region jointly on the German and

Czech side. This also intensified the transboundary cooperation. In this project, the mining history
is also of great importance as a central connecting element between Bohemian and Saxon.
Further transboundary projects include the European funded transboundary Ziel-3 Projects „Mitteleuropäische Kulturlandschaft Montanregion
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří – Weg zum UNESCO-Welterbe’ (A Middle-European Cultural Landscape
Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří – on the
way to UNESCO World Heritage), which ended
in September 2012, and the project ‘Der Ruhm
des Bergbaus im Erzgebirge’ (The fame of mining in the Ore Mountains), which ended in March
2015. Both projects included measures and programmes that have been linked to the presentation and promotion of the nominated serial
property and, in particular, considered the trans-

Fig. 872
Public relations in
the Ore Mountains
region
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boundary character. Within the Ziel-3 Project
,Bekanntmachung der Montanregion Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří’ (Promotion of the mining region Ore
Mountains) a travelling exhibition was designed
which promoted the nominated serial property
and raises awareness about it among the general
public.
Within the new funding period of European Union (2014-2020) two Interreg V A projects are being implemented in close context to the nominated property. The first one – ‘Glück Auf Welterbe!’
(Good Luck World Heritage!) – is a touristic and
infrastructural project in cooperation of the
Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V., the Montanregion Krušné hory o.p.s. and the Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V.. The project started at
the end of 2016 and ends in 2020. It includes the
promotion and presentation of the transboundary Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region in context with the construction of a digital network of
all Component Parts. The second project – ‘Unser
WeltErbe - die montane Kulturlandschaft Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří’’ (Our WorldHeritage - the Mining Cultural Landscape Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří)
– includes the educational aspects of the mining
heritage of the Ore Mountains, e.g. with the establishment of educational programmes at schools,
universities or mining sites.
Not at least the mining associations in the region and also the municipalities itself are organizing measures to present and promote the nominated property in context of funding programmes
or projects.

5.i.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
There is a long tradition of mining and tourism in
the Ore Mountains. The early protection of technical monuments in Saxony meant that, back in the
first half of the 20th century, mining installations
such as the Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill)
were made accessible to the public in the form of
visitor mines and museums. The theme of mining is currently enjoying a central position in the
national and international promotion of tourism
in the Ore Mountains. Under the guiding theme
‘Erlebnisheimat Erzgebirge’ (Ore Mountains homeland experience), the topic of ‘Erlebnis Bergbau
& Kulturschätze’ (experience mining and cultural
treasures) constitutes one of four central product
lines promoted by tourism association Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e. V.. The theme route SaxonBohemian silver road is promoted under this product line; it offers numerous points of contact to the
Mining Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří. A network
was established between regional tourism association and the Saxon State association of the Berg-
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manns-, Hütten- und Knappenvereine e.V. to develop tourist services connected with mining and
smelting as a unique selling post of the Ore Mountains. As a central theme for the holiday region that
is the Ore Mountains, the topic of mining has an
important role at state level too. The regional tourism association Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V.
is in close contact with the Saxon tourism marketing company (Tourismus-Marketinggesellschaft
Sachsen) in this regard.
In addition to the promotion by the higher tourism organisations, the numerous local tourist organisations, tourist offices as well as a multitude of
organisations, associations and other such institutions are advertising their own autonomous images for the regional and local mining monuments.

Publications and media
The monuments and landscapes of the nominated
serial property are presented in all tourist marketing media, such as the internet as well as in numerous brochures and leaflets. A great number of
local historic associations and organisations are
presenting individual sites on their own webpages
as well as in regular publications. The multitude of
published sources enables the nominated serial
property to be presented comprehensively.
The widest possible tourist presentation of the
mining theme in the Ore Mountains is ensured
with the publications of the Tourismusverband
Erzgebirge e.V. such as the brochure entitled ‘Reiseführer Bergstädte und Kulturschätze’ (Travel
Guide mining towns and cultural treasures). As
important product line in terms of the marketing strategy for the Ore Mountain, the theme of
mining is explicitly communicated in the image
brochure ‘Die Erlebnisheimat. Willkommen im
Erzgebirge.’ (Homeland experience. Welcome to
the Ore Mountains).
Some of the component parts accessible to
tourist are part of the ErzgebirgsCard system, an
all-inclusive card for tourists, which with one purchase grants guests access to numerous different
institutions and sites in the Ore Mountains. The
promotion here is via the booklet that accompanies the card as well as a webpage.
In Context of the established event ‘Ore Mountains Mining Experience Day’ there is also an
overview map specially designed for visitors,
entitled ‘Glück auf im Erzgebirge – Auf dem Weg
zum UNESCO-Welterbe!’ (On the road to UNESCOWorld Heritage). The map includes special offers of
visitor mines, demonstration plants and museums
and several tours around the nominated property.
During the nomination process various brochures and information leaflets were published,
which have brought the inhabitants of the region

Fig. 873
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(association)

Fig. 874 Logo Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V. (association)
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closer not only to the component parts of the
nominated serial property but to the UNESCO’s
World Heritage programme itself. The nomination
is supported by a website (http://www.montanregion-erzgebirge.de). This provides detailed information on the nomination, the current progress of
the preparation of the nomination dossier as well
as details about events connected with the nominated serial property and the project.
In the current nomination process two logos
are used to keep the significance of the mining
landscape and the nomination process a matter
of continued public attention. The logo of the association Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V. was created already at the very beginning of the World
Heritage project in 2002. It symbolises the Ore
Mountains and the slogan ‘Montanregion Erzgebirge’ (mining region Ore Mountains) defines it as
a mining region. The second logo was designed in
2014 for the World Heritage association, Welterbe
Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.. It symbolizes a
colored adit mouth and communicates the slogan ‘‘erzgebirgisch - Berg formt land schafft’ (literally translated: Mining shapes the landscape). All
stakeholders in the region can use the keystone
of this adit mouth logo with the slogan ‘erzgebirgisch – A lifestyle becomes world heritage’ (the
Mining Region Erzgebirge on the way to become
a World Heritage site) as a ‘ingredient brand’ to
brand their products. Both logos were frequently
used for stickers and in brochures as an indicator for the Erzgebirge Mining Region and for the
World Heritage project. Both logos are wellknown in the region and can be found at many
places in the region today.

Fig. 875 Logo ‘erzgebirgisch – berg formt land schafft’ with
Ingredient Brand

Alongside the tourist advertising media, the scientific documentation in the Institute for Industrial
Archaeology, History of Science and Technology
(IWTG) at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical University Mining Academy Freiberg) includes
the research and presentation of the nominated
serial property. The implementation studies prepared here previously to the nomination provide
a comprehensive overview of the monuments and
landscapes of the nominated serial property. It is
intended to update and publish these implementation studies. Together with a detailed description
of the monuments and landscapes and general in-
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formation on the UNESCO World Heritage Project,
the studies contain historical background information as well as geographical maps. The results of
the study, as well as the nominated serial property
and the World Heritage Program in general, were
presented to the public at various events.

Events
The mining towns as well as some of the museum institutions and visitor mines organize various events, including the traditional mining parades and Mettenschichten (last shift of the year).
Alongside these events, special events take place
on a regular basis, touching up and mediating
the theme of mining in various ways and means.
These include the Mining Experience Days, the Day
of the Schauanlagen (demonstration plants), the
Day of Crafts, the Day of the Geotope, the Day of
the Traditional Handicrafts and the Saxon Day. A
large number of institutions also participate in the
nation-wide European Heritage Days. Frequently,
special events are organised to provide access to
monuments that are not generally open to the
public. The regional and supra-regional events
were also used for the purpose of communicating
the World Heritage idea and to present the nominated serial property of Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří the
Mining Region. They remain an important instrument for presenting the nominated serial property
to a broad section of the public.
The annually arranged ‘artmontan-Kulturtage’
and ‘ErzTöne’ series are programmes of special
event with a mining and industrial-historical
reference. Concerts are performed in unusual
venues surrounded by technical mining installations.
There is a special significance attached to the
events organised by the historical mining associations, which mediate to the local population
and tourists the multi-faceted traditions that
have their roots in mining. The region is characterized by a large number of associations that
concern themselves with the preservation of traditions and the histories of the homeland, the region and of mining. The approximately 60 mining
clubs alone have more than 3,200 members. 640
mining musicians are members of the 16 mining
brass bands. This is particularly apparent at the
miners’ parades, which are organised on special
days such as the Tag des Bergmanns (Miner’s Day),
the Sächsischer Bergmanns-, Hütten- and Knappentag (Saxon Day of Miner, Smelter and Pitman),
the Bergstreittag (miners’ labour dispute commemoration) and particularly at Christmas time.
The profound awareness of tradition is likewise
vibrantly presented in the form of numerous miners’ guilds, choirs and orchestras as well as thea-
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tre and dialect groups. The same applies to the
regional folk art, which is reflected most clearly in
bobbin lace-making and woodcarving craftwork.
Folk art schools teach skills that formed part of
the lives of miners for hundreds of years. One
particularly noteworthy feature is the Christmas
customs which largely have their roots in mining
and make the Ore Mountains a focal destination
for tourists over the Christmas season. It is within
this context that the nominated serial property is
also presented to a wider public together with the
associated traditions and social aspects.

5.i.2 Czech Republic
A. Policies and programmes for
the presentation and promotion
of the property at national level
The presentation and marketing of the cultural
heritage is one of the State’s priorities. Cultural
tourism is one of the most effective types of tourism, contributing directly to the development of
foreign tourism. It represents essential income for
the Czech Republic. Together with domestic tourism, it is a source for the development of the regions as well as the individual municipalities and
enterprises.

Fig. 876 Miners’ festivity in Hřebečná

The central body for the public administration
of tourism in the Czech Republic is the Ministry for
Regional Development. The Ministry has founded
an organisation named Česká centrála cestovního
ruchu (Czech Central Tourism Office – Czech Tourism). The main objective of this organisation is the
intensive marketing of the Czech Republic as a travel destination. The Czech Central Tourism Office coordinates the public marketing of tourism and the
tourism activities of the individual enterprises and
institutions. It develops the current and mediumterm strategy for the marketing of tourist services
and offerings in the domestic and foreign markets.
As a member of the European Travel Commission
(ETC), it joins with other European countries in marketing activities in overseas markets.

The Czech Central Tourism Office has an information website, ‘Kudy z nudy’ (www.kudyznudy.
cz), providing detailed information in the Czech
language on the travel destinations in the Czech
Republic, including information about all the component parts of the nominated serial property.
Foreign tourists can find detailed information on
the website of CzechTourism (www.czechtourism.
com) which is available in 10 languages.
With a series of scientific activities, the National
Heritage Institute (NPÚ) is also involved in raising awareness of the serial property, particularly
through its regional departments in Loket (Karlovy
Vary region) and Ústí nad Labem (Ústí region).

Since 2008, when the intensive preparations
were commenced for the nomination of the serial
property, the regions concerned, Karlovy Vary and
Ústí, have directly focused on projects dealing with
broadening awareness of the serial property as well
as on the projects directed towards the knowledgeable public. Together with other actors, various
themed conferences and workshops were organised, such as:
• International Seminar ‘The Development of
Territory and Habitat in the Mining Region of
Krušnohoří – glorious past, uranium contamination and uncertain future’ (18.05.2010, Senate of
the Parliament of the Czech Republic, Prague),
• Conference ‘Jáchymov, an endangered architectural gem’ (22.-23.06.2009, Royal Mint, Jáchymov),
• Conference ‘The Wealth of Historical Building Development in the Ore Mountains’ (06.-07.10.2010,
Royal Mint, Jáchymov),
• Conference ‘Mining Region Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge – Heritage of the Mountains’ (17.03.2011,
Regional Authority of the Ústí Region, Ústí nad
Labem),
• International Conference ‘Mining Cultural Landscape Krušné hory – Path to UNESCO World Heritage’ (22.06.2012, Regional Authority of the Ústí
Region, Ústí nad Labem),
• International Conference ‘Transformations of the
Landscape with the Settlements in Krušné hory’
(22.-23.10.2012, Royal Mint, Jáchymov),
• International Conference ‘Krušná krajina –
Erz(gebirgs)landschaft – Ore Landscape’ (26.28.09.2013, House of Culture, Kadaň),
• International Conference ‘The Mining Cultural
Landscape Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge and Its Nomination for the UNESCO World Heritage List’ (11.12.11.2013, National Technical Museum, Prague)

Fig. 877
Guided tour along
the tin mines near
Horní Blatná
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B. Policies and programmes for the
presentation and promotion of the
property at regional and local level

• International Conference ‘Krušná krajina –
Erz(gebirgs)landschaft – Ore Landscape’
(30.-31.03.2017, House of Culture, Kadaň),
• Regular workshops ‘Ore Mountains – small
mountain range of great importance’ organised
by the Karlovy Vary regional authority, Karlovy
Vary Museum and Montanregion Krušné hory –
Erzgebirge, o.p.s. (since 2014),
• Travelling exhibition ‘Mysterious Underground
of the Ore Mountains’ organised by the Karlovy
Vary regional authority (since 2014),
• Travelling exhibition ‘The Fame of Mining in the
Ore Mountains’ organised by the Ústí regional
authority (2014-2016),
A detailed description of the Ore Mountains mining
heritage is available on the website www.montanregion.cz, and in the publication ‘Ore Mountains
Mining Heritage’ issued jointly by Montanregion
Krušné hory – Erzgebirge and Wirtschaftsförderung
Erzgebirge. In order to publicise the nominated serial property, the Karlovy Vary region published the
brochure entitled ‘Montánní památky západního
Krušnohoří’ (Mining Monuments in the West of the
Ore Mountains) in both Czech and German. The Ústí
region published a brochure entitled ‘Průvodce po
montánních památkách středního a východního
Krušnohoří’ (Guide to the mining monuments
in the central and eastern part of the Ore Mountains) and the catalogue ‘Středoevropská kulturní krajina Montanregion Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge – cesta ke světovému dědictví UNESCO’
(A Middle-European Cultural Landscape Mining
Region Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří – on the way to
UNESCO World Heritage) in a Czech and a German edition.
Information about the individual component
parts of the nominated serial property is available
in most travel guides issued on a national, regional and local level. The themes connected with the
nominated serial property are presented on the
web pages of the Karlovy Vary and Ústí regions and
on those of the relevant towns and municipalities
of Jáchymov, Boží Dar, Horní Blatná, Abertamy,
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Krupka and Měděnec. Information is also published regularly in the local press.
The nominated serial property is presented on
the websites of the museums in Jáchymov, Horní
Blatná, Boží Dar, Most, Krupka and Měděnec. The
Karlovy Vary region has a multi-lingual, tourist
website ‘Živý kraj’ (Living Land, www.zivykraj.cz),
which also provides information on the component parts of the serial property within the region.
The Karlovy Vary region also publicises the nominated serial property in the regional museums,
of which it is a sponsor (cf. chapter 5.h.2): Karlovy
Vary museum with its offshoots in Jáchymov, Horní
Blatná and Nejdek and the Sokolov Museum with
its offshoot Štola č. 1 (adit) in Jáchymov. The Ústí
region likewise publicises the nominated serial
property, including via the Most regional museum,
the Chomutov regional museum and the Krupka
museum (the offshoot of the regional museum in
Teplice). All the aforementioned museums have
websites, which are updated regularly. They also
publish information material for presentations
and advertising.
In the interests of the further improvement of
the quality of the museums in the Karlovy Vary region, it would be preferable to modify their structure and organisation. Alongside the expansion
of the exhibition housed by the museum in Horní
Blatná, it appears expedient to establish an autonomous museum in Jáchymov to represent the Karlovy Vary region with an emphasis on the region of
Jáchymov and the Czech component parts of the
nominated serial property (cf. annex 1, Management Plan, chapter 7.3.).

5.j Staffing levels and
expertise (specialist,
technical, maintenance)
5.j.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
The Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation and
the lower monument protection authorities provide specialists personnel for the nominated serial
property. The Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation also has appointed an expert in the field of
technical monument conservation. Furthermore, in
the museums that form part of the nominated serial
property also specialist staff for mediating and presenting information about the cultural monument
and sometimes also trained technicians and maintenance personnel are employed.
The voluntary heritage protection agents (as defined by § 7 SächsDSchG) have a particularly important role to play on-site. They provide support to the
cultural property owners, the lower monument pro-
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tection authorities and the technical agency. With
their local knowledge and commitment, they make
an extremely valuable contribution to the preservation of cultural monuments. To guarantee the organisational involvement, the agents are appointed
by the local monument protection authorities for a
period of five years following consultation with the
technical agencies.
The Free State of Saxony has established a World
Heritage Coordination office. The World Heritage
coordinator is the focal point for all issues dealing
with World Heritage. The coordinator gives technical advice and supports the stakeholders on all levels and is closely working together with the responsible management institutions.
Numerous members from the mining associations are also directly involved in working on the
cultural monument. These individuals are dedicated to the preservation of the sites, the maintenance
of installations and perform historical research and
education activities. Numbered among the members of these associations are a diverse range of
specialists, such as historians, geologists and mining engineers.
Other special institutions contribute to the
preservation of the cultural landscape. For example, the State Office for the Environment,
Agriculture and Geology and the Landestalsperrenverwaltung (state dam administration) provide experts for the preservation of the watercourses and water management installations of
the nominated serial property. Within the terms
of the relevant administrative agreements, the
Oberbergamt (chief mining office of Saxony) is responsible for monitoring and eliminating areas of
danger in subterranean cavities caused by mining
or other effects as well as the remediation of the
former Wismut (uranium mining) sites.
Furthermore, the Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History of Science and Technology (IWTG) at
the TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical University
Mining Academy Freiberg) has specialist personnel
specifically working in the areas of the history of
science and technology as well as the survey, documentation, preservation and conservation of technical and industrial heritage. The Institute’s Director
and the Chair holder is a member of the German
national ICOMOS committee, the Board of Directors
of TICCIH and former Chairperson of the Scientific
Advisory Board for Industrial Culture in Saxony as
well as a member of the Cultural Senate of Saxony.
Finally, the IWTG runs a bachelor course in industrial
archaeology as well as a master course in industrial
heritage, which are the only programmes of their
kind in Germany offering an academic training programme for specialists working in the areas of the
conservation of technical and industrial heritage.

5.j.2 Czech Republic

coordination meetings on the aspects of monitoring, into which the two regional offices will be integrated following the inscription of the property
into the World Heritage List. The National Heritage
Institute is gradually establishing a professional information system of heritage preservation, which
also encompasses the incremental data concerning the nominated serial property and the associated cultural-historical values.
The Czech Republic traditionally participates in
international campaigns directed towards issues of
World Heritage, particularly as part of the Visegrád
Group (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech
Republic), where issues of World Heritage are methodically debated and examples of good practice
shared. The employees integrated into the conservation of the nominated property will, where possible, be posted to activities of this kind, in order to
continuously familiarise themselves with the current materials and recommendations as discussed
on this platform. The selected projects scheduled
in the Management Plan will be designed in such a
way that their results contribute to the expansion
of the knowledge and skills of the participating
persons in relation to the value of the property as
well as the implementation of the principle of ‘capacity building’.
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The technical qualifications in connection with the
state heritage preservation are secured within the
area of the component parts of the Czech part of
the property from the National Heritage Institute’s
Loket office (for the component parts 1-CZ, 2-CZ
and 3-CZ) and from the Ústí nad Labem office (for
the component parts 4-CZ and 5-CZ). Their staffs
are called upon to evaluate all possible changes
within the area of the component parts or in their
buffer zones. As part of the continuous documentation work, they successively add to the documentation. In accordance with available capacities, at this point in time they are integrated into
the research work aimed at deepening the knowledge of the value, as well as its interpretation and
communication, including through participating in
seminars and conferences on the subject of mining
heritage.
The regional departments of the National Heritage Institute in Loket, Ústí nad Labem, as well as
the Directorate General in Prague participated in
the preparation of the nomination documentation
(cf. chapter 8.b), meaning they are familiar with the
issue of World Heritage. In relation to questions
concerning the World Heritage, the National Heritage Institute also hosts annual information and

Fig. 878 Althammer (the old hammer mill) of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
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Fig. 879 Head frame of the Arno-Lippmann-Schacht (shaft) in Altenberg, Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
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Fig. 880 Hoisting house of the Abraham Schacht, shaft, Freiberg Mining Landscape
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6. Monitoring

6.a.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
The documentation, and setting-up of a central
database constitute the base for the future monitoring process. All information significant for
administration and monitoring of the nominated component parts was collected during the
World Heritage nomination process and stored
in a database. The database serves an effective
instrument for the future preservation of the
Saxon part of the nominated property. The main
aim is to document the state of conservation,
review it at regular intervals in order to identify
trends developing over the course of time that
might endanger the nominated property and
implement appropriate measures if required.
Main responsibility for monitoring of the nominated property lies within the Saxon managing
institution Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.
V. in close cooperation with other professional
agencies. On behalf of the managing institution,
the appointed World Heritage coordinator is responsible for organizing the process, the regular gathering of information and the recording
of the archiving of the collected data. The basic
data are recorded by each of the competent
agencies. The following key indicators for the
state of conservation were determined related
to the nominated property.

Key indicators

1. State of conservation of the monuments
Basis for the future evaluation of the conservation status is the analysis of the current conservation status that was compiled during the
nomination process in cooperation with the
monument protection authorities. In general,
the owners or proprietors are responsible for the
building’s maintenance and conservation. The
structural substance should be checked continuously. According to § 16(1) SächsDSchG (Monument Conservation Act of Saxony), owners or
proprietors have to inform the relevant monument protection authority about any damage or
defect to the cultural monument that may threat
its preservation. The conservation status is permanently monitored and checked at least annually. The appointed World Heritage coordinator
is responsible for data recording in cooperation
with the relevant monument protection authorities and owners/proprietors.

2. Proportion of buildings requiring extensive restoration and preservation measures
The proportion of buildings requiring maintenance
work is based on the analysis for the conservation
status. Further evaluation and a determination of
necessary measures have to be carried out here.
This record is done annually. The results are kept
with the appointed World Heritage coordinator
which also checks the implementation of specified
measures.
3. Number of approvals of restoration and preservation measures
All changes to and in the listed monument require the approval of the monument protection
authorities (§§ 12-14, SächsDSchG). All approvals granted according to § 13 SächsDSchG which
concern the nominated component parts are
archived together with the application documents, which contain the description of measures, at the relevant monument protection authority and can be requested there at any time
(§ 4 SächsDSchG).
4. Amount of approved grants for the preservation
and restoration
Owners and proprietors of a cultural monument carrying out conservation and preservation measures can receive funding subject to
certain conditions. According to § 8(2) sentence
1 SächsDSchG, the monument protection authority supports the owner and proprietor in
fulfilling special obligations which result from
owning a cultural monument and the related responsibilities (§ 8(2) SächsDSchG). Accordingly,
the Free State of Saxony grants subsidies to the
owners of monuments from the national monument conservation program for the preservation and maintenance of cultural monuments.
Grants are usually approved and archived by
the lower monument protection authorities. If
the cultural monument is owned by a town or
district and therefore belongs to the legal entity
of the lower monument protection authority,
then Saxony’s State Directorate is responsible
depending on the location – either Chemnitz,
Dresden or Leipzig. An exception applies to the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region, insofar
that all properties owned by the town of Freiberg are handled by the lower monument protection authority.
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6.a Key indicators for measuring state of conservation

5. Utilisation and ownership
The competent authority has to be informed about
any changes of present use and ownership (§ 16 (1)
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and 2 SächsDSchG). The appointed World Heritage
coordinator carries out an evaluation of the utilisation and ownership structure in cooperation with
the monument protection authorities.
6. Documentation of the restoration and preservation measures
The Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation
and the owners/proprietors archive the realised
restoration and preservation measures.
7. Financial expenses for repair, maintenance and
care
The financial means provided by the relevant institutions for realised preservation measures on these
properties are archived by the owners/proprietors.
8. State of conservation of nature protected features, landscapes and areas
Duty to give notice and monitoring of nature and
landscape is specified in the Nature Conservation
and Landscape Protection Act of Saxony. According to § 55 SächsNatSchG, the property owner or
beneficial owner has to inform the competent nature conservation authority immediately about
any damage in nature reserves. The FFH-Directive
commits the member states in article 11 to monitor
the conservation state of natural habitat types and
species of a European interest. The Saxon State Office for the Environment, Agriculture and Geology is
responsible for the instruction and implementation
of monitoring measures for the European Ecological Network areas “NATURA 2000” according to the
directive 92/43/EWG and 79/409/EWG (§ 43 (3) and
(4) SächsNatSchG). German federal and state gov-

ernments have agreed to a nationwide procedure
for FFH-monitoring. The conservation status is permanently monitored and checked annually. The appointed World Heritage coordinator is responsible
for data recording in cooperation with the relevant
nature protection authorities.
9. Developments within the nominated property,
and buffer zones
The Saxon Ore Mountains is an expansive, densely settled and continuously developing mountainous region which is influenced by numerous
factors. Therefore, the responsible institutions
and municipalities are regularly requested to
submit any information regarding potential development projects to avoid potential threats at
an early stage. The identification and assessment
is done in close cooperation with the municipalities, the monument protection authorities, the
regional planning authorities, the experts of the
IWTG World Heritage project group and other
relevant stakeholders. The conflict management
procedure to examine the World Heritage compatibility is outlined in chapter 4.b.1 and the Saxon Management Plan.
10. Visitor statistics
Visitor numbers are recorded annually by the individual institutions, and recorded annually by the
appointed World Heritage coordinator. Visitor statistics are evaluated regularly in order to be able to
react in good time to changes. If the capacity limit
of a facility has been reached, then suitable measures have to be introduced for visitor management
and to protect the facility.

Table 54 Overview of the key indicators, periodicity and location of records

Key indicator

Periodicity

Location of records

1. State of conservation of listed
monuments

Annually; depending on current
state of conservation

Welterbeverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.

2. Proportion of buildings requiring extensive restoration and
preservation measures

Annually

Welterbeverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.

3. Number of approvals of restoration and preservation measures

Annually

Competent heritage authority

4. Amount of approved grants for
the preservation and restoration

Annually

Competent heritage authority

5. Utilisation and ownership

Every 5 years

Welterbeverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.

6. Documentation of the restoration and preservation measures

Annually

Competent heritage authority
Owner

7. Financial expenses for repair,
maintenance and care

Annually

Owner
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Key indicator

Periodicity

Location of records

8. State of conservation of nature
protected features, landscapes
and areas

Annually

Competent nature authority

9. Developments within the nominated property and buffer zones

Continually

Welterbeverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.

10. Visitor statistics

Annually

Welterbeverein Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V.

Procedure
The defined key indicators form the basis of the
monitoring. Monitoring should be regularly performed based on questionnaires for determining
the necessary data. The data recorded will then
be entered into the central database. The World
Heritage coordinator will use this data to issue
reports at regular intervals. These reports will
also contain recommendations for measures and
strategies required for the conservation, protection and the ongoing monitoring of the nominated serial property that will be developed in
cooperation with the competent authorities. The
reports will be presented to the political advisory
boards for approval.

Responsibility
The managing institution Welterbeverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. is responsible for the coordination of the monitoring procedure, the maintenance
of the database and the drafting of the reports. The
institutions responsible for the storage collect the
data for the key indicators. The State Office for Historic Preservation, the Archaeological Heritage Office and the State Office for the Environment, Agriculture and Geology will be consulted when required.

ment with the competent technical agency, the
State Office for Historic Preservation or the Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony.
Water structures in operation
The water structures which are in operation
are checked regularly, according to the relevant regulations, by the competent authorities
(Landestalsperrenverwaltung - Saxon State Dam
Administration). This mainly concerns the Aktive
Revierwasserlaufanstalt/RWA Freiberg (mining
water management system).
Mining installations
The authority Oberbergamt (chief mining office of
Saxony) is the central contact for mining activities
in the Free State of Saxony. It monitors the visitor
mines, underground mine workings and historical
mining properties looked after by associations. In
addition, the Oberbergamt is also the supervisory
body for securing and remediation work in abandoned mines. The Oberbergamt regularly checks
the mining installations for damage and/or they
commission relevant suppliers (e.g. companies for
mine security).

Statutory regulation on
monitoring listed monuments
According to § 1 of the Monument Conservation
Act of Saxony (SächsDSchG), it is the duty of the
Free State of Saxony, as well as the municipalities
and districts (within the limits of their capability),
in cooperation with the owners and proprietors
of cultural monuments, to protect and maintain
such heritage, to monitor its state of conservation
and to prevent all threats. The responsibility is assigned to the lower heritage protection authorities
in the districts, the towns with district status and
the towns with an especially high number of cultural monuments, as well as with the Saxon State
Directorate as the higher monument protection
authority and the Minister of State of the Interior
as the supreme heritage protection authority (§
4 SächsDSchG). Decisions will be taken in agree-
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Further monitoring mechanisms

Fig. 881 Mouth of the Markus Röhling visitor mine.
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6.a.2 Czech Republic
On the Czech side, the key indicators for evaluating
the state of conservation of the property Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region will be monitored, recorded and evaluated through the process of issuing the
annual monitoring reports. The periodicity and form
of the monitoring is being adjusted on the Czech side
based on a standardised national methodology updated in 20111. The annual reports produced on the
state of conservation of the properties inscribed on
the World Heritage List are discussed by the competent regional and local authorities as well as by the
site managers and the Ministry of Culture, and are
stored in the National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) and in
the Ministry of Culture.
The selection of the key indicators is determined by
the character of the property to be monitored, i.e. the
individual component parts of the serial property and
its primary attributes. The following attributes can be
defined with respect to the component parts of the
Czech part of the serial transboundary property:
1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
1. Preserved urban structure of the Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone including the historic network of streets
2. Preserved important built heritage within the
Jáchymov Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. Preserved monuments to mining dating from
the 16th to the 20th century and preserved mining infrastructure (adits, shafts, shaft collapses,
heaps, man-made reservoirs etc.) within the Jáchymov historic mining district
4. Preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. Mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature
2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná
Mining Landscape
1. Preserved urban structure of the Horní Blatná
Urban Heritage Zone, including the historic network of streets
2. Preserved important built heritage within the
Horní Blatná Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. Preserved monuments to mining dating from the
16th to the 20th century and preserved mining infrastructure (adits, shafts, shaft collapses, heaps,
placer mining landscape, open-cut mines etc.)
within the area of the historic mining districts of
Hřebečná, Horní Blatná and Tlatý Kopec
1

4. Preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. Mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature
3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
1. Preserved built heritage and infrastructure within the site of the national cultural property testifying to the intensive processing of uranium ore
during the 1950s
2. Authentic condition of the site
4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
1. Preserved urban structure of the Krupka Urban
Heritage Zone including the historic network of
streets and paths
2. Preserved important built heritage within the
Krupka Urban Heritage Zone and its authenticity
3. Preserved monuments to mining dating from
the 14th to the 20th century and mining infrastructure (adits, shafts, shaft collapses, heaps,
open-cut mines, etc.) within the area of the historical mining districts surrounding Krupka
4. Preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
5. Mining cultural landscape formed by the interaction of man with nature
5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
1. Preserved monuments to mining dating from
the 15th to the 19th century and mining infrastructure (adits, shafts, heaps, open-cut mines,
etc.)
2. Preserved chapel on the Mědník hill
3. Preserved underground parts of mines and evidence of the various mining methods
4. Mining landscape formed by the interaction of
man with nature
Taking the aforementioned attributes of the Czech
component parts of the serial property in consideration, the following four monitoring types will be conducted for monitoring and evaluating their condition:
I. Monitoring the condition of the aboveground
and underground mining remains
II. Monitoring the architectural elements and urban structure
III.Monitoring the natural elements and the character of the landscape
IV. Monitoring the effectiveness of the administration of the serial property

VLČKOVÁ, Jitka: Metodika roční monitorovací zprávy o statku zapsaném na Seznam světového kulturního a přírodního dědictví UNESCO, určené pro národní účely. Rkp. Praha. Národní památkový ústav, 2011. 23 s.; cf. VLČKOVÁ, Jitka, KUČOVÁ, Věra, BENEŠ, Michal: Metodické principy přípravy nominací k zápisu na Seznam
světového dědictví UNESCO a zásady uchování hodnot těchto statků. Odborné a metodické publikace, sv. 42. 1. vyd. Praha. Národní památkový ústav, 2011. 102
s. ISBN 978-80-87104-84-2.
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II. Monitoring the architectural elements and
urban structures
a) State of preservation of the authenticity
b) State of preservation of the integrity
c) Urban structure of the settlements (layout structure, material and spatial composition, height
level of the buildings)
d) Preservation of roofing
e) Level of securing of cultural heritage preservation for urban and architectural elements
f) Technical construction condition of the buildings – in conformity with the character of the
relevant component part; the urban structures
are primarily evaluated in their entirety and in
terms of the urban heritage zones as well as the
declared cultural properties
g) Condition of the minor architecture and freestanding sculptures
h) Condition of the public space (road, space,
ground floor area, urban fittings, green spaces
etc.)
i) Functional use of the properties and public
spaces
j) New buildings and demolitions
III. Monitoring the natural elements and the
character of the landscape
a) State of preservation of the cultural landscape
(typical and characteristic views to the landmarks, overall landscape context, including
monitoring the height and the extent of the new
buildings in the buffer zone)
b) State of preservation of the settlement areas
and developed spaces (panorama/external image of urban area, modifications to built structures within the landscape, significant building
and/or industrial activity, possible expansion of
traffic infrastructure beyond the centre area of
the municipalities and towns in connection with
a negative impact on the character of the landscape)
c) Meadowland, condition of the meadow usage
and other agricultural activities

d) Woods and bothersome growth, condition of
the forestry industry
e) Natural outcrops
f) Watercourses and aqueous areas (man-made
water ditches, man-made ponds)
IV. Monitoring the effectiveness of the administration of the property
a) Financing for maintenance of the serial property
(amount of funds available for maintenance and
for preserving its value)
b) Legal situation of the protection (amendments
to the relevant legislation, newly declared protected cultural properties, new important documents at international, national and local level)
c) Number of inhabitants in the component parts
of the serial property
d) Visitor numbers
e) Extent of services offered and visitor facilities
f) Touristic development of the serial property and
its components parts
g) The accessibility of the component parts of the
serial property
h) Presentation of the serial property and the form
this takes (new publications, websites, PR and
educational activities)
i) Process of inclusion of the local communities in
the administration and preservation of the serial
property
j) Enhancing the relevant qualifications of the
employees involved in the administration of the
property
k) Evaluation of communication flow at all levels
Given the above described key indicators and
the specific characteristics of the individual
component parts, the monitoring will be conducted in various forms (on-site survey of the
properties, photo documentation and possibly
video or film documentation, evaluation of the
statistical data etc.).
The extent of the monitoring, its frequency and
the institutions responsible for its implementation
are set out in the following tables.
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During monitoring the following indicators will, in
particular, be assessed:
I. Monitoring the condition of the aboveground
and underground mining remains
a) State of preservation of the authenticity
b) State of preservation of the integrity
c) Use
d) Level of securing
e) Technical built conditions and impact of risk factors (e.g. the state of the vegetation, soil erosion,
impairment of surface situation)
f) Preservation of the underground parts of the
mines and their equipment
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1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Indicator

Monitoring the condition
of the aboveground and
underground mining
remains

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban
structure

Monitoring the natural
characteristics and the
character of the landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the property
management

Frequency of
evaluation

Responsibility and location of records

Annually

National Heritage Institute (NPÚ) – regional department in Loket
and the site manager of the component part in partnership with
the Coordinator, Český báňský úřad (Czech Mining Authority)
and owner or administrator of the mines, Agentura pro ochranu
přírody a krajiny (AOPK, Agency for the Protection of Nature and
Landscape), state-owned forestry corporation Lesy ČR and the
Town of Jáchymov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Coordinator and the
Town of Jáchymov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager of the
site manager component part in partnership with the Coordinator, the Town of Jáchymov, state-owned forestry corporation
Lesy ČR, AOPK
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

Coordinator in partnership with the site managers, the Town of
Jáchymov and NPÚ, regional department in Loket
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná Mining Landscape
Frequency of
evaluation

Responsibility and location of records

Monitoring the condition
of the aboveground and
underground mining
remains

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager(s) of
the component part in partnership with the Coordinator, Český
báňský úřad and owner or administrator of the mines, AOPK,
Lesy ČR and the Towns of Abertamy, Boží Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban
structure

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site manager(s) of
the component in partnership with the Town of Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the site managers(s) of
the component part in partnership with the Coordinator, stateowned forestry corporation Lesy ČR, AOPK and the Towns of
Abertamy, Boží Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ (regional department in Loket) and the Coordinator, in
partnership with the site manager(s), the Towns of Abertamy,
Boží Dar and Horní Blatná
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Indicator

Monitoring the natural
characteristics and the
character of the landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the property
management
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3-CZ The Red Tower of Death
Frequency of
evaluation

Responsibility and location of records

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Regional Authority of
Karlovy Vary
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the
component part, in partnership with the Regional Authority of
Karlovy Vary
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator’s office

Monitoring the natural
characteristics and the
character of the landscape

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Loket and the site manager of the
component part in partnership with the Town of Ostrov
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Monitoring the effectiveness of the property
management

Annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in
Loket and District Authority of Karlovy Vary
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Loket, Coordinator‘s office

Indicator

Monitoring of the condition of the built heritage
and the entire site

Monitoring of the architectural elements

Indicator

Monitoring the condition
of the aboveground and
underground mining
remains

Monitoring the architectural elements and urban
structure

Monitoring the natural
characteristics and the
character of the landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the property
management

Frequency of
evaluation

Responsibility and location of records

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the Coordinator,
state-owned forestry corporation Lesy ČR, Český báňský úřad,
owner or administrator of the mines, AOPK and the Town of
Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site
manager of the component part in partnership with the Town of
Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the Coordinator,
state-owned forestry corporation Lesy ČR, AOPK and the Town
of Krupka.
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in
Ústí nad Labem, the site manager of the component part and the
Town of Krupka
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office
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4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape
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5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape
Frequency of
evaluation

Responsibility and location of records

Monitoring the condition
of the aboveground and
underground mining
remains

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the Coordinator,
Český báňský úřad and owner or administrator of the mines and
AOPK
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Monitoring of the architectural elements

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the component part
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Annually

NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem and the site manager of the component part in partnership with the coordinator,
AOPK and the municipality of Měděnec
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
coordinator‘s office

Annually

Coordinator in partnership with NPÚ – regional department in
Ústí nad Labem, the site manager of the component part and the
municipality of Měděnec
Storage location: NPÚ – regional department in Ústí nad Labem,
Coordinator‘s office

Indicator

Monitoring the natural
characteristics and the
character of the landscape

Monitoring the effectiveness of the property
management

The key indicators for each component part of the serial property in the Czech Republic will be examined
in detail in the annual monitoring reports, in which also the frequency of the monitoring and the responsible institutions will be specified.

Fig. 882 Entrance to the Země zaslíbená adit, Mědník Hill Mining Landscape (Mikšíček)
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6.b Administrative arrangements for monitoring property
6.b.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Monitoring of the nominated property

Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e. V.
(World Heritage association)
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH
Adam-Ries-Straße 16, 09456 Annaberg Buchholz
Tel.: (+49) (0)3733-145 0

Cultural monuments

Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Sachsen
(Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation)
Schloßplatz 1, 01067 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-48430400
Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen
(Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony)
Zur Wetterwarte 7, 01067 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-8926199
Lower Monument Protection Authorities
• Administrative district office Erzgebirgskreis,
department building inspection and
monument protection unit,
Paulus-Jenisius-Straße 24,
09456 Annaberg-Buchholz,
Phone: (+49) (0)3733 831 4100

Natural monuments

Sächsisches Landesamt für Umwelt,
Landwirtschaft und Geologie (LfULG)
(Saxon State Office for the Environment,
Agriculture and Geology)
Postfach 540137, 01311 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-2612-0
Lower Nature Conservation Authorities
• Administrative district office Erzgebirgskreis,
nature conservation/agriculture department,
Paulus-Jenisius-Straße 24,
09456 Annaberg-Buchholz,
Phone: (+49) (0)3735 601 6100
• Administrative district office Mittelsachsen,
nature conservation and agriculture department,
Frauensteiner Straße 43, 09599 Freiberg,
Phone: (+49) (0)3731 799 4144
• Administrative district office Sächsische
Schweiz-Osterzgebirge,
nature conservation department,
Postfach 10 02 53/54, 01782 Pirna,
Phone: (+49) (0)3501 515 3430

• Administrative district office Mittelsachsen,
building inspection and monument protection
unit, monument protection department,
Frauensteiner Straße 43, 09599 Freiberg,
Phone: (+49) (0)3731 799 1908

• Administrative district office Zwickau,
nature conservation, agriculture and forestry
department,
Zum Sternplatz 7, 08412 Werdau,
Phone: (+49) (0)375 4402 2633

• Administrative district office Sächsische
Schweiz-Osterzgebirge,
department monument preservation,
Postfach 10 02 53/54, 01782 Pirna,
Phone: (+49) (0)3501 515 3215

Water structures in operation

• Urban administration Freiberg, Urban development and building department, urban planning
office, lower monument protection authority,
Heubnerstraße 15, 09599 Freiberg,
Phone: (+49) (0) 3731 273 431

Chapter 6

• Administrative district office Zwickau,
building inspection and monument protection
department,
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Weg 2, 08371 Glauchau,
Phone: (+49) (0) 375 4402 25202

Landestalsperrenverwaltung (LTV - State Dam
Administration): State Dam Administration of
Free State of Saxony
Bahnhofstraße 14, 01796 Pirna,
Phone: +49 (0)3501 796 0
LTV - State Dam Administration of
Free State of Saxony
Company Freiberger Mulde/Zschopau
Zehntel 58, 09618 Großhartmannsdorf,
Phone: +49 (0)37329 7980 710

Mining installations
Sächsisches Oberbergamt (OBA - Chief Mining
Office of Saxony)
Kirchgasse 11, 09599 Freiberg,
Phone: (+49) (0) 3731-37 20
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6.b.2 Czech Republic
In the Czech Republic, the monitoring of the cultural
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List is
performed by the National Heritage Institute (NPÚ)
on behalf of the Ministry of Culture. In line with the
binding methodology of the Ministry of Culture of
the Czech Republic, the coordination of the monitoring of the cultural properties inscribed on the World
Heritage List (“annual monitoring”) is entrusted to
the Unit of Monuments and Sites of the International
Status of the Directorate General of the National
Heritage Institute. The activities connected with the
preparation of the annual monitoring reports and the
periodic reports will be coordinated, managed and
supervised by the national focal point. The annual
monitoring reports will be prepared by the regional
departments of the National Heritage Institute. In
the event of the inscription of the nominated serial
property, the monitoring will be performed by the
National Heritage Institute’s regional departments in
Ústí nad Labem (for component parts located in the
Ústí Region) and Loket (for component parts located
in the Karlovy Vary Region).
The annual monitoring reports will be prepared
on the basis of continuously drafted documentation,
with final versions for each calendar year to be presented to the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
by 31st October of the following year. The fundamental basis of the monitoring reports are the relevant
World Heritage nomination dossiers and the World
Heritage Committee’s decision regarding inscription
of the property on the World Heritage List. Additionally, decisions of the World Heritage Committee concerning the property, the Operational Guidelines, the
previous periodic reports and annual monitoring reports, the Management Plan and any other relevant
documents will be taken into consideration.
The structure of the annual monitoring report
currently comprises the following nine chapters2:
1. Identification of the property (basic data)
2. Values of the property
3. Protection and management of the property
4. Protection in the buffer zone of the property
5. Continuous monitoring
6. Conclusions and recommended measures
7. Contact information
8. Position statements concerning the content of
the annual monitoring report
9. Signature of the individual authorised to act on
behalf of the organisation

2

Continuous photographic or other documentation will be prepared to underpin the findings
made regarding the maintenance of the property.
This photographic documentation log describes
the characteristic views and the report will be
augmented with a map identifying the points for
which the photographs were taken and the perspective angle. The monitoring will be performed
by the regional department of the National Heritage Institute with the aid of a photographic documentation log of the characteristic views. The
photographic documentation log will be based
on the assumption of complete protection of the
values of the component parts of the serial property and its buffer zones. The monitoring encompasses all municipalities of the component part
as well as the entire cultural landscape. The visual axes will be precisely specified based on a site
investigation, and in such a way so as to ensure
that the entire area of the cultural landscape with
the landscape-shaping elements are sufficiently
documented.
The monitoring reports will be supplemented
by a written statement from the site manager of
the property. The reports will be issued as duplicate hard copies as in electronic form and
provided thus to the Directorate General of the
National Heritage Institute, which evaluates and
archives them and forwards them together with
an evaluation report to the Ministry of Culture of
the Czech Republic.
Taking into account the large spatial area of
the nominated serial property, its multi-faceted
nature and the considerable extent of the work
connected with the monitoring of the state of
preservation, it is recommended that other institutions be co-opted into the monitoring process, alongside the National Heritage Institute,
these being the national coordination office (the
coordinator), the site managers of the individual
component parts, the Czech Mining Office, the
state-owned forestry corporation Lesy ČR, the
Agency for the Protection of Nature and Landscape (AOPK), state administration, regional and
local self-government institutions and voluntary
employees, ICOMOS, etc. Modifications to the
national monitoring system will be proposed for
this purpose. The NPÚ, however, will continue to
coordinate the national and international monitoring procedures and summarise the monitoring
results in corresponding reports

A more detailed description of the structure can be found in the publication entitled VLČKOVÁ, Jitka, KUČOVÁ, Věra, BENEŠ, Michal: Metodické principy přípravy
nominací k zápisu na Seznam světového dědictví UNESCO a zásady uchování hodnot těchto statků. Odborné a metodické publikace, Volume 42. 1st edition
Prague: National Heritage Institute, 2011.102 p. ISBN 978-80-87104-84-2.
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6.c.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Previous reports
Measures concerning specific sites have been reported in the following publications:
• Beiträge zur Geschichte von Bergbau, Geologie
und Denkmalschutz: Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstag von Ottfried Wagenbreth. TU Bergakademie
Freiberg (Ed.). Freiberg 1998.
• Denkmalpflege in Sachsen, 1894 – 1994, Teil 1.
Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation (Ed.).
Weimar 1997.
• Denkmalpflege in Sachsen, 1894 – 1994, Teil 2.
Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation (Ed.).
Halle an der Saale 1998.
• Denkmale in Sachsen, Institut für Denkmalpflege (Ed.), Zweig Dresden. Weimar 1981
• Denkmalpflege in Sachsen. Report of the Saxon
State Office for Historic Preservation 1.1992 et
seqq.
• Denkmalpflege in Sachsen: Mitteilungshefte
(collected notifications) (1992 to 1999) and Jahrbücher (year books) (2000-2011) published by
the Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation.
• Denkmalschutz und Denkmalpflege im Freistaat
Sachsen – Beispiele aus 20 Jahren erfolgreicher
Arbeit am Denkmal. Saxon Ministry of the Interior (Ed.). Dresden 2011.
• Denkmalkunde und Denkmalpflege – Wissen
und Wirken. Festschrift für Heinrich Magirius
zum 60. Geburtstag. Dresden 1995.
• Dehio, Georg (1998): Handbuch der Deutschen
Kunstdenkmäler. Sachsen I. Munich; Berlin 1992
and Sachsen II. Munich; Berlin.
• Hoffmann, Yves and Richter, Uwe (2002, 2003,
2004): Denkmale in Sachsen Stadt Freiberg Beiträge - Volume I-III. Denkmaltopographie der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Yves Hoffmann,
Uwe Richter (ed. on behalf of Freiberger Altertumsvereins e.V. and the Saxon State Office for
Historic Preservation). Freiberg.
• Hoffmann, Yves and Richter, Uwe (2012): Entstehung und Blüte der Stadt Freiberg. Halle (Saale).
• Kratzsch, Klaus (1997): Die Silberstrasse in Sachsen. Auf den Spuren des erzgebirgischen Bergbaus. Vol. 4. Munich.
• Magirius, Heinrich (1989): Geschichte der Denkmalpflege in Sachsen. Berlin.
• Reports of the Saxon State Ministry of Finance
on monuments of the Free State of Saxony
• Titze, Mario (2002): Das barocke Schneeberg.
Dresden.

Studies prepared during the nomination
process:
• Implementation studies (Umsetzungsstudien): A
comprehensive survey of significant historic mining sites in the Ore Mountains took place during the
World Heritage nomination process. Mining sites
were documented in detail and cartographically
displayed in several studies. These studies provided the basis for the selection and documentation
of the nominated component parts as well as the
set-up of the database.
• Höhmann, Rolf (2012): “Interne Evaluation des
Welterbeantrags Montanregion Erzgebirge” (Internal evaluation of the World Heritage nomination
Montanregion Erzgebirge): Commissioned by the
Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation, an
internal evaluation was conducted in relation to
main elements for nomination. It was performed
by an independent industrial heritage expert and
focused on the criteria of authenticity and integrity.
The results serve as a basis for future monitoring
of the state of conservation and enable to identify
further measures.

Documentations provided by
miners’ associations
Miners’ association involved in the management of
nominated component parts in general document
their preservation and maintenance work and document it on a regular base. These reports provide a
valuable source for the documentation of the nominated property.

6.c.2 Czech Republic
National Heritage Institute employees continuously
monitor the condition of the properties declared in
the Czech Republic as being protected cultural properties or national cultural properties, as well as the
condition of the urban complexes declared as urban
heritage zones or urban heritage reserves. Reports are
prepared detailing these checks, and these are made
available at the relevant regional department of the
National Heritage Institute.
Periodic reporting of the nominated property in accordance with the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention has
not been performed to date, because the component
parts are not currently inscribed on the World Heritage List. If the inscription is approved, these reports
will be prepared by the National Heritage Institute, in
partnership with other institutions (the site manager
of the individual component parts, the coordinator
and other actors – see above). The reports for the
Czech part of the property Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region will also be prepared on the basis of
the experiences made in the preparation of such documents for properties of the Czech Republic already
inscribed on the World Heritage List
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6.c Results of previous
reporting exercise
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Fig. 883 Kryštof adit in Hřebečná, Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining Landscape
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7. Documentation
7.a Photographs and audiovisual image inventory and
authorization form
All photographs listed in the table are stored as image files in the formats tiff or jpg on a separate CD-ROM. UNESCO is entitled to use and disseminate the photographs. Costs for image rights and use of the images and photographs will not occur
or will be born by the applicant. However, the permission to unlimitedly use and disseminate the photographs does not
constitute a transfer of the rights in the photographs to UNESCO for exclusive marketing.

7.a.1 Free State of Saxony
No.

Date of
Photo (mo.
yr)

Format

Caption

1

Digital

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape, head frame of the shaft
building of the shaft complex
371

05/2013

2

Digital

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape, view into
the Reichtroster cavity of the
Tiefen-Bünau-Stolln (adit)

3

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, masonry at the mouth
of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery)

Digital

4

PhotograCopyright Contact details of
pher/ Director
owner
copyright owner
of the video

Non exclusive
sessions of
rights

J. Kugler

Jens Kugler, Steigerweg 3,
D-09603 Großschirma,
OT Kleinvoigtsberg;
E-Mail: jenskuglerverlag@
aol.com;

yes

04/2006

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

04/2006

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, Müdisdorfer man-made
ditch of the Aktive Revierwas10/2002
serlaufanstalt/RWA Freiberg
(mining water management
system)

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

M. Borrmann

Welterbe Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V. c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge
GmbH, Adam-Ries-Straße 16,
yes
D-09456 Annaberg-Buchholz;
E-Mail: kontakt@wfeerzgebirge.de,
Tel.: +49 3733/145-0

Digital

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape, powder house
and shaft building of the ArnoLippmann-Schacht (shaft)

6

Digital

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape, ore dressing
04/2012
machine of the Wäsche IV. (ore
washer)

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

7

Digital

1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval
Silver Mines

07/2012

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

8

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, royal stone table at the
Rothschönberger Adit

02/2009

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

9

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, Dörntaler man-made
pond, mining water management system

05/2008

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

10

Digital

11-DE Marienberg Heaps of
the Bauer Morgengang (lode),
Lauta

09/2007

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

11

Digital

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape, shaft building
with head frame of the Sauberger main and pilot shaft

10/2013

M. Borrmann

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

12

Digital

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape, Röhrgraben
(ditch)

10/2013

M. Borrmann

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

5
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09/2013

WFE
GmbH

Format

Caption

Date of
Photo (mo.
yr)

PhotograCopyright Contact details of
pher/ Director
owner
copyright owner
of the video

13

Digital

12-DE Marienberg mining
town, mining storehouse

10/2013

M. Borrmann

14

Digital

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

04/2009

15

Digital

10-DE Buchholz Mining
Landscape, terraconic heaps
of shaft 116 in the urban forest
near Buchholz

16

Digital

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape, Gesellschaft mine
Huthaus (administration and
assembly building)

17

Digital

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape, town hall, Schneeberg 09/2013
mining town

M. Borrmann

18

Digital

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape, mouth of the
Martin-Römer-Stolln (adit)

M. Borrmann

19

Digital

9-DE Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape, early modern
11/2002
agricultural fields situated next
to the mining sites

20

Digital

15-DE Eibenstock Minig Landscape, heaps of the tin placer
mining

21

WFE
GmbH

Non exclusive
sessions of
rights

Contact details see no. 5

yes

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

03/2009

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

09/2013

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

03/2012

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

Digital

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape, reversible wheel room
07/2009
of the Weißer Hirsch Fungrube
(mine)

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

22

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, mine forge of the Abraham shaft of the Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube (mine)

08/2010

J. Kugler

Contact details cf. no. 1

yes

23

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, miners’ pulpit in the
Freiberg cathedral

09/20009

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

24

Digital

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape, heaps’
landscape (15th/16th centuries)

10/2012

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

25

Digital

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works, Althammer
(hammer mill)

10/2012

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

26

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, landing in the shaft
complex Alte Elisabeth

02/2007

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

27

Digital

6-DE Schneeberg Mining
Landscape, Siebenschlehner
Pochwerk (stamp mill)

09/2013

M. Borrmann

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

28

Digital

16-DE Rother Berg Mining
Landscape, manor house of
the Erlahammer Ironworks

09/2013

M. Borrmann

WFE
GmbH

Contact details see no. 5

yes

29

Digital

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape, underground water
wheel at the Thurmhof shaft

03/2009

J. Kugler

Contact details see no. 1

yes

Digital

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape, miners‘ parade
12/2014
at St. Annen Church, Annaberg
mining town

BUR Werbeagentur GmbH

BUR, Werbeagentur GmbH,
Gabelsbergerstr. 4, D-09456
Annaberg-Buchholz
no
Tel.: +49 3733 1882-0
E-Mail: info@bur-werbung.de

30

09/2013
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7.a.2 Czech Republic
No.

1

2

3

Format

Caption

Photographer/
Copyright
Date of Photo
Director of the
owner
(mo/yr)
video

Contact details of copyright
owner

Non exclusive
sessions of rights

10/2007

Libor Sváček

Libor Sváček
Kaplická 447
CZ 381 01 Český Krumlov
Email: box@fotosvacek.cz

yes

Jan Albrecht

Jan Albrecht
Hřebečná 20
CZ 362 35 Abertamy
Phone: +420 725 143 014
Email: montanuran@seznam.cz

yes

Michal Urban

Michal Urban
Velké Kunratické 20
CZ 148 00 Praha 4
Phone: +420 603 280 863
Email: murban@upcmail.cz

yes

Lubomír Zeman
Lipová 642
CZ 363 01 Ostrov
Phone: +420 777 771 871
Email: zeman@tkrostrov.cz

yes

Digital

An aerial view of Jáchymov

Digital

Head frame of the Svornost mine
in Jáchymov, the oldest uranium 03/2010
mine in the world

Digital

Church of St. Joachim in
Jáchymov

05/2012

4

Digital

Royal Mint in Jáchymov

05/2009

Lubomír Zeman

5

Digital

All Saints hospital church in
Jáchymov

05/2009

Lubomír Zeman

Contact details see no. 4

yes

yes

6

Digital

Heaps and shaft depressions on
the Schweizer vein in Jáchymov

10/2012

National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ)

NPÚ – generální ředitelství
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ 118 01 Praha 1
Phone: +420 257 010 111
Email: epodatelna@npu.cz

7

Digital

Detail of the keystone of the
Leithund adit’s portal (1852) in
Jáchymov

12/2011

National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ)

Contact details see no. 6

yes

8

Digital

Example of the timbering in
the Štola č. 1 (Adit no. 1) in
Jáchymov

06/2012

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes

9

Digital

Heinzen pond and waste heap of
the Eduard uranium mine in the 07/2015
Elias valley near Jáchymov

Marek Petrů

Marek Petrů
Email: marek.petru@marbes.cz

yes

10

Digital

Aerial view of Horní Blatná

10/2005

Karel Kuča

Karel Kuča, Evropská 26,
CZ 160 00 Praha 6
Phone: +420 224 325 100
Email: karel.kuca@gmail.com

11

Digital

Half-timbered house no. 127
from 1754 in Horní Blatná

09/2005

Karel Kuča

Contact details see no. 10

yes

12

Photo

Vlčí jáma (Wolf’s pit) near Horní
Blatná

10/2010

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes

13

Digital

Ledová jáma (Ice pit) near Horní
Blatná

10/2010

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes

14

Digital

Blatenský vodní příkop (Horní
Blatná water ditch)

08/2007

National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ)

Contact details see no. 6

yes

15

Digital

Kryštof adit (16th century) in
Hřebečná

10/2012

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes

16

Digital

Underground stope in the Mauritius mine in Hřebečná

11/2015

Norbert Weber

Norbert Weber
CZ 362 36 Pernink
Phone: +420 732 878 235
Email: W.Norbert@seznam.cz

yes

17

Digital

Mauritius mine in Hřebečná – an
adit driven by fire-setting

10/2009

Norbert Weber

Contact details see no. 16

yes

18

Digital

Wildbahn mine in Hřebečná – a
near-surface stope

06/2012

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes

19

Digital

Historic heaps of the tin placer
mining in Boží Dar

11/2011

National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ)

Contact details see no. 6

yes

20

Digital

The large stope in the Johannes
mine in Zlatý Kopec – Kaff

11/2011

Jan Albrecht

Contact details see no. 2

yes
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No.

Photographer/
Copyright
Date of Photo
Director of the
owner
(mo/yr)
video

Contact details of copyright
owner

Non exclusive
sessions of rights

09/2013

Petr Lněnička
Habrová 1445
CZ 363 01 Ostrov
Phone: +420 775 762 040
Email: info@2mstudio.cz

yes

Jan Watzek

Městský
úřad
Krupka

Městský úřad Krupka
Mariánské náměstí 22
CZ 417 42 Krupka 1
Phone.: +420 417 803 111
Email: info@mukrupka.cz

yes

Jan Watzek

Městský
úřad
Krupka

Contact details see no. 22

yes

Ondřej Malina,
NPÚ, ú.o.p. Loket
Kostelní 81,
CZ 357 33 Loket
Phone: +420 777 477 934
Email: malina.ondrej@npu.cz

yes

Contact details see no. 22

yes

yes

Format

Caption

Digital

Total view of the Red Tower of
Death

22

Digital

Historic centre of Krupka with
the Gothic Church of the Assumption

10/2006

23

Digital

Starý Martin adit in Krupka

05/2008

24

Digital

Baroque miners’ chapel of St.
Wolfgang on the Komáří hůrka
hill near Krupka

04/2012

Ondřej Malina

25

Digital

Open-cut mine on the Komáří
hůrka hill near Krupka

05/2013

Jan Watzek

21

Petr Lněnička

Městský
úřad
Krupka

Digital

Heaps and shaft depressions
on the Komáří hůrka hill near
Krupka

05/2013

Josef Slavíček

27

Digital

Aerial view of Mědník Hill

04/2007

Jaroslav Kloub

Jaroslav Kloub
Email: klimlek@email.cz

yes

Digital

Portal of the Země zaslíbená adit
08/2013
on the Mědník Hill

Ulrich Möckel

Ulrich Möckel
Muldenstr. 1
D-08304 Schönheide
Phone: +49 037755 55566
Email: u.moeckel@gmx.net

yes

NPÚ, ú.o.p. Loket
Kostelní 81,
CZ 357 33 Loket
Phone: +420 352 684 796
Email: sekretariat.loket@
npu.cz

yes

Contact details see no. 3

yes

28

29

Digital

Země zaslíbená adit on the
Mědník Hill

04/2012

National Heritage Institute,
regional
branch Loket

30

Digital

Mědník – miners’ procession to
the chapel of Our Lady of the
Immaculate Conception

09/2012

Michal Urban

Chapter 7

26

Josef Slavíček - NPÚ, generální ředitelství, Valdštejnské
náměstí 3
CZ 118 01 Praha 1
Phone: +420 257 010 316;
Email: josef.slavicek@npu.cz
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7.b Texts relating to protective
designation, copies of property
management plans or documented management systems
and extracts of other plans
relevant to the property
Additional volumes
Volume 1: Management Plan
Volume 2: Maps (Overview, protective designation;
and small scale)

7.b.1 Free State of Saxony, Federal
Republic of Germany
Legal basis
All texts are included in the digital attachment in
German and, if available, in English as well. The
related chapters 5.b.1, and 5.c.1 in the nomination
dossier provide an English summary of the most
important sections of all legal basis mentioned.
Federal acts
• Federal Building Code (BauGB)
• Federal Mining Act (BbergG)
• Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG)
• Federal Nature Conservation Act (BNatSchG)
• Federal Forest Act (BwaldG)
• Federal Water Act (WHG)
• Regional Planning Act (ROG)
• Environmental Impact Assessment Act (UVPG)
• Federal Waterways Act (WaStrG)
Legislation of the Free State of Saxony
• Act on the Protection and Conservation of Cultural Heritage in the Free State of Saxony - Monument Conservation Act of Saxony (Sächsisches
Denkmalschutzgesetz - SächsDSchG)
• Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection
Act of Saxony - Nature Conservation Act of Saxony
(Sächsisches Naturschutzgesetz - SächsNatSchG)
• Saxon Building Regulations (SächsBO)
• Saxon Water Act (SächsWG)
• Saxon Spatial Planning Act (SächsLPlG)
Ordinances
• Order for the Guarantee of Radiation Protection
in Dumps and Industrial Sedimentation Installations and for the Use of Material stored therein
(HaldAO)
• Ordinance on the Guarantee of Nuclear Safety
and Radiation Protection (VOAS)
• Radiation Protection Ordinance (StrlSchV)
• Ordinance on the Environmental Impact Assessment of Mining Projects
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Development and tourism plans
The planning systems at the state and communal
level are included in the digital attachment (German version). The related chapter 5.d.1 in the
nomination dossier provides a brief summary.
• State Development Plan for the Free State of
Saxony (LEP 2013)
• Regional Plan of the Obere Elbtal-Osterzgebirge
Planning Association (2009, preliminary draft
2015)
• Regional Plan of the Chemnitz Planning Association (2008)
• Regional Plan of the Chemnitz Planning Association (Draft 2015)
• Raw materials strategy for Saxony (2012)
• Destinationsentwicklung Erzgebirge (2012) (development of the destination Ore Mountains)
• Marketing concept, World Heritage communication concept (2014)

7.b.2 Czech Republic
Legal basis
Overview of the protective measures and means
of their implementing is given in chapters 5.b.2,
and 5.c.2 of the nomination dossier. In the following text, extracts of the most important documents
relating to the protection of individual component
parts of the nominated serial property are mentioned:
1) Decree of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech
Republic of 10 September 1992 on the declaration of the territories of historical centres of
selected towns as conservation areas (urban
heritage zones) – relevant to the historic centres of the towns of Horní Blatná, Jáchymov
and Krupka,
2) Government Decree of 28 April 2008 on the declaration of certain cultural heritage sites as national cultural heritage sites (national cultural
properties) – relevant to the component part
The Red Tower of Death,
3) General measures on the proclamation of selected landscape formations as protected cultural landscapes (relevant to all component
parts of the Czech part of the property except
for the Red Tower of Death).

1)
Collection of Laws No. 476/1992

Part 95

Page 2737

DECREE
of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
of 10 September 1992
on the declaration of the territories of historical nuclei of selected towns
as conservation areas
Pursuant to § 6 of the Act of the Czech National Council No. 20/1987 Coll., on State Heritage Conservation, as
amended by Act of the Czech National Council No. 425/1990 Coll. on District Authorities, their scope of power
and certain other measures related thereto, the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic provides as follows:1
§1
The territories of historical nuclei of the towns of Beroun, Bělá pod Bezdězem, Brandýs nad Labem Stará Boleslav, Čáslav, Jílové u Prahy, Kostelec nad Černými lesy, Kouřim, Mělník, Mladá Boleslav, Nymburk, Poděbrady, Rakovník, Sedlec - Prčice, Slaný, Smečno, Velvary, Bečov nad Teplou, Bor u Tachova,
Dobřany, Horažďovice, Horní Blatná, Horní Slavkov, Jáchymov, Karlovy Vary, Kašperské Hory, Klatovy,
Manětín, Mariánské Lázně, Město Touškov, Ostrov nad Ohří, Planá u Mariánských Lázní, Rabí, Rabštejn,
Rokycany, Spálené Poříčí, Stříbro, Sušice, Tachov, Teplá, Toužim, Úterý, Valeč, Velhartice, Žlutice, Benešov
nad Ploučnicí, Bílina, Budyně nad Ohří, Česká Kamenice, Česká Lípa, Český Dub, Duchcov, Dubá, Frýdlant v Čechách, Jiřetín pod Jedlovou, Chomutov, Jablonec nad Nisou, Jablonné v Podještědí, Kamenický
Šenov, Klášterec nad Ohří, Krupka, Liberec, Louny, Nový Bor, Roudnice nad Labem, Šluknov, Teplice, Bílovec, Branná, Bruntál, Brušperk, Frýdek, Fulnek, Hlučín, Hranice, Javorník, Karviná, Kelč, Litovel, Místek,
Mohelnice, Moravská Ostrava, Odry, Opava, Přerov, Šternberk, Štíty, Šumperk, Tovačov, Uničov, Valašské
Meziříčí, Vidnava, Zlaté Hory are declared as conservation areas (hereinafter referred to as “Areas“).
§2
The boundaries of the Areas are delineated in the Annex hereto and their graphical presentation is provided
in maps which are deposited with the Ministry of Culture, the National Institute for Heritage Conservation in
Prague, the Heritage Conservation Institutes of Central Bohemia in Prague, Pilsen, Ústí nad Labem, Ostrava
and Olomouc, with district and city councils based on the territorial delineations of the areas.
§3
In order to protect and to conserve the heritage value of the area, mainly consisting in the importance of
the given territory for the historical, cultural and other particularity of the location, the historical relations
of real estates and areas, as well as for the exterior and interior appearance of the settlement, the following
requirements are laid down:
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a) Urban development programs are prepared on the basis of structural and historical surveys of
territories and individual buildings,
b) In the preparation of urban development programs and of the zoning documentation, the heritage value of the Area must be observed,
c) The use of all buildings and premises must be consistent with their capacity and technical limits
and must be consistent with the heritage value of the Area,
d) The refurbishment and restoration of real estate in the Area must be carried out based on a
structural and historical, as well as conservation survey,
e) To protect the technical condition of the real estates situated on the territory of the Area, it is
necessary to urgently carry out maintenance work until a general refurbishment is undertaken.
§4
This Decree shall take effect on publication.
Minister:
PhDr. Kabát, m.p.

1

Item 4 of Annex II
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2)
Page 2234

Collection of Laws 170/2008

Part 54

GOVERNMENT DECREE
of 28 April 2008

on the declaration of certain cultural heritage sites as national cultural heritage sites
Pursuant to Section 4 (1) of Act No. 20/1987 Coll. on State Heritage Conservation, the Government
orders as follows:
§1
Declaration of certain cultural heritage sites as national cultural heritage sites
1. As national cultural heritage sites, the following cultural heritage sites are declared:
c) In the Karlovy Vary Region
i. Premonstratensian Monastery in Teplá
ii. Jeroným medieval mine in Čistá
iii. Red Tower of Death in Ostrov
2. The location, description and spatial identification of the national cultural heritage sites
referred to in paragraph 1 are included in the Annex hereto.
3. The National Heritage Institute shall highlight the national heritage sites referred to in Paragraph 1
always in two copies of the cadastral map and, within a time limit of 30 days from the effective date
hereof, it shall deposit one copy with the Central Registry of Cultural Heritage Sites of the Czech Republic and send one copy to the Regional Office, in whose jurisdiction the national cultural heritage
site referred to in paragraph 1 is located.
§2
In order to protect the national cultural heritage sites declared by this Decree, the following requirement
is laid down: the size of the built-up areas, the shape of the ground or, as the case may be, the height and
the architecture of buildings must not change, should this entail an impairment of the cultural values of
the of national heritage site.
§3
Effective Date
This Decree shall take effect on 1 July 2008.
Prime Minister:
Ing. Topolánek, m.p.
Minister of Culture
Mgr. Jehlička, m.p.
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3)
General Measure
on the Proclamation of
Mining Cultural Landscape Abertamy-Boží Dar-Horní Blatná
(Karlovy Vary Region) as a protected cultural landscape
The Ministry of Culture as the administrative body of competent jurisdiction hereby, pursuant to Section 6 of Act No. 20/1987 Coll., the Heritage Preservation Act, as amended, Section 171 et seq. of Act No.
500/2004 Coll., the Rules of Administrative Procedure,
proclaims
a part of a landscape formation - Mining Cultural Landscape Abertamy-Boží Dar-Horní Blatná (Karlovy Vary District): Cadastral area: c.a. Ryžovna (608874), c.a. Boží Dar (608866), c.a.
Hřebečná (600024), c.a. Jáchymov (656437), c.a. Abertamy (600016), c.a. Potůčky (726516), c.a.
Horní Blatná (642380),
as a protected cultural landscape.
Article 1
Subject of conservation
The subject of conservation in the protected culture landscape (hereinafter referred to just as the “PCL“)
of the Abertamy-Boží Dar-Horní Blatná Mining Cultural Landscape consists in a mining landscape that
documents the methods of ore mining and ore processing and contains an extraordinary concentration
of relics of mining activity whose cultural values are represented by old mine workings with their technical and technological equipment accompanied by above-ground structures, an architecture created as a
result of the mining activity, depressions and sink-holes, water ditches and placers, in particular Červená
jáma (Rote Grube) and the Schnepp’s sink-hole at Hřebečná, the Mauritius Mine with the Kryštof Adit at
Hřebečná, water ditches to the Mauritius Mine, the Mrtvý rybník pond, the quarry at Hřebečná, a part of
the mining districts of Neklid, Zlatý Kopec – Kaffenberg and Hrazený potok, placers near Boží Dar, placers on the Kraví potok creek, Božídarské rašeliniště (the Boží Dar peatland), Vlčí jámy (Wolfspinge/Wolf’s
Pits), the Horní Blatná Water Ditch, the Kozí placers, the Konrád and Vavřinec Mines near Horní Blatná,
relics of mining at Bludná, Sněžná hůrka – the Zuzana and Svatý Duch mines, at Luhy and on the Jelení
vrch hill near Horní Blatná, and the water ditches leading to the former mill producing cobalt-based dyes
near Blatenský potok creek.
Article 2
Conditions of protection
(1) To ensure the heritage conservation of the PCLs and their environment which, together with the settlements, architectural sets, individual heritage works, the structure of plots, routes, water bodies, water
ways, permanent vegetation, preserved old mine workings with above-ground buildings and relics of
mining activity feature important cultural values, the following conditions for protection are laid down.
a) Land use must be consistent with their historical character as well as their capacity and technical limits,

c) When deciding about new construction, modernization of buildings and reconstruction, the layout
and height arrangement of the structures, the massing of the buildings, the facade articulation and
the materials used must respect the nature and the scale of the preserved development that is characteristic of the municipality in whose territory the PCL is located. Notable landmarks on the territory
and their views must be preserved.
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b) Any alterations of public spaces, surfaces, buildings and works on a built-up territory of the PCL and
any interventions on a non-built-up territory of the PCL must not harm the subject of conservation
and must aim at the preservation of cultural values of the PCL defined in § 1,
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(2) The conditions of area conservation laid down in § 3 (1) hereof shall not apply to forest management,
if the forest assets in question is managed in accordance with an approved forest management plan
or forest management scheme.
Article 3
Delimination of boundaries of the PCL
The boundary of the protected culture landscape of the Abertamy-Boží Dar-Horní Blatná Mining Cultural
Landscape begins in the north near the village of Český mlýn and it continues to the east. It copies the
state border with the Federal Republic of Germany. It begins in the c. a. Ryžovna and continues in the c. a.
Boží Dar. Near Boží Dar, then further along the edge of l. l. No. (land lot No.) 1013 and 1014, then it crosses
the route l. l. No. 865/2, it continues along the southern edge of l. l. No. 993 and 1001, then again along l. l.
No. 993, and then along l. l. No. 999, 993, 998, 997, 996, 995. It crosses the route l. l. No. 983 and it continues
along the southern side of l. l. No. 979, 975, 974, again l. l. No. 975, 973 and it crosses the route and it continues along the southern edge of l. l. No. 971, 970, 952, 949. It crosses the route on l. l. No. 944, it crosses
the route l. l. No. 865/1. The boundary then continues along the edge of the parcels of land No. 200/29,
200/28, 179/3, 179/1, 179/2, 200/20, 200/2, it continues along the southern edge of l. l. No. 683/2 and
along the southern edge of l. l. No. 702/1, 751/1, 733/1, it crosses the route l. l. No. 887 and it continues
along the edge of l. l. No. 741/2, 931, 924/1. It enters the c. a. Ryžovna and it continues along l. l. No. 393/1,
726, 393/3. It enters the c. a. of Hřebečná and it continues along l. l. No. 1838/2, 1838/1, 1838/3, 1764/1,
1859/2, 1798/1, 1798/2. It continues in the c. a. of Jáchymov along l. l. No. 4857/1, it then runs along the
northern side of the route l. l. No. 5226 and it continues along l. l. No. 4872, then crosses l. l. No. 5226 and
it copies the Bystřice Stream on l. l. No. 5251 to the southwest direction. It enters the c. a. Abertamy under
l. l. No. 1990/1 and it continues towards the road from the so-called Abertamská zatáčka (Albertamy turn)
to Abertamy. In the c. a. Abertamy l. l. No. 1953, it crosses this route and then it runs along the eastern
side of l. l. No. 601/1, b. l. No. (building lot No.) 590, l. l. No. 601/3, 601/2 and it turns to the west, running
along the edge of l. l. No. 742/1 and 741/1. It then continues along the Bystřice Stream l. l. No. 1990/1,
it crosses it, it bends to the west and it continues along the southern edge of l. l. No. 725, 697/1, 697/3,
697/1, 1964, 691, 1960, 667/1, 667/2, 667/5, around l. l. No. 667/4 it turns to the north and it continues to
the north again along l. l. No. 667/1. It crosses the Husova Street on l. l. No. 1984/1, it then continues along
the western edge of l. l. No. 228. Subsequently, it crosses the road between Abertamy and Pernink l. l. No.
1972/1, it crosses the Rybná creek 1998/1, it continues along l. l. No. 2034, b. l. No. 816, again along l. l.
No. 2034, 2033, 2031, 2028/1, it crosses the Rybná creek and it runs along the western edge of l. l. No. 240,
243/1, 253, 288/8, 288/9, 288/3, 288/2, 288/11, 288/4. It crosses the route l. l. No. 1935/1 and it continues
along north-western edge of l. l. No. 315, 509/1. It crosses the route l. l. No. 1930/1 and it continues along
the western edge of l. l. No. 399/1 to c. a. Hřebečná l. l. No. 1994. It continues along l. l. No. 1246/1, b. l.
No. 360, l. l. No. 1197/1, 1202, it then crosses the route l. l. No. 1926 and it continues along l. l. No. 1245/1,
1241. It enters the c. a. Ryžovna and it runs along l. l. No. 349/1, 335/2, 311, 308, b. l. No. 58 and again l. l.
No. 308. It continues along the southern edge of the route l. l. No. 1260 and 1259 in c. a. Potůčky. It then
continues in c. a. Horní Blatná along the route l. l. No. 1141/1. From this route, it turns to the southwest
direction along l. l. No. 376/5, 376/1, 324/1 and 309/8. Subsequently, the boundary intersects route l. l. No.
1134/1, i.e. it continues from the contact point of l. l. No. 309/8, 296/1 and 1134/1 to the contact point of
l. l. No. 218/6, 218/1 and 1134/1. It then continues further along the southern edge of l. l. No. 218/6, 223/3,
1133/1, it crosses the railway from Karlovy Vary to Potůčky l. l. No. 1195/1, it continues further along l. l.
No. 1027/1, it crosses Blatenský potok l. l. No. 1185 and it continues to the north along l. l. No. 1015, it intersects the route l. l. No. 1173 and it continues along l. l. No. 972/7, 972/8, 972/9, and again 972/8, 973/4,
973/3, it enters the c. a. Potůčky l. l. No. 1162/3, and it then continues along l. l. No. 1162/1, 160/1, 126/2,
it continues along the Blatenský potok l. l. No. 1367. The boundary then runs along the western edge of
l. l. No. 1152. After contact with l. l. No. 1171, it turns to the north. It continues further along l. l. No. 1171,
1360, it crosses Blatenský potok l. l. No. 1367 and it continues along l. l. No. 175, it crosses l. l. No. 1361 and
the route l. l. No. 1173 and it continues further along l. l. No. 1172. It then continues along l. l. No. 214, it
crosses a water course l. l. No. 1361 and, from the contact point of l. l. No. 1361, 207/5 and 207/7, it runs to
the contact point of l. l. No. 1167, 1208/2 and 207/1. It crosses l. l. No. 1167 and it continues further along
l. l. No. 147. It crosses l. l. No. 1208/2 and along the western edge of l. l. No. 764/1 in c. a. Horní Blatná.
It runs along l. l. No. 1161, 780/4, 780/2 and it enters the c. a. Potůčky, where it continues along l. l. No.
1225/1. It then runs along l. l. No. 1229, 1232, 598, 1343, 1387, it crosses the road l. l. No. 1233 and it runs
along north-eastern edge of l. l. No. 596. It crosses l. l. No. 1345, it continues along the northern edge of l.
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l. No. 698, it crosses l. l. No. 1346, it runs along northern edge of l. l. No. 702, it crosses l. l. No. 1282 and it
then continues along the north-eastern edge of l. l. No. 814, 698, along the northern edge of l. l. No. 1272.
It crosses l. l. No. 1354/2 and it runs along the western edge of l. l. No. 1276 to the Černá Stream. It crosses
it and it runs along the Černá Stream l. l. No. 1342/1 to c. a. Ryžovna on l. l. No. 430/7 and it then continues
along l. l. No. 614, it runs along northern edge of l. l. No. 431/16, it crosses Kraví potok l. l. No. 1348 and
it continues along northern edge of this l. l. No. 1348. The boundary then turns to the north and it runs
along the western edge of l. l. No. 431/2, it crosses the route l. l. No. 611/1 and it continues along the state
border with the Federal Republic of Germany to the northernmost tip of the border near the village of
Český mlýn, where the boundary closes.
The boundary of the area of the protected cultural landscape is marked for orientation in a map attached
to this general measure. (reflecting the legal status as of July 22, 2013.)
Article 4
Effectiveness
This general measure shall enter into effect in accordance with Section 173 (1) of the Rules of Administrative Procedure on the 15th day from the publication of this general measure.
Article 5
Notice
Anyone can view the general measure and the rationale therefor pursuant to Section 173 (1) of the Rules
of Administrative Procedure at the issuing administrative authority. No remedy is available against the
proclamation of a protected cultural landscape by way of a general measure (Section 173 (2) of Act No.
500/2004 Coll., the Rules of Administrative Procedure).
Prague, November 14, 2013
Mgr. Jiří Vajčner, PhD.
Director of Heritage Preservation Department
In the same way and on the same day, the following three landscape formations have also been proclaimed as protected cultural landscapes (PCL) by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic:

Mining Cultural Landscape Krupka
(The subject of conservation in the PCL of the Mining Cultural Landscape Krupka consists in a mining landscape, documenting the method of ore mining and treatment with an extraordinary concentration of relics
of mining activity, whose cultural values are represented by old workings with their technical and technological equipment accompanied by above-ground structures, an architecture created as a result of the
mining activity, sink-holes, water canals and placers, in particular the town of Krupka, the Komáří hůrka mining district with a large sink-hole on the Komáří hůrka hill, the Komáří vížka watchtower, the Knötel mining
district with the Prokop, Barbora, Václav and Večerní hvězda, Šimon, Juda, Vincenc and Lukáš adits, and with
the Zwickenpinge open cut, the Steinknochen mining district with the Starý Martin Adit, the Preisselberg mining district with the Preisselberg sink-hole and adits I, II, III and the Klösenberg district, Günther and the Horní
Krupka mountain village with a miners’ trail connecting the village with the town of Krupka.)
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Mining Cultural Landscape Jáchymov
(The subject of conservation in the PCL of the Jáchymov Mining Cultural Landscape consists in the mining
landscape, documenting the method of ore mining and treatment with an extraordinary concentration of
relics of mining activity, whose cultural values are represented by old workings along with their technical
and technological equipment accompanied by above-ground structures or their remains, an architecture
created as a result of the mining activity, sink-holes, spoil tips, water canals and placers, in particular the
town of Jáchymov and the surrounding old workings, the complex of the Svornost mine and the Štola No. 1
(adit), the Eliášské údolí valley with the Heinzův pond, water canals and relicts of historical and modern-era
ore mining, line of spoil tips and sink-holes on the Schweizer lode at Nové Město, the area of the Turecký vrch
hill and the territory or the labour camps around Jáchymov.)
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Mining Cultural Landscape Háj-Kovářská-Mědník
(The subject of conservation in the PCL of the Háj–Kovářská–Mědník Mining Cultural Landscape consists in the
mining landscape, documenting the method of ore mining and treatment with an extraordinary concentration
of relics of mining activity, whose cultural values are represented in particular by the Mědník hill with the Marie
Pomocná and Země zaslíbená adits, as well as the surface relics of the mining activity, in particular shaft and
adit entrances and waste banks, a sparse spruce forest with glades and peat bogs, vast meadows around
minor settlements bearing features of a relict mining landscape and the complex of the lime works in Háj near
Loučná pod Klínovcem including the adjacent quarry.)
All these general measures shall enter into effect in Janaury 2014 by the latest.
Structure and tasks of the state authorities and professional organisations in the field of cultural heritage preservation in the Czech Republic2
Organisation structure of national heritage preservation
National heritage preservation is carried out by the national heritage preservation authorities, including
the Ministry of Culture, regional authorities and municipalities with extended remits. The professional organisation for the national heritage preservation – the National Heritage Institute – reports to the Ministry
of Culture. This organisation is divided into a Directorate General and regional departments. The bodies of
national heritage preservation in co-operation with other bodies of the public administration and with the
assistance of professional organisation of the national heritage preservation, scientific, artistic, and other
professional organisations and institutes aim at ensuring a planned, complex and differentiated preservation of the cultural heritage in accordance with the long-term management strategy. The allocation of tasks
and powers is set out in Act No. 20/1987, theHeritage Preservation Act, as amended, as follows:
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
The Ministry of Culture is the central administrative authority responsible for protected cultural properties
in the Czech Republic.
The Ministry of Culture shall
a) draw up prognoses, strategies and proposals concerning the long-term prospects for the development of
national heritage preservation;
b) declare protected culture properties, heritage zones and prepare materials for the Government to declare heritage reserves and national cultural properties;
c) assume a position with respect to the territorial development policy and principles, present its opinion
on the land-use planning documentation of the territory in which protected cultural heritage is located
and present its view on the delineation of areas earmarked for construction in that territory;
d) co-ordinate research and scientific activities in the field of the heritage preservation.
e) draw up, publicise and carry out programmes of comprehensive protected cultural properties, create
best-possible conditions for such protection, consider proposals for long-term, medium-term and implementation plans relating to the restoration in the wider sense of protected cultural properties;
f) provide guidance for the cultural and educational utilisation of protected cultural properties in accordance with the interests of the State’s cultural policy;
g) co-ordinate scientific research in the field of national heritage preservation;
h) make decisions on the establishment, division, integration and merger of institutions as well as on
other changes of organisation in the field of the national heritage preservation;
i) establish a Scientific Council as its expert consultative body for the national heritage preservation;
j) co-operate with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Physical Culture and with universities in the
training of personnel in the field of national heritage preservation, attend to the continued education
thereof and – to reward personnel for exceptional performance – award a prize in the field of heritage
preservation;
k) ensure international co-operation in the field of the national heritage preservation;
l) issue the statutes of the professional organisation for national heritage preservation which shall be
a state-financed contributory organisation with nation-wide competence, the tasks of which are also
set out in law.
2

Structure and tasks on the basis of Act No. 20/1987 Coll., the Heritage Preservation Act, as amended.
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Heritage Conservation Inspection
According to Act No. 20/1987 Coll. the Ministry of Culture is the founder of the Heritage Conservation
Inspection as its specialised inspection body in the field of national heritage preservation. The main purpose of the Heritage Conservation Inspection is to exercise centralised monitoring of compliance with the
provisions of this Act and the regulations issued for the implementation hereof.
In particular, the Heritage Conservation Inspection shall carry out the following tasks:
a) oversee the realisation of the comprehensive preservation of protected cultural properties;
b) oversee the observance of decisions made by the agencies and bodies of the national cultural properties in order to ensure the heritage preservation and the performance of the obligations borne by the
owners (managers, users) of protected cultural properties;
c) on the basis of inspection findings, analyse the situation of national heritage preservation and propose measures for the improvement thereof.
In the performance of its duties, the Heritage Conservation Inspection shall co-operate with national
heritage preservation authorities as well as with other administrative authorities, supervisory agencies, regions, municipalities and the professional organisation in the field of the heritage preservation, and it shall rely on the assistance thereof. If the Heritage Conservation Inspection uncovers any
shortcomings in protected cultural properties, it shall propose measures to the competent national
heritage preservation authorities measures aimed at eliminating the ascertained shortcomings and,
if necessary, also the imposition of a fine, and it shall attend to proper implementation of the ordered measures.
Region, acting under its independent competence
The region is a territorial community of citizens. It enjoys the right of self-government, exercised within
the ambit defined by law and in accordance with regional needs.3 Within its territory it carries out public
administration in the matters specified in law; its powers in such matters are “transferred powers of the
Region”.4
The Region shall
a) approve the regional concept of development for national heritage preservation in accordance with
the development strategy for national heritage preservation in the Czech Republic and after consultation with the Ministry of Culture;
b) approve drafts of long-term, medium-term and implementation plans and programmes for the preservation and restoration of protected cultural properties;
c) provide guidance as regards cultural and educational utilisation of protected cultural properties in the
region.
Regional Authority
The Regional Authority provides methodological guidance for the heritage preservation within the region
as follows:
a) it performs tasks of the body of national heritage preservation on national cultural properties, if they
do not fall into the remit of the Ministry of Culture or the Government of the Czech Republic;
b) within the scope of its authority it supervises compliance with the State Heritage Preservation Act and
the implementing regulations;
c) it functions as the state building inspectorate in connection with the renovation of national cultural
properties, acting from the perspective of national heritage preservation;
d) It prepares and fulfils programmes for the funding of important activities within the regional territory

a) Municipal offices with extended remits participate in the drafting of the regional strategy of support
for national heritage preservation and in the drafting of medium-term and implementation plans and
programmes for the restoration of protected cultural properties;
3

74 Act No. 129/2000 Coll., on Regions (Establishment of Regions), Sec. 1.

4

75 Act No. 129/2000 Coll., on Regions (Establishment of Regions), Sec. 29.
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Municipal Office with Extended Remits
A municipality with extended remits shall control and organise the national heritage preservation within its
administrative districts in accordance with the development strategy of national heritage preservation in
the Czech Republic.
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b) They define prerequisites for the comprehensive maintenance of protected cultural properties and
immovable assets that are not protected, but are located in a conservation area (heritage zone or
heritage reserve) containing historic and cultural properties or within a protective zone of this area;
in this respect, acting upon a proposal or on their own initiative and in their capacity as a competent
authority, they issue binding opinions and provide supporting documents for proceedings conducted
by administrative authorities other than those responsible for the conservation of cultural heritage
under special legislation;
c) They present their opinion on spatial planning documentation with respect to conservation areas and
their protective zones, unless the matter falls into the purview of the Ministry of Culture pursuant to
Section 26 (2) c) of the Heritage Preservation Act, or of the Regional Office pursuant to Section 28 (2)
c) of the Heritage Preservation Act, and present their position with respect to built-up parts of such
areas;
d) They provide guidance for the maintenance of protected cultural properties as realised by the municipalities;
e) They exercise state administration authority in relation to national heritage preservation, unless this
administration is assigned to another national heritage preservation authorities under the current
Act;
f) They co-ordinate the uniform designation of immovable protected cultural properties by a plate with
the inscription “Protected Cultural Property” and with the large state sign or, possibly, also by the
symbols adopted in international treaties;
g) They supervise the renovation of national cultural properties and construction projects, changes of
construction projects, levelling works, installations or removals of equipment/facility, demolitions of
structures or maintenance of immovable cultural properties which are not protected, but are located
in a conservation area or its protective zone (Section 17) from the viewpoint of the national heritage
preservation system;
h) Within their remits, they monitor compliance with the Act and its implementing regulations;
i) They fulfil other tasks assigned to them under the current Act.
j) In the fulfilment of its tasks, municipalities with extended remits rely on the professional assistance of
the specialised national heritage preservation authorities.
Municipality
Municipalities take maintenance of protected cultural properties at the site and oversee how the owners
carry out the duties imposed on them by the current Act5. In doing so, municipalities base their decisions on
the expert opinion of the professional organisation for heritage preservation.
Depending on local conditions and upon consultation with the respective municipality with extended remits, municipalities may establish a legal entity or organisational unit for the restoration of protected cultural properties. The municipality may apply for the provision of funds from various state or regional subsidising programmes. This depends on how active the municipality is and on how substantial the projects
are that it is able to submit in terms of the effectiveness of utilisation of public funds for the given purposes.
Commissions for heritage preservation, conservator of the national heritage preservation and
rapporteurs for heritage preservation
For an all-round consideration and co-ordination of the tasks of the national heritage preservation, Regional
councils and municipal councils in municipalities with extended remits shall set up, as and when needed,
commissions for heritage preservation as working commissions. Local authorities of municipalities with an
extended remits, having received the opinion of the professional organisation for heritage preservation, appoint a conservator for heritage preservation (hereinafter referred to as “conservator”) as a voluntary employee. The conservator is a member of the commission established by the council of the municipality with
an extended remits. It is the conservator’s task to systematically observe the condition of protected cultural
properties, report to the local authority of the respective municipality with an extended remits as to their
condition, about the maintenance given them and their utilisation. He/she proposes to the said authority
the necessary measures and helps raise public awareness of the protected cultural properties and of national heritage preservation.
Acting on the proposal of the conservator, the local authority of a municipality with an extended remits
may, within a specifically designated area, entrust voluntary employees with the function of a rapporteur for
heritage preservation (hereinafter referred to as “rapporteur”) who co-operates with the conservator in the
5

Act No. 128/2000 Sb., on municipalities
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performance of his or her duties. The work of the conservator and of the rapporteur is controlled and organised by local authorities of municipalities with an extended remits. In this respect, they receive professional
assistance from the professional organisation of heritage preservation.
Professional organisation of heritage preservation: National Heritage Institute (NPÚ)
A professional organisation of heritage preservation is an organisation entrusted with the co-ordination of
all professional activities in the field of national heritage preservation to ensure the unity of cultural-political
intentions and ideological, methodological, economic and technical standpoints, as well as the prospective
development of national heritage preservation – in this case this is the National Heritage Institute (NPÚ).
The National Heritage Institute
a) analyses the condition and development of heritage preservation, prepares materials for prognoses,
strategies and long-term prospects for the development of heritage preservation;
b) organises, co-ordinates and carries out research tasks concerning national heritage preservation,
elaborates theories and methods of heritage preservation and methods of the public utilisation of
cultural properties;
c) fulfils the function of a professional, methodological, documentary, and information centre for national heritage preservation and secures the survey, research, and documentation of protected cultural properties, heritage conservation areas and their protective zones;
d) keeps a Central Register of the Protected Cultural Properties;
e) prepares scientific material for the Ministry of Culture, especially in matters concerning the declaration of new protected cultural properties;
f) analyses necessary scientific material for other national heritage preservation authorities, methodologically directs the activity of conservators and rapporteurs, and in the course of heritage preservation offers free professional assistance to the owners of protected cultural properties;
g) ensures professional supervision of the implementation of complex maintenance for protected cultural properties and of their sustainable utilisation;
h) monitors the cultural educational utilisation of protected cultural properties and their promotion, as
well as ensuring their cultural educational utilisation, and oversees access to protected cultural properties operated and managed by the National Heritage Institute;
i) ensures continuing training of employees in the field of heritage preservation;
j) prepares periodic reports on World Cultural Heritage properties;
k) analyses and evaluates the results of the regular annual monitoring of the World Cultural Heritage
properties;
l) fulfils other tasks in relation to national heritage preservation, as assigned to it by the Ministry of Culture.
The National Heritage Institute establishes regional departments to fulfil national heritage preservation activities in the areas in question.
The Czech Parliament and the Czech Government also have a role in national heritage preservation, in addition to the activities of the Ministry of Culture:

The Government of the Czech Republic
undertakes the following tasks in relation to the national heritage preservation:
− declares parts of settlements or landscapes as specific categories of conservation areas (urban or village heritage reserve);
− declares which protected cultural properties in the Central Register are considered the most important part of the cultural wealth of the nation, as being national cultural properties, and setting out the
conditions of the protection thereof;
− approves the strategy for the national heritage preservation and other documents of long-term
relevance.
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Parliament of the Czech Republic
− approves the State Heritage Preservation Act and other legal regulations regarding the state preservation of cultural heritage;
− approves the State Budget Act, thus specifying the funds made available in a given year through the special-purpose programmes of the Ministry of Culture designated for cultural heritage repairs and restoration,
and the amounts to be made available in a given year to the local authorities with extended remits.
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7.c Form and date of most
recent records or inventory of
property
7.c.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Database
During the nomination process, an comprehensive
inventory and evaluation of all component parts
of the nominated serial property were undertaken
by the Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History
of Science and Technology (IWTG) at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical University Mining
Academy). The data collected is archived in a database. Further indexes and inventories are the
following.
List of cultural monuments
Objects declared as listed monuments are included
for information purposes in public available indexes, the cultural monument lists, which are prepared
by the relevant technical agencies, the Saxon State
Office for Historic Preservation and the Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony (§ 10 SächsDSchG).
Since the 1960s, the stock of monuments has been
classified into a central list, into district lists and into
municipal lists. The systematic recording of technical monuments began in Saxony in 1951 during GDR
time. Following the political reunification in 1989, a
reassessment of the stock of monuments was performed on the basis of Monument Conservation Act
of Saxony, which came into force in 1993, as well as
in the knowledge of nationally standardised specialist criteria. The cultural monuments lists prepared
during the GDR era only corresponded to a part of
the nationally standardised technical guidelines. All
selected monuments of the serial property are listed
in the detailed heritage index of the Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation. The listed monuments
are stored in a DIVIS database and can be examined
if required. The public available index contains details concerning the position of the property, a brief
description as well as various data on classification,
relevant literature notes and references to the photographs stored by the State Office for Historic Preservation. The cultural monument list of the Free State
of Saxony is updated continuously. In addition, data
relevant for the listed monuments is archived directly
with the lower heritage protection authorities or in
the municipal archives. The list of cultural monuments is complemeted by a GIS-based carthography.
Documentation of natural monuments
Protected areas in Saxony are sub-divided into
national parks, biosphere reserves, nature parks,
nature conservation areas and landscape protection areas. Significant geotopes are also recorded.
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Saxony also takes account of EU protected FFH areas as defined by the EU’s Fauna-Flora Habitat Directive as well as of European protected areas for
birds (Special Protection Areas) as defined by the
EC Birds Directive. The recording and description
of the relevant data is performed by Department
(Referat) 56 (Conservation areas, biotope and species protection) within the Saxon State Office for
the Environment, Agriculture and Geology. The
geographical documentation of the conservation
areas is published on the internet by way of interactive maps, including the relevant technical and
basic data (http://www. umwelt.sachsen.de). The
Saxon State Office for the Environment, Agriculture
and Geology also publishes literature with detailed
descriptions of the individual conservation areas
and protected natural properties.
Archives and libraries
From a scientific perspective, on a global scale
the Ore Mountains is an extraordinarily well documented region. There is an almost unparalleled
number of preserved original writings, drawings
and pictorial legacy materials. The nominated serial property and its outstanding universal value
are also referenced by numerous publications on
mining and smelting dating from the 16th century.
Publications containing description of the Ore
Mountains mining heritage are primarily stored in
the regional archives with trans-regional importance.
State Archive of Saxony
The State Archive of Saxony stores the written,
historical heritage of Saxony, including the legal
bases of administrative power. It constitutes the
historic memory of the Free State of Saxony. The
State Archive was reconstituted in 2004 with the
“Act on the modernisation of Saxon administration and the simplification of administrative laws”.
The Archive and its sub-offices store a total of more
than 100,000 continuous metres of files, 60,000 official documents, 700,000 maps and plans, over
1.4 million photos, thousands of films and audio
storage media as well as other archived material.
Included here are numerous documents on the
selected Saxon properties. The historical sources
and inventories concerning the properties are located in the archives ‘Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden,
the mining archive ‘Bergarchiv Freiberg’, the State
archive ‘Staatsarchiv Chemnitz’ and ‘Staatsarchiv
Leipzig’. The mining archive ‘Bergarchiv Freiberg’
is housed in Freiberg’s Freudenstein castle that is
the historically grown special archive for Saxon
mining heritage. A huge range of the most diverse
archived materials on the nominated property
can be found here.

Saxon libraries
There is a extremely wide-ranging inventory of materials in the various libraries of Saxony. Some of
the most notable include the State Library of Saxony, the Saxon State and University Library Dresden
(SLUB). As a traditional state library it collects and
archives all publications relating to Saxony as well
as official publications released in Saxony. It is one
of the largest and best endowed academic libraries in Germany and serves as the university library
of Dresden University of Technology and the State
Library of Saxony. The Saxon State and University
Library Dresden is a major innovation and coordination centre for German and European libraries.
The university library of the technical university
Bergakademie Freiberg is an outstanding library
focussing on mining and geology. The university
library in Zwickau houses an important inventory of original written sources and printed works
concerning mining and metallurgy activity. These
institutions also store numerous diverse images,
ranging from paintings to photographs.
Saxon museums
Of the numerous Saxon museums and exhibition
institutions that house documents or objects referring to the selected properties, there are a great
number of institutions with extensive collections
relating to mining and metallurgical activity in the
Ore Mountains, to geology and to the folk art of this
region. Examples of the major museums located in
selected properties include in the Freiberg Mining
Landscape (4-DE) the mineralogical/geological
collections in the Werner building in Freiberg, the
town and mining museum Freiberg (Stadt- und
Bergbaumuseum Freiberg) as well as the museum
Huthaus Einigkeit in Brand-Erbisdorf, the museum
of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14DE), the museum Adam-Ries-Museum and the mu-

seum for folk art in the Annaberg-Frohnau Mining
Landscape (8-DE). Various mining and processing
sites house museums today. Examples include the
mining museum in the Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape (2-DE), the Alte Elisabeth shaft complex of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) in the
Freiberg Mining Landscape (4-DE), the Frohnauer
Hammer (hammer mill) in the Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape (8-DE), the Althammer (hammer mill) of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works (14-DE) and the Siebenschlehener Pochwerk (stamp mill) in the Schneeberg Mining Landscape (6-DE). The museums and visitor mines own
extensive collections with a direct reference to
the nominated component parts or form a part of
them.

7.c.2 Czech Republic
There is a large number of technical documentation existing on the area in which the component
parts of the serial property are sited in the Czech
Republic. From the perspective of national heritage preservation, utmost importance must be
accorded to the documentation stored in the National Heritage Institute because of its significance
for territorial planning, particularly the local development plans and the drawing documentation of
the individual municipalities.
Protected Cultural Properties and the Central
Register of Protected Cultural Properties of the
Czech Republic
The Directorate General of the National Heritage
Institute in Prague contains registry cards on more
than 50 real estate cultural properties of the Central Register of Protected Cultural Properties of
the Czech Republic, which are located within the
area of the component parts of the serial property
and their buffer zones. The registry cards contain
a brief registry list with the identification of the
locality (localisation, name, descriptive name,
owner, date) and its description. The list contains a
heritage evaluation detailing the significance and
condition of the property with measures concerning its protection, references to literature and other
documentation (e.g. photographic documentation
and survey documentation). The file also contains
photographic documentation and cadastral maps
with the demarcation of the locality.
Local development and spatial planning of the
municipalities
One of the most important resources for the longterm development of the municipalities are the spatial plans, which are used to optimise the spatial and
functional order of the various areas of municipalities,
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Other archives
Additionally, there are a number of historically
important collections and inventories, which, at
least in part, refer directly to the selected properties. Extensive documentation can be found in the
numerous town archives, such as in the town halls
of Freiberg, Marienberg, Annaberg and in Schneeberg as well as in the church archives of the region. Company archives, such as that of the stateowned Wismut GmbH, likewise contain a historical
inventory of various documents. One particularly
significant archive is that of the chief mining office
‘Oberbergamt Freiberg’, with its inventory of materials detailing the former mining installations of
Saxony. The TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Technical
University Mining Academy) also maintains its own
extensive university archive.
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and to establish a balance between the interests of
the environment, the economy and the community
of people who live in the particular area. The spatial
plans must be in line with the principles of the territorial development of the Czech Republic and the territorial development policies of the individual regions
(Karlovy Vary and Ústí). Apart from the worded part
– which likewise contains an analysis of the condition of the area and its sustainable development –
the spatial plans also contain a graphic component,
which alongside the main record, also includes, for
example, a concept of the natural arrangement, a
concept of the public infrastructure and other detailed drawings, mainly displayed using a scale of
1:5,000. Recently, new spatial local development
and construction plans have been developed by
the towns of Jáchymov (2009), Abertamy (2011) and
Měděnec (2012); the towns of Boží Dar, Horní Blatná
and Krupka have commenced this task or are planning to do so, in order to meet the 2020 deadline. The
spatial plans are stored in the municipal offices of the
respective municipalities and in offices of respective
municipalities with extended remits.
Archives and libraries
From a scientific perspective, the Ore Mountains is
one of the best documented regions in the world.
There are countless technical publications referring to the nominated serial property and its universal value, beginning with the writings of Georgius Agricola from the 16th century, to the research
results achieved in the present day. These publications are housed in a series of institutions of national, regional and local significance, of which the
following are among the most important:
National Archive, Prague
The National Archive is the central archive for the
Czech Republic, and has been in continuous existence since the early medieval period. Of the some
1700 collections, the Staré Montanum collection
with its written documents dating from 1500 to
1783 and details about mining and smelting is
particularly important for the understanding of the
history of the property. This archive also boasts
a collection of mining maps and plans, among
which there are also countless historical maps of
the mining districts and the individual mines of
the Ore Mountains. The National Archive provides
a description of the archive and its collections on
the internet (http://www.badatelna.cz).
National Library, Prague
The National Library of the Czech Republic is not
only one of the oldest libraries in the country,
thanks to the extent of its collections it is also the
largest. Furthermore, it ranks among the most sig-
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nificant libraries not only in Europe, but anywhere
in the world. Its wealth of historical and modern
age literature, among which are a great number of
historical and contemporary publications relating
to the serial property, amounts to a total of no less
than 6 million documents. Information on these
documents are available electronically in accordance with international standards. The valuable
hand-written and imperilled printed works are being digitalised piece by piece.
National Museum, Prague
Founded in 1820, the National Museum is the
oldest such institution in the Czech Republic,
the raison d’être of which is not merely limited
to compiling collections, for it also has a scientific and educational function too. With regard
to the scientific research of the serial property,
the primary role is allocated to the Museum of
Natural Sciences with its extensive mineralogical and geological collection. The collection
also includes numerous minerals from the Ore
Mountains, which in many cases where actually
first discovered here in this region.
Czech Geological Survey, Prague
Performed on behalf of the Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic, one of the tasks assigned to the Czech Geological Survey is maintaining a registry of the old mines as well as a registry
of the influences of mining activity on the territory
of the Czech Republic. The online register of the
old mines contains valuable information on the
extent of mining activities within the area of the
nominated serial property as well as precisely localising it. The archive of the Czech Geological Survey contains a huge amount of surveys and technical reports concerning the mining districts within
the area of the property, as well as many historical
and contemporary maps together with historical
and contemporary photo documentation.
National Heritage Institute, Prague
The Library of the National Heritage Institute
(NPÚ) - Directorate General
The library contains technical publications relating
to specialist areas such as heritage preservation,
art history, architecture, urbanism, archaeology
and conservation and restoration.
Collections of the National Heritage Institute
The research conducted into historical construction and numerous historical plans are stored in
the collection of plans, historical construction
investigations and restoration reports. Historical
photographs are stored in the collection of photographic documentation.

Regional archives and museums
A great number of publications, maps and photographic documentation is also stored in the regional archives, the most important of which for
research into the property are the Státní oblastní
archiv v Plzni (State Regional Archive in Pilsen),
Státní okresní archiv Karlovy Vary (State District
Archive in Karlovy Vary), Státní oblastní archiv v
Litoměřicích (State Regional Archive in Litoměřice)
and the Státní okresní archiv Chomutov (State
District Archive in Chomutov), as well as in the regional museums in Karlovy Vary, Chomutov, Most,
Teplice and Jáchymov. Jáchymov has an unique
Latin library dating from the 16th century, in which
the ground-breaking writings of Georgius Agricola
can also be found.

7.d Address where inventory,
records and archives are held
7.d.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Sachsen
(Saxon State Office for Historic Preservation)
Schloßplatz 1
01067 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-48 43 04 00
Fax: (+49) (0)351-48 43 04 99
Email: post@lfd.smi.sachsen.de
Landesamt für Archäologie
(Archaeological Heritage Office in Saxony)
Zur Wetterwarte 7
01109 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351 - 8926 603
Fax: (+49) (0)351 - 8926 604
Email: info@lfa.sachsen.de
Sächsisches Landesamt für Umwelt,
Landwirtschaft und Geologie
(Saxon State Office for the Environment,
Agriculture and Geology)
Postfach 540137
01311 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-2612-0
Fax: (+49) (0)351-2612-1099
Email: lfulg@smul.sachsen.de

Institut für Industriearchäologie,
Wissenschafts- und Technikgeschichte/IWTG
(Institute for Industrial Archaeology,
History of Science and Technology)
TU Bergakademie Freiberg
Silbermannstraße 2
09599 Freiberg
Phone: (+49) (0)3731 39-3406
Fax: (+49) (0)3731 39-2832
Email: sekretariat@iwtg.tu-freiberg.de
Sächsisches Staatsarchiv –
Bergarchiv Freiberg
(Saxon State archive – mining archive)
Schloßplatz 4
09599 Freiberg
Phone: (+49) (0)3731/394 610
Fax: (+49) (0)3731/394 627
Email: poststelle-f@sta.smi.sachsen.de
Sächsische Landesbibliothek Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden
(Saxon Regional Library - State and University
Library Dresden)
01054 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351 4677 390

7.d.2 Czech Republic
Documentation in relation to individual cultural
monuments
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské nám. 1
CZ-118 11 Praha 1 - Malá Strana
Národní památkový ústav,
generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute, Directorate General)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 - Malá Strana
Národní památkový ústav,
územní odborné pracoviště v Lokti
(National Heritage Institute,
regional branch in Loket)
Kostelní 81
CZ 357 33 Loket
Národní památkový ústav, územní odborné
pracoviště v Ústí nad Labem
(National Heritage Institute,
regional branch in Ústí nad Labem)
Podmokelská 1/38
CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem - Krásné Březno
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MonumNet
MonumNet is the name of the National Heritage
Institute’s webpage, which is used to document
the monuments contained in the Central Register
of Protected Cultural Properties of the Czech Republic.
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Krajský úřad Karlovarského kraje
(Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary Region)
Závodní 353/88
CZ 360 06 Karlovy Vary - Dvory
Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(Regional Authority of the Ústí Region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Documentation of public procedures within
the area of the component parts, in relation to
individual cultural monuments and to the spatial
planning
Městský úřad Ostrov
(Municipal Office Ostrov)
Klínovecká 1204
CZ 363 20 Ostrov
(Spatial plans of the Towns of Abertamy, Boží Dar,
Horní Blatná, Jáchymov)
Městský úřad Kadaň
(Municipal Office Kadaň)
Mírové náměstí 1
CZ 432 01 Kadaň
(Spatial plan of the municipality of Měděnec)
Městský úřad Teplice
(Municipal Office Teplice)
nám. Svobody 2
CZ 415 95 Teplice
(Spatial plan of the Town of Krupka)

Česká geologická služba
(Czech Geological Survey)
Klárov 3
CZ 118 21 Praha 1
Web address: http://www.geology.cz
Státní okresní archiv Karlovy Vary
(State District Archive Karlovy Vary)
Nám. 17. listopadu 2
CZ 360 05 Karlovy Vary
Web address: http://www.soaplzen.cz/soka-kv
Státní okresní archiv Chomutov/Kadaň
(State District Archive Chomutov/Kadaň)
Boženy Němcové 68
CZ 432 01 Kadaň
Web address: http://www.soalitomerice.cz
Muzeum Karlovy Vary
(Museum Karlovy Vary)
Nová louka 23
CZ 360 01 Karlovy Vary
Web address: http://www.kvmuz.cz
Muzeum Královská mincovna Jáchymov
(Museum Royal Mint Jáchymov)
nám. Republiky 37
CZ 362 51 Jáchymov
Muzeum Horní Blatná
(Museum Horní Blatná)
Bezručova 127
CZ 362 37 Horní Blatná

Archives and collections
Národní památkový ústaví
(National Heritage Institute)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 - Malá Strana
Web address: http://www.npu.cz

Oblastní muzeum v Chomutově
(Regional Museum in Chomutov)
Palackého 86
CZ 430 01 Chomutov
Web address: www.muzeum-cv.net

Národní archive
(National Archive)
Archivní 2257/4
CZ 149 00 Praha 4
Web address: http://www.nacr.cz

Oblastní muzeum v Mostě
(Regional Museum in Most)
Čsl. armády 1360/35
CZ 434 01 Most
Web address: http://www.muzeum-most.cz

Národní knihovna
(National Library)
Klementinum 190
CZ 110 00 Praha 1
Web address: http://www.nkp.cz

Regionální muzeum v Teplicích
(Regional Museum in Teplice)
Zámecké náměstí 14
CZ 415 01 Teplice
Web address: http://www.muzeum-teplice.cz

Národní museum
(National Museum)
Václavské náměstí 1700/68
CZ 110 00 Praha 1
Web address: http://www.nm.cz

Muzeum Krupka (Museum Krupka)
Husitská 193/12 CZ 417 41 Krupka
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Fig. 884 Wheel chamber of the Weißer Hirsch mine, Schneeberg Mining Landscape
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8.a.1 Free State of Saxony, Federal
Republic of Germany
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all relevant stakeholders by the World Heritage
project group at Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History of Science and Technology of the technical university TU Bergakademie Freiberg.
Institute for Industrial Archaeology, History
of Science and Technology (IWTG)
TU Bergakademie Freiberg
World Heritage Project Group
Prof. Dr. Helmuth Albrecht (head)
Friederike Hansell (project officer)
Silbermannstraße 2
09599 Freiberg
Germany
Phone: (+49) (0)3731 - 39 28 26
Fax:
(+49) (0)3731 - 39 28 32
Email: helmuth.albrecht@iwtg.tu-freiberg.de
Email: friederike.hansell@iwtg.tu-freiberg.de
The preparation of the nomination dossier including the Management Plan was supported by:

• Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V. c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH,
Matthias Lißke, Adam-Ries-Straße 16,
09456 Annaberg-Buchholz
• Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e. V.,
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8.a.2 Czech Republic
The nomination dossier, including the Management Plan, for the Czech side was commissioned
by the regions of Karlovy Vary and Ústí nad Labem
and prepared, in cooperation with the members of
the Czech World Heritage project group, by:
Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge,
o.p.s. (Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge,
non-profit organisation)
RNDr. Michal Urban, CSc.
Velké Kunratické 20
CZ 148 00 Prague 4
Phone: (+420) 603 280 863
Email: murban@chello.cz
Partners of the Czech World Heritage
Project Group:
The preparation of the nomination dossier including the Management Plan was supported by:
Mgr. Michal Beneš, CSc. (until the 21st of April 2013)
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky (Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ 118 01 Praha 1
Phone: (+420) 257 085 299
Email: Michal.Benes@mkcr.cz
Mgr. Dita Limová (since the 21st of April 2013)
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ 118 01 Praha 1
Phone: (+420) 257 085 371
Email: Dita.Limova@mkcr.cz
Ing. arch. Věra Kučová
Národní památkový ústav – generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General,
National Focal Point)
Valdštejnské nám. 3/162
CZ 118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: (+420) 257 010 284
Email: kucova.vera@npu.cz
Mgr. Olga Bukovičová
Národní památkový ústav
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General)
Valdštejnské nám. 3/162
CZ 118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: (+420) 257 010 257
Email: bukovicova.olga@npu.cz
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Jan Prudík
Tyršova 17
CZ 360 01 Karlovy Vary
Phone: (+420) 736 650 316
Email: prudik.jan@gmail.com
Mgr. Radek Spála
Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(Regional Authority of the Ústí Region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Phone: (+420) 475 657 446
Email: spala.r@kr-ustecky.cz
PhDr. Adam Šrejber, Ph.D.
Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(Regional Authority of the Ústí Region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Phone: (+420) 475 657 286
Email: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz
Mgr. Jiří Vajčner, Ph.D.
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ 118 11 Praha 1
Phone: (+420) 257 085 413
Email: jiri.vajcner@mkcr.cz
Mgr. Jitka Vlčková-Šrejberová, Ph.D.
(until the 31st of December 2014)
Národní památkový ústav – generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General)
Valdštejnské nám. 3/162
CZ 118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: (+420) 257 010 115
Email: srejberova.jitka@npu.cz
Mgr. Lubomír Zeman
NPÚ – územní odborné pracoviště v Lokti (National Heritage Institute – Regional Branch in Loket)
Kostelní 81
CZ 357 33 Loket
Phone: (+420) 777 771 871
Email: zeman.lubomir@npu.cz

In cooperation with:
• Jan Albrecht, photography
• Ing. Bronislav Grulich, documentation
• RNDr. Jan Hloušek, photography, documentation
• Zdeněk Lakatoš, documentation
• Lenka Navrátilová, documentation
• Marek Nesrsta, maps
• Robert Petro, documentation
• Jan Rendek, photography
• Olga Zámostná, documentation
and other specialists from the National
Heritage Institute, namely:
• Ing. arch. Zuzana Syrová, Mgr. Šimon Eismann,
Mgr. Ondřej Malina, Ph.D., Ing. Svatava Podrazilová, Mgr. Hana Veselá – maps
• Ing. arch. Jan Hanzlík, PhDr. Petr Hrubý, Mgr.
Alžběta Kratochvílová – documentation;
• Mgr. Josef Slavíček – photographs, technical
processing
• Specific advice on authenticity and integrity
by The Research Centre for Industrial Heritage
(VCPD) of the Czech Technical University, Prague

8.a.3 Transboundary preparation
Members of the transboundary
working group:
The transboundary preparation of the nomination documentation, including the Management
Plan, was performed within a joint working group
comprised of the following members:

• Prof. Dr. Helmuth Albrecht (IWTG World Heritage
project group, project head, TU Bergakademie
Freiberg)
• Friederike Hansell M.A. (IWTG World Heritage
project group, project officer, TU Bergakademie
Freiberg)
• Matthias Lißke (project management UNESCO
World Heritage project Montanregion Erzgebirge, managing director, Wirtschaftsförderung
Erzgebirge GmbH)
• Matthias Voigt (project management UNESCO
World Heritage project Montanregion Erzgebirge, project officer, Wirtschaftsförderung
Erzgebirge GmbH)
• Dr. Michael Kirsten (Department Head Regional
Historic Preservation Office, State Office for Historic
Preservation in Saxony)
• Dr. Michael Streetz (Department Head Regional
Historic Preservation Office, State Office for Historic
Preservation in Saxony)
• Mgr. Olga Bukovičová (National Heritage Institute –
Directorate General)
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Mgr. Jaroslava Pokludová
Krajský úřad Karlovarského kraje
(Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary Region)
Závodní 353/88
CZ 360 21 Karlovy Vary
Phone: (+420) 353 502 279
Email: jaroslava.pokludova@kr-karlovarsky.cz
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• RNDr. Michal Urban, CSc. (Montanregion Krušné
hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s.)
• Mgr. Radek Spála (Regional Authority of the Ústí
Region, Department for Culture and Heritage Preservation)
• PhDr. Adam Šrejber (Regional Authority of the Ústí
Region, Department for Culture and Heritage Preservation)
• Mgr. Jaroslava Pokludová (Regional Authority of the
Karlovy Vary Region, Department for Culture, Heritage Preservation, Spas and Tourism)
• Mgr. Hana Strnadová (Regional Authority of the Karlovy Vary Region, Department for Culture, Heritage
Preservation, Spas and Tourism)
At the State Party level, the preparation of the nomination dossier was overseen by:
Sächsisches Staatsministerium des Innern
(Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
01095 Dresden, Germany
Phone: (+49) (0)351- 5640
Fax: (+49) (0)351- 564 31 99
Email: info@smi.sachsen.de
Web address: http://www.smi.sachsen.de
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
118 11 Prague 1, Czech Republic
Phone: (+420) 257 085 111
Fax: (+420) 224 318 155
Email: epodatelna@mkcr.cz
Members of the Ministerial Steering Group:
• Ulrich Menke (Department head Urban Development, Construction and Housing, Saxon Ministry of
the Interior)
• Ulrich Schreiber (Section Head Protection and
Preservation of Historical Monuments, Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
• Prof. Dr. Rosemarie Pohlack (Head of Conservation,
State Office for Historic Preservation in Saxony)
• Dr. Michael Kirsten (Department Head Regional
Historic Preservation Office, State Office for Historic
Preservation in Saxony)
• Volker Uhlig (Chairman of Welterbe Montanregion
Erzgebirge e.V., District Chief Executive (retd.), District Administration Mittelsachsen)
• Prof. Dr. Helmuth Albrecht (IWTG World Heritage
project group, project head, TU Bergakademie Freiberg)
• Friederike Hansell M.A. (IWTG World Heritage project group, project officer, TU Bergakademie Freiberg)
• Matthias Lißke (project management, managing director Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH)
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• PhDr. Anna Matoušková (Deputy Minister for Culture
of the Czech Republic), until the 5th of June 2015
• Ing. Vlastislav Ouroda, Ph.D. (Deputy Minister for
Culture of the Czech Republic), since the 5th of June
2015
• Mgr. Jiří Vajčner, Ph.D. (Director Department for Heritage Preservation, Ministry of Culture ČR)
• Mgr. Bohumila Bžochová (Administration Officer
Dept. for International Affairs, Ministry of Culture ČR)
• Mgr. Dita Limová (Head of UNESCO Department,
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
• Ing. arch. Věra Kučová (Head of Unit of Monuments
and Sites of the International Status, National Heritage General, National Focal Point)

8.b Official Local
Institution/Agency
8.b.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
Sächsisches Staatsministerium des Innern
(Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
PF 01095 Dresden
Phone: (+49) (0)351-5 64 0
Fax: (+49) (0)351-5 64 31 99
Email: info@smi.sachsen.de
Web address: http://www.smi.sachsen.de
Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(World Heritage Association)
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH
Adam-Ries-Straße 16, 09456 Annaberg Buchholz
Phone: (+49) (0)3733-145 0
Fax: (+49) (0)3733-145 145
Email: kontakt@wfe-erzgebirge.de
Web address:
http://www.montanregion-erzgebirge.de

8.b.2 Czech Republic
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ 118 01 Prague 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: (+420) 257 085 111
Email: epodatelna@mkcr.cz
Montanregion Krušné hory – Erzgebirge, o.p.s.
(Czech Republic’s national coordination office)
Farní 2
CZ 362 35 Abertamy
Phone: (+420) 353 892 333
Email: starostaab@seznam.cz

Krajský úřad Karlovarského kraje
(Regional authority for the Karlovy Vary region)
Závodní 353/88
CZ 360 21 Karlovy Vary
Phone: (+420) 353 502 279
Email: jaroslava.pokludova@kr-karlovarsky.cz

Městský úřad Boží Dar
(Municipal office of Boží Dar)
Boží Dar 1
CZ 362 62 Boží Dar
Phone: (+420) 353 590 782
Email: bozidar@bozidar.eu

Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(Regional Authority of the the Ústí Region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Phone: (+420) 475 657 286
Email: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Městský úřad Jáchymov
(Municipal office of Jáchymov)
nám. Republiky 1
CZ 362 51 Jáchymov
Phone: (+420) 353 808 111
Email: podatelna@mestojachymov.cz

Národní památkový ústav, generální ředitelství
(National Heritage Institute – Directorate General)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ-118 01 Prague 1 – Malá Strana;
Phone: (+420) 257 010 111
Email: epodatelna@npu.cz

Městský úřad Krupka
(Municipal office of Krupka)
Mariánské nám. 22
CZ 417 42 Krupka 1
Phone: (+420) 417 862 254
Email: info@mpkrupka.eu

8.c.1 Free State of Saxony, Federal
Republic of Germany
Tourismusverband Erzgebirge e.V.
(Tourism association)
Adam-Ries-Straße 16
09456 Annaberg-Buchholz
Phone: (+49) (0)3733 -18800-0
Fax: (+49) (0)3733 -18800-20 or -30
Email: info@erzgebirge-tourismus.de
Förderverein Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(Local association)
Silbermannstraße 2
09599 Freiberg
Phone: (+49) (0)3731- 392455,
Fax: (+49) (0)3731- 392832
Email: kontakt@montanregion-erzgebirge.org

8.c.2 Czech Republic
Městský úřad Abertamy ‘
(Municipal office of Abertamy)
Farní 2ˇ
CZ 362 35 Abertamy
Phone: (+420) 353 892 333
Email: obecabertamy@volny.cz
Obecní úřad Horní Blatná
(Municipal office of Horní Blatná)
náměstí Sv. Vavřince 1
CZ 362 35 Horní Blatná
Phone: (+420) 353 892 209
Email: starosta.horniblatna@volny.cz

Obecní úřad Měděnec
(Municipal office of Měděnec)
Nádražní 212
CZ 431 84 Měděnec
Phone: (+420) 474 396 222
Email: obec@medenec.cz
NPÚ – územní odborné pracoviště v Lokti (National Heritage Institute – Regional Branch Loket)
Kostelní 81
CZ 357 33 Loket
Phone: (+420) 352 684 796
Email: secretariat.loket@npu.cz
NPÚ – územní odborné pracoviště v Ústí nad
Labem (National Heritage Institute – Regional
Branch Ústí nad Labem)
Podmokelská 1/38
CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem – Krásné Březno
Phone: (+420) 472 704 800
Email: sekretariat.usti@npu.cz

8.d Official web address
8.d.1 Free State of Saxony, Germany
http://www.montanregion-erzgebirge.de
Email: kontakt@montanregion-erzgebirge.de

8.d.2 Czech Republic
http://www.montanregion.cz
Contact name: Michal Urban
Email: hengster11@gmail.com
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8.c Other Local Institutions
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Fig. 885 Miners‘ parade, Freiberg mining town
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9. Signature on behalf of the State Party
Dresden, 11th December 2017

Saxon State Minister of the Interior

Daniel Herman

Markus Ulbig
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Minister of Culture
of the Czech Republic
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